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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, the phenomena known as ‘street art’ has flourished in the art world and
become a prominent international art movement. My thesis explores the possibilities of
legitimating street art as knowledge in visual arts education in secondary schools and tertiary
institutions in New Zealand. I locate this exploration through a critique of the literature about the
origins, developments, and definitions of street art, and through an examination of the historical
moments and contemporary developments that have shaped visual art education, internationally
and in New Zealand. Insights about street art are articulated through the perspectives of five
street artists, including myself, from data collected through interviews and observations. Further
insights are provided from interviews with two secondary school art teachers and focus group
discussions with nine of their senior art students. Data were also collected from two tertiary
lecturers and seven of their art students. These encounters with the participants have led to
understandings about how street art is produced, the social contexts that underpin its production,
and various educational discourses that affect knowledge, curriculum, and pedagogy in relation
to street art. Positioned within a qualitative realist methodology, I draw on three key theoretical
frameworks for this research: Bernstein’s (1999) knowledge types, Maton’s (2009) ‘Legitimation
Code Theory’ and dimension of specialisation codes, and Green’s (2005) theory of musical
meaning. Each of these frameworks provides a theoretical lens through which to understand the
data. I conclude the thesis with a discussion on the role of visual arts educators in legitimating
knowledge, and put forward potential possibilities and achievable strategies for teaching street
art in visual arts education. My final gesture is an artwork that symbolises my learning from this
research. It reflects the ideological contestations of power that transpire through curricula,
schools, teaching programmes, student interests, and the significant role that visual arts
educators play in recontextualising knowledge in education.
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CHAPTER 1
Part 1: INTRODUCING THE RESEARCH
1.1

Motivation for the research

The title of my thesis, Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand, encapsulates the provocations underpinning this research. A motivating force
behind the study is to examine the phenomena known as ‘street art’, how this art form has evolved
and is enacted by street artists, in what ways it is positioned within the art world, and how it is
perceived by the wider community. During my experiences of visual arts at secondary school,
and as a tertiary art student, I became aware of the possibilities of street art, graffiti, and making
art outdoors. As a practicing street artist for the past 13 years, I have found this art form to be a
very powerful, creative, and valid form of artistic expression. As a lecturer in art and design at a
tertiary institution, I have a high level of autonomy to select art curricula that I consider appropriate
for students. Although a key objective is to recognise the interests and cultural diversity of all
students in relation to their art making I have been challenged to find a balance between teaching
the traditions of Western fine arts on the one hand and contemporary visual culture on the other.
It is these educational experiences that motivated me to explore and evaluate the
educational potential of street art in visual arts education in secondary school and tertiary
educational settings in New Zealand. A key provocation is to understand how adopting street art
as a valid and legitimate form of visual culture in teaching programmes could contribute to
enhancing visual arts education, particularly through the integration of its artistic meanings,
techniques of production, and social contexts. If students can critically examine and understand
the potential of creating art in public spaces this could, in turn, encourage future practitioners to
create art outdoors and help validate and legitimate street art. Such actions have the potential to
make art more accessible to non-art audiences, and challenge the dominance of the prevailing
culture of Western fine arts in the curricula of secondary schools and tertiary art institutions.

1.2

Aims of the research

To understand how street art could potentially be adopted as a valid and legitimate form in visual
arts education, my first aim is to examine existing literature to map the evolution of visual arts
education internationally, to understand the origins, developments and definitions of ‘street art’
worldwide, predominantly from America, and to identify historical moments and political
imperatives that have shaped visual arts education in secondary schools and tertiary institutions
in New Zealand.
My second aim is to seek the perceptions of a selection of ‘street artists’ in Auckland
whose art is located within the context of New Zealand. The purpose is to evaluate how their
understandings and the community’s response to this art form are shaped, and to consider the
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changing influence and status of street art within the art world and its potential for legitimation in
educational settings.
A third aim is to investigate the perspectives of a sample of secondary school visual arts
teachers and senior students, and tertiary art lecturers and students in Auckland, New Zealand.
The intention is to examine their views and understandings of the nature and place of street art
in educational and societal contexts, and to ascertain whether it could become a legitimate art
form alongside Western fine arts in secondary and tertiary art programmes.
Contextualized within the theoretical and methodological framework, the participants’
voices in this thesis have the potential to elucidate critical perspectives about street art and the
possibilities it could offer in visual arts education. My overarching aim is to discover what
challenges street art may face in becoming accepted as an art form worthy of study.

1.3

The research questions

The overarching research question is:
In what ways is ‘street art’ understood and legitimated as part of visual culture in New Zealand by
its community of artists, visual arts educators, and students, and what are the implications of
legitimating this art form in visual arts programmes at secondary schools and tertiary art
institutions?
The following sub-questions support the overarching question:
1) What is ‘street art’ and what form(s) does it take?
2) How is ‘street art’ understood by artists, art educators, students, and the community?
3) What is ‘visual culture’ and Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE)?
4) How is ‘street art’ understood as a sub-set of visual culture?
5) What are the possible affordances of legitimating ‘street art’ for secondary school
students, art teachers, and their programmes?
6) What are the possible affordances of legitimating ‘street’ art for tertiary art students, art
lecturers, and their programmes?

1.4

Structure of the thesis

In this first part of Chapter 1, I present the motivation for this research which is influenced by my
educational and artistic experiences. I outline the aims of the study, which focus on investigating
the prospect of including broader visual cultural forms, beyond traditional notions of Western fine
arts, in visual arts education. The overarching research question and sub-questions focus on
‘street art’ and the possible affordances of legitimating this art form in secondary schools and
tertiary art programmes. In Part 2 of this chapter, I locate myself as an artist, researcher and
teacher and present snapshots of the four participant street artists and myself, and examples of
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our art works. I present the ‘voices’ of two visual arts teachers and nine secondary school
students, and two tertiary art lecturers and seven tertiary art students.
In Chapter 2, I examine the origins, developments, and definitions of graffiti and street art
encompassed as a form of visual culture pertinent to my research. I evaluate the interconnections
between graffiti and street art, contextualise the use of public spaces by street artists, and
examine alternative genres of practice connected to public art. I hypothesise the potential link
between street art and visual arts education in secondary and tertiary art settings in New Zealand.
In Chapter 3: Part 1, I examine literature on visual arts education to trace international
developments in the field from the 1960s to the present. I focus on key theoretical and
pedagogical approaches, with literature emanating primarily from North America where art
educators and theorists led the major developments. I examine pertinent approaches to art
education, including discipline-based art education, visual culture art education and visual culture
learning communities, and contextualize the place of ‘street art’. In Part 2 of this chapter, I
examine pertinent historical moments in visual arts education in secondary schools in New
Zealand and explore the effects of colonisation on education and obligations to biculturalism,
multiculturalism, curriculum developments, and competing curricular and pedagogical tensions. I
raise the question of where ‘street art’ may fit within secondary school curricula. In Part 3 I turn to
the tertiary sector in New Zealand and examine the government’s vision for tertiary institutions
which has influenced the changing rationales of educational discourse and created implications
for the discipline of visual arts under neoliberal pressures and a globalised economy. Again, I
raise the question of whether ‘street art’ can be legitimated in tertiary art settings.
In Chapter 4: Part 1, I critique key theoretical concepts of knowledge and legitimation that
play a crucial role in explaining the educational discourse of the teachers and students. I explore
sociological ideas and use the concept of specialisation codes as the framework to explain the
participants’ educational discourses. In Part 2 of this chapter I present the methodological
framework underpinning this research and explain its realist and qualitative interpretive approach.
Visual images are included as a powerful form of ‘data’, not as mere illustrations, to support the
theoretical and methodological concepts. Ethical principles of the research process and data
collection are explained in relation to informed consent, anonymity, and validity of the findings.
In Chapter 5: Part 1, I examine the perspectives of four street artists and include my views
as a participant-researcher, tertiary art lecturer, and artist. I provide further insights into the
educational backgrounds of each artist, observations of their art making, and the technical
approaches and aesthetics used by them to produce street art. In Parts 2 and 3 of this chapter, I
apply the theoretical concepts of ‘inherent meanings’ (technical production) and ‘delineated
meanings’ (social understandings and interpretations) to organise, explain, and analyse the key
themes emerging from the data. I debate the significance of graffiti in New Zealand, development
of street art as a movement, community attitudes, contexts of production, locations where street
art is viewed and discussed, and how this type of art has the potential to be used as an
educational and social tool in the community.
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In Chapter 6, I present the educational contexts of the research. In Parts 1 and 3, I examine the
perspectives of two secondary school visual arts teachers and two tertiary art lecturers. I focus
on a critical examination of emerging educational discourses and apply a range of theories to
organise, explain, and analyse the findings. Knowledge types (vertical and horizontal discourses),
legitimation code theory, and an adaptation of the theory of musical meaning for the art context
are applied. In Parts 2 and 4, I investigate the perspectives of nine senior secondary school
students and seven tertiary art students about their approaches to art making, understandings of
street art, and experiences in their classrooms and studios.
In Chapter 7, I present an analysis of my discoveries from the data and draw theoretical
conclusions from the research. In Part 1 I focus on the legitimation of street art in the art world,
and how the transition from a horizontal discourse to a vertical one is underway. In Part 2, I
suggest future possibilities and achievable strategies for teaching street art in visual arts
education which draw on Winch’s (2017) concept of procedural knowledge (know-how) and
propositional knowledge (know-that). I conclude with a new artwork that symbolises my learning
from this research.
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CHAPTER 1
Part 2: LOCATING MYSELF, THE ARTISTS, AND THE EDUCATORS
My research participants are a key element of this research. They provide insights into the world
of street art, their approaches to art making, and the social contexts that inform their practice. In
this second part of Chapter 1, each participant offers a ‘snapshot’ of themselves through their
voices and images.

1.5

Locating myself

Figure 1. Bobby Hung, AKA Berst, 2016

My name is Wing-Tai Hung, but I have been called Bobby since I was three-years-old when my
family migrated to New Zealand from Hong Kong. In search for a better life overseas, my parents
searched for a new life overseas. As an immigrant growing up in this country I am surrounded by
ethnically and culturally diverse people who are predominantly Māori, Pasifika, Asian, and New
Zealand European/Pākehā. This is a significant factor for me growing up in New Zealand because
I have always felt culturally displaced even though I consider myself a ‘Kiwi’. This displacement
of my own cultural identity has rippled through my educational experiences at secondary school
and tertiary art institutions, and led me to create the type of art that I produce today.
Reflecting back on my experiences of studying art in Year 11 at secondary school, I recall
learning about European art history and Māori art. Content included Cubism, still life, and New
Zealand painters. My recollection of Māori art was limited to a superficial study of patterns and
motifs, largely the unfolding fern frond transforming into the spiral-shaped ‘koru’. An ‘artist model’
approach informed our art making, with artists chosen by the teacher. My sense of learning
reflected a notion of reproduction of art forms studied in class, which left little room for imagination
and creativity. Although I did not entirely enjoy my time at secondary school, I enjoyed making art
which led me to study at tertiary level in a Bachelor of Design majoring in visual arts. For the most
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part, I developed practical skills in painting, drew conceptual references from popular culture, and
gained more knowledge about the theoretical underpinnings of Western art history. No Māori
content, nor artworks by artists from ethnically diverse cultures were presented to us during my
graduate study. Nor was I prompted to consider learning about my own culture. Other than
speaking Cantonese with my parents at home, I am culturally dislocated from my Chinese
heritage and identify as a New Zealander. That said, however, I remain uncertain about what
being a New Zealander means.
As a graduate student studying for a Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Secondary) I gained
insights into New Zealand’s founding document, Te Tiriti o Waitangi–The Treaty of Waitangi
(1840) but only recently became more aware of the challenges reflected in the document and the
implications for education. A significant moment occurred during my preparation for teaching
visual arts at secondary level when our lecturer, Jill Smith, alerted us to the importance of teaching
Māori art (a curriculum requirement) in the context of biculturalism and tikanga Māori. With the
majority of us being non-Māori students, I recall her saying that we were all capable of teaching
about Māori art education, as long as we gained personal knowledge and understanding and
taught with integrity, based on the reality that we are teaching from a non-Māori position. Jill
conveyed the view that students should not ‘reproduce’ Māori art forms but, instead, draw upon
ideas and forms from Māori art and culture as a starting point for making their ‘own’ art.

1

This statement, as well as further study under Jill’s supervision for a Postgraduate
Diploma in Education and Master of Education, gave me the confidence to teach beyond my
immediate interests and promote the cultures of others. Increasing my understanding of
biculturalism, cultural diversity, and difference from an educational perspective has led me to
question my cultural identity as a citizen, artist, researcher, and teacher in New Zealand. It has
led to me to question assumptions that drive the decision-making process in the selection of art
curricula and pedagogical approaches in my teaching and has prompted me to examine whether
I am as culturally responsive to students as I believe I should be. These perspectives have
informed my advocacy for visual arts education that promotes cultural equity and social
responsibility, rather than merely teaching practical skills that are void of cultural contexts.
Alongside my 13 years of institutional education post-secondary school, I have been
involved in creating graffiti and art in public spaces using the artist name ‘Berst’. My interest in
these forms of art was first triggered at secondary school where I became fascinated by my friends
who were ‘tagging’ at that time. I selected ‘Berst’ as a random name for my alter ego, and began
to gain recognition. I surfed the internet looking at graffiti magazines and discovered the many
types of graffiti that existed overseas. I eventually shifted to painting more colorful and large-scale
abstract pieces, while maintaining a focus on lettering. Using the medium of spray paint, my graffiti
is usually located in public spaces and is predominantly large in scale. Alongside an interest in
lettering, I enjoy drawing characters. My illustrative work is an indoor studio practice, but I have

1

Although not of Māori descent herself, Jill has been a staunch advocate for Māori education and bicultural imperatives
in the visual arts, and has undertaken and contributed extensive research in this field (Smith, 2007, 2010a, 2010b).
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slowly transitioned into taking this work into the street. Influenced by a range of visual culture, I
am particularly interested in comics, cartoons, Māori mythology, and American styled tattoos.

Figure 2. Me working on some commercial projects in my studio, Auckland, 2017

Figure 3. Me (far left) in front of an ‘Ironlak’ piece for my paint sponsor, Australia, 2014

Figure 4. Me (far left) in front of a commission for Two Rooks headquarters, Hamilton, 2016
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Figure 5. Guardian of Nuffield Street, Auckland, 2015

Figure 6. Me (in centre) with ‘God of the forest’ mural for Rise Street Art Festival, Christchurch, 2013

I paint because it is a passion and hobby, but creating art in public spaces has become the key
characteristic of my practice and I frequently receive commissions to produce community murals
and work with youth. While ‘street art’ has become popularised in mainstream culture in recent
years, I have found that its definitions and community perceptions are varied and potentially
inaccurate. Learning about street art in greater depth during my doctoral research inspired me to
consider the potential for educating students in secondary schools and tertiary institutions about
its varied forms, styles, meanings and possibilities.
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1.6

‘Snapshots’ of the artists

The snapshots of each artist are co-constructed from the interview transcripts during the data
collection phase and have been approved by each participant.
Flox

Figure 7. Flox, 2016

Hello there, my name is Flox and I’m a New Zealand-born visual artist. I’ve been creating art for
over 13 years. I was raised in a rural beach community and have always had a strong passion
for the arts. When I was 17 I moved to Auckland so I could study all art subjects in Year 13.
After secondary school, I enrolled in art school and majored in visual arts. Soon after, I picked
up a spray can for the first time and fell in love with the medium. I tried wheat pasting posters on
hoardings of construction sites and worked in a range of other areas in the public space.
In 2005, my friends and I started a group called ‘Cut Collective’. The collective taught me
how to work commercially as an artist. I really believe that my generation paved the way for
working outdoors, as being an artist was not always a viable career path. It is now. I see my
identity as an artist and I have a ‘brand’. I create art that is easily understood, uplifting, and
accessible to a range of audiences in New Zealand. I try to use images that New Zealanders can
relate to such as decorative floral representations and native New Zealand birds.

Figure 8 (left). Kitchen Bridge commission, Omaha, 2016
Figure 9 (right). Agency commission mural, Auckland, 2017
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I work regularly with schools and local communities to inform them about what I do and who I am.
With a future-focus and sense of responsibility, I also hope that passing on my skills and
knowledge in workshops will help to build a strong legacy of artists in public spaces and a more
informed art community.

Figure 10. Samoa charity mural, Samoa, 2016

Figure 11. Ode to Zealandia mural, Wellington, 2018
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Andrew J Steel

Figure 12. Andrew J Steel, 2016

Hi, my name is Andrew J Steel and I’m a ‘Post-Street Art’ artist. I come from a background in
Science, so my thinking process in art is quite methodical and planned. The look of my work is
visually simplistic and sometimes controversial. I draw on ideas from storytelling, hieroglyphics,
comic books, and the internet. I believe that the more diverse the references you have the greater
the remix and chance of creating something new. I grew up in a family with little appreciation for
art and it was my interest in vandalism, and doing something I wasn’t supposed to, that drew me
to working outdoors. In the early years of my career, I formed an art duo known as BMD with my
friend Damon and we’ve worked outdoors without permission for over ten years. We started spray
painting characters, wheat pasting posters, and putting stickers around Wellington and Auckland.

Figure 13. Pinky Dissection, Wellington, 2015. Photo by Luke Shirlaw

My lessons about art have come from painting in the street. I’ve had no formal training at art
school so the streets are my gallery and classroom. I work as a full-time artist and I’m regularly
commissioned to make art on a range of different art projects. Having both studio and outdoor
practices enables me to work in different areas and helps me to continually redefine myself as an
artist and stay relevant.
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Figure 14. Andrew working on his Botanish mural installation, Auckland, 2016

Figure 15. What’s mine is yours, Auckland, 2016. Photo by Brendan Kitto

Over the years my reputation as an artist has grown by working outdoors but it’s also
unintentionally led to me being labelled as a street artist in the community. That’s not surprising
really because a lot of my work is in public spaces. I have come from a street art type background
ten years ago but I definitely don’t define my work as street art now.
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Askew One

Figure 16. Askew One, 2016

Hi, my name is Elliot O’ Donnell and I’m a ‘Post-Graffiti Pacific’ artist. I use the pseudonym ‘Askew
One’ as my artist name. Since an early age, I have always wanted to be an artist and exhibit in
galleries but my journey began in the roots of hip-hop music and graffiti writing. Growing up in
Central Auckland in the 1990’s, I lived in a strong Polynesian community with mostly Māori and
Pacific residents. Almost all the kids in school had a tag name and so participating in graffiti was
an opportunity for me to fit in. During Year 12 and 13, I studied at an alternative education school
and was encouraged to pursue graffiti by my teachers. The opportunities and experiences at
secondary school changed my life and propelled me into a twenty-year career of illegal graffiti
painting. I produce anywhere between 80 to 200 pieces of work each year.

Figure 17 (left). Empathy, Auckland, 2016
Figure 18 (right). Askew piece in New York, 2016

After secondary school, everything else I’ve learned in art has been self-taught. With a lack of
understanding of my own culture, I was curious to learn about the cultures of others from my
community. Art is used as an anthropological tool for education and research of various cultures
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and contexts. Responding to my locality, me and my friends formed the art movement ‘PostGraffiti Pacific’. Taking the lessons and aesthetics learned from graffiti, I combine these with broad
subject matter inspired from the South Pacific.

Figure 19. Sofie and Rex, Nelson, 2014

Creating artwork mostly outdoors, the community often labels me as a ‘street artist’ but I
absolutely refute this label. I’m not against street art but the term is often used to generalize artists
working in public spaces. I’m concerned with the various interpretations of street art in the media,
community, and internet and its implications on the definitions of other public art movements.

Figure 20. Portraits of four local Cherokee women, Fort Smith, Arkansaw, 2015
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Charles Williams

Figure 21. Charles Williams AKA Phat One

Hi, I’m Charles Williams and I’m a 36-year-old self-taught Māori artist. I use my real name for my
murals and my graffiti name is ‘Phat One’. I consider my art to fit a range of genres, including
graffiti, street art, muralism, and urban contemporary. I don’t really draw any distinctions between
these labels as each piece of art varies from project to project. With no role models and real
guidance in my life as a teenager, I pursued graffiti quite seriously. After twenty years of painting
graffiti, there have been lots of positive outcomes, for example I’m sponsored by a paint company!
I’ve won multiple international graffiti competitions and travelled extensively around the world.
Twenty years ago, I founded a graffiti crew called TMD (The Most Dedicated), which now
comprises multidisciplinary artists from the art world. Over the past three years I’ve diverted my
priority from graffiti towards large-scale murals in the community. The current chapter of my life
has grown to be more personal and one that involves a process of self-discovery and identity.
I didn’t study at art school, so art is my tool for research and education. I use art to
understand my identity as Māori. Growing up as an urban kid has disconnected me from the roots
of my culture so each mural brings me closer to the history of the land and my whakapapa. I use
images of Māori symbolism, native birds, and local landmarks to create hidden narratives of
historical perspectives, ancestry, and the integration of my personal stories.
I believe that secondary schools should be teaching about all forms of public art in their
curriculum. I’m not sure why some art movements such as street art and graffiti are excluded
because there’s not only a history there to be told but there are avenues and business models
now that exist for aspiring artists to pursue. In collaboration with my wife, Janine, we also run a
series of street art related workshops in schools and the community which are well received. This
provides us a vehicle to explain a little bit about what we do and the meaning behind our art.
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Figure 22. Omamao, Ono’u Festival Papeete, Tahiti, 2016

Figure 23. Charles’ painting titled Ko’ko, Festival of Pacific Arts, Guam, 2017
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1.7

‘Snapshots’ of the secondary school visual arts teachers

Gemma (Secondary School A)
Hello, my name is Gemma. I’m a Chinese visual arts teacher at Secondary School A. I’ve taught
visual arts for four years and really enjoy making art, being creative, and working with young
people. I’m an artist and exhibit my work alongside other art teachers but don’t practice as often
as I’d like to. My school is pretty multi-cultural, with predominantly Indian, Fijian Indian, and
Pasifika students.
In my classroom, the students adopt a range of visual cultures and I feel like we’re living
in a melting pot of visual culture, which to me is really exciting because there are endless
possibilities to celebrate diversity. I do my best to ensure the student’s personality shines through
in every piece of art. As a visual arts educator, students have also influenced me as a person, my
art, and helped to deepen my understanding of visual arts education.
A challenge we face at this school is conservative parents and their perceptions of visual
arts. They hope their kids will grow up to become doctors or lawyers and don’t really see the
importance of art. Although I’m faced with this attitude, I enjoy teaching students about the
potential of visual arts in their lives. Senior art students usually follow slightly more prescribed
curricula, whereas in junior visual arts students often have more freedom because I can co-create
art units around subject matter that connects to their interests. If students want to learn about
street art or murals I would fully encourage it.
Sarah Jane (Secondary School B)
Hi, my name is Sarah Jane, and I identify as New Zealand European. I grew up in a rural town
and I’ve been teaching visual arts for 13 years. I started teaching because I really enjoyed my
experiences in visual arts at secondary school. I also create art and exhibit once or twice every
year in my local community but I’m not represented by a commercial gallery. Some of my work
uses spray paint and is inspired by Kiwiana, New Zealand landscapes, and nature.
Most of the students at my school are Māori but they are heavily influenced by visual
cultures like hip-hop music and graffiti. Even though I’m not into those art forms, I still enjoy
learning with them and helping them to pursue it. My students don’t venture too far outside of their
own community so I try to expose them to as many types of art as possible. I encourage them to
be creative, find their own ways of making art, and learn about the reasons why art is made. I
give junior students more prescribed direction but tailor my teaching content more individually for
senior students because their influences are much more diverse. My students don’t always look
inwards at their own culture for influence so I always make sure that I show them examples of art
from New Zealand.
Recalling my experiences in visual arts at secondary school, the range of art forms I was
shown was limited. This is why a student-centred approach to teaching is important to me. My
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teaching used to be about compliance and following the prescribed methods to achieve
2

‘excellence’ in NCEA . Over time, most of the student’s art ended up looking the same, so now
it’s important for me that the students are on their own journey and find themselves through their
art. As for the wider community, parents generally don’t see any value in their kids studying art.

1.8

‘Snapshots’ of the tertiary visual arts lecturers

Anna (Tertiary Art School 1)
Hello, my name is Anna, and I’m a visual arts lecturer at Art School 1. I’ve taught visual arts in
the undergraduate level for over twenty years and also worked in the secondary school sector.
I’m a practicing artist and explore art making primarily through painting, installation, and
experimental drawing. After completing my studies at art school, teaching was a natural
progression for me and it’s very rewarding to be able to help others in art.
Compared to my experiences at art school, visual arts education has changed. I was
trained as a fine artist in painting but the tertiary institution I work at now has a greater communitybased focus which has implications for the students. Common catch phrases include, ‘industry
engagement’, ‘vocational outcomes’, and ‘employability’. The role of ‘artist’ is not encouraged and
I’m in a position where I now teach beyond the discipline I was trained in. This includes
performance, moving image, printmaking, and jewelry. Students learn in a cross-disciplinary
environment where disciplines overlap and hold no hierarchies over each other.
My teaching content is mostly shaped by the students’ interests. They often form strong
interests in art forms outside of traditional art history before they come to our institution. There
are some good examples of murals and street art created by artists in our community but nothing
compared to the visible impact overseas. In supporting the growth of art in our community, we
teach ‘street art’ at Art school 1. There’s a demand for it and students asked specifically to learn
about it so we are required to respond.
Marco (Tertiary Art School 2)
Hi, my name is Marco, and I’ve been teaching visual arts for eight years at undergraduate and
Certificate levels. After completing my Masters, I leaned towards teaching and it’s been incredibly
exciting to help others on their artistic journey. As a practicing visual artist, I’m interested in
making, researching, and creating conversations through art. Working predominantly as a painter,
my work is influenced by popular culture, comic books, street art, graffiti, and illustrations. I teach
about visual language and the politics that govern the use of public and private spaces.

2

The term NCEA is an acronym for the National Certificate of Educational Achievement, which is the main national
qualification used for assessing the art making processes and products of art students studying at Years 11-13, the final
three years of secondary school.
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My students at Art School 2 are influenced by a range of visual cultures and their access to
information through technology has changed the landscape of visual arts education. To me,
discipline specific skills training may no longer be relevant in the present day. Teaching them
about visual culture may be more appropriate as I believe it could encourage them to take more
risks, create new or remixed forms of art, rather than recycling art history.
A key aspiration I have is that other visual arts educators, especially in secondary schools,
will become more responsive to student needs. I feel that students who study art at secondary
schools are taught how to copy artist models but have limited opportunities to experiment and
think for themselves. Students who enter into tertiary study after secondary school have very
conservative views on what they believe to be valid art. This creates on-going barriers for me as
a lecturer in discussing the hierarchies between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art. Street art is a great example
of a non-validated art form that I teach in class with the aim of broadening students’
understandings of different genres.

1.9

A summary: Initial insights from the ‘snapshots’

The snapshots of themselves offered by the artist research participants through their voices and
images provide initial insights into their cultural identities, background, and how they position
themselves in relation to the phenomena known as ‘street art’. Similarly, the snapshots of the
secondary school art teachers and tertiary art lecturers reveal their approaches to teaching and
understandings of street art. Together, they uncover a changing landscape in terms of what kinds
of art forms are legitimated and how visual arts education might be approached in a much broader
and more culturally inclusive way.
In Chapter 2, which follows, I examine the origins, developments and definitions of street
art and its counterpart, graffiti, encompassed as a form of visual culture pertinent to my research.
I evaluate the interconnections between graffiti and street art, contextualise the use of public
spaces by street artists, and examine alternative genres of practice connected to public art. I
hypothesise the potential link between street art and visual arts education in secondary and
tertiary art settings in New Zealand.
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CHAPTER 2
GRAFFITI AND STREET ART: ORIGINS, DEVELOPMENTS AND
DEFINITIONS
In this chapter I examine international literature on the genre of contemporary visual culture known
as ‘graffiti’ and ‘street art’ to provide insights into their origins, developments, and definitions. I
identify approaches adopted by street artists, and their relationship to the consumption of artworks
by audiences in public spaces. Concerns about the changing contexts of street art and
implications for it as an art form are voiced. My aim is to ascertain current understandings of street
art and identify the potential epistemic and creative possibilities these have as knowledge for
visual arts education.

2.1

Introduction

The acts of drawing have represented various functions in society throughout human history and
contributed to an understanding of social, cultural, political, and economic life. Early forms of
visual communication were a means of making sense of the world (Capelo 2010). The term
‘graffiti’ is defined as the actions of writing and drawing on walls with and without permission (The
Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 2008). The development of modern graffiti is significant as a
foundational part of the establishment of ‘street art’, the latter being primarily concerned with
unsanctioned production of images in public and private spaces (Waclawek, 2011). As subsets
of visual culture, both movements offer unique forms of visual language, aesthetic codes,
motivations, materials, techniques, and processes.
The relocation of street art from the street to institutionalised environments is occurring
across the globe, marked by its acceptance in high profile museums and galleries. However,
removing street art from the street raises issues and questions pertaining to its
decontextualisation from the space of its creation, the shift in how audiences engage with the
work, and whether or not street art will still be street art if taught and created in classrooms. While
street art has the possibility to be integrated into visual arts curricula, educators are confronted
with how this perceived informal practice can intersect with formal art making in the classroom.
Amidst other social, technological, and economical changes in society, street art continues to
expand as a field of study, existing in multiple forms well beyond its initial modes of production.
Technological developments on social media have provoked new directions, alternative
terminologies, and technologies. Practices are being redefined and broadened in the ongoing
development of visual language.

2.2

Graffiti

A snapshot of the early years
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An exploration of graffiti, its social conception, developments, and points of departure, is an
essential starting point for understanding intersections with ‘street art’, the primary focus of my
research. Forster, Vettese-Forster and Borland (2012) posit that the word graffiti means ‘little
scratchings’, a term originating from the Italian word graffiare (to scratch), and the singular as
‘graffito’. Lewisohn (2008) defines graffiti as the application of drawing or writing on a surface in
a public or private space with and without permission. Baird and Taylor (2011) claim that many
forms of ancient graffiti are perceived as acts created by the lower classes and ordinary people.
While the demographics of those who create graffiti varies, Forster, Vettese-Forster and Borland
(2012) suggest that the action of writing itself has become a mechanism for individual and
community expression, representation and communication, regardless of class, age, and gender.
Indicative of a particular moment in time a slogan from the 1940s, which declared that
Kilroy was here, was scribbled on walls during World War II (Catz, 2013). These slogans, created
by a shipyard inspector called James J. Kilroy, were inscribed on used shipping parts to indicate
that he had completed his work. Deitch, Gastman, and Rose (2011) note that United States army
soldiers subsequently adopted this slogan and turned it into a small character of Kilroy peeping
over a wall, accompanied by text which claimed they had visited or were stationed at a particular
location. According to Catz (2013), the Kilroy slogan and character are symbolic as one of the
first pieces of work to be classified as ‘graffiti’ and become internationally known.
During the same period, there were ‘hobos’, otherwise known as homeless people, who
left written messages, nicknames, and caricatures on freight trains across America (Gastman &
Neelon, 2010). During the 1940s and 1950s, an increase in gangs in the suburbs of Los Angeles
led to the emergence of territorial gang graffiti. Two gangs, the Bloods and the Crips, created a
form of writing called cholo gang graffiti that derived from Old English and Gothic typefaces.
Gastman and Neelon posit that graffiti, in this context, was used to mark the various turfs of
differing gangs from different neighbourhoods. This form of gang graffiti was adapted and
influenced the Brazilian style of tagging called Pixação which was developed by disempowered
youth as a means of protest against political campaigns during the late 1960’s (Catz, 2013).
Graffiti continued to spread across America, particularly in Philadelphia and New York, which
became prominent cities in developing modern conceptions of graffiti.
Developments in Philadelphia and New York
The Kilroy was here slogan, together with gang graffiti, contributed to the development of other
forms of graffiti. According to Gastman and Neelon (2010), the idea of ‘stylised writing’ originated
in the neighbourhoods of Philadelphia in the mid-to-late 1960s. ‘Writers’ included street numbers
in their name and developed a range of handwriting styles. Waclawek (2011) notes that over time
the letters became more stylised and distorted, and evolved into its own form of visual language.
Borghini, Visconti, Anderson, and Sherry (2010) define tags as representations of stylised writing
of an individual’s name or nickname, an expression against the marginalisation and ugliness of
social life, and created for self-affirmation. Ganz and Manco (2009) suggest that tagging became
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a vehicle to empower youth who were living in poverty and poor socio-economic areas. Graffiti
eventually spread into other states of America, particularly New York.
Developments in New York in the Post-World War II era laid the foundations of modern
graffiti writing across the globe (Gastman & Neelon, 2010). Chang (2005) notes that in a
diminishing economy the city of New York resulted in the suburbanisation of neighbourhoods.
Youth unemployment rates soared to 60% and footpaths outside apartment blocks became social
spaces (Catz, 2013; Bussard, Ward & Yee, 2008). Graffiti became the visual language for youth
to express their identity, belonging, and existence amongst the urban decay (Milnor, 2014). The
graffiti movement was spearheaded by youth aged twelve to eighteen, with only a handful over
twenty, whose tagging integrated their real names and numerical street number. Youth wanted
their names to be prolifically viewed and recognised by their peers. According to Waclawek
(2011), the visual language of graffiti empowered groups of oppressed individuals and
communities by creating a voice for them. As Stahl (2013) says, graffiti writing in New York
become the cornerstone that would inspire subsequent decades of style writing.
Style writing and the hip-hop movement
In the 1970’s graffiti developed into a form known as style writing, which intersected with the hiphop movement (Waclawek, 2011). The idea of style writing, unlike early forms of tagging,
established several conceptual ideas within the movement. Four primary forms of graffiti included
tagging, throw-ups, characters, and pieces (Stewart, 2009). According to Stewart (2009), a ‘tag’
is a graffiti writer’s personal signature or logo, usually created with spray paint or a marker pen.
‘Throw-ups’ are described by Mathieson and Tapies (2009) as larger versions of tags that
required more time and generally consisted of a fill and outline, usually taking the form of curved
bubble letters. The characters reference images from cartoons, comic books, and other forms of
youth culture. ‘Pieces’ is an abbreviation of masterpieces, which are extensions of an elaborated
tag. Pieces were much more complex in style, letterform, colour, and technique. Deitch, Gastman
and Rose (2011) claim that being able to paint a ‘piece’ is to represent the writer’s technical skills
and style of internal cryptic language for other writers, who participate in the culture, to interpret.
Shifting from wall spaces, writers began illegally painting full colour pieces on subway
cars throughout New York. Lewisohn (2008) notes that these expansive moving canvases were
used by graffiti writers to promote their names as well as political and social messages. Blanche
(2015) explains that:
This ‘American’ Graffiti spread from the USA to be quantitatively the most dominant in the Western
world since the late 1960s. Style Writing … is name writing in the form of little (name) tags or bigger
more elaborated (master) pieces et al. affixed to urban public surfaces, usually with a spray can or a
marker in a qualitative and/or a quantitative way. (p. 32)

Developing alongside the hip hop movement, Brewer and Miller (1990) note that four major values
of ‘hip hop graffiti’ were “fame, artistic expression, power, and rebellion” (p. 188). During the 1980s
and early 1990s, graffiti became increasingly mainstream and according to Gastman and Rose
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(2011), graffiti was ‘packaged’ with the hip-hop movement and promoted in books, fashion,
design, and other media. Artists who produced artworks in public space that were not from graffiti
backgrounds were less visible in the mainstream although the term street art emerged during the
same period.

2.3

Emergence of street art

Central to my research is a specific sub-genre of visual culture known as ‘street art’. According to
Ruiz (2011), a key aim of street art is to adapt, disrupt, and intervene in the visual environment.
Bussard, Ward and Yee (2008) claim that street artists desire their work to be seen, known, and
acknowledged in public spaces, and to challenge advertising by corporations and institutions. As
Dorn (2003) says, “Art is a primary means of interaction between man [sic] and his environment;
art establishes and nurtures a special and revelatory kind of human consciousness” (p. 11). From
this perspective, Brighenti (2007) and Irvine (2012) believe that our environments are shared sites
for social, cultural, and political differences. A role for street artists is to communicate ideas,
messages, and information in our environment that can offer new ways of seeing. As well as
occupying physical environments, street art is one of the first global art movements to be
substantially influenced by the internet and digital technologies. Street art practices include hybrid
remixing and appropriation of global imagery. Significantly, Nguyen and Mackenzie (2010)
suggest that this has contributed to the blurring of boundaries between high and low cultural codes
of art. However, Stahl (2013) maintains that street art remains under the categorisation of
‘lowbrow’ art together with other forms such as graffiti, music videos, and popular culture in
general. Its grouping with lowbrow art has seen its exclusion from the ‘high art’ promulgated in art
history even though it came into existence in the late 1960’s.
Early interpretations
The term ‘street art’ evolved from the 1970s to 1990s. Lewisohn (2008) posits that street art is a
subset of graffiti and an extension of earlier art movements in the 1970s and 1980s, including
Situationism, Pop art, and activist art. As with graffiti, street art uses materials such as spray paint
and appropriates public spaces without permission. What makes it different from graffiti is its
primary focus on the use of images rather than text. The adoption of ideas from Situationism
positions artists as politically minded people who address issues of social oppression, while Pop
Art explores connections between the objects of every day life and transforms them into pieces
of art. Crommelin (2013) lists the early pioneers of street art as French artists Ernest PignonErnest and Blek Le Rat. Hunter (2013) notes that Pignon-Ernest pasted paper drawings, created
in the studio, on walls in response to social, political, and historical issues. Most notably, in 1966
he pasted figurative stencil images of the Japanese deaths from the Hiroshima bombings on the
Plateau d’Albion in France. According to Catz (2013), this illegal act became a powerful platform
for communicating his ideas and reaching broad audiences in public spaces. Blek Le Rat is
recognised for using similar approaches through his pre-stencilled posters and repetitive images
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of a rat. MacPhee (2004) suggests that the use of stencils is one of the earliest street art
techniques used for a range of purposes that include: 1) industrial and decorative; 2) anonymity,
often cryptic message or image; 3) political; and 4) traditional graffiti use of ego markings (p. 13).
Stencils enabled artists to work on the streets efficiently, effectively, and create a conversational
dialogue with the audience.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, street art developed through constructing new
relationships and interactions between the work, audience, and environment. Waclawek (2011)
claims that many of these approaches are ‘counter-culture’ responses to advertising,
consumerism, and other forms of contemporary visual culture. American artist, Ron English,
pioneered a movement called ‘culture jamming’ to promote ideas of counterculture. His aim was
to empower the public’s every day visual experience by disrupting and subverting corporate
branding of billboards and posters. English challenges the status quo by re-creating images of
iconic brands, critiquing them by changing their idea, thus inverting the original meaning. Fusing
art historical images and popular culture, he created the term POPaganda to critique media
communication platforms that saturate our visual environments (McDonald, 2013). Malt (2013)
identifies ‘Banksy’ as another well-known British street artist who is recognised for his extensive
series of stencilled images that challenge the art world and critique society. Using a distinctive
and simple graphic aesthetic, Banksy instigates political satire and provides social commentary.
Waclawek (2011) characterises Banksy’s art as site-specific, which draws the audience’s visual
senses away from the saturation of commercial advertising. While much of our every day
landscape consists of buildings, billboards, and advertisements, Catz (2013) argues that street
art can cause us to consider who owns public spaces, raise our level of curiosity, and create new
ways of experiencing our daily routines and interactions. While the various approaches of street
art have developed in public spaces, it has also converged with concepts from graffiti.

Convergence between street art and graffiti
Pertinent to my research is that the terms ‘street art’ and ‘graffiti’ are used synonymously today,
despite each movement having a different artistic discourse. In the 1990s, street art began to be
categorised as distinct from graffiti. Klitzke (2005) claims that while graffiti focuses primarily on
the writing of letters, street art is more oriented towards the production of images and pictorial
communication. Manco (2004) supports this view, claiming that street artists use signs, icons,
logos, and characters as their main source of visual communication. Differences can also be
drawn between the use of materials, techniques, and processes. Graffiti traditionally uses spray
paint, markers, and house paint (Gastman, Neelon & Smyrski, 2007). On the other hand, street
artists incorporate a broader variety of techniques and materials including posters, stickers, wheat
pasting, installations, crocheting, and large-scale murals (Kuittinen, 2015; Lewisohn, 2008). A
further differentiation made by Lewisohn (2008) is that street art is likely to be prepared indoors,
then placed outdoors, while graffiti is executed entirely in the street. Another perception is that
graffiti is a masculine form of urban art created by men because it is ‘risky’, whereas women
create street art because it is perceived as more feminine. McDonald (2013) argues that male
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graffiti artists spend their careers attempting to prove that they are ‘men’ by painting larger works
in prolific locations and in greater quantities, while female graffiti artists spend their career proving
that women can participate in a male-dominated field. Ganz (2006) admits that while women are
actively participating in street art and graffiti, there are fewer numbers compared with men.
Despite distinctions between graffiti and street art there are shared delineations (nonartistic characteristics) that bind them together. Bengsten (2014) agrees that both these
movements are considered by law enforcement agencies as illegal, unsanctioned, selfauthorised, and vandalism. According to Krause and Heinicke (2006), both movements challenge
the status quo of public and private ownership of spaces and question who has the right to
communicate and where. Nonetheless, Crommelin (2013) and Malt (2013) claim that while
acceptance of street art and graffiti varies, the public and authorities are more positive about
street art because of its use of images, than they are about graffiti writing. McCormick (2010)
concludes that graffiti and street art are forms of anti-modernism, anti-authoritarian, and
postmodernism in that they reject the concepts of modernism.
In contrast to the repositories of past cultures and art stored in museums and galleries,
street art and graffiti are active in their response to the present day. Both offer unmediated
experiences of visual stimuli in-situ in spaces that are contextualised by their physical authenticity
rather than through indoor, curated art experiences (Daichendt, 2012). Street art offers new
rationales for how art can be understood and received (Stahl, 2013). However, the rise of street
art remains categorised by Drucker (1999) as a form of ‘lowbrow’ art. This category of art has
traditionally been perceived as unworthy of study compared with fine art, resulting in exclusion
from the academy of legitimated subjects in education. Part of this legitimation problem may be
that the crossovers between street art and graffiti maintain a level of confusion for artists, writers,
and audiences who consume these artworks.

Working definitions of street art
Distinctions between street art and graffiti movements have resulted in the reframing of street art.
Visconti, Sherry Jr, Bourghini and Anderson (2010) contend that “Over time, street art movements
have incorporated multiple and sometimes conflicting forms of marking, accounting for a variety
of views, intents, and actions” (p. 3). Blanche (2015) concurs that ‘street art’ cannot be
conclusively defined because it is in constant negotiation with the people who produce, view, and
interpret the work. He refers to ‘a working definition’:
Street Art consists of self-authorized pictures, characters, and forms created in or applied to
surfaces in the urban space that intentionally seek communication with a larger circle of people.
Street Art is done in a performative and often site-specific, ephemeral, and participatory way. Street
Art is mostly viewed online. It differs from Graffiti and Public Art. (p. 33)

Bengsten (2016) argues that the definition of street art is like that of ‘art’. It is constantly evolving,
socially constructed, and subject to the interpretation of artists, critics, and curators. Offering no
singular definition, Bengsten interprets street art as art in unsanctioned public spaces. He claims
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that labelling art or artists as street art is reductive and misrepresentative. For him, a single term
cannot place artists in categories or explain the context-specific expression that the art
communicates. In contrast, Hoppe (2009) posits that the term street art is loaded in that the
movement did not develop out of the field of ‘art’ but, rather, has greater aesthetic sensibilities
and relationships associated with illustration and graphic design. Hoppe also argues that not all
street art is site-specific. Some is adapted in response to its environment, while other artworks
are placed purely for visual aesthetics. In these varying contexts, the placement of street art can
influence the life-span of the artwork and whether it will be permanent or temporary. Gastman,
Neelon, and Smyrski (2007) define street art as artwork done in the streets illegally and does not
have a focus on writing the artist’s name. According to Stahl (2009), the term ‘street’ is simply not
a licence for ‘art’ but is more strongly underpinned by a case of anti-art.
It is evident from the literature that it is difficult to define the movement in a conclusive
way. Pertinent to my research is the fact that such varying definitions of street art create
challenges for art teachers. They raise uncertainty about what should be taught and what could
be taught from such a broad domain of practice derived from both public and private spaces.

2.4

Places and spaces

Agents of appropriation and intervention
The concept of place is important in my critique of the literature because it is fundamental to the
production and consumption of street art as an intervention with, and within, the environment.
The term place is described by Brown-Glaude (2008) as sites of socially constructed interaction,
appropriation, and fusion between the physical and imagined visual experience. According to
Kuittinen (2015), a central ethos of street art is its concern with engagement with space, which
becomes a place for interaction for the people who ‘consume’ the artworks. In a fight for visual
space, Visconti et al. (2010) argue that street art aims to disrupt the daily viewing habits and
develop dialogical conversations between the cityscape and its inhabitants. This view aligns with
that of Brighenti (2007) who posits that contemporary society is a representation of social control,
power relations, and public opinion. It is from this perspective that a number of countercultural
practices have emerged (Schwartzman, 1985). McCormick (2010) and Ross (2012) describe
street art as seeking social change, cultural representation, and other political contestations such
as government corruption and anti-globalisation. Clarke and Bradford (1998) are adamant that
street artists are in a visual fight against mind-numbing corporate globalisation. For them, street
art is used to disrupt the visual saturation of public space and challenge how commercial entities
saturate our environments with advertisements and hidden messages. Others, such as Roberge
(2016) and Ruiz (2011), argue that placing street art in public spaces forces people to re-think
the ways in which they accept information by breaking existing ideologies of market behaviour,
and established visual regimes.
Visconti et al. (2010) raise the issue of the use of public space and the difference between
‘public good’ and ‘private good’. These authors describe public good as the shared interests that
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benefit the community, whereas private good is expressed as the ideologies of the commercial
marketplace. David and Wilson (2002) argue that the boundaries between consumer and
producer are unclear, therefore public space becomes a site for continual contestation and
resistance. Consumers are not only subjects who negotiate meaning in public space but also
targets for practitioners with specific strategies to control behavior and processes of agency.
Visconti et al. (2010) highlight four consumption ideologies of public space used by street artists
and people who consume public spaces (described as dwellers) [see Table 1]. These ideologies
are competing and sometimes conflicting with each other, which highlights various positions and
motivations that street artists adopt when creating artworks in the public domain. These
ideologies, presented below, reflect approaches adopted by some of the artists in my research
(see Chapter 5), thus warrant elaboration.
Table 1. Consumption ideologies of public space (Visconti et al., 2010, p. 6).

Private appropriation of public space
Visconti et al. (2010) describe the first quadrant, private appropriation of public space, as the most
individualistic in their framework of ideologies. For these authors, contesting hypocrisy is what
the use of public space is aimed at addressing, including issues such as social inequality and
revealing hidden corruption. Self-affirmation is predominantly self-serving in the interests of an
individual in situations where the production of street art or the use of public space has no benefits
to other stakeholders in that place. To most dwellers and government officials, street art is seen
either as a form of beautification or as defacing urban order. Market exploitation is a position in
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which street art is commoditized, turned into art products, and exhibited in museums and
galleries. In this scenario, street artists are paid to create street art for commercial contexts. Some
street artists regard this as ‘selling out’, while others use this position to generate income to create
more street art. Kuttner (2014) raises concerns about the commercialisation of street art in
galleries and museums and at festivals. These include appropriation and institutionalisation of a
movement rooted in forms of countercultural expression against dominant cultures. The final
category, dwellers preserving private property, is an ideology whereby street art is not condoned
but perceived as an illegal activity in both public and private spaces. In this scenario, street art
should be confined to, and controlled by, contexts of the marketplace such as art galleries.
Dwellers’ resistance to the alienation of public space
The collectivistic position of dwellers refers to collective dissatisfaction with the aesthetic of the
city; an ideology of resistance (Visconti et al., 2010). Dwellers support the notion of sharing of
walls despite this being an illegal activity. They argue for the legitimation of street art on the
grounds of ethical, aesthetic, and ideological entitlement. These ideologies stem from two
differing positions both of which are underpinned by historical, cultural, and social concerns. One
position opposes street art’s individualistic creation that affects the collective consumption in
public space. On the other hand, Grayson and Martinec (2004) suggest that public places can be
socially constructed between artists and local communities. In this respect, there is a collectively
shared vision for the beautification of spaces. While this a highly subjective stance, street art is
accepted if the aesthetic and placement is good although bad street art could be equally
contested. Defending the authentic voice of the place is a position whereby a place may already
have its own specialised cultural identity and history. In this position, the artworks by street artists
are intended to incorporate, preserve, and maintain the cultural identity of the place through their
relationships and interactions with the local community.
Artists’ claim for street democracy
The third consumption ideology proposed by Visconti et al. (2010) is the artists’ claim for street
art democracy. Here, street artists and dwellers share the same views towards the use of public
space. They oppose the voices of dominant capitalist consumerism, and the commercialisation
of street art. This position stands against the use of public space as a self-serving mechanism for
an individual artist, group, or organisation, especially if there are no benefits to the community
itself. The notion of enchanting urban space via gifts encapsulates the view that when street art
is placed in public spaces, it can make the environment more pleasant for those who live in or
interact with it. Blanche (2015) suggests that street artists who adopt this position believe that by
being free to intervene, street art can surprise or make the space better, especially for those who
are culturally or economically disadvantaged. This position also advocates against the idea of
gatekeepers who determine the ownership of space, other than legal rights of property. From a
street artist’s perspective, the utilisation of public space is a matter of reclaiming the freedoms
that are lost as a result of dominant market advertising. Furthermore, Visconti et al. (2010) posit
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that enchanting urban space via vitalising is a street artist’s intention to awaken or reawaken the
collective consciousness of dwellers. Regardless of the dwellers’ like or dislike of the artwork,
street art aims to confront the viewer and generate conversations.
Striving for a common place
The fourth ideology proposed by Visconti et al. (2010) provides the most utopian view of shared
public spaces. It fosters an intersection between the perspectives of street artists and dwellers,
and recognises the efforts of street art as a legitimate art form which promotes rejuvenation and
belonging in the community. These authors argue that culture and the arts are regulators of the
human experience in public spaces, rather than expressions of the hierarchies of capitalist
control, power, and repression of social groups. Margolin (2005) and Sacks (2005) suggest that
a key objective of street art is social action, community participation, and promotion of reclaimed
public spaces. Visconti et al. (2010) posit that dialogical re-creation of public place confronts
entitled consumers of public space and contests the domination and exploitation of marketplace
imperatives. According to these authors, “Dialogical involvement is strewn with difficulties first
arising from the loss of familiarity with active and critical interaction within urban space and its
community” (p. 12). In this sense, dwellers work with street artists in recreating public space by
rallying for street art to become legitimated, assisting to raise funds, and helping to organise
projects that lead to the production of even more street art. In addition, sense of place and feeling
the community is one that values and views street art as fundamental to building cultural capital.
In this scenario, street art becomes a tourist destination for visitors, which creates the potential
for the community to become empowered with the objects of art in place. A possible outcome is
that street art contributes to the reshaping of the place and its residents become actively
supportive in promoting the art form. Nevertheless, there is the risk in such contexts that the street
art itself becomes yet another commercialisation of space.
Various ideologies about the consumption of public spaces address the agency of artists
and dwellers. Whether individualistic or collectivistic in their approaches, there are
conceptualisations of competing visions, purposes, and interests for those invested in claiming or
reclaiming public space. These ideologies highlight some of the challenges that street artists face
when navigating the placement of their artworks in outdoor spaces. Schalk (2007) suggests that
street artists have the ability to invite viewers into conversations that stimulate social action and
that street art can empower a greater connectedness between the people of the community and
their environments. While several authors discuss the potential of street art in public spaces, the
evolution of the art form beyond the street has become increasingly widespread, and has led to
its possible decontextualisation.

2.5

Decontextualising street art

Institutionalising the ephemeral
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Authors, such as Highmore (2002), claim that visual aesthetics in public space affects the ways
in which we understand and experience the every day. Street art is highly contextualised by the
environment of public space and the people who engage with the work at the site of its creation.
A key feature of street art is its ephemeral nature in the environment. Most pieces of street art are
temporary and do not last forever. This then creates major philosophical challenges for the idea
of bringing street art into more ‘contrived’ and less authentic spaces, and to the idea of studying
and producing street art in the academy and the school.
While street art has attained a level of credibility and acceptance into institutions, a
number of issues are raised about its decontextualisation and recontextualisation. For Alves
(2014) and Bengsten (2016), decontextulising factors include: the limitations of interpretation and
impression as contextualised in the space of its creation by its creator; intersection between public
ownership and artist authorship; and its severed connection from a profane context into the
sacred art world. Bhasin (2017) adds that institutionalising street art and decontextualising it from
its natural environment creates an incompatible relationship for the ethos that underpins its artistic
expressions. By regulating access to the visual and physical aesthetic experience of street art,
the nature of its ephemerality is broken whilst being subsumed by the dominant hierarchical
cultures of the art world. Moreover, the shift to institutionalising street art in commissioned and
educational contexts reveals new conditions in which the practice is seen, and questions whether
it is still ‘street art’. In addition to its institutionalisation, a further contributing factor to the evolution
of street art is the technological influence of its consumption, interpretation, and distribution. It is
to this aspect that I turn to complete my exploration of street art and the issues surrounding its
recontextualisation.
From the street to the screen
Street art is regarded as the first post-internet art movement to exist simultaneously in physical
and digital spaces (Sandywell & Heywood, 2012). A significant contributing factor to the evolution
of street art is its shift in consumption from the street to the screen. Previously considered a
repository to store information, the internet is now a myriad of shared, participatory, distributive,
and interactive environments used by society on a daily basis. These internet platforms include
blogs, podcasts, social networking sites, and virtual worlds (Roland, 2010). Whether used as a
pipeline for social networking or building an online community of shared images, the internet has
changed the cultural production of art across the globe. Glaser (2015) believes that the increase
and accessibility of smart phones with camera capabilities has enabled anybody to become a
photographer and contribute to a global canon of images. Photographers may take images of
street art and share them online, thereby contributing a new context for its reading while not
participating typically as a street artist. Han (2017) maintains that virtual culture has become
exceedingly complex as individuals bring their own experiences and cultural backgrounds
together to form new visual environments and cultures through simulated environments, including
games. In these changing technological conditions, Glaser (2015) suggests that street art has
seen a rise in participatory culture through online communities. Not only has the increased use of
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social media platforms enabled artworks to be shared online, but artists also have the immediacy
of peer feedback and public response (Schiller, 2014). These online exchanges can lead to new
skills, techniques, and developments of hybridised ideas and globalised practices. For Kuittinen
(2015), the internet has contributed to a positive development of the street art movement, but
online systems of digital documentation of street art often last longer than the original works in
situ. Facing the same challenges as being institutionalised, the removal of street art from the
urban landscape yet again changes the context of interaction, dialogue, and visual experience.
Abarca (2016) explains that:
In the realm of photographs – of decontextualised art – a piece of street art is seldom as attractive
as a big mural. It has been our reliance on the photograph as the main tool for experiencing street
art that has eventually caused the demise of the practice. (p. 67)

The expansion of global practices, approaches, and varied motivations in street art has seen the
creation of alternative terminologies to represent artists working in public and private spaces who
were not originally from a graffiti or street art background. These alternative terminologies are not
a complete removal from the ideas of street art and graffiti, but rather an affirmation that artists
working in public and private spaces are not all the same. This viewpoint is evident in some of
the artist’s ‘snapshots’ (Chapter 1: Part 2). While they cannot be categorised into boxes or simply
labelled as street artists, they do adopt a number of alternative terminologies.

2.6

Street art and new directions

Alternative terminologies
According to Reineke (2007), a range of competing terminologies has redefined the boundaries
of street art. Recent terminologies include urban art (Daichendt, 2012), muralism (Kuittinen,
2015), and post-graffiti (Manco, 2004). Many street artists find themselves categorised and
pigeonholed by particular definitions, but Manco (2004) and Ganz (2004) argue that street art
makers do not always seek to be defined (see Chapter 1: Part 2). Young, Ghostpatrol, Miso and
Smits (2010) believe that competing terminologies makes it difficult to determine where street art
begins, ends, crosses over with other forms, or clearly defines itself. According to Visconti et al.
(2010), the effects of the high-speed rate of globalisation on street art has created new “aesthetic
codes and languages, ideologies, target audiences, history, and marking practices” (p. 5).
Terms such as urban art are described as broader than street art and include more legal
practices of art in public spaces. While urban art could include the stylistic forms of street art,
graffiti, and murals, the intent and approaches of each artist can vary depending on what they are
creating. Blanche (2015) argues that urban art has the potential to be exhibited in galleries and
museums, while street art and graffiti are considered to be bound to their contexts. Murals, on the
other hand, are classified as a different art movement from street art but commonly understood
by the public as one and the same.
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Over the past five years, the rise of street art festivals has also caused significant confusion
between these two terms, although there is some degree of overlap (Abarca, 2016). A long list of
distinctions between street art and murals include: site specific rather than random placement;
small scale street art compared to mostly large scale murals; unsanctioned compared to
commissioned; disruption of spatial divisions rather than reaffirming visibility of the landscape;
context specific rather than no context; adaption to the characteristics of the environment rather
than visual dominance; temporality compared with permanence; surprise rather than the expected
and predictable; and self-expression as opposed to curated. On the other hand, Dickens (2008)
suggests that the term post-graffiti refers to the displacement of graffiti writing into the context of
art worlds. Intersecting between formal and informal approaches to art making, post-graffiti
maintains the ethos of modern graffiti in its approach to art making while being compliant with
more traditional studio practices. Although this term adopts the word post, Dickens does not
suggest that graffiti is dead, but attempts to explain the new trends by its field of practitioners.
Embedded in the various iterations of the term ‘street art’ are overlaps within each
respective movement, but also strong distinctions. The nature of the internet and technology has
contributed to the evolving definition and evolution of street art and its social meaning. Although
various definitions elucidated in the literature provide a useful guide to understanding street art,
Iglesia (2015) argues that examining street art should not be simplified to who created it but,
instead, focused on understanding its contexts and production and how it is visually consumed.

2.7

A summary: Interpretations of street art and the implications for street
artists and educational contexts

In this chapter, I focused on two subsets of visual culture known as graffiti and street art. My aim
was to describe and clarify their origins, developments, definitions, and contexts. The
interpretations of, and debates about, street art in the literature have implications for street artists,
iterations of street art in New Zealand, and the contextualisation and legitimation of this art form
in secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. Various authors identify the practical ways in
which street art is produced and the social contexts that underpin its production. While examining
the various perspectives of street art, I did not encounter any academic literature that formalises
its concepts as knowledge for educational contexts.
Next, in Chapter 3, I focus upon three educational contexts that have significance for
visual arts education in New Zealand. I examine international perspectives that have informed art
education worldwide, look back to historical moments that shaped visual arts education in
secondary schools in New Zealand, and critique the positioning of visual arts in the tertiary sector.
Each of these contexts provides fertile ground for understanding the present and future
possibilities, challenges, and implications for inclusion of street art as curricula.
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CHAPTER 3
Part 1 - VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
3.1

Introduction

In Part 1 of Chapter 3 I examine international literature to identify theoretical perspectives and
pedagogical trends that have informed past and present rationales for visual arts education.
Efland (1990) argues that theoretical perspectives, along with social, cultural, and economic
trends, emanating primarily from North America, inform the rationales for the visual arts as a
valued discipline in education. Three theoretical perspectives that underpin the evolution of visual
th

st

arts education from the 20 to the 21 Century are romantic-expressionist, re-constructivist, and
scientific-rationalist. Parallel to these perspectives are four pedagogical rationales that have
influenced the formation of visual arts education in Western countries: Discipline-Based Art
Education (DBAE), Multicultural Education, Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE), and Visual
Culture Learning Communities (VCLC).
A particular focus of my research is the phenomenon of ‘visual culture’. Promulgated
primarily by Duncum (2010) and Mirzoeff (2011), these authors advocate for the development of
critical visual literacy that integrates the every day experience with traditional visual arts curricula.
The aim is for students to develop critical awareness of their environments, and be able to
evaluate how images are viewed, produced, and consumed (Duncum, 2015, 2017). In recent
years, the concept of Visual Culture Learning Communities (VCLC) (Freedman, et al., 2013)
reflects the shifting boundaries between formal curricula and informal learning of visual culture
beyond the classroom. The challenge for art teachers worldwide is how they respond to the rapidly
shifting field of visual arts education.

3.2

Theoretical perspectives and pedagogical rationales

During the 20

th

Century, significant theoretical perspectives and pedagogical rationales,

emanating predominantly from North America, informed the development of visual arts education
and shaped it as a form of cultural capital as a discipline in schools. Siegesmund (1998) and
Efland (1990, 2004) identify three influential theoretical perspectives – scientific-rationalist,
romantic-expressionist, and re-constructivist. The first, scientific-rationalism, hypothesises that
visual arts education has specialised methods that create discipline-specific knowledge through
philosophical and psychological epistemologies. Gardner (1983) and Broudy (1987) hold the view
that students’ cognitive development and visual literacy are acquired through their lived
experiences and immediate environments, thereby developing different kinds of thinking that exist
outside of logic. For Eisner (2002), the arts can offer a different type of insight and purpose
compared with other subjects:
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Science was considered dependable; the artistic process was not. Science was cognitive; the arts
were emotional. Science was teachable; the arts were matters of preference. Science was useful;
the arts were ornamental. One relied on art when there was no science to provide guidance. (p. 6)

The second theoretical perspective, romantic-expressionism, promotes students’ art making as a
form of self-expression and celebration of individualism. Between the first and second world wars,
this perspective was recognised as ‘child art’, in which students were prioritised at the centre of
learning. The teaching of traditional artistic conventions of Western art was also viewed as less
important at the time (Stankiewicz, 2007). The third theoretical perspective, re-constructivism,
posits that visual arts is a social tool for preparing students to become critical citizens in society.
From this perspective, art is regarded as a mechanism for analysing cultural, social, and political
conditions. While these theoretical perspectives were adopted by art educators at the time, the
perceived value of the arts within education was largely influenced by instrumentalist forces
beyond schools. These intrinsic values were principally determined by perceptions of economic
and social capital.
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1983) conceptualised the term ‘capital’ to denote a
form of power that is ascribed to ideas, perspectives, and objects. According to Stankiewicz
(2007), Bourdieu’s concept of capital arises from a strong postcolonial framework of Western
privilege that includes economic, cultural, social, and human factors. In the context of art,
‘economic capital’ refers to products of art that are sold in galleries with the potential to generate
monetary value or create financial gain for individuals, communities, or the country. ‘Cultural
capital’ refers to dominant ideas and knowledge possessed by classes or people of ‘high’ status
who also have the ability to purchase or consume art. Cultural capital can also be gained via
education in schools or informal education through communities that engage with the arts, thus
building the potential to shape one’s cultural identity. ‘Social capital’ is conceptualised as networks
or communities in which involvement, participation, or contribution to these groups can build
social ranking. ‘Human capital’ refers to the functions of education and its prospect of providing
knowledge and skills. Spring (2004) and Stankiewicz (2007) argue that the acquisition of
knowledge gained from art education can transmit cultural capital, thereby generating perceived
value in human capital. However, these conceptualisations of capital are not fixed in their
perceived value or power in society and do change over time. As a consequence, various
perceptions of capital shape how visual arts education is valued by society while the early
theoretical perspectives influenced subsequent pedagogic rationales in the classroom.

3.3

Discipline-based art education
th

In the 20 Century the most influential framework for visual arts education was Discipline-Based
Art Education (DBAE). According to Dias, Tourinho, Miranda, Parra, Freitag and Fernández
(2017), DBAE was adopted in the 1960s in an effort to develop a stronger epistemological
framework for visual arts education. Implemented as the primary pedagogical approach in North
America, it was later adapted in nations including Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Latin America. Four
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key components of DBAE, identified by Pleszkiewicz (2009), are art history, art criticism,
aesthetics, and art production. First, the study of art history was regarded as providing students
with visual skills to interpret the meaning of images and understand formal qualities, including the
use of media and materials. The aim of art criticism was to develop students’ critical awareness
of the social and historical conditions that influence the production of images, which can expose
hidden meanings within the work. The third component, aesthetics, focuses on the value of
images in society and the various meanings an image can hold throughout time and place,
thereby affecting its interpretation over time. Art production, the fourth component, is the
manifestation of the lived visual experience which Dobbs (1992) describes as the intersection
between the physical act of art making and the cultural world.
The development of DBAE was influenced by the ideas of educationalist, Jerome Bruner
(1960). According to Dobbs (2003), Bruner makes a case for the value of specialised fields and
its relationships between skills and discipline-specific knowledge. Similarly, Efland (1990) argues
that educators are responsible for identifying what can be classified as a discipline, the knowledge
that structures the discipline, and how the structures of knowledge can be developed for teaching
students. Thus, art educators are responsible for establishing an identity for the arts as a
legitimate subject, a concept that eventually became the precursor to principles of art instruction
through DBAE. Following its implementation in the late 1960s DBAE became a primary
pedagogical framework that formalised art education in schools (Clark, Day & Greer, 1987).
Although DBAE was adopted across North America, Chalmers (1997) alerted art
educators to the fact that the so-called broadness of its four specialisms are, in fact, élitist and
culture-bound, and are insufficient for understanding the complexity of art and its connections to
culture and society. Stankiewicz (2007) also notes that DBAE was highly criticised for its
emphasis on generalist classroom teachers, rather than specialists in art, a shift that led to a
preponderance of teacher-led pedagogy and a privileging of traditional Western fine arts. As a
consequence of employing generalist teachers to teach art, critics claim that students’ artworks
lost their sense of individuality and resulted in greater replication of the works of fine arts masters
(Stankiewicz, 2007).
The power of external influences
In addition to adopting DBAE during the 1960s, Efland (1990) cites two further movements that
were influential in creating pedagogic and curriculum rationales for visual arts education across
America: ‘The arts-in-education movement’ and the ‘Accountability movement’. In 1965, federal
funding shifted its support for educational programmes to subjects that had a strong social priority,
such as the arts. The intention of the arts-in-education movement was to improve school
attendance, transferability of skills into other subject areas, and greater community involvement
in schools. Curriculum consultants were used to develop and shape a national visionary
framework for visual arts education (Efland, 1990). These consultants included federal agencies
and private organisations that comprised professional artists, museums, and councils. While
these developments in visual arts education were well-intentioned, Chapman (1978) claims that
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favouring curriculum consultants over art teachers eroded the teaching of visual arts education
across America. As with the implementation of DBAE, Rabkin and Redmond (2006) argue that
teachers became disempowered during these changes in rationale. This led to the marginalisation
of visual arts as a discipline which, instead, became a service to the needs of other subjects and
social agendas.
Following the Vietnam War in the 1970s, educational accountability increased in schools
in response to America’s economic uncertainty. The ‘accountability movement’ was initiated in an
attempt to measure and evaluate student’s ability to learn existing facts and knowledge.
Popkewitz, Pitman and Barry (1986) posit that this rationale altered the learning experience for
students from productive qualities in art making to reproductive ones. The increased emphasis
on accountability influenced a wave of standardised testing in visual arts education. According to
Rudolf and Wright (2015), this form of assessment narrowed art curricula, led to pre-determined
knowledge as a basis of legitimation and achievement, and placed emphasis on teacher-led
th

approaches to art rather than student-centred endeavour. In the late 20 Century, a new rationale
for greater cultural equity in classrooms influenced the discourse of multicultural art education.

3.4

Multicultural education

Although Discipline-Based Art Education provided a useful framework for formal art education
from the 1960s, it was criticised for privileging Western art over the study of other cultures.
Detractors of DBAE argue that this approach reinforced a Eurocentric narrative (Chalmers, 1997;
Smith, 2007). It also benefitted dominant cultures and marginalised others in the field
(Stinespring, 2001). One means of addressing these critiques was the conceptualisation of
multicultural education.
According to Banks (1993), the concept of multicultural education emerged from the civil
rights movement in America during the 1960s and 1970s. In particular, marginalised groups
sought to challenge the assimilationist ideologies and dominant paradigms of education. This
restructuring within schools was aimed at supporting ethnically diverse cultural groups that had
previously been disenfranchised or excluded. Banks claims that the inclusion of ethnic content
resulted in structural changes in schools to address issues of race, class, gender, and culture. A
significant aim of the multicultural movement was to empower students with the skills, knowledge,
and attitudes needed to function in a culturally diverse world. Banks (1993) proposed a number
of dimensions of multicultural education for teachers that included content integration, knowledge
construction, prejudice reduction, equity pedagogy, and empowering school culture and social
structure. This early framework aligns with the views of Efland, Freedman and Stuhr (1996) who
argue that broader forms of art curricula increase the awareness and status of all cultures,
promote cultural democracy, foster social justice and educational equity, eliminate cultural
isolation, and empower students to analyse information from various perspectives rather than
singular narratives of history. Similarly, Bernstein (1999) claims that inclusion of cultures not
previously studied can support the “empowering or unsilencing voices to combat the élitism and
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alleged authoritarianism of vertical discourse” (p. 169). By ‘vertical discourse’, Bernstein is
referring to the vertically structured knowledge systems of more traditional academic subjects.
In the 21

st

century, there is an increased emphasis on multicultural citizenship. As

Palaiologou and Dietz (2012) note, “Never before in history has the movement of diverse racial,
cultural, ethnic, religious, and linguistic groups within and across nation-states been as extensive,
rapid, or raised such complex and difficult questions about citizenship, human rights, democracy,
and education” (p. 22). As a result of the increased migration of cultures across nations,
particularly in the United States, Canada, and Australia, the globalisation of cultures has sparked
conversations for new perspectives on multicultural citizenship in education. While multicultural
education has continued to develop and contribute to visual arts education, approaches have
expanded over the past decade to include Visual Culture Art Education.

3.5

Visual culture art education

Duncum (2013), a leading exponent of Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE), describes it as a
postmodern approach to teaching visual arts. Carter (2008) concurs that VCAE focuses on
studying the social, political, economic, and cultural contexts of images throughout human history.
st

In response to the social changes of the 21 Century, those who argue for this approach suggest
that the world has shifted from numbers and texts to an image economy. Anden-Papadopoulos
(2014), for example, argues that images now function in society as a key part of the cultural
frameworks that structure every day life. This view aligns with Mirzoeff’s (2011) suggestion that
art and non-art forms now mirror each other in contributing to the complex field of visual culture,
and serve as constructed visual expressions of sociocultural mediated points of view. Panayotidis
(2007) deems it impossible to live in a society without experiencing the visual or participating
within a visual culture. Reframing old models of visual arts education, Bolin and Blandy (2011)
claim that VCAE draws on the disciplines of film studies, material culture, media studies, and
aesthetics, while Kuru (2010) refers to an integration of “art history, cultural studies, art education,
anthropology, and critical theory” (p. 609). Rather than depicting singular historical perspectives
of art, the aim of interrogating visual culture is to broaden the possibilities of discussion and
interpretation. For Amburgy (2011), VCAE helps students to challenge the conditions that
construct the narratives of visual culture, to contest the social positions of privilege (cultural
capital), to question past visual ideologies and dominant social norms, and to promote alternative
cultural viewpoints. Duncum (2010, 2015) argues that VCAE is not another wave of theoretical
perspectives or proposed changes but a predominant and accepted approach to visual arts
education in kindergartens, secondary schools, and higher education across America. Duncum
identifies three key principles of VCAE: expansion of the visual arts canon, development of skills
in visual literacy, and the study of relationships between consumer, producer, and user in a
prosumer world. Building on the idea established by Toffler (1980), the term ‘prosumer’
conceptualises the relationship between the producers and consumers of visual culture.
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Expanding the canon
Visual culture art education (VCAE) blurs boundaries between fine arts and images from everyday
contemporary culture (Duncum, 2014; Hellman, 2016). In present times, the separation between
fine arts and visual culture is becoming difficult to distinguish. Lankford and Scheffer (2004) argue
that it is not possible for students to simply consume images of art without experiencing the
‘everyday’ because both cultures borrow ideas from each other. Visual culture has become deeply
embedded in people’s daily lives, cultures, actions, thoughts, and existence. Congdon, Hicks,
Bolin and Blandy (2008) contend that visual culture is an embodiment of knowing and provides
us with the subjectivities and conditions that allow us to ‘see’. According to Ciampaglia (2014),
classifications of contemporary visual culture now include diverse media such as “motion pictures,
video games, magazines, books, websites, DVDs…” (p. 361), with Shin (2016) adding manga,
cosplay and fan culture. This escalation of visual culture reflects technological advancements that
have enabled local cultures to be shared and disseminated globally, thereby generating hybrid
interpretations of cultural reality. From this perspective, Baetens (2013) is adamant that “visual
culture is no longer a matter of images only, it is above all a matter of world-making” (p. 184).
Supporters of visual culture argue for its potential in visual arts education as an
opportunity to enable alternative interpretations of society. According to Baetens (2013), visual
arts teachers should consider analysing old information from art history in new ways to uncover
rich stories from diverse perspectives. Likewise, Gil–Glazer (2017) argues that the integration of
fine arts and visual culture could provide a holistic approach to teaching and promotion of critical
reflection. Whether they be images of pop star Madonna, or Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, for
example, both forms can generate discussion relating to issues such as objectification, sexuality,
and gender. In expanding the canon further, Bolin and Blandy (2011) advocate for the study of
‘material culture’ studies and other multimodal-multisensory forms of communication. Described
as ‘sensorium’, these forms are not limited to the visual but include taste, touch, and smell.
On the other hand, opponents of VCAE, such as Gadsen (2008), argue that broadening
the visual arts canon can result in everything and anything being claimed as ‘visual’ and ‘art’. Kuru
(2010) believes that some teachers are fearful that inclusion of all visual culture will challenge and
dismiss previously held aesthetic attitudes and values of fine art. In this scenario, the value of
specialised knowledge of teachers is seen as under threat and at risk of destabilising. There is a
fear that the shift in power relations of knowledge could result in the displacement of teachers’
professional identities and risk of the visual arts canon drifting into a state of relativism (Carter,
2008). In contrast, Pleszkiewicz (2009) claims that exclusion of visual culture could restrict
students’ understanding, critique and response to their social world. Although faced with some
scepticism, a core principle of VCAE continues to promote visual literacy of images.
Promoting visual literacy
Leavy (2015), a leading advocate of the power of the image, maintains that living in a visually
saturated image-economy means that images act as socially-constructed messages. Images
influence our identity, perceptions, and understandings about the world (Sturken & Cartwright,
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2009). Within the context of VCAE, Stuhr, Ballengee-Morris and Daniel (2008) argue that visual
culture now acts as replacements for and representations of reality, thereby requiring teachers to
respond to these social changes. Integral to the framework of VCAE is advocacy for visual literacy
and the study of ‘visuality’. Illeris and Arvedsen (2011) define visual literacy as the critical
understanding of relationships between the object and subject, whereas Tavin (2009) refers to
the analysis of how individuals see themselves, how they see others, and how others see them.
For Sturken and Cartwright (2009), interpretation of visual images is generally governed
by three positions of spectatorship: dominant-hegemonic, negotiated, and oppositional. The
dominant-hegemonic perspective accepts the visual representation of an image for what it is and
agrees with the dominant story, while interpretations of negotiated viewers accept some
meanings, and reject others. Those holding oppositional points of view disagree with what has
been presented and propose alternative meanings from a different perspective. Adsanatham et
al. (2013), for example, argue that differing positions of spectatorship help students interrogate
the meaning of images, consider the impact of their social construction, understand the
established and emerging aesthetics, and propose alternative narratives for the present. Azoulay
(2012) concurs, asserting that deconstructing the past can generate multiple viewpoints that have
not previously been considered, thus providing visibility of the contexts shaping their original
meanings. It is also contended that students who acquire skills in visual literacy can develop a
self-reflective attitude to thinking and an awareness of social discourses (Amburgy, 2001; Garber,
2010). Such skills include advocating for social change through consideration of local, regional,
and global values; interpreting the various positions of social power that perpetuate cultural
privilege; challenging forms of social injustice such as racism, oppression and discrimination
between class, race, and gender; and aspiring to become respectful and thoughtful citizens who
understand each other’s attitudes, desires and perspectives. These dimensions can broaden the
study and practice of art well beyond that of traditional arts knowledge and practices, towards
more explicit social and political aims.
The aim of advocates of ‘visual literacy’ is to create certain types of students rather than
them merely replicating existing knowledge. An example is Jung’s (2015) project, Post
Stereotypes, in which students analysed and deconstructed their personal beliefs, attitudes,
biases, assumptions, and actions towards cultural stereotypes. Through the creation of postcards,
students engaged with difficult conversations about stereotypes that highlighted their position on
topical issues including gender equality, objectification, cultural privileging, same-sex marriage,
and reflection on the possibilities for transformative social action. Integral to the process were
confrontational interactions and complex conversations that encouraged students to acknowledge
and take responsibility for confronting issues of contemporary society and its deeply rooted
histories. Providing further practical strategies for interrogating images, Baetens (2013)
advocates for examining the medium of production such as analogue or digital, and scrutinising
the application of visual devices like appropriation, display or assemblage, and reflecting on
cultural and social values, and the critique of its relationship to ‘high’ or ‘low’ culture.
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The argument by proponents of visual literacy, such as Garber (2010), is that this approach can
empower students to decipher the complexity of the modern world and enable them to contribute
as participants to a network of local and global visual culture, rather than simply regurgitating old
information. Other authors, such as Connor (2013), Duncum (2013), Leavy (2015), and Stanczak
(2007) maintain that the greatest challenge for teachers in visual arts education is to help students
develop an awareness of the persuasive power of images or they will become vulnerable as
passive consumers to the emotions of visual politics. Articulated even earlier, Toffler (1980) posits
that parallel to becoming visually literate, students in the current age play a central role as
consumers, users, and producers in a prosumer culture.
Makers in a prosumer culture
The term prosumer is conceptualised by Toffler (1980) as the relationship between producers
and consumers and recognises students as active makers in their position with visual culture.
This production, consumption, and distribution of images in a prosumer culture refers to images
that are multi-faceted in their meaning and context rather than singular representations of history
(Irvine, 2012). Advocates of the prosumer concept include Duncum (2013), who maintains that
students are not merely passive consumers and users of visual culture, but also part-producers
to alternative realities. Students can also be active co-constructers of cultural production for the
future (Wright & Leong, 2017). Similarly, Kelly (2015) claims that advancement of digital
technologies in a globalised world has created considerable cultural shifts which have impacted
on almost every aspect of life, including communications, communities, and traditional disciplinary
boundaries within and beyond education.
A characteristic of prosumer culture is ‘remix culture’, conceptualised by Duncum (2014)
as the manipulation and appropriation of visual culture from the past and present. Although
approaches to remixing cultures are not new, the remix of visual culture is occurring mostly in
digital worlds. Remixing from an expansive range of visual culture has led students to appropriate,
modify, and produce new interpretations of culture. Websites such as YouTube are used as
platforms to upload new content that contributes to the development of globalised visual culture
and participatory environments (Duncum, 2015). As a result, learning and artistic expressions
have become complex processes and it is difficult to determine where something begins and
ends. In this scenario, Miller (2014) argues that the remixing of forms can provide the foundations
for critiquing the changing relationships between the image, viewer, and producer. This world of
remixing can happen outside the influence of traditional educational sites such as the school.
In contrast to past approaches for visual arts education, VCAE promotes the production
of visual forms that students engage with that move beyond the limitations of traditional disciplines
such as painting, photography, and sculpture. Duncum (2015) states, “Today, the art education
research literature appears to be mostly concerned with exploring and teaching contemporary art
in terms of inquiry processes where ideas often count more than their visual construction” (p.
304). In his view, art teachers should be challenged to implement visual arts education that has
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transformative power beyond the classroom, integrate the rich resources of visual imagery that
connect to students lives, and promote production of broader hybridised cultural forms.
Boughton (2005) and Bowen (2017) agree that the production of students’ own versions
and interpretations of visual culture can help to materialise a position about their art forms in
relation to the complex visual environments in and beyond schools. Visualising the future of
learning in visual arts education has become increasingly complex and challenging. This is due
to the growing impact of expanding forms of knowledge and new practices emerging beyond the
school and the academy often as a result of, and in response to, technological advancements.
Visual culture learning communities
The increasing influence of visual culture on students is changing the borders of formal education.
These changes have witnessed an increased importance on gaining informal knowledge from
outside of the academy, resulting in a number of implications for teachers and the nature of
learning. Freedman, Hejnen, Kallio, Kárpáti and Papp (2013) claim that Visual Culture Learning
Communities (VCLCs) are the new networks of social practice and participatory culture. While
teaching about visual culture has become common practice in some schools, VCLCs serve as
informal learning spaces beyond the classroom. Participants are positioned as both providers and
receivers in a complex relationship in which knowledge is socially constructed, acquired, shared,
and renewed. Kárpáti et al. (2017) argue that VCLCs foreground the possibility of new
discussions, discourse, practice, and behaviours. Participants in these communities are
described in three ways. First, there are ‘heritage communities’ which comprise groups of people
who have strong links to established forms of visual culture that represent who they are, such as
family, ethnic cultures, gender, and religions. Second, ‘interest communities’ include groups of
people who are influenced by the visual culture they either grew up with or were influenced by
throughout their life. The third group, ‘global youth cultures’, comprise groups of people who are
defined by subcultures that create their own forms of visual language, styles and music.
Subcultures can include street artists, graffiti writers, goths and hippies (Freedman et al., 2013).
These authors claim that such self-initiated groups of people are brought together and can
contribute to identity formation, collaboration, participatory knowledge sharing, and active
citizenship. Mans (2007) suggests that:
The spectrum of learning experiences can range from accidental, unintentional, or reluctant forms
of learning to active, intentional, involved, and highly valued forms of learning. Some forms of
informal learning involve tried and trusted methods, while others instinctively push the boundaries
as new technologies develop. (p. 779)

In closing the gap between formal and informal learning, Kárpáti, et al. (2017) propose a strategy
called trialogical learning. This includes the creation or development of conceptual or material
objects which assist each member to inspire new directions and solutions; cumulative knowledge
building in which knowledge is unstructured, nonlinear, contradictory and constantly changing;
co-constructed knowledge between individual and collaborative processes where members can
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role-play between different personas and identities; learning as an intersection between
professionals and non-experienced learners which can create hybridised forms of ideas,
knowledge, and processes; and reflection on processes which act as constructions of tacit
knowledge, knowledge practices, and conceptualisations. Wild (2013) argues this strategy can
assist teachers to challenge the conventional classroom and approaches to teaching visual arts.

3.6

Rationales for a globalised world
st

In the 21 Century there is a shift towards a globalised rationale for education. In Shirky’s (2010)
view, the future of learning in art education will comprise the expertise of teachers and remix
practices of visual culture by students. Similarly, Tapscott and Williams (2008) suggest that social
innovations and technological advancements have globalised knowledge and blurred the
boundaries between formal and informal education. Terms such as participatory, collaboration,
peer-based, socialisation, and networked have become the new catch phrases of learning, in
contrast to teacher-centred pedagogical approaches (Ito, Baumer, Bittanti, Boyd, Cody, HerrStephenson & Tripp, 2010). Zuiker (2014) claims that the future of learning in art education no
longer seeks to position or reveal situated worldviews but, instead, challenges students about the
possibilities of a future world torn between artistic production and critical consumption. He adds,
“Across activities and broader situations, participants shift modes of subjectivity back and forth
between artist or author of visual culture and viewer or reader of visual culture” (p. 656).
In their report on the future of learning at the University of Melbourne, Griffin, McGaw and
st

Care (2011) state that priorities for learning in the 21 century will include: ‘ways of thinking’ which
inspire creativity, innovation, problem solving, and critical thinking; ‘ways of working’ that embrace
communication and collaboration; ‘tools for working’ that foster ICT and information literacy; and
‘ways of living in the world’. These priorities reflect a number of the early theoretical perspectives
on education with a focus on developing the identity of students and their contribution to society.
Torres de Eca, Milbrandt, Shin and Hsieh (2017) agree that each priority is aspirational for local
and global citizenship, preparation for life, and cultural awareness of individual social
st

responsibilities. In a report by O’Neill and Schmidt (2017), Shifting Minds: A 21 Century vision
for public education in Canada, a list of key competencies includes creativity, innovation and
entrepreneurship; critical thinking; collaboration; communication; character; culture and
citizenship; and computer and digital technologies (p. 190). The global vision for education raises
a critical question about how street art fits within visual arts and how these policies could affect
future rationales for visual arts education.
The key competencies identified in Canada are common messages emerging from the
OECD in the form of globalised policy (Winner, Goldstein & Vincent-Lancrin, 2013). O’ Neil and
Schmidt (2017) claim that while these generic skills reflect visions of education in Canada, other
rationales for visual arts education across the globe include similar themes for learning such as
collaboration, networking, technology, and social justice. In contrast, Taylor (2009) raises
concerns about creating generic students for non-existent markets, performance of grades over
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value of knowledge, and generalisation rather than discipline specialisation. Other authors claim
that future-focused rationales for learning in visual arts education raise questions, tensions and
implications for grappling with the legitimacy of informal knowledge from students as cultural
producers; the official disciplinary knowledge of schools; and how pedagogically responsive
teachers are towards the technological shifts in society while maintaining autonomy as
professionals in their field (Beck & Young, 2005; Gadsen, 2008; McPhail, 2013).

3.7

A summary: International paradigms for visual arts education
th

From the early 19 Century to the present, a range of theoretical rationales have underpinned
significant changes in visual arts, particularly in North America, that have influenced education in
other parts of the world. These rationales informed what was to follow as pedagogical rationales:
the theoretical frameworks of discipline-based art education, multicultural education, visual
culture art education and, more recently, the shift towards visual culture learning communities.
Each of these rationales has influenced pedagogy, knowledge, and curriculum at varying levels.
Of particular significance for my research, within the context of visual arts education in
New Zealand, is Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE) and Visual Culture Learning Communities
(VCLCs). Advocates of VCAE and VCLCs support a paradigm in which alternative forms of art
that were not previously studied, such as street art, have the potential to become legitimated in a
formal academic setting. In a socio-cultural landscape where visual culture has become a
dominating influence on students’ identities, there is opportunity for visual arts educators to use
visual arts education as a means of mediating the social world. Next, in Part 2 of Chapter 3, I
position international paradigms for visual arts education within the context of secondary schools
in New Zealand. I examine historical developments, curricula and assessment iterations, and
possibilities for the future in visual arts education.
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CHAPTER 3
Part 2 - HISTORICAL MOMENTS SHAPING VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION IN
NEW ZEALAND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Looking back at historical moments in the development of policy, curricula, and pedagogy that
have shaped visual arts education in secondary schools in New Zealand provides insights into
the social, political, and cultural perspectives that underpinned them from the 1840s to the
present. These developments were markedly different from those abroad, with international
perspectives (see Chapter 3: Part 1) often adopted decades later. This could be due to New
Zealand’s geographical isolation and its history of British colonisation. It could reflect, perhaps,
the comparatively small visual arts education community and scarcity of visual art education
theorists and researchers in this country. The aim of this chapter is to provide historical contexts
from the past with which to better understand the present in relation to the potential for legitimating
street art as curricula in secondary schools in the future.

3.8

The effects of colonisation: South Kensington in the farthest colony

The effects of British colonisation in New Zealand resulted in influences which informed the
evolution of our national identity and its education system. A contemporary critique of early syllabi
reveals a system that marginalised Māori culture and privileged Western ideologies. This system,
referred to by Chalmers (1990, p. 71) as “South Kensington in the farthest colony”, shaped art
education for both Māori and European peoples.
From the 1840s to the 1930s, educational practices and policies echoed approaches from
Great Britain. Willmott (1989) argues that a major goal of British settlement in New Zealand was
to duplicate British society and assimilate the indigenous Māori people through the cultivation of
Western values and perspectives. According to Chalmers (1999), “Eurocentric and racist roots of
art education” was a key characteristic of cultural colonialism (p. 173). During this period
legislation did not recognise Māori as a ‘civilised’ race but created policies and practices that
demanded they conform to the colonising régime (Simon & Smith, 2001). Reinforcement of British
values saw the detachment of Māori children from their culture, and an expectation of ‘cultural
adaptation’ into the dominant European culture (Simon, 1998). In 1867, Native Schools were
established to provide education for Māori children. However, these schools maintained a focus
on assimilating Māori into European culture. In the following years, steps towards educating all
children, including Māori, occurred in 1877 with the passing of the Education Act. O’ Neill, Clark,
and Openshaw (2004) report that this Act aimed to build a strong nation by improving the lives of
its citizens, integrate different groups into the social contract and, in turn, increase the economic
wealth of the country. This Act led to the creation of the first national curriculum in New Zealand,
the Standards Syllabus (New Zealand Gazette [NZG], 1878).
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The 1878 curriculum included ‘drawing’ as a fundamental academic subject. Drawing was
perceived as a critical skill for supporting the progress of the manufacturing industry while
simultaneously helping New Zealand to compete with, and possibly surpass, its rival countries
(Smith, 2007). This utilitarian approach to art education originated from the South Kensington
System, a highly prescribed method of teaching art by ‘masters’ who were brought to New
3

Zealand (Chalmers, 1990). Under this system, students were taught formal perspective drawing,
still life drawing, and geometrical drawing (NZG, 1878). Beeby (1984) later noted that utilitarian
art served as technical training for the working class while fine arts was conceived as an academic
and private enterprise. This historical ‘division’ between high and low art is particularly relevant in
relation to the contemporary challenge of street art being legitimated as a valid form of art.
th

Well into the 20 Century, the 1878 syllabus maintained a focus on representational
drawing using European subject matter that was considered ‘safe’ and suitable for study.
Chalmers (1999) reports that younger Māori children, for example, were required to draw
“coloured beads or buttons (in groups), skipping-rope, hoop, wooden spoon, gridiron, wire netting,
envelope, slate, kite, axe, football, toy flags, toy animals, ninepin, bow and arrow, horse-shoe,
carrot, plum, apple, pansy, daffodil” (NZG, 1915, p.1170). No objects pertaining to Māori culture
were listed in the syllabus. Chalmers (1990) claims that the selection of subject matter augmented
the perception of Māori art and culture as of lesser value when compared with European art forms.
However, the 1929 Syllabus of Instruction for Public Schools (Department of Education [DoE],
1929) outlined a basic prescription for teaching, and in the 1930s a number of public schools
began teaching customary skills in whakairo (carving), raranga (weaving), whai (string figures)
and kowhaiwhai (painting scroll-work on rafters) (Simon & Smith, 2001). Nonetheless, inclusion
of Māori arts was supplementary to a monocultural curriculum (Simon, 1998).
An historical moment occurred in 1935 when Peter Fraser, Minister of Education in the
first liberal/socialist Labour Government, was determined to establish greater equity of
opportunity. At the invitation of Fraser, a delegation from the New Education Fellowship (NEF)
conference in Australia visited New Zealand in 1937 and promoted the notion of child-centred art
education. A key proponent of art and craft education and advocate for a student-centered
approach in New Zealand was Gordon Tovey. Appointed National Supervisor of Art and Craft in
1946, Tovey was influential in promulgating the inclusion of Māori culture and challenging the
South Kensington System (Henderson, 1998). Smith (2001) reports that from 1948-1961 Tovey
recruited 13 Māori art advisors and, with his team, helped develop and implement Māori arts and
crafts programmes in primary schools. Integral to including Māori art and culture in education
since the 1980s has been a growing reinterpretation of the partnership symbolised by Te Tiriti o
4

Waitangi–The Treaty of Waitangi . The Treaty continues to influence curricula and pedagogy in
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The South Kensington masters brought with them plaster cast segments of architecture and classical sculptures (e.g.
Michelangelo’s David’s ear, nose, eye and hand) to teach children how to “exactly delineate plane and then solid forms…”
(Chalmers, 1990, p. 72).
4
The Treaty of Waitangi is New Zealand’s founding document which was signed in 1840 and underpins much of the
decision making in The New Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a). The document itself is a written agreement between
Māori and European, which acknowledges the bicultural partnership of the country (https://nzhistory.govt.nz)
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art education in New Zealand schools, resulting in a more inclusive approach that extends beyond
notions of Western fine arts.
Recognising an equal bicultural partnership between Māori and European/Pākehā has
implications for art education in that it requires cultural representation of European and Māori art
forms. Hakiwai (1996) argues that what the Western world classifies as ‘art’, Māori call ‘taonga’.
He posits that fundamental to Māori is how their taonga embeds community, cultural context,
identity, genealogy (whakapapa), beliefs (Māoritanga), and social values (tikanga) that represent
5

a Māori worldview. The Western art ‘canon’, which privileges the ‘fine arts’ as self-contained art
forms predominantly conceived and produced by individuals, aligns with commonly-held
European conceptions of ‘art’ (Bloom, 1994). It took until 1989, however, before the concept of
partnership embedded in Te Tiriti o Waitangi-The Treaty of Waitangi was recognised in national
curriculum requirements. This recognition encourages the development of pedagogical
approaches for teaching about Māori art and visual culture. In the interim, art education in
secondary schools was only beginning to find its place.

3.9

Tracing curriculum developments in secondary school visual arts
education

While creative child-centred approaches flourished in primary schools during the 1930s and 40s,
art was deemed unimportant in the traditional academic environment of the secondary sector,
and “…was often reliant upon the presence of an artist in the local district” (Collinge, 1978, p. 23).
In a critical survey of secondary schools in New Zealand in 1939, Murdoch (1943) reports that:
[A]rt … largely identified with one form of expression, drawing, has lurked in the dark corners of the
timetable, lucky to find an odd, preferably non-examination class with more than one period a week
to spare for it. Even as drawing, it has been narrowly conceived, mainly as freehand or instrumental
drawing … and schools must depend almost wholly on visiting art specialists or on such teaching
as an untrained teacher can provide. (p.155)

Of the 34 secondary schools Murdoch studied in 1943, only 45 pupils out of over 19,000 took art
as a main course subject. On the other hand, art and craft clubs thrived in many schools, perhaps
as an outcome of the ‘utilitarian’ approach to art education. A year later, in 1944, a small
breakthrough for art education in secondary schools came with the release of a report from the
Committee on the Post-Primary School Curriculum (The Thomas Report).
The Thomas Report, 1944

5

The Western art ‘canon’ is the collection of literature, music, and art that is considered to be of the highest quality and
to have been highly influential in shaping Western culture, in particular ‘high culture’. Painting, sculpture, and printmaking,
but not photography or design, were an integral part of the art canon but the notion of a fixed canon has clearly changed
th
in the latter part of the 20 C (e.g. Jones, C. W. (2008). The rock canon: Canonical values in the reception of rock albums.
Aldershot, UK & Burlington, USA: Ashgate).
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The Thomas Report (DoE, 1944) called for all full-time secondary students to receive a balanced
education through a compulsory core of general subjects and a range of optional subjects.
Drawing, painting, and art appreciation were recommended for students with superior abilities
who could study drawing and painting at special art centres. Echoing the emphasis on crafts in
primary schools, “Home Crafts satisfied the craft requirement for girls… and woodwork or
metalwork were those most readily available for boys” (p. 12). Collinge (1978) concluded that the
recommendation for girls was a “blemish in the report …; that the committee obviously did not
regard art as a natural means of expression for all pupils…” (p. 25).
Throughout the 1950s, developments in secondary school art were sporadic. During the
late 1960s and early 1970s an expanded rationale for ‘fine arts’ was promoted. Influenced by a
new generation of educators and scholars, primarily from North America (see Chapter 3- Part 1),
discipline-specific knowledge was advocated within the arts. This approach fostered learning
specific to the art world, its visual languages, histories, concepts, and the production of art making
itself (Smith, 2007). In 1989, in light of these conditions, the first national art syllabus was
published in New Zealand.
6

Art Education: Junior Classes to Form 7 Syllabus for Schools, 1989
Smith (2007) claims that the Art Education Junior Classes to Form 7 Syllabus for Schools (DoE,
1989) represents one of the most significant moments in the history of art education in New
Zealand. As the subject’s first stand-alone art curriculum at all levels of schooling, its aim was to
formally acknowledge and raise awareness of both Māori and European traditions and to denote
a shift away from a monocultural approach to art education. Influenced by Discipline-Based Art
Education (DBAE), nearly 30 years after the inception of that discourse in North America in the
late 1960s, the new syllabus adopted key features such as studying the social contexts of art and
artistic motivations, replacing the term ‘craft’ with ‘art’, and defining the term ‘art’. It also provided
clear aspirations and visions for learning and teaching that require teachers to become
professionals in art history, theory, and the practical aspects of art making within the discipline.
Nonetheless, both Chalmers (1999) and Smith (2007) claim that while the syllabus offered a new
vision for art education, emphasis on Western perspectives and a modernist preoccupation with
artworks remained at the core of its framework. While this document served as the first official
vision for art education in New Zealand, subsequent curriculum developments expanded to
include bicultural and multicultural practices.
The Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum, 2000
The subsequent major curriculum development for visual arts education was The Arts in the New
Zealand Curriculum (Ministry of Education [MoE], 2000). Described by Bell (2010) as “a
controversial outcome of curriculum reform promulgated by successive governments during the
1980s and 1990s… Visual art lost its discrete, core curriculum status as the new arts curriculum
combined the four arts (music, dance, drama and visual art) within a single agenda” (p. 30). The
6

Form 7 refers to the final academic year level of secondary school.
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neo-liberal government of the day considered these subjects to be valuable areas because they
could contribute towards a competitive global knowledge economy underpinned by principles of
economic rationalism (Boyask, 2004). According to Smith (2007), the government’s focus was on
skills-based learning, problem solving, competency in technology, and adaptability for use in the
world of work. The term ‘art’ became ‘visual arts’, with the Visual Arts curriculum containing four
key strands of learning - Understanding the Arts in context (UC), Developing practical knowledge
(PK), Developing ideas (DI) and Communicating and interpreting (CI) (MoE, 2000, p. 47). A
further aim of this curriculum was to provide students with ‘essential skills’ in communication,
problem solving, self-management, numeracy, and work and study, all of which reflect the
increasing demands of economic (neo-liberal), and generic-skill imperatives (Bernstein, 2000).
First, Mansfield (1999) argues that greater attention should have been placed on the
connection between artworks and their “political, moral, and religious values, its social and cultural
production” (p. 25). She maintains that understanding cultural contexts could enable students to
shift from passive interpretations and reproductions of culture to advocating for social equity,
cultural inquiry, and promoting social responsibility. Second, modernist ideologies prevail as the
dominant approach in the visual arts through the Western ‘canon’. Mansfield (2000) argues that
Western art forms, such as painting, sculpture, design, printmaking and photography continue to
be privileged despite the addition of electronic media, film, and time-based art. Likewise, Grierson
(2003) is critical that the study of artworks by the great masters represents a form of élitism, while
the art of other cultures is marginalised. A third critique by Boyask (2004) is that the curriculum
focuses on student learning but the expertise of teachers is noticeably absent. From her
perspective, developments in the curriculum are not seen as being led by art teachers who have
embodied knowledge and practice of artistic inquiry. Instead, their role is reduced to implementing
policies and systems.
A fourth point of debate is the interpretation of culture in the curriculum’s principles. These
state that, “The arts of the Māori are integral to our sense of a distinctive, evolving national
identity” (DoE, 1989, p. 9). Mane-Wheoki (2003) posits, however, that while the arts curriculum
affirms Māori art, the document remains essentially derived from Eurocentric values. ManeWheoki questions what Pākehā represent within the cultural identity of the partnership. Without a
definition of Pākehā culture, Mane-Wheoki maintains that the curriculum simply represents the
dominant ideologies of Western culture, rather than serving an equal partnership between Māori
and Pākehā. Likewise, Jahnke (1995) regards the concept of biculturalism and its policies as a
political manoeuvre by the Crown to maintain its sovereignty of the country and itself as the
dominant power over culturally marginalised groups. A further dilemma, highlighted by Jahnke, is
the largely non-Māori population of art teachers in secondary schools whose interpretation of
Māori art is necessarily an ‘outsider’s’ perspective. He argues that this is problematic because
non-Māori art teachers are confronted with the implementation of a bicultural arts curriculum that
requires them to embrace a cultural responsibility of Māori knowledge. In his view:
Anyone can speak about a culture without an awareness of that culture. In order to speak for Māori,
one must earn the right. The right is not self-imposed but is decreed through genealogy, through
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acknowledgement or through deed. Even Pākehā may earn the right to speak for Māori but it is a
right conferred by Māori not by Pākehā. (Jahnke, 1995, p.11)

While reference to Māori and other cultures occurs throughout The Arts in the New Zealand
Curriculum (MoE, 2000), monoculturalism dominates its design. In the next iteration, The New
Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a), a bicultural framework and the increasing ethnic diversity of
students were key factors in its development. However, questions remain about what knowledge
is prioritised as curricula in classrooms and where ‘outlier’ forms, such as street art, fit in. Smith
(2007) concludes that the curriculum writers for the visual arts section of the Arts curriculum
missed an opportunity to expand the canon. She states, further, that the discipline-specific
knowledge advocated by Discipline-Based Art Education (DBAE), is presented as ‘disciplinarity’
or separate fields of study. According to Moore (2008, 2011) disciplinarity is criticised as an
ideology that creates artificial boundaries for students, limits their access to knowledge, and
reinforces traditional values, ideas, and histories of dominant social groups.
The New Zealand Curriculum, 2007
The current curriculum that informs teaching and learning in New Zealand (MoE, 2007a)
comprises two sections. At the front, key visions are presented and, significantly, there is a new
emphasis on ‘key competencies’ (formerly essential skills). The back section cites traditional
subjects divided into eight Learning Areas, of which the Arts (Dance, Drama, Music, and Visual
Arts) is one. These four domains were introduced in the previous document, The Arts in the New
Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2000). Once again, however, the range of practices citied in the Visual
Arts section favour Western ideologies, and continue to be presented as separate fields of study.
As with the previous Arts curriculum, these art practices privilege drawing, sculpture, design,
painting, printmaking, and photography, with moving image a new addition. Crowther (2007)
claims that these forms of fine arts reflect modernist culture and continue to dominate disciplines
within visual arts education in secondary schools. As evidenced in her research in Auckland
secondary schools, Smith (2007, 2010, 2017a, 2019) noted that art forms such as crafts and
street art were neither present nor formally recognised.
Although successive visual arts curricula have focused on disciplinarity (Moore, 2011),
rather than on ‘interdisciplinarity’ (Barrett, 2012), a significant feature of the visual arts area across
all learning levels is the absence of specified subject matter and content (e.g. landscape, still life,
portraiture, etc). This gives art teachers considerable autonomy to determine curricula content
and pedagogical approaches. One exception is the requirement to honour Te Tiriti o WaitangiTreaty of Waitangi and offer students opportunity to learn about Māori visual culture (tikanga) and
language (te reo). This requirement is usually addressed with junior students in years 9-10 (1314 year olds) at Levels 4 and 5 of the curriculum. Once again, subject matter or content pertaining
to Māori is not specified. On the Ministry of Education’s website, Te Kete Ipurangi (TKI), in a portal
designed to support teachers, it is stated that the “Visual arts are for all people of Aotearoa who
view, consume, or produce images and objects of visual culture. Visual culture includes all images
and artefacts that shape our worlds and existence.” This statement enables teachers to recognise
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the interests of students and include visual art forms beyond traditional definitions of fine arts.
The implication is that non-traditional art forms, such as street art, could be included and enacted
in programmes.
The secondary school participants in my research are senior art students (16-18 year
7

olds) studying at curriculum Levels 7 and 8 in years 12-13. At year 12, students are required to
develop an understanding of various contexts of art to help them make meaning of their own
work, including the established practices of artists (referred to as ‘artist models’), and to research
and analyse influences and contexts that shape the production and characteristics of artworks.
The students’ practical skills expand into a broader use of materials, techniques, and technologies
with which to create a systematic body of work. As students’ practical knowledge is extended and
refined, their use of relevant conventions and development of ideas become informed by
established practices. While creating artworks and researching established practitioners,
students are encouraged to critically analyse, interpret, and respond to how artworks are
constructed, presented, and communicated to generate meaning. At Level 8, in year 13, the visual
arts requirements increase in difficulty. Students are expected to have a clear idea and direction
for their personal art making. Adopting the ‘artist model’ approach, they produce a body of work
which includes processes and final outcomes that extend their competency in communication and
interpretation. Students are required to examine selected visual arts theories to support them to
critically evaluate, respond to, and reflect on the artworks of others and their own art making.
In my research, understanding the curriculum at Levels 7 and 8 is critical for identifying
the philosophical visions for visual arts education in secondary schools, and the expectations of
learning for senior students. While the curriculum provides the criteria of a ‘national standard’ for
students studying visual arts, the assessment of their art making processes and products is
conducted via the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA). Under the auspices
of the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA), NCEA is the main national qualification for
senior secondary school students in New Zealand.

3.10

Assessing visual arts education at Years 11-13

National Certificate of Educational Achievement
The National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA), first introduced in 2002, is the
assessment tool used to measure the quality of work produced by students studying in public and
private secondary schools at years 11-13, the final three years of schooling in New Zealand.
Managed by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) it is the NCEA Achievement
Standards (see Table 2 below) that are the assessment tools, not the curriculum. The
Achievement Standards are also used to inform programme design. NCEA aims to create flexible
assessment possibilities for schools. Students and/or their teachers select Achievement
Standards from a suite of possibilities to fulfil course requirements and assess students’ level of

7

Curriculum levels 7 and 8 typically correspond with Year 12 and Year 13 at secondary school, however not all students
may fit this pattern (MoE, 2007a).
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knowledge, skills, and understanding. To achieve credits, students’ art making is underpinned by
‘assessment criteria’ provided in the Achievement Standards, which accumulate each year
towards completing a particular Level. In visual arts, the majority of Achievement Standards are
internally assessed by teachers, while a portfolio submission is externally moderated by the New
Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). A notable feature of this standards-based system is that
‘marks’ are not allocated. Instead, levels of performance for Achieved (A), Achieved with Merit
(M), Achieved with Excellence (E), and a category of Not Achieved (NA) are awarded.
At Level 1, there is a single subject called Visual Arts. At Levels 2-3, students specialise
in one or more of five ‘fields’ or disciplines - design, painting, photography, printmaking, and
sculpture. At each level, the emphasis in the Achievement Standards is on concepts such as
drawing, cultural conventions, cultural contexts, and established practice. Definitions for these
key terms are provided in Explanatory Notes that accompany each Achievement Standard.
In the context of ‘drawing’ (as in AS 1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2, 3.3), students utilise a range
of processes, materials, and technologies appropriate to communicating their ideas. The term
‘cultural conventions’ (as in AS 1.5, 2.5) refers to the practices and customs of specific social,
ethnic, or cultural groups, including “traditional and/or contemporary practices (which) may
include: whakairo, salon painting, street art, siapo, tukutuku, tattooing, knitting, mask making,
tivaevae, jewellery making (AS 1.5). Study of ‘established practice’ is included across Levels 1-3
(as in AS 1.4, 2.1, 2.3, 3.1, 3.3). This is interpreted by teachers as the use of ‘artist models’ to
help students understand how established practitioners develop and resolve their ideas,
synthesise a range of aesthetic styles, and increase their fluency of techniques and materials.
Artist models can be selected from a list of recommended established practitioners suggested by
NZQA on its website, or by visual arts teachers and, in many schools, selected by students
themselves. In reviewing the cultural conventions of AS 1.5 and 2.5, there is official
acknowledgement in the Explanatory Notes of ‘street art’ as a legitimate art form, although
teaching about it is not a mandatory requirement.
Students studying at NCEA Level 3 (curriculum level 8), the final year of their qualification,
are expected to attain mastery of practical skills and demonstrate resolved and highly
contextualised ideas about their art. Emphasis is placed on relationships between wider social,
political, historical, and geographical contexts while considering the significance of how work is
made, viewed, and valued. Pertinent to my research, the description of ‘cultural contexts’ in the
Explanatory Notes for AS 3.5 “…can include the art of social subculture (gothic, punk, cult of cute,
emo, technophile); lowbrow art; ethnic art (Māori, Samoan, Chinese); protest art; feminist art;
domestic craft”. This description of cultural contexts is significant in that it provides examples of
visual culture beyond traditional fine arts forms. It also reflects the increasing influence of
discourses of post-modernism and culturalism on curricula. Visibility of these terms is important
for highlighting the potential for the cultures and interests of students to be acknowledged and
included in art programmes. This inclusion of ‘other ways of knowing’ within the assessment
system is a significant indicator of cultural change.
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Table 2. NCEA Visual Arts Matrix Levels 1-3 which includes the Achievement Standards (AS)

It is evident that the NCEA assessment system has opened up what forms of knowledge can be
legitimated. This suggests that The New Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a) is out of step with the
ever-evolving nature of NCEA discourses, regular reviews, and curricula descriptors in the
8

Explanatory Notes for the Achievement Standards. My research focuses on discovering whether
the more ‘open’ criteria promulgated in the standards are influencing teachers’ pedagogical
approaches to visual arts at NCEA Levels 2-3, and whether they enable their students to express
themselves within their ‘cultural contexts’ and the complex field of visual culture using a more
diverse range of ‘cultural conventions’.

3.11

The changing face of visual arts education in New Zealand

The politics of culture and effects of globalisation
My examination of past developments and current practices in visual arts education in New
Zealand uncovered particular rationales and emphases. A more critical approach, advocated in
recent times by international educationalists, focuses on the potential to promote moral and social
responsibility, advocate against racism and oppression, and confront structures (both visible and
less visible) that are used to oppress people. Giroux’s (1992) viewpoint remains pertinent:

8

A feature of NCEA Achievement Standards, first introduced in 2002, is that they are regularly reviewed in response to
feedback, e.g. AS 1.1 was previously reviewed in 2010, the current version is dated 2014, and the next review is planned
for 2020. Likewise, AS 2.1 and 3.1 follow a similar pattern of review dates - 2012, 2016, 2020.
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Culture is not seen as monolithic or unchanging, but as a site of multiple and heterogeneous
borders where different histories, languages, experiences, and voices intermingle amidst diverse
relations of power and privilege. Within this pedagogical cultural borderland known as a school,
subordinated cultures push against and permeate the alleged unproblematic and homogeneous
borders of the dominant cultural forms and practices. (p. 169)

Giroux’s (1992) conception of teachers as ‘cultural workers’, and the question he raises of
whether schools should “uncritically serve and reproduce existing society” (pp. 15-18), advocates
for democracy and cultural inclusion. In her recent ‘re-imagining multicultural education’ Nieto
(2017) posits that the individual identities of students, the differences they bring, and their
experiences beyond school should be a significant part of curriculum and pedagogy so that they
may receive an education that is inclusive and democratic. Gay (2010) and Paris (2012) agree
that a critical approach to policy and pedagogy should prioritise equity and democracy as primary
social objectives for greater cultural inclusion. A question raised in my research is whether the
inclusion of street art could be a possible means for realising some of these ideals.
Signs of change
Comparatively few visual arts educators have conducted research relevant to the secondary
school sector in New Zealand, but what recent findings there are hold the promise of positive
change. In her small-scale study of how one Māori and three European art teachers promote
Māori students’ achievement in visual arts education, Turketo (2012) found that the art making of
year 11 students’ (mostly 15 year olds) had extended well ‘beyond the koru’ and kowhaiwhai
patterns as the vision of Māori art education. A significant finding of this research is that these
students were achieving success, regardless of their teacher’s ethnicity. The findings of Garcia
Lazo’s research (2012, 2018) indicate a significant shift in pedagogy and curriculum from a focus
upon students’ practices in making artworks to how they develop critical thinking skills through
the visual arts. An emphasis on developing ‘visual literacy’ is a key factor in Duncum’s (2015)
conception of Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE). Smith’s (2016, 2017, 2019) investigations
into the changing student demographics in secondary schools shows that while visual arts
teachers are predominantly European-Pākehā, they are increasingly responsive to the growing
ethnic and cultural diversity of students. She found that students of all ethnicities, particularly in
years 11-13 (mostly 15-18 year olds), are being empowered to be themselves and tell their
personal and cultural stories in unique ways, albeit using predominantly traditional forms - or
disciplines - of painting, design, printmaking and photography. Smith observed that while ‘street
art’, the focus of my research, was absent from the visual arts programmes, there is a notable
focus by students upon their ‘cultural milieu’. However, VCAE, as theorised by Duncum (2015)
and Mirzoeff (2011) (see 3.5), was not particularly visible other than in the context of the student’s
European, Māori, Pasifika, Asian and other ‘cultures’. The research findings, above, are
contextualised within the perspectives of my secondary art teacher participants and their senior
art students, reported later in Chapter 6: Parts 1 and 2.
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3.12

A summary: Visual arts education in the past, the present, and beyond

The social, cultural, and political changes of the past 180 years influenced the development of
rationales and approaches for visual arts education in New Zealand secondary schools. British
colonisation affected and informed the curriculum in the 1870s where the focus was upon the
discipline of drawing as a means of technical training. Education at this time aligned with
European conceptions of art, realised through the Western canon, resulting in the marginalisation
of other cultures. In moving towards a more culturally inclusive relationship between Māori and
Pākehā people, recognition and acknowledgement of Te Tiriti o Waitangi–The Treaty of Waitangi
continues to inform developments in curricula for visual arts education.
My examination of past developments and current rationales for visual arts education in
New Zealand secondary schools highlights competing demands for art teachers and the
legitimation of street art as curricula. These demands include teachers’ interpretations of national
curriculum, requirements of assessment policies, bicultural obligations, changing multicultural
demographics of students, and how knowledge is ultimately enacted in classrooms. Each of these
competing demands has a stake in shaping the pedagogic discourses, orientations towards
knowledge, and recontextualisation of curricula by visual arts teachers. Central to my research is
identifying types of knowledge that are legitimated in secondary schools and how visual culture,
such as ‘street art’, fits into an overcrowded curriculum. I discovered that the formal
acknowledgement of street art as a cultural convention within the Explanatory Notes of the
Achievement Standards is a significant step towards its legitimation, but whether visual arts
teachers choose to include this as curricula is not a requirement. Next, in Part 3 of Chapter 3, I
look beyond secondary schooling and examine the educational visions of the tertiary landscape.
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CHAPTER 3
Part 3: BEYOND SECONDARY SCHOOL - THE TRANSITION TO TERTIARY
VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION
In this third part of Chapter 3, I examine the tertiary sector, rationales that have driven
developments in tertiary reforms, and current paradigm shifts influencing institutional change and
the implications for disciplinary knowledge. Of particular importance in this chapter are the insights
provided into political, economic, social, and cultural perspectives of the tertiary sector and the
possible challenges for including street art in visual arts education at this level.

3.13

Establishing the tertiary landscape

Understanding the tertiary sector
The tertiary sector in New Zealand encompasses universities, institutes of technology,
polytechnics, wānanga (Māori tertiary institutions), private training establishments (PTEs), and
industry training organisations (ITOs) (www.nzqa.govt.nz). Policy changes during the past 27
years established tertiary education as one integrated sector post-secondary schooling (Eppel,
2009). Mahoney (2003) notes that “New Zealand is currently unique in that no other country has
clustered its community, vocational, and academic education together in quite this way” (p. 2).
The tertiary sector serves varying purposes and provides differing approaches to
education. Universities are primarily research-led and academic, institutes of technology and
polytechnics deliver vocational education, wānanga provide Māori-focused knowledge and
practices in a Māori cultural context, and private training establishments (PTEs) offer vocational
training in the form of apprenticeships. According to the New Zealand Qualifications Authority’s
(NZQA) 2018 database, New Zealand has eight universities, 18 institutes of technology and
polytechnics (ITPs), three wānanga, 16 industry training organisations (ITOs), and more than 550
private training establishments (PTEs) (www.tec.govt.nz). Each institution offers qualifications
ranging from Certificate, Diploma, Bachelor Degrees, Post-Graduate, Masters, and Doctoral
Studies. While institutions and teachers are responsible for the delivery of programmes and
curriculum development, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) and the Tertiary
Education Commission (TEC) monitor the quality of best practice and accountability for achieving
government-focused outcomes. Councils of tertiary institutions report to NZQA and work closely
with the Ministry of Education (MoE) to ensure that multiple government visions and directions
are achieved. While institutions have a level of autonomy, the Ministry plays a major role in
steering the strategic vision of the tertiary sector.
Tracking the developments of tertiary reforms
Abbott (2000) claims that since the 1980s the prime focus of policy makers has been on improving
the slow growth of the New Zealand economy. In response to this concern, various New Zealand
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governments instigated neo-liberal changes that have affected the tertiary education sector, with
the explicit aim of making a link between education and economic development. Abbott posits
that in the 1980s, under the Labour Government (1984-1990), vocational education and training
institutions were expected to be highly flexible, adaptive, and responsive to the needs of the
economy. These views align with Wright’s and Shore’s (2017) claim that universities are now
regarded as a private rather than a public good. This is exemplified by passing on costs of tuition
to ‘consumers’. These authors argue that the academic freedom and vision of universities is under
threat from neo-liberal forms of capitalism and managerialism.
While the tertiary sector is largely university-based, institutes and polytechnics explicitly
service the vocational needs of the economy. The Education Act 1989 created the basic statutory
frameworks for tertiary institutions to deliver non-university degrees (New Zealand Productivity
Commission, 2016). The consequence of this increased vocationalisation of education in the
tertiary sector is a weakening of strong boundaries between universities and technical training by
polytechnics (Abbott, 2000). Until 1989, under a Labour Government, polytechnics were
administered largely by the Department of Education, but were eventually given increased
autonomy to shape their qualifications in response to external demands of the market, to address
post-secondary education and training, and to improve the consistency between institutions and
qualifications (Labour Market Analysis Unit, 1989).
According to Grierson (2000), the tertiary sector was criticised by the government for
being self-serving. This led to a reconstructed system aligning with a competitive enterprise and
market model. Between 1997 and 1998, the National Government (1990-1998) released Green
and White Papers proposing critical policy and legislative changes for the tertiary sector. These
documents supported the government’s vision towards economic growth, productivity,
competitiveness, social cohesion, and employment (MoE, 1997, 1998). Opposing these
proposals, The Association of University Staff of New Zealand (1999) labelled their rationales as
“inequitable, irresponsible, unworkable, and incoherent” (p. 1). Grey and Scott (2012) claim that
the market model of education has contributed to the steady erosion of the sector. The generally
accepted position, however, is that New Zealand needs an adaptive and innovative workforce,
increased accountability for government spending, and an economic model to sustain tertiary
institutions (MoE, 2002). As a result, in 2002 the Labour Government (1999-2008) released its
first national vision through the Tertiary Education Strategy.
Implications of the tertiary education strategies
From the point of view of education as a key means of improving economic prosperity for New
Zealand, the Tertiary Education Strategy (TES) produced the Labour Government’s vision for the
tertiary sector. In 2000, the first TES (2002-2007) was released. It outlined critical directions,
including alignment between tertiary education providers and national goals, up-skilling New

9

The New Zealand National Party is a centre-right political party and is one of two major parties that dominate
contemporary New Zealand politics, alongside its traditional rival, the centre-left New Zealand Labour Party.
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Zealanders for a knowledge society, strengthening research, and development of Māori and
Pasifika success and participation (MoE, 2002).
The aim of the subsequent TES (2007-2012) was to increase educational success with
an emphasis on literacy, numeracy, and language. For the workforce, study in trades and
technical qualifications was aimed at meeting industry needs and improving research to support
economic opportunities (MoE, 2007b). The third TES (2010-2015) offered little change in vision
but an additional priority was to increase the number of students leaving secondary schools
entering the tertiary sector (MoE, 2010). The current TES (2014-2019) emphasises an outwardfacing approach to future developments including strong engagement with “industry, community,
schools, and the global economy” (p. 6). Offering minimal change from the past three strategies,
the vision is concerned with economic, environmental, and social outcomes that deliver skills for
industry, getting at-risk young people into a career, boosting achievement and participation of
Māori and Pasifika, improving adult literacy and numeracy, strengthening research-based
institutions, and growing international relationships (MoE, 2014).
Over the past two decades these strategies have been debated by interested parties,
and while the majority accept the private benefits of tertiary education, the social advantages
continue to be contested (Hawke, 2002, 2008). Grey and Scott (2012) posit that over the past
thirty years, successive governments have imposed market-led reforms that have resulted in
damaging effects on the tertiary sector. In their view, policy changes have steered education away
from social, cultural, and scientific goals towards economic outcomes of “commercialisation,
marketisation, and massification” (p. 2). This neoliberal model of education aligns with Wright’s
and Shore’s (2017) view that the reforms of the tertiary sector promote “entrepreneurial
knowledge organisations” (p. 1). They argue that emphasis on an economic enterprise over public
good has devalued the role of learning, and diminished the professional identity of academics
and the value of knowledge. These are now determined by instrumentalist forces. McKinsey
(2012) suggests that key stakeholders for the tertiary sector now include the industry which has
repositioned the relevance and direction of qualifications to serve market needs, thereby creating
narrower outcomes.
The market influence is reflected not only in the direction of teaching programmes but
embedded in graduate profiles of qualifications which are largely achievement-based and
determine what the student can do, rather than what they know (McKinsey, 2012). The New
Zealand Productivity Commission (2014) notes that while the needs of the labour market steered
the National Government’s goals (2009-2016), the requirements and acquisition of skills will
evolve in response to technological and demographic changes in the future. In 2018, Tim Fowler,
the Chief Executive of the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC), warned that the tertiary sector
in New Zealand will continue to require significant changes in the future to be more financially
viable, sustainable, and more adaptive than ever before.
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3.14

Positioning the visual arts discipline in tertiary education

Development of the visual arts paradigm
According to Grierson (2000) visual arts education in the tertiary sector, as with secondary
schools, is underpinned by two key discourses. These derive from the foundations of modernism
and New Zealand’s colonial past, as well as more recent neo-liberal influences on curricula.
Readings (1996) claims that, throughout the 1990s, tertiary institutions in New Zealand proceeded
to replicate and maintain the discourse of European ‘high culture’ through two key conceptions of
art. First, the model of Western fine arts through traditional practices or disciplines, including
drawing, painting, and sculpture, was used to study its lineage in art history, aesthetics, beauty,
and truth. Second, New Zealand’s influence of the South Kensington System has promoted an
approach to applied art and utilitarian design intended for industrial outcomes (Grierson, 2000).
With the introduction of the Education Act in 1989, tertiary art schools (ITPs) were permitted to
deliver degree level qualifications and use terminologies including visual arts, design, media arts,
art and design, and visual communication. In 1992, the Auckland Society of Arts School of Art
offered a Bachelor of Visual Arts. Slattery (1999) suggests that the term visual arts symbolised
and assisted with broadening earlier conceptions of art as a medium beyond traditional ideologies
of the Western canon, and towards the integration of theory and practice. The rise of digital
technologies during the 1990s also witnessed the processed image being integrated into visual
arts and the adoption of practices in photography and printmaking (Grierson, 2000). While
ongoing reforms continue to affect the direction of the tertiary sector, institutions and visual arts
lecturers have maintained a strong level of autonomy and freedom in the design of their
qualifications and art curricula content.
A key challenge for visual arts lecturers in the tertiary sector is the absence of a national
curriculum. For secondary schools, the presence of The New Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a)
and the NCEA Achievement Standards provides some, if limited, indication of curricula content.
In contrast, the tertiary sector relies on the Tertiary Education Strategy (2014-2019) as a broader
guideline for how to realise government goals and national priorities. The TES document does
not outline a vision for visual arts. Nor does it provide national consistency on how assessment
is to be conducted and what should be assessed. Boereboom (2017) argues that the lack of
requirements in the tertiary sector has created national inconsistency between lecturers and
institutions. The TES relies heavily on the expectation that tertiary lecturers will be knowledgeable
about curriculum design, pedagogy, assessment practices, and specialist disciplinary knowledge.
Although pedagogy and curricula within qualifications are largely at the discretion of art lecturers,
they are also responsible for delivery, support, and implementation of New Zealand’s bicultural
obligations to Māori. Pasifika learners are equally significant as a priority in the TES, although the
strategy notes that certain aspects of the system do not represent all groups of learners well.
While the visual arts have expanded as a discipline, Western fine arts remain the dominant
discourse in the tertiary sector. Nevertheless, combined with the influence of neoliberal
ideologies, visual arts education continues to undergo reform.
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Implications of neoliberal policies in tertiary visual arts education
Wright and Shore (2017) maintain that neoliberal ideas continue to reposition universities as
entrepreneurial knowledge organisations within a market of economic competitiveness. Although
they primarily refer to the neoliberal effects in universities, polytechnics have followed similar
trends. Grierson (2000) claims that increased problem solving through technology, prioritisation
of market demands, and the impact of globalisation (e.g. in rankings) are all signifiers of changing
institutional systems. As a departure from historical discourses of social and cultural knowledge
in visual arts, political and economic rhetoric has, on the whole, shifted the boundaries of
education to what Slaughter and Leslie (1997) call academic capitalism. Peters (1998) argues
that “the combined pressures of globalisation, managerialism and marketism have stripped the
university of its historical reference points and threatens to permanently change its mission and
to jettison both its freedoms and institutional autonomy” (p. 3). Peters maintains that politicallydriven rationales pose a significant threat to the role of institutions as producers of knowledge
and as knowledge providers. Gewirtz, Ball and Bowe (1995) are hesitant to support a market
model of education whereby the responsibility for knowledge is transferred to consumers and the
consumer’s choice of knowledge, and ‘needs’ are used to dictate what and how education should
be defined and rationalised. It is noted that these neoliberal principles have affected reforms
particularly in the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand (Wright & Shore, 2017). Changes
in universities have followed trends which include: government retraction of financial support for
higher education; increased economic competitiveness and assessment of productivity;
accountability measures and audit culture; reduced academic staff for increased administrators
and managers; pursuit of entrepreneurial income streams of funding; and perception that higher
education is a private investment rather than for the public good. Middleton (2009), however,
believes that policy makers are aware of their actions but are unaware of the implications of these
changes for the tertiary sector and consequences for its stakeholders.
The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) (2016) states that, “Knowledge is what
a graduate knows and understands. It is described as a progression from ‘basic general
knowledge’ through to knowledge which is ‘factual’, ‘operational’, ‘theoretical’, ‘technical’,
‘specialised’ and ‘frontier’ knowledge” (p. 5). Challenged by neoliberal policies and government
demands, the visual arts are directed to fulfil economic objectives and government goals. While
competing demands continue to frame the rationale for visual arts education, Grey and Scott
(2012) claim that freedom to determine disciplinary knowledge in visual arts has the potential to
foster innovation, creativity, and new ways of working. In their view, “The tertiary sector and
governments need to consider the way in which creative industries are beginning to ‘free up’ staff
from strict accountability for every minute of their day and allow them room to flourish as creative
actors” (p. 12).
In 2018, the programme I previously delivered at my polytechnic was replaced by a new
Certificate as part of NZQA’s mandatory qualifications review process. The replacement
Certificate is a semester long, compared with two semesters previously. Although students
studying in this programme can receive an endorsement within the pathway of art and design,
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the graduate outcomes place emphasis on study and career preparation. While I retain a level of
autonomy in my choices of curricula, there is strong focus on the graduate profile to provide
students with vocational skills for future employment. My analysis of government visions and
policy documents has given me greater understanding of the changing rationales for visual arts
education in New Zealand and the implications of neoliberal ideologies for me as a lecturer.
Disciplinarity and interdisciplinary
Another key debate in the tertiary sector is the contest between traditional approaches of
disciplinarity and a shift towards interdisciplinarity as a new form of knowledge production (Barrett,
2012). Bonal and Rambla (2003) claim that sustained pressure from neoliberal capitalism has
influenced continual changes to curricular reform that have assumed disciplinarity to be a limiting
structure. Disciplinarity is also criticised as an ideology that creates artificial boundaries for
students, limits their access to knowledge, and reinforces traditional values, ideas, and histories
of dominant social groups (Moore, 2008). In contrast, interdisciplinarity is conceptualised as an
approach that supersedes the specialised knowledge of disciplines and creates a departure from
an outdated paradigm. According to Barrett (2012), interdisciplinarity is intended to serve the
increasing economic demands of a competitive globalised world, thereby raising questions about
the role of institutions and universities in the production of knowledge. Barrett argues that
adopting interdisciplinarity as an approach creates ideological consequences that value
performance over knowledge, replacement of specialised curricula with common problem-based
learning, and collaboration as a representation of separation rather than specialisation. This
dissolution of discipline-based knowledge could weaken the professional identities of students
studying to become specialists in their chosen field (Beck & Young, 2005). Although presented
as oppositional frameworks, Moore (2011) argues that boundaries can be crossed within the
disciplinary approach, while supporting the production of new interdisciplinary knowledge, as long
as disciplinary foundations are understood first. These debates have occurred predominantly
overseas, but are now happening across the tertiary sector in New Zealand (and have yet to occur
in the secondary school sector).
Under the pressure of neoliberal demands, the shift from disciplinary to interdisciplinary
approaches has occurred at my tertiary institution and created a number of challenges and
implications for students and teaching staff. The department’s previous undergraduate
programme was discipline-specific, with majors in visual arts and design. It has been replaced by
an undergraduate degree that prioritises generalisations rather than specialisms, and
emphasises entrepreneurialism, interpersonal skills, and collaboration. The new programme aims
to equip students for work in the creative industries. Shifts in the pedagogy are reflected in group
projects rather than the development an individual studio practice. Task-based outcomes are the
focus, rather than acquisition of specialised disciplinary knowledge. The graduate profile expects
students to be multi-disciplinary (for which students do not often have sufficient practical skillsets
to achieve), and creative projects that are determined by students themselves. These shifts have
implications for lecturers who are required to teach outside their own disciplinary expertise. With
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minimal teaching of theoretical concepts, it is possible that students will be affected by a reduction
in access to specialised propositional knowledge.

3.15

A summary: Neoliberalism and implications for knowledge

In Part 3 of this Chapter, I examined government ‘visions’, implementation of policy changes, and
traced developments in visual arts in the tertiary sector. Looking back in time enables me to
understand the social, political, and economic perspectives that have underpinned our past,
present, and future directions for a now-globalised society. Neoliberal ideologies continue to
influence reform in the tertiary sector, prioritise the needs of market demands, and highlight the
hidden power relations which have direct implications on the structuring of knowledge.
My evaluation of the Tertiary Education Strategies (TES) is that they affect the visual arts
in two ways. The first implication is that student achievement is recognised by what learners can
‘do’ rather than what they ‘know’. This over emphasis on technical skills can subsequently affect
visual arts educators’ pedagogy and legitimation of student knowledge. With no national
curriculum and subject-specific requirements in the tertiary sector, the responsibility rests with art
educators to find a balance of knowledge for students. The second implication is the perceived
value of visual arts education as an individual, rather than a public good. These perceptions raise
questions about the value of ‘street art’ and what it offers as knowledge amidst economic
imperatives and vocational outcomes. A critical question is how social, cultural, and economic
capital street art could contribute, amongst other forms of knowledge, in visual arts education.
Next, in Chapter 4, I examine and evaluate the theoretical conceptualisations of
knowledge, structuring of knowledge, and the methodological framework and data collection
methods that underpin this research.
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CHAPTER 4
Part 1 - THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES OF KNOWLEDGE AND
LEGITIMATION: WHERE DOES ‘STREET ART’ FIT IN?
The theoretical concepts of Durkheim, Vygotsky, Bernstein and Maton provide insights into the
legitimation of knowledge types, knowledge practices, and the structuring of knowledge from a
sociological perspective. These theoretical concepts are valuable for answering complex
questions concerning the legitimation of knowledge in education. They are helpful for addressing
my particular question of how ‘street art’ as an ‘every day’, informal knowledge form, might
become legitimated within visual arts education. Their theories enable me to theorise and make
visible the educational discourses within policies and for art educators. In addition, I use Green’s
(2005) theory of musical meaning and experience to provide a framework to conceptualise the
production and reception of street art.

4.1

Introduction

The aim of my research is to explore understandings of street art held by visual arts practitioners
and educators, alongside perspectives presented in curriculum and assessment documents and
the literature. My analysis of these perspectives focuses on the educational potential of ‘street art’
as a specialised form of knowledge in visual arts education in secondary schools and tertiary
institutions in New Zealand. The status of street art can be described as ‘informal knowledge’ or,
in Bernstein’s (2000) terminology, ‘horizontal discourse’. While street art is listed as a cultural
convention within NCEA achievement standards, teachers determine whether it is included as
curricula or not. A rationale to include or exclude street art is absent from the New Zealand
Curriculum (MoE, 2007a) although the Ministry’s website, Te Kete Ipurangi (TKI), a portal
designed to support teachers, states that the “Visual arts are for all people of Aotearoa who view,
consume, or produce images and objects of visual culture. Visual culture includes all images and
artefacts that shape our worlds and existence” (see 3.5). In this chapter, I explore theories which
make visible the struggles for power and control in legitimating knowledge in education.
The theoretical framework that underpins my research adopts the ideas of Emile
Durkheim, Lev Vygotsky, Basil Bernstein, Pierre Bourdieu, Karl Maton, and Lucy Green.
Durkheim’s (1964) and Vygotsky’s (1980) theories provide insights into early social distinctions
between sacred and profane orders of knowledge, while Bernstein’s (2000) code theory explores
the fields of knowledge transmission and recontextualisation. Bernstein’s distinction between
vertical and horizontal discourses provides conceptual tools to classify street art and consider its
potential legitimation as formal knowledge within education. I use Bourdieu’s (1993) field theory
to examine the significance of individuals (knowers) and their social backgrounds that influence
what becomes accepted as fields of study. This theory is significant for gaining an understanding
of the discourse of knowledge practices used by teachers and requirements of curriculum policy
makers. Maton’s (2009) Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) provides more recent explanations of
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knowledge practices. His focus is the theorising of knowledge and knower structures and how
various conceptions of knowledge vie for legitimation.
Green (2005) proposes a theory of musical meaning and experience that has relevance
for the visual arts. She theorises that inherent meanings (the ordering of sonic events) interact
with delineations (non-musical aspects). These properties have a dialectical relationship with
each other and provide the listener with a range of musical experiences. In the context of my
research, I apply this theory within visual arts education to examine the inherent meanings of
street art (aesthetic and technical production) and its delineations (social and political contexts
and responses). Green’s theory is critical to my research as a means of identifying the various
technical and conceptual ideas of street art.

4.2

Early conceptions of knowledge differentiation

Specialised knowledge and the every day
Knowledge is socially constructed and differentiated by specialised forms (Young & Muller, 2013).
To understand the criteria from which knowledge is selected, legitimated and distributed in
education, it is essential to know how knowledge is conceptualised. Young and Muller posit that
not all knowledge is equal or valued in the same way. Knowledge varies in the nature and form
of its internal structures and, therefore, has differing social affordances for education. The
distinctions within knowledge revolve around two essential categorisations that Durkheim (1964)
identifies as sacred and profane, and that Bernstein (2000) later adapts as vertical and horizontal
discourse.
Regarded by many as the father of sociology, French sociologist Emile Durkheim (18581917) argues that knowledge is socially constructed into two principal types, sacred and profane.
Durkheim (1964) explains that two main propositions in philosophy have attempted to categorise
knowledge, conceptualised as Apriorists and Empiricists. Apriorists believe that the idea of
categories originates from the human mind and is not derived from individual experience.
Durkheim posits that what is understood and known in the world is constructed of these categories
and objects within groupings that help to generate meaning. In contrast, Morrison (1995) suggests
that the Empiricist position is that individuals are the agents of construction, and meaning is
formed piece by piece from each of our minds.
Durkheim (1964) claims that religions and primitive societies were the first to create
systems of representation used to generate meaning about the social world and people living
within it. He proposes the concept of categories and distinguishes between sacred and profane
orders. Durkheim’s interpretation of these categories originates from his critique of Immanuel
Kant’s eighteenth-century concept of transcendentalism, and the study of basic systems in
religious life. According to Morrison (1995), Kant’s concepts supported Durkheim to develop these
distinctions, which were identified as important systems of symbolic meaning within religions. In
developing these categorisations, Durkheim studied religious ceremonies. He examined the
relationships between how material objects become sacred, what organisational systems are
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used to categorise them, and what the classification of objects is as a result of people’s beliefs.
For Durkheim, a key concept that arose was the differentiation between the afterlife and every
day survival. In this sense, the sacred is conceptualised as a superior form of intellectualism and
theory. It is associated with religious beliefs, myths, and truths of an individual or group.
Representation of the sacred is bound to systems that protect, restrict, and regulate the object or
belief as a shared understanding in the community, and remains distanced from the profane.
Durkheim (1964) posits that “If a belief is unanimously shared by a people, then… it is forbidden
to touch it, that is to say, to deny it or to contest it” (as cited in Young, 2003, p. 114).
In contrast, the profane is a reflection of opposing principles and characterised as the
practice or expression of beliefs enacted in every day life. Durkheim believes that sacred and
profane orders in religion support the development of social frameworks. These include the
classification of ideas, systems within concepts, methods that form the classifications and
ordering of human thought, eventually resulting in the disciplines of knowledge. According to
Young and Muller (2013), these early distinctions between sacred and profane orders provide the
socio-epistemic rationale between theory and practice. While these distinctions are important for
developing understandings of theory and practice, Young (2003) claims that Durkheim’s research
did not fully explore these ideas in the context of education.
Early rationales of specialised knowledge in education are conceptualised by Russian
psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934). According to Young and Muller (2013), Vygotsky’s
research took a similar position towards the distinction between theoretical concepts (sacred) and
every day experience (profane). In the early 1900s, schools were becoming established, thus
calling for a need to conceptualise knowledge in a formal school setting. Young and Muller posit
that Vygotsky believed that all students who attend school should be entitled to education and
access to higher order thinking. Vygotsky saw the acquisition of academic knowledge as scientific
in the general sense of it being ordered and conceptual. In classrooms, the student’s
understanding of their every day experiences is transformed by the pedagogy of teachers. This
experience provides students access to theoretical concepts that are not available in everyday
life, and their thinking is conceptually expanded. Young and Muller (2013) suggest that after
theoretical knowledge is understood, the process is then reversed. Students reconstruct the
theoretical ideas back into every day life, which results in new social perceptions of the world.
Durkheim and Vygotsky’s early distinctions between specialised knowledge and every
day life provide the categorical foundations of knowledge for curriculum and pedagogy in modern
education. In the present day, however, these distinctions have become less clear for both
students and teachers. The growing postmodern influences in visual culture, globalisation,
technology, and neoliberal policies, have blurred the boundaries between theoretical ideas and
practices within visual arts education. In extending the propositions of Durkheim and Vygotsky,
progression about the theories of knowledge is further developed by British sociologist Basil
Bernstein (1924-2000) whose concepts I use in my analysis of the findings of this research.
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4.3

Theoretical concepts of Basil Bernstein

According to Beck (2002), Durkheim distinguishes sacred and profane orders as oppositional to
one another. In contrast, Bernstein (1999) sees these distinctions as relational. In his view, “It is
not unusual for one form to be romanticised as a medium celebrating what the other form has
lost” (p. 158). Maton (2009) notes that these perspectives of knowledge can result in the
emergence of dominant practices, while the other is often unrecognised. Whether labelled as
sacred and profane, or theory and practice, both theories offer a description of how knowledge is
understood. Maton claims that these distinctions enable us to understand the social and epistemic
premises that legitimate certain forms of knowledge over others and the differences between
them. They also provide a means for internal analysis within their sets of differentiation. In
extending an understanding of these distinctions, Bernstein offers his concept of vertical
discourse and horizontal discourse.
Vertical discourse
Bernstein (1999) posits that vertical discourse comprises forms of knowledge that are
characterised by specialised systems, established structures of practice, and generally accepted
truths. Specialised knowledge claims within vertical discourse shape its status and legitimacy,
and anyone can make legitimate claims as long as the rules of the field are learned and followed.
Bernstein argues that “The structuring of the social relationship generates the form of discourse
but the discourse in turn is structuring a form of consciousness, its contextual mode of orientation
and realisation, and motivates forms of social solidarity” (p. 160). Vertical discourses develop
cumulatively, whereby prior knowledge is absorbed by new theories to build its collective body of
verticality and to strengthen the field. For example, science follows strong empirical relations
because of its specialised procedures and structures in its formation of explicit knowledge claims.
Muller (2007) suggests that knowledge claims are legitimated by methods of inquiry that are
universally recognised within the discipline. Within science, a hierarchical knowledge structure
exists, whereby the introduction of new knowledge is unlikely to be accepted into the field unless
it aligns with, and builds on, the previously approved theories at the time. Bernstein (2000)
suggests that, over time, differing theories can become subsumed into fewer propositions as the
dominant theories become the most substantial. Bernstein (1999) also argues that hierarchical
knowledge structures, as in the case of science, limit opportunities for ‘new speakers’. Localised
languages are restricted and the dominant voice is maintained. In this regard, Taylor (2014) points
to teachers who hold discipline knowledge, and their responsibility in sustaining epistemic integrity
by directing students to the accepted and ‘right types’ of knowledge they need to learn.
In contrast to science, the arts are characterised by weaker hierarchical knowledge
structures because of the strength in social relations over epistemic relations. Bernstein (1999)
claims that disparate objects of study and diverse forms of inquiry can lead to new theories and
different ways of understanding the past. In his view, a greater emphasis on social relations
creates a stronger sense of voice, while consequently adopting fewer explicit claims to
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knowledge. The variation of viewpoints can generate segmented structures of knowledge,
methods of inquiry, and fracture past theories in exchange for new beginnings. In this way, the
arts exhibit weaker or more flexible forms of knowledge hierarchy. Bernstein labels the more
hierarchical structures within vertical discourse as ‘hierarchical knowledge structures’ (the
sciences), and those of the arts as ‘horizontal knowledge structures’ (not to be confused with
horizontal discourse). In the context of my research, the potential legitimation of street art into
visual arts education would position it as a vertical discourse of knowledge with a weak10
knowledge structure.
Horizontal discourse
Complimentary to vertical discourse, Bernstein (1999) elucidates the concept of horizontal
discourse as comprising the informally constructed and distributed knowledge of the every day
world. Horizontal discourse is localised to individuals and groups of people, which enable
alternative perspectives of truth to become visible. Bernstein maintains that “a horizontal
discourse entails a set of strategies which are local, segmentally organised, context specific and
dependent, for maximising encounters with persons and habitats” (p. 159). Here, knowledge is
an interpretation of broadly conceived experiences rather than universally accepted. Bernstein
proposes that several challenges can exist for horizontal discourse. The idea of truth, for example,
can become contradictory when there are no formal procedures, systems, or methods that
legitimate the coherence of production, analysis, and distribution of knowledge claims.
While distinctions between vertical and horizontal discourses are useful for identifying
knowledge types, Bernstein (1999) maintains that the selection of discourse in classrooms can
either privilege or reinforce dominant perspectives, or empower new voices and perspectives.
Dependant on the level of autonomy in the field of education, there is an interrelationship between
curriculum selection and the influence of teachers and students who can play a critical role in
determining the discourse of knowledge in class. In the context of my research, ‘street art’ appears
at first glance to be a form of horizontal discourse – a type of artistic human activity that emerges
from the street. It lacks the formal organisation present in vertical discourse - an epistemic
structure that enables its legitimation within educational contexts. An epistemic structure is one
that has conceptual power because it comprises a series of inferentially related concepts that give
epistemological meaning to a field of knowledge or practice. This type of structure provides the
means for further knowledge production in a field. In Chapter 6, I apply Bernstein’s concepts to
analyse the voices of the teachers and lecturers and to argue that a move from the horizontal to
the vertical is possible. In addition to distinctions between knowledge types, Bernstein also
conceptualised the pedagogic device which theorises the various fields in which knowledge is
produced, interpreted, and distributed. This concept is useful for conceptualising the processes
of legitimation applicable to street art in educational settings.

10

Bernstein does not mean weak as in a pejorative sense but as a relational term.
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The pedagogic device and distributive fields
Bernstein’s (1999) pedagogic device helps to identify the influences of power and control in the
field of education. While vertical and horizontal discourses provide an understanding of the
distinctions between knowledge types, Maton (2009) claims that Bernstein’s pedagogic device
enables explanation of the sociological process itself - the rules, criteria, and structures in which
knowledge is produced, evaluated, recontextualised, and distributed. Bernstein’s (1999)
framework consists of distributive processes that include the fields of production,
recontextualisation, and reproduction. These three dimensions of the pedagogic device are
interconnected in the processes of transmission and continually change over time and space. The
first stage, production, is typically found in universities where new knowledge is created. The
second stage, recontextualisation, is generally located in institutions where knowledge is
selected, appropriated, and transformed for teaching, for example in a university, a technical
college, or a school. Bernstein (1999) claims, however, that recontextualisation is a critical
process for teachers because they can choose to either reinforce dominant ideologies in society
or empower new voices and perspectives. For him, the recontextualising process adopted by
teachers can determine curricula decisions that “selectively appropriates, relocates, refocuses,
and relates other discourses to constitute its own order” (Bernstein, 2000, p. 33).
For teachers, the recontextualising process is an ideological contestation of pedagogical
decision making which has immediate consequences on student learning through what is chosen
for curricular inclusion. The third stage of Bernstein’s (2000) framework, reproduction, is usually
apparent in schools and sites where pedagogic practices are applied and knowledge is
reproduced. Maton (2009) explains that, in recent times, an emphasis on student-centred
pedagogies has altered this field and schools have become sites where localisation of student
knowledge is a norm, at least in policy. Each dimension of the pedagogic device comprises
regulating rules - production (distributive rules), recontextualising rules and reproduction
(evaluative rules). Bernstein (1999) posits that “Evaluative rules regulate the practices of the
reproduction field and recontextualising field, but ‘distributive rules’ regulate access to the field of
production” (cited in Maton, 2009, p. 49). He argues that the rules of the device make visible the
struggles for power and control within the field of knowledge transmission and aim to provide the
democratisation of hidden knowledge practices by making them visible.
Conceptualising the rules of the field
Bernstein’s (2000) pedagogic device highlights rules of the field and power relations involved in
knowledge practices. Within the pedagogic device, Bernstein (2000) uses pedagogic codes,
which are described as classification (what) and framing (how). According to McPhail (2017), the
terms classification and framing denote the “translation of power relations into structural relations
and of procedures of control into pedagogic relations” (p. 6). Maton (2009) notes that classification
(+/-C) is a mechanism that represents the “relative strength of boundaries between context and
categories” (p. 29). Classification can describe the boundary between internal and external
subjects of knowledge within the field and its acquirers. Where boundaries are clearly marked, for
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example between visual arts and physics, the classification is strong (C+). In the primary school,
where official policy attempts to make the school more like home, there is (C-). In contrast, Maton
(2009) claims that framing (+/-F) represents “the locus of control within contexts of categories
(where stronger framing indicates greater control from above)” (p. 29). In the context of my
research, the pedagogic codes of Bernstein help to characterise the possible knowledge practices
of art teachers and art lecturers, with an aim to understand their pedagogic dispositions. For
example, where teachers espouse student-centred ideals in relation to what is studied, the
classification can be described as weak, and if a teacher maintains explicit direction over
classroom pedagogy, the framing would be described as strong. Both codes characterise the
relative strength and weaknesses (a continuum) of pedagogic discourses and decisions in
knowledge structuring. In developing Bernstein’s concepts of knowledge, Maton (2009) theorises
his ideas through Legitimation Code Theory (LCT).

4.4

Legitimation code theory

Reconceptualising the ideas of Bernstein and Bourdieu
Maton (2009) argues that Bernstein’s pedagogic device is incomplete and requires greater
analytical

explanation

to

characterise

the

fields

of

production,

reproduction,

and

recontextualisation. He posits that knowledge shapes power, power shapes knowledge, and the
power of knowledge is shaped by not only epistemic dimension but also by social relations. In
adapting the educational theories of Bernstein and Bourdieu, Maton developed a framework
called Legitimation Code Theory (LCT). He claims that LCT aims to overcome what is seen as
knowledge-blindness. The framework of LCT integrates Bernstein’s code theory and Bourdieu’s
field theory. First, the theory aims to understand the structuring of knowledge structures which
focus on what (knowledge), while field theory describes the practice of social fields and raises
questions related to who (knowers). Maton (2009) explains, further, that what becomes clear by
utilising these concepts is the knowledge structures that underpin the verticality or horizontal
growth of the discipline, selection of curricula, level of recontextualisation of past and present
knowledge, and pedagogical discourses. In the latter theory, there is a distinction between
legitimate knowers and suppressed knowers. Maton (2009) claims that LCT is realised through
the process of coding and identification of the epistemic relations to the medium of knowledge
(what) and the social relations of knowers (who) that create claims to identity, status, power, and
legitimacy. Here, Bernstein’s concept of the pedagogic device is readdressed by Maton as the
epistemic-pedagogic device.
Explaining the epistemic pedagogic device
To control the epistemic pedagogic device is to control the specialisation codes and structuring
of the social field (Maton, 2009). For example, studies of education traditionally lean towards an
understanding of pedagogy (how) and fields of knowledge (what), but less emphasis is placed on
understanding the relations within knowledge practices. The ‘epistemic pedagogic device’ (EPD)
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is a framework aimed at providing greater explanatory, analytic, and generative power in
understanding the epistemic logics of how ideas in various fields are selected, transmitted,
evaluated, and distributed. The adaption from the PD to EPD shifts the emphasis from the medium
of knowledge to exposing the dominating power relations associated with the message of
knowledge. The framework of the EPD is readdressed by Maton (2013) as production (epistemic
logics), recontextualisation (recontextualising logics), and reproduction fields (evaluative logics)
(see Table 3 below). ‘Distributive logics’ provide the principles that regulate access to all forms of
knowledge that are produced or changed in all three fields.
Similar to Bernstein’s PD, an ongoing struggle for power and control exists over the EPD.
According to Rata (2012), whoever holds the device has the potential to determine the legitimacy
of knowledge within the field, influence pedagogic discourse, and negotiate the voices of the
dominant or dominated. The ongoing struggle for control over the EPD exists not only for
teachers, but also more broadly in education and society. Maton (2009) believes that individuals
and groups contest for ownership over the device in attempts to maintain, prioritise, or create
social dominance in and within the field.
Table 3. Epistemic pedagogic device diagram (Maton, 2013 p. 48).

Building on the ideas of Bernstein’s knowledge structures, Maton elaborates on the concepts to
form knowledge-knower structures. Moore and Maton (2001) claim that knower concepts help to
examine the various arbitrary relations within the field, and non-arbitrary relations to the
knowledge that actors bring to the field. The combination of knower (social relation) and epistemic
(knowledge) into the framework helps to identify hidden discourses within knowledge structures
and claims to legitimacy. In addition to reconceptualising the EPD, Maton (2009) readdresses
Bernstein’s concept of classification and framing as legitimation codes in the form of dimensions.
A key dimension used in this research is labelled specialisation and the codes used to
characterise the epistemic and social relations are called specialisation codes.
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Characterising specialisation codes
Maton (2009) proposes the concept of specialisation as one of five dimensions within LCT. He
posits that “Specialisation can be introduced via the simple premise that practices and beliefs are
about or oriented towards something and by someone. They thus involve relations to objects and
to subjects” (p. 29). Within specialisation, epistemic relations are used to classify legitimate
knowledge in relation to objects of study or production, while social relations emphasise subjects
who can make claims to being legitimate knowers. Specialisation codes discern differing positions
of power between object and subject in relation to their relative strength or weakness of epistemic
and social relations. For example, when considering the case of ‘street art’ we might notice strong
political and social agendas in its claims for legitimacy in education, for example unsilencing
normally silenced voices, i.e. social relations, rather than claims for its particular artistic properties
and use of materials, i.e. epistemic relations.
Within the framework of LCT, Maton (2013) proposes four specialisation codes knowledge, knower, élite, and relativist (See Table 4 below). These codes are applied within
education to identify the “competing claims to legitimacy” (p. 17). Each specialisation code helps
to identify and characterise the relative strengths (+) and weaknesses (-) of epistemic relations
(ER) and social relations (SR) of knowledge practices. Each code represents varying positions
within the specialisation plane which vie for legitimacy. Epistemic relations represent the object
of study (what) while social relations evaluate and position the discourses, beliefs, and
perspectives of actors (who). Maton (2013) suggests that whichever code is the most visible is
likely to be the dominant discourse that legitimates knowledge.
The first of four modalities of specialisation is a knowledge code, which indicates the
presence of specialised knowledge within a field. The object of study is firmly bound to procedural
control within the field to ensure that actors do not easily change epistemic structures or use
methods incorrectly. In this scenario, Maton (2009) suggests that actors are equal in their position
to knowledge and anyone has the potential to create legitimate knowledge as long as they follow
the specialised practices within the field. For example, the subject of science is predominantly
legitimated by a knowledge code which exhibits strong epistemic relations (ER+) because of its
strict procedures in scientific inquiry. On the other hand, science tends to demonstrate weak social
relations (SR-) because the actor’s subjective view is not essential. A knowledge code is thus
recognised as exhibiting (ER+, SR-).
A second modality is what Maton (2009) conceptualises as a knower code, which
emphasises knowledge of the knower as central to providing unique insights into the object of
study. Knower codes are implicit forms of knowledge which are tacit and open to competing
epistemological claims with others. In objects of study where there are fewer criteria for
establishing the validity of knowledge claims, the voice of knowers is more legitimated. In this
instance, a stronger classification of social relations (SR+) is evident because the attributes of the
knower are central to what legitimates the structuring of knowledge in relation to the object of
study. In the context of visual arts education, a weaker framing of epistemic relations (ER-) may
be present if the field is more open to legitimating the knowledge claims of students.
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Maton (2009) posits that the term social knower code extends the knower code. In this code,
specialised knowledge claims can be a result of the knower’s gender, social class, culture,
sexuality, or ethnicity. The individual knowers are legitimated and may offer knowledge claims
that other knowers cannot. As new categories of knowers are formed and become stronger in
their claims, this has the potential to ironically develop new hierarchies within knowledge
structures but also knower structures whereby knowledge becomes inaccessible to other
knowers, i.e. according to gender. While legitimating the claims of all knowers may seem fair, it
can also be problematic for education. If all knowledge is valued in the same way, it could result
in fragmented knowledge claims and knower wars, which Maton describes as the contestation for
the most legitimate knower or dominant voice. Maton argues that “Rather than building upon
previous knowledge, there is a tendency for new knowers to declare new beginnings, redefinitions and even complete ruptures with the past – an anti-canonical, iconoclastic, and
parricidal stance generating recurrent schisms” (p. 39).
A third classification of specialisation is an élite code (ER+, SR+). Potentially the most
demanding in criteria, an élite code requires its actors to draw strongly on both epistemic and
social relations. Legitimacy within an élite code is based on being the right kind of knower and
holding appropriate specialised knowledge. Maton (2009) explains that “elite refers not to social
exclusivity but rather to possessing both legitimate knowledge and legitimate dispositions” (p. 31).
A fourth specialisation code is characterised as relativist (ER-, SR-). It encompasses
neither specialist knowledge nor particular knower attributes. This code adopts a relativist position
whereby anything can be legitimated, cultural and knowledge relativism – where anything goes.
Table 4. Specialisation codes diagram (Maton, 2013, p. 30).
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Challenges for using specialisation codes
According to Maton (2009), specialisation codes are useful for characterising an object or
subject’s relative strength or weakness to epistemic or social relations. However, he identifies
various challenges that include: the change of discourse throughout time and space from
teachers, adoption of multiple codes at the same time, changing contexts, contradictions to
claimed discourses, and code clashes between epistemic relations and social relations. Code
clashes between sets of specialisation codes can also be exacerbated when codes do not align,
or if teachers are unclear of their own epistemological approach. In a scenario, whereby teachers
emphasise a conservative position towards specialised knowledge, other types of knowledge
such as ‘street art’ could result in being excluded as curricula. The reality is that street art has
emerged predominantly outside of the formal epistemic structures of visual arts education. The
broadness of the current definition of street art and lack of epistemic structure can result in
challenges for its legitimation in education. How street art is recontextualised by teachers could
create potential code clashes between the students’ needs and demands of the school and
curriculum. In my research, the application of specialisation codes is used to characterise and
label the educational discourse of visual arts teachers and lecturers. Later, in Chapter 6, I use
various specialisation codes to examine the underlying power relations towards the structuring of
knowledge from the multiple perspectives of teachers, the curriculum, assessment practices, their
schools/institutions, and the implications for students and street art.

4.5

Theoretical concepts of Lucy Green

Green’s (2005) theory of musical meaning and experience is useful for examining the research
participants’ understandings about ‘street art’ within the context of visual arts education. I use her
theory to investigate inherent meanings of street art (artistic dimensions) and delineations (the
non-artistic and social contexts of its reception). The concept of inherent meanings relates to the
visual aesthetic, application of materials, subject matter, and techniques used in making street
art while delineations take into account the social understandings, assumptions, perspectives,
and viewpoints which influence people’s response towards street art.
The theory of musical meaning and experience
The theory of musical meaning and experience derives from Green’s (2005) research in music
education. She proposes that this theory can be applied to the relationship between musical texts
and social contexts. Green argues that the interpretation of any given sound as a form of music
is socially learned and is acquired through repeated listening. The listener conceptualises the
social conventions associated with music, and then creates an interpretation and response.
In a similar way, I apply Green’s concept in my research to understand street art. Her
ideas about music are equally applicable to visual arts in that an individual’s response to images
as a form of art is also socially constructed. Understanding various social conventions of street
art can influence interpretation and, subsequently, influence how viewers respond to what they
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see. In music, inherent meanings signify the properties of “sound to sound” while delineations
represent “sound to non-sound” (p. 82). Green claims that inherent meanings (sound to sound)
are interpreted by the listener from which their response is determined by both their familiarity
with the music (sound to sound) and social conventions (sound to non-sound or delineations)
used to organise the music. For example, listeners may be attracted to, or alienated by, certain
sounds as well as by the delineations (or associations/connotations). Young people often
describe classical music as ‘boring’ and older people often describe hip-hop as not music at all.
Green’s key point is that the two dimensions - inherent meanings and delineations - work in a
dialectical relationship that can change.
Green (2005) suggests that delineations can be very powerful in that they may represent,
or be associated with, people’s identity and connect with important aspects about their “class,
ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religions, subculture, political values and so on” (p. 45). Potential
meanings within delineations are never fixed and can change throughout time and space.
Changes in social context or deviations in the inherent meanings can also influence how
delineations are understood. To this effect, a delineation can range from positive, to ambiguous,
or to negative. Greater familiarity with musical styles will lead to positive and celebratory
responses while unfamiliarity could create alienating or ambiguous experiences (see Table 5).
Table 5. Inherent meanings and delineations (Green 2005, p. 84).

Green elaborates that these responses provide an analytical understanding of an individual’s
musical experience:
We have a positive response when we feel the music in some way expresses our feelings, when
we identify with the music because it delineates our social class or supports our political values,
when it affirms our preferred clothing, hair-style, our age, ethnicity, gender and many other
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factors… we can have a negative response when we feel the music delineates social or political
values of which we disapprove or from which we want to disassociate ourselves, social groups from
which we are excluded. (p. 85)

The same arguments apply to visual arts. For example, the strong association by some people of
street art with counterculture, or even illegal activities (delineations), may restrict the way they are
able to engage with, accept, or ‘see’ the qualities of the art itself (the inherent meaning). An
important reason for using Green’s theory within my research is to identify street art’s potential
inherent meanings, delineations, and to investigate its interrelationships from horizontal to vertical
discourse. Green’s theory provides a useful conceptual framework to apply in examining the
understandings of street art through the perspectives of the artists, teachers, and students. This,
enables me to identify their responses and explore the possible implications of their perspectives
for visual arts education.

4.6

A summary: Legitimation of street art as formal knowledge

The conceptual ideas of Durkheim, Vygotsky, and Bernstein provide a means to categorise
knowledge types and consider them in relation to street art. While each theorist labels the
distinctions of knowledge differently, they argue for similar propositions. In advancing these
theories of knowledge and, as a significant theoretical framework for my research, Maton’s (2009)
Legitimation Code Theory adapts concepts to offer deeper insights into knowledge practices. The
application of specialisation codes is used in my research to characterise the varying dispositions
of teachers, structures of the curriculum, and to examine its implications for students. In this
scenario, the teachers’ relationship with knowledge is paramount and relates to Bernstein’s fields
of knowledge recontextualisation and reproduction. This theory uncovers the critical role that
teachers play in recontextualising knowledge for students and whether visual culture, such as
street art, is deemed as legitimate knowledge in classrooms. Maton’s codes may also reveal if
the legitimation process is largely dependent on social or epistemic understandings and
motivations. The views of teachers, lecturers, and their students are elaborated in Chapter 6.
From another perspective, I use Green’s theory of musical meanings and experiences to
identify the potential epistemic structure of street art. The inherent meanings (visual aesthetic,
materials, and techniques) and delineations (social contexts and interpretations) form the
analytical framework for how my participants receive, interpret, and experience street art.
Examining these contexts provides insights into the perceived value of street art in society and
education, its generative principles of production, and implications it may face in becoming
legitimated in education. I apply Green’s theory later in Chapter 5 to analyse the perspectives of
street artists. Next, in Part 2 of this chapter, I present the theoretical and methodological
framework that underpins the research.
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CHAPTER 4
Part 2 - METHOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODS
My decision to position the research methodology and methods within a qualitative and realist
paradigm is founded on the nature of the research problem - investigating understandings of the
place of ‘street art’ in educational settings in New Zealand and whether it could become a
legitimated form of visual arts within secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. Positioning
the research within a realist framework enables me to examine possible causes, processes, and
contexts that are often invisible to the phenomenon being investigated. Underpinning the research
processes are the ethical considerations of informed consent, confidentiality, anonymity (for the
participants in educational settings), and potential implications for all those involved.

4.7

Introduction

I began by carefully considering which paradigm would be most suitable to support understanding
of a visual arts-focused phenomenon, ‘street art’, and its position within educational discourse. I
concluded that a qualitative and realist approach would provide a set of methodological tools
during all phases of the research, from data generation, analysis, interpretation, and presentation.
In adopting this paradigm, I align my perspectives with McPhail and Lourie (2017) who propose
four key aspects of a realist methodology that include concepts, causation, fallibility, and
judgemental rationality. From a practical perspective, I apply Maton and Chen’s (2016) realist
approach of an organising framework and analytical framework to understand the data.
A vital dimension of this research is the power of the ‘visual’ as data. There is burgeoning
literature on the theoretical grounding for using images as a potent tool in research (Leavy, 2015).
Stanczack (2007) posits that images are not additions to research, but an inseparable part of
learning about the lives of participants. In this research, images resonate with the phenomenon
investigated. Ethical considerations are rigorously adhered to, with participants fully informed
about the research, including my use of the artists’ artworks in the thesis. This process involves
voluntary written consent to participate, assurance of confidentiality and anonymity for art
teachers, lecturers and students (although anonymity cannot be guaranteed given the small scale
of Auckland as a site), and respect for the street artists who willingly consented to be identified.
Using traditional qualitative methods, I collected data through semi-structured interviews,
focus group interviews, and photographic and video-recorded documentation of the artist
participants, including myself as a researcher-participant, and our artworks and art making
processes. The analysis phase employs a thematic approach whereby key patterns and themes
emerging from the data are identified across the dataset to provide answers to the question being
addressed. The interpretation of these perspectives is triangulated to enhance the level of validity
and reliability in the findings.
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4.8

Theoretical and methodological framework

Encompassing a qualitative paradigm
My choice of a qualitative interpretive paradigm is founded on the problem of gaining insights into
‘street art’ within educational contexts. Denzin and Lincoln (2013) describe qualitative research
as having a multi-method focus. According to Creswell (2009), a qualitative design for an inquiry
can provide researchers with a set of material practices that support them to make visible the
unknown aspects of the phenomenon being studied. As a type of social science research, this
paradigm seeks to generate interpreted meanings from non-numerical data and aims to
understand the social aspects of the subject matter in its natural settings. Walia (2015) suggests
that a unique element of qualitative research is its difference from quantitative research methods.
In the former, there is a focus on words, whereas the latter seeks numerical calculations of
statistical data to understand the social world. For Mohajan (2018), a qualitative paradigm is an
exploratory approach which seeks to explain how and why phenomena occur in their particular
contexts. Similarly, Gentles, Charles, Ploeg and McKibbon (2015) argue that this approach
enables the interpretation and observation of multiple events, experiences, and perspectives.
Within the qualitative paradigm, I selected an interpretivist position to understand, analyse,
present, and represent the individual and collective voices of participants. In this respect, my
research encompasses a combination of traditional qualitative methods and an arts-based
research methodology to enhance the potential insights gained from the complexity of data.
Realist methodology
Within the qualitative paradigm, I adopt a realist approach to my research. According to Young
(2008), a common realist attitude views the output of investigation as either ‘observable’ or
‘unobservable’. In the design of my research, the intention is to gain observable data through the
street artists via the production of their artworks, while the unobservable would emerge from my
interviews with each participant and analysis of literature and policy documents. A key purpose
of using a realist approach for the latter is to identify and examine the “social meaning of events
and provide a means of exploring causes and processes obscured within the phenomenon being
investigated” (McPhail & Lourie, 2017, p. 2). This view of realism aligns with Sayer’s (2000)
description of causation, which involves the study of relationships between cause and effect. The
participants’ experiences, alone, are not seen as providing adequate transparency or explanatory
power, therefore the researcher’s task is to develop a deeper examination of the circumstances
that influence the effects or conditions. Put simply, “for realists, how things are in reality is a
different question from how people take them to be’’ (Carter & New, 2004, p. 6). In adopting a
realist position, my aim is to make visible the invisible within street art. The participants’
perspectives offered me a variety of viewpoints, but the data is not interpreted as concrete truth
or evidence of reality but a vehicle from which to generate abstract underlying concepts.
In my application of a realist paradigm, I adopt Maton and Chen’s (2016) approach of an
organising framework and analysing framework. These authors suggest that developing an
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organising framework originates from reading the available literature to enable a broader
viewpoint of the interpretations of the issue. Understanding current interpretations of street art
within the literature is important for providing a comparison between how the participants,
themselves, view street art. In a similar way, tracing the rationales of visual arts within secondary
schools and tertiary levels is pertinent for understanding the field of education and its implications
for teachers and students. Following this step, Maton and Chen (2016) recommend the use of an
analytical framework alongside the thematic analysis of data. Thus, I use categories to establish
concepts emerging from the empirical descriptions of the participants’ viewpoints. Aligned with
this process is the application of a developed theory to assist in making sense of the data. In this
case, I utilise Maton’s (2009) Legitimation Code Theory and Green’s (2005) Theory of Musical
Meaning as frameworks for interpreting and drawing connections between the data and theory.
According to Pountney and McPhail (2017), the bridge between data and theory is what enables
the organising principles within the data to become visible and therefore allow the possibility of
analysis. Subsequently, “original ideas are placed then interpreted in the frame of a new or
different set of ideas” (McPhail & Lourie, 2017, p. 6). This creates opportunity for deeper
explanations of broader social, cultural, and political contexts, ideologies, and discourses hidden
within the meanings and experiences of the participants.

4.9

Data collection methods

In the research, I employ a sequence of data collection phases which include: purposive sampling
of participants; review of existing literature, educational programmes and policy documents; faceto-face interviews with street artists and educators; observations of the street artists making art,
and focus group interviews with secondary school and tertiary visual arts students. These
methods assist me to understand differing contexts relating to street art that provide a range of
individual and collective perspectives towards answering the research question.
Purposive sampling: The settings and participants
The selection of participants for my research is guided by the recommendation of King and
Horrocks (2010) to target ‘purposive sampling’. These authors claim that the sampling of
participants is a significant consideration that contributes to the quality of interpretations made by
the researcher and the underlying inferences in the findings. This view aligns with that of Curtis,
Gesler, Smith and Washburn (2000) who suggest that sampling in qualitative research can lead
to analytic generalisability which, in turn, can be transferred from case-to-case. The educational
settings involve two secondary schools and two tertiary institutions with recommendations from
my primary supervisor, Jill Smith, whose experience is within visual arts education. The
secondary school and tertiary students were sought by their teachers and lecturers on the basis
of volunteers who expressed an interest in street art. The rationale for selecting specific
participants from different settings, rather than at random, is underpinned by Bryman’s (2016)
proposition that selecting “two or more junctures” can widen the possibilities of understanding.
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My knowledge of public art in New Zealand, and experiences as a practicing street artist, helped
me identify street artists through their public websites. Horowitz and Gerson (2002) argue that by
applying specific criteria, such as race, culture or age, to define the sample of participants can
provide the researcher with critical insights for discovering “how similar social changes are
experienced by different social groups” (p. 205). My decision to recruit educators and students
provides insights into formal educational settings, while the street artists provide understandings
of how their street art developed outside of formal education sites.
Ethical principles
Ethical principles are strictly adhered to in order to ensure that no harm is caused to the
participants as a consequence of being involved in this research. Hennink, Hutter and Bailey
(2011) posit that “what remains ethical for one researcher may not be considered ethical for
another; this boundary will be influenced by your own subjective background, gender, experience
and so on” (p. 62). While ethical challenges will invariably arise in qualitative research, I adopt a
range of strategies to ensure that I am thoughtful about the research cycle and how data are
collected and used to report the outcomes. Hennink, Hutter and Bailey recommend that ethical
principles include: respect for the participant’s welfare; strategies that minimise the potential risks
and harm for participant involvement; and justice in the research procedures which ensures nonexploitive methods are used. These authors caution that “Harm can be evident in other forms,
such as mental harm in the form of shame or embarrassment, or social harm in terms of how an
individual is viewed or treated by others in their community” (p. 67). These principles guide both
my design and procedural approaches in this research.
Informed consent and anonymity
Prior to commencing the research, approval was granted by The University of Auckland Human
Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC). My application included Participant Information Sheets
(PIS) and Consent Forms (CF) [Appendices A1-A5]. In these documents, I outline essential
information about the research and its intention for future dissemination, participants’ rights to
voluntarily participate, confidentiality of the research data they provide, anonymity of their
identities as far as possible, and their right to withdraw from the study at any time during the data
collection process. The PIS and CF request written permission from each participant and outline
the various methods of data collection such as the use of photographic documentation and video
and audio-recording of their voices. None of the secondary school students were under the age
of 16 years, thus consent from parents/guardians was not required.
Upon gaining ethics approval, I first sought permission from Principals of two secondary
schools and Heads of Department from two tertiary institutions for their settings to be used in the
research. Hennink, Hutter and Bailey (2011) describe these leaders as gatekeepers who hold a
level of authority in granting access to participants and organisations. For my research, these
gatekeepers were useful for recommending potential participants and assisting in the recruitment
process. I provided a PIS and CF which outlined the research objectives, following which they
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suggested an art teacher from each of the two secondary schools and an art lecturer from each
of the two tertiary institutions. Each person agreed to voluntarily participate and assist with
recruiting art students from their classes. Aware of the power relationships between teachers and
students, and potential pressures to participate, I ensured that all students understood that their
involvement was voluntary. All participants received a PIS and CF. To recruit the street artists, I
searched online for New Zealand street artists whose personal artist websites are in the public
domain. Four prominent street artists were approached via my university email and invited to
participate. They also received a PIS and CF, with each agreeing to take part in the research.
The primary methods of data collection are through individual interviews, focus group
interviews, and observations. Permission to video-record conversations with participants was
sought in advance. At the individual interviews, participants were able to decline to answer any
questions, and to request that the recording device be turned off at any time without giving a
reason. They were given the opportunity to amend their interview transcripts within three weeks
of the interview. For the focus group interviews with students, they were informed that they could
decline to answer any questions but could not request that the audio-recorder be turned off, nor
offered the group’s interview transcript. To preserve the identities of the secondary school art
teachers and students, and tertiary art lecturers and students, I invited each to self-select a
pseudonym. I named the secondary settings Schools A and B, and the tertiary sites as Tertiary
Art Schools 1 and 2. To further protect the identities of these participants, I did not photograph
any images of them in their educational settings. I informed participants that the confidentiality of
their data could be assured, but their anonymity could not be guaranteed. The street artists are
identified by their artist name, and are not anonymous due to their artworks being on their
websites and in public spaces.
Data collection methods
To understand the potential of street art in the context of education, I used four methods to collect
data. This approach is based on the premise that knowledge is socially constructed. As
Springgay, Irwin and Kind (2008) posit, “classrooms and schools [are] interconnected,
interdependent living systems that adapt themselves to changing circumstances … [and
conceive] learning events … in relation to and within a complex system of action and reaction”
(pp. 84-85). This perspective motivated me to adopt a range of methods to capture the
complexities of individual and collective experiences which complement each other in answering
the research question.
Initial data, collected prior to commencing fieldwork, involved analysing pertinent
educational documents from secondary schools and tertiary institutions (see Chapter 3). This
included a review of The New Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a), National Certificate of
Educational Achievement (NCEA) Visual Arts achievement standards, philosophies of the art
departments, and undergraduate qualifications for tertiary institutions. This analysis provides data
about education policies and ideological discourses that influence pedagogy, knowledge, and
visual arts education. The documents are useful for identifying differences and similarities
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between each school and tertiary institution, and contributed to developing a range of openended, yet context-specific, questions for the individual and focus group interviews (Leavy, 2009).
My second source of data were collected from individual semi-structured, 60-minute,
face-to-face interviews with street artists, secondary school art teachers, and tertiary art lecturers.
When designing the interview questions (see Appendices A6-A7), I took advice from Hennink,
Hutter and Bailey (2011) who suggest that pilot-testing the questions can improve the inquiry,
whether any rephrasing is required, if the order of questions is logical, and whether there are
sufficient questions to gather adequate information. As a participant-researcher I pilot-tested the
interview questions, under the objective eye of my primary supervisor, to check their applicability.
I used open-ended questions informed by the research questions, document analysis, theory,
and literature review. Leavy (2009) describes interviews as a knowledge-producing conversation
where meaning making is co-created. This approach enabled me to combine the personal
accounts of each person with my subjective interpretation. I kept in mind the challenges identified
by Hennink, Hutter, and Bailey (2011) about conducting interviews. They suggest that while
individual conversations can provide personal accounts of their experiences, conversations with
multiple people can provide alternative perspectives. I utilised open-ended questions, topical
probes, and conducted the interviews in the familiar environments of their classrooms and
studios. The aim of the interviews was to identify the educational discourse and experiences
encountered by teachers and students, and the art world through the lives of street artists.
The third method was conducting semi-structured, 90-minute, video-recorded focus
group interviews with students studying visual arts in secondary schools and tertiary institutions.
My aim was to make the questions semi-structured, open and non-personal, and to promote
discussion on concentrated topics (see Appendix 8). Finch, Lewis and Turley (2014) suggest that
focus groups can offer conversational dialogues, debate, and interactive discussions. In similar
vein, Lambert and Loiselle (2008) posit that group discussions can reveal a range of issues and
nuanced experiences from different lenses. Hennick (2007) suggests that this method is
particularly appropriate for discussing policy-oriented research and is suitable for identifying
socio-cultural norms shared by a community, rather than eliciting highly individualised viewpoints.
A further advantage of group interactions is what King and Horrocks (2010) refer to as revealing
contradictions behind participants’ beliefs that can challenge existing positions within the group.
Opdenakker (2006) says that the beauty of video-recordings is that they can capture the
participant’s tone of voice, visual expression, and body language, which can provide additional
insights beyond the written transcript. I gave opportunities for all students to speak before moving
on to the next question. I encouraged them to explain their experiences of art making at their
respective schools and institutions, and discuss their encounters with the educational systems
and discourses of each setting and programme. Identifying the range of students’ perspectives
was critical as it contributed to my interpretation of the findings discovered at the individual
interviews with their teachers and lecturers.
The fourth data collection method were multiple observations of each street artist (see
Appendix 9). As May (2011) and Merriam (2009) argue, observations are a strong source for
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corroborating ideas and discovering new aspects. The aim of observing the art making in the
artist’s natural settings was to ascertain perspectives in relation to the data from face-to-face
interviews, and to provide a visual context for the findings. Observing the artists at work provided
opportunity to witness, observe, listen, and question the production of various types of street art
within the differing contexts of each artist. They allowed me to capture rich descriptions (Bryman,
2016), and gain detailed insights into real-life experiences (May, 2011). How street art is created
is an essential aspect of answering my research question. The observations of each artist
occurred over multiple occasions and, due to the large-scale nature of some artworks, ranged
between three hours to six hours. I also wanted to capture what Bryman (2016) describes as an
evocative account of the phenomena.
Thematic analysis
The purpose of thematic analysis is to identify patterns of meaning across a dataset that provide
answers to the research question being addressed. The key framework used in my research
adopts Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six step guide to analysis.
The first phase involved reading and re-reading the data to become fully immersed in,
and intimately familiar with, the content of the transcripts. At this preliminary stage, I made notes
of my early impressions and assumptions of the data. In phase two, I generated codes that
identified important features of the data. These codes enabled me to structure and organise the
information in a systematic way, and to condense data into smaller chunks of possible meanings.
A process of open coding allowed me to develop the codes during the process of analysis rather
than having pre-set ones. In the third phase, I identified key themes that emerged from the codes.
While most codes fit into unique themes, some data was coded multiple times and fitted into
several themes. King and Horrocks (2010) define the term themes as patterns of data that are
“recurrent features of participants’ accounts, charactering particular perceptions and/or
experiences, which the researcher sees as relevant to the research question” (p. 150). My
decision to include or exclude data was determined by its relevance to the research question. In
the fourth phase, I reviewed, altered, and developed the themes to ensure that the data made
sense in relation to the research question. Critical questions I asked myself were whether the
codes supported the theme, and how each of the themes related to each other. A fifth step
recommended by Braun and Clarke (2006) is to define the themes and establish what the theme
is trying to say and to “identify the ‘essence’ of what each theme is about” (p. 92). Within my
research, several themes were subsumed into larger concepts, which created a number of
subthemes. During this process, connections between themes were identified which established
“the underlying ideas, assumptions, and conceptualisations – and ideologies” from my
interpretations (ibid., p. 84). A final step involved analysing the connections between the
dispositions of art educators and its effects on the legitimation of street art. These findings are
reported in the concluding chapter (see Chapter 7).
Validity and reliability
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Taking into consideration the validity and reliability of findings is a significant aspect of my
interpretations. According to Guest, MacQueen and Namey (2014), if there is an assurance that
the data is valid, it is also likely to be reliable. Throughout the process of data collection and
analysis, validity was maintained through its interrelationship with the participants and myself as
a researcher. Guest, et al. argue that “We must rely on our own judgment and that of our peers judgment based on the information available - to decide whether or not what we do and have
done, and the findings we present, are valid” (p. 14). Likewise, for Creswell and Plano Clark
(2011), “Validity… comes from the analysis procedures of the researcher, based on information
gleaned while visiting with participants and from external reviewers” (p. 211). From a practical
perspective, gathering multiple data sets can enhance validity through what Merriam (2009) refers
to as triangulation. This process enabled me to minimise researcher bias, increase the potential
for comparing data, and question the congruency of what is presented in the findings. For
example, participants were given up to three weeks to review their individual transcripts, and were
able to amend or edit material if they wished. This process was important for checking that the
audio-recorded conversations provided an accurate account before proceeding with the analysis.
In the case of street artists, observing them creating many artworks allowed me to draw
connections between each of their contexts, and triangulate what they said during the interviews.
Utilising these methods provided a valuable way of validating my interpretations within the
findings. While my results are subjective to a researcher’s point of view, the focus remains with
the participants’ voices, narratives, and life experiences.

4.10

A summary: Developing a deeper sociological understanding of street art

In Part 2 of Chapter 4, I outlined the research design which is underpinned by a qualitative
paradigm and realist methodology. The design of the research framework was essential for
eliciting the types of data needed to answer the research questions. My choice of a realist position
enabled me to discover unique insights into the individual and collective perspectives of each
participant. As empirical descriptions, it allowed me to examine the underlying concepts and
generate deeper abstract conceptions. In applying an organising framework and analytical
framework, I was able to create connections between the data and theoretical concepts of
Legitimation Code Theory and Inherent and Delineated Meanings. These connections are critical
for providing answers to the research questions and examining the broader social, cultural, and
political contexts of legitimating street art within education. Included in this design are traditional
methods of inquiry such as observations, interviews and focus group interviews. These methods
are enhanced by a focus on the power of the visual as data. Together, these methods supported
me to collect rich data throughout the research process in order to identify key themes emerging
from the data. Next, in Parts 1-3 of Chapter 5, I report on my observations of the street artists,
examine their perspectives of ‘street art’, and analyse their interpretations.
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CHAPTER 5
Part 1 - INSIGHTS GAINED FROM THE ARTISTS’ EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUNDS, ARTISTIC JOURNEYS AND ART MAKING
In this chapter, I focus on the artists’ educational backgrounds and provide insights into their
journeys of becoming artists in formal and informal settings. My video-recorded observations of
their art making are equally important for identifying the various technical approaches, media, and
techniques they use to create artworks.

5.1

Introduction

During my encounters with the artists, I found they held varying of points of view about ‘street art’.
Each person’s perspectives, influences, and contexts of art practice provide a rich source of data
to explore their understandings of street art. Likewise, I gained important insights into the artists’
ways of working and the implications of these for other street artists, for the world of art in general,
and for visual arts education. Through a combination of multiple observations of them making art,
informal conversations, and semi-structured interviews, I acquired knowledge of their processes,
approaches, the cultural milieu that shapes their practices, and the influence of global trends.
This chapter focuses on the voices of the artists – Flox, Andrew J Steel, Charles Williams, Askew,
and myself. My narrative is included from the point of view of a participant researcher and includes
accounts of experiences between the five of us.
Chapter 5 comprises three parts. In Part 1, I focus on the perceptions gained and brought
to the fore the voices of each artist. I explore their cultural backgrounds and educational
experiences as a basis for understanding developments in their artistic journeys. Here, I reflect
upon discussions and observations of the artists’ art making processes. The aim is to provide an
in-depth understanding of the creative processes and contexts applied to their art. In Part 2, I
report on the artists’ perspectives of street art shared at their interviews. Each artist’s voice is
central for revealing ‘inherent meanings’ of street art through conceptualising technical and visual
meanings. In Part 3, I examine the unique social contexts that shaped the artists’ understandings,
perceptions, and attitudes about street art. Their voices assist with framing the ‘delineated
meanings’ of street art. In Parts 2 and 3, I use Green’s (2005) theoretical framework in a thematic
analysis of the data and as an organising principle to conceptualise the higher order themes that
emerged. Images of the artists and their artworks provide a supporting visual narrative.

5.2

Reflecting on the artists’ educational beginnings

My starting point was determining the educational experiences of the four artists at secondary
school and tertiary level. I invited them to recall formal and informal educational experiences that
informed, shaped, and changed the way they looked at art making. I was interested to learn
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whether education was a critical time in their lives and if educational experiences shaped their
perspectives and understandings. Although each artist had studied some form of art at secondary
school, not all received formal art training. It was useful, therefore, to discover how the informally
trained artists’ creative approaches were shaped within a socio-cultural milieu, compared with
those who had developed theirs within the frameworks of institutional knowledge.
Flox: The creative entrepreneur

Figure 24. Flox in her studio cutting stencils

Flox was born and raised in New Zealand. She was interested in art from an early age and recalls
doodling on paper, making reading books and cards, and tapping away on her grandmother’s old
typewriter. Her secondary schooling began in a rural community in Northland, but in Year 13 she
moved to an Auckland school that offered a wide range of art subjects. Flox recalls being shown
‘artist models’, such as Colin McCahon and other New Zealand painters (see study of ‘established
practice’, AS 3.3), but it never crossed her mind to explore personal interests. She said, "I
remember choosing an artist model and then thinking, I've got nothing in common with this
person. Why am I doing this?" Although the artist models given to her were not personally relevant
at the time, Flox admits that secondary school experiences influenced her to become an artist.
Three years after completing secondary school, she studied at Unitec Institute of Technology for
a visual arts degree. Although formally trained in conventional painting processes, six months
after completing her degree she became attracted to stencilling and spray paint. Taught to her by
a former partner who was creating poster art, and wheat pasting them onto the hoardings of
construction sites, Flox found herself drawn to this media and technique. These processes, which
inspired her interest in working in public spaces, are well documented in the literature on ‘street
art’ (see Chapter 2).
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Flox feels that neither visual arts education at secondary school, nor tertiary studies, shaped her
current approaches or contexts for making art. She said, “While secondary school set me up with
some practical skills, I don't see any influences as such from that long ago… and I don’t think
tertiary level was particularly influential.” Flox does admit that, “In hindsight you see some little
seeds and I did start doing that then.” She considers that her greatest learning experiences about
art began following graduation when she enrolled in a six-week business programme. This gave
her the business acumen for branding her art commercially and, since 2003, ‘Flox’ has been her
brand name. Surrounded by like-minded artists working in public spaces, she believes that her
peers are the first generation of artists to proliferate art in public spaces in New Zealand during
the early 2000s. Flox holds the view that "Artists from my generation, we’ve led the way in creating
something for ourselves and something that we could potentially make a living out of."
Andrew: For the love of being naughty

Figure 25. Andrew in his studio

Andrew J Steel is originally part of an artistic duo known as BMD. In 2016, he began working
independently as a solo artist, but his journey did not begin there. At 13 years old, he met Damon
Radford Scott, his co-collaborator from BMD. When asked what the acronym BMD stood for,
Andrew said it was “top secret.” For over a decade, he and Damon painted large-scale artworks
illegally in public spaces. Andrew was raised in an environment that had little appreciation for art.
His early understandings of art were notions of realistic drawings or paintings and he did not
consider anything outside this domain to be ‘art’. Andrew credits his art aesthetic, conceptual
ideas and interest in illegal graffiti to painting alongside his friend Damon. However, his view at
the time was that it was “more about being naughty and for the love of doing something that I
wasn’t allowed to!” Andrew’s approach to painting graffiti illegally aligns with the descriptions of
practice outlined by Lewisohn (2008) (see 2.2).
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Andrew did not study art at secondary school nor at tertiary level. Instead, he studied Science at
University and after lectures would go painting illegally or skateboarding. Andrew maintains there
is no direct correlation between his studies in Science and art, but that his scientific background
informs a formulaic process of logical thinking, trial and error, and testing to achieve the best
outcomes in his artworks. Andrew explained his personal philosophy:
I believe that you are your environment and you are what happens to you in life. So, I think if you
push through school and you become a scientist and the life experiences that you have along the
way it will shape how you are as an adult, how you are as a person, and how you are as an artist.

Andrew said that while he could have studied visual arts at secondary school and tertiary levels,
he has a clear idea of why he chose not to pursue this path. He didn’t consider art education to
be essential because he was already gaining real-world experiences by painting on the street, as
opposed to “being institutionalised in a formal setting.” In his opinion, many of the graduate art
school exhibitions that he attends lack creative diversity and look aesthetically similar to each
other. Andrew prefers not to follow hierarchies and systems established by the art world but,
instead, he chooses to play by his own rules.
Charles: Education wasn’t important at the time

Figure 26. Charles in front of his near-completed mural

Charles is Māori-European. He said he was always fascinated by art: "When I was a kid I was so
interested in art that I just did art. I enjoyed it, loved it, loved the finished product, and I loved what
I created.” From an early age, art has been present in his life with some of his family members
making art themselves. Both his brother and father are tattooists. Charles began copying logos,
gang symbols, and eventually crossed paths with graffiti. His journey with graffiti echoes the
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experiences of disenfranchised youth in America which painting provided him a voice (see 2.2).
At secondary school, all Charles could think about was graffiti and “being in a graffiti state of
mind.” All his energy and attention focused on graffiti. As he said:
I was still a vandal so I had the mentality of a vandal even when I went to school. There was nothing
at school that helped me or inspired me. I was still a graffiti artist and all I thought about was just
graffiti.

Without any interest in his wider secondary schooling, Charles left and did not pursue further
formal education or study in the arts. Reflecting on his reasons for this he said, "I was a try hard
graffiti gangster artist. That's the reason why, and I had a lack of direction when I was young. I
didn't have parents or mentors that guided me, which I wish I did." In the past twenty years,
Charles has bounced back and forth between identities as a graffiti artist and urban contemporary
artist. He said, "When I came across graffiti I got into lettering and I was still into doing art but my
paths crossed over during my journey as a graffiti artist, artist, graffiti artist, and nowadays it's
more artist.” Charles believes his experiences in graffiti have taught him how to create art in public
spaces, learn about himself, and support him in developing a creative practice. In hindsight, he
wishes he had had the opportunity to study art at tertiary level because “this could have sped up
the process of learning about navigating the art world.”
Askew: The self-taught artist

Figure 27. Askew in his studio

Askew grew up as an urban city youth in Auckland. He studied art in the 5th form (Year 11) where
he encountered a mix of supportive and strict teachers. In the following year, he moved to an
alternative school called 'Metro' where he spent his last two years of secondary school. Metro
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had a roll of approximately 100 students, an “open curriculum”, and teachers who provided
freedom for students to pursue their interests. Askew explained that, "If you were inclined towards
art they would actually just encourage it and let you paint and for a lot of kids that's what they
did." The freedom Askew experienced at Metro enabled him to channel his creativity and develop
his interest in graffiti. His starting point was painting illegally on the train tracks, which was a
common practice for graffiti artists during the 1970s in America (see 2.2). Realising Askew’s
artistic potential, his art teacher encouraged him to approach the Principal about creating artworks
for the school. Askew recalls, “We had a democratic school where teachers and students had an
equal vote on any issue and we decided everything.” The school agreed to pay for materials and
Askew painted large canvases which were displayed in the common room. Following positive
responses from staff and students, he was paid to create more artwork for the school: "I ended
up painting on the walls and I did all of my 6th and 7th form art on the school buildings. I got Sixth
Form Certificate and Bursary Art. That really changed my life to be honest."
Askew went on to study a one-year Diploma in Multimedia. He learned about the internet,
cognitive colour theory, television, radio production, 3-D animation, and other areas relevant to
the entertainment industry. Towards the end of his Diploma, he ventured into the world of
freelance graphic design: “I went out and started making people's mix tape covers, party flyers,
and t-shirt graphics very early when I was eighteen or nineteen.” Although he gained formal
training from his diploma, Askew describes himself as a self-taught artist. He supports himself
through freelance work in photography, graphic design, music videos, and motion graphics.
Askew learnt his freelancing skills through tutorials on the internet and artistic insights through his
experiences with others artists.

5.3

Observing the artists at work

My observations of the four street artists are informed by insights I gained about ‘street art’ from
the literature, and researching their individual online websites and social media accounts. My aim
was to observe their art making in both studio and outdoor settings. During the observations, I
focused upon individual and collective approaches, materials, and processes they used. My
observations are underpinned by Green’s (2005) theory of inherent meanings and delineations,
which helped to identify the technical, visual, and contextual approaches within their art. Later,
these observations informed our discussions during the interviews. As an ‘insider’ of graffiti and
street art, and participant researcher, the opportunity to conduct multiple observations of each
artist enabled me to understand more fully the varying contexts that shape their art.

Observing Flox: An entrepreneur promoting the visual culture of New Zealand
From observing Flox, I established that her art strongly reflects her cultural identity as a New
Zealander. In three differing settings, I observed her using stencilling as an approach. Having
gained some familiarity with Flox’s artwork from online searches, and seeing them in public
spaces, I was aware of her references to New Zealand’s native flora (plant life) and fauna (wildlife,
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including birds). The opportunities to observe Flox included her creation of two public
commissions and preparation of large-scale stencils in the studio.
My first observation centred on a commission Flox received to paint a large-scale mural
on the side of a Hamilton city library. To meet the selection criteria artists were required to submit
proposals to the council to secure funding for the project. The brief was to produce a mural that
reflected the ‘cultural diversity of the community’. Flox’s images feature floral motifs inspired by
English, Chinese, Japanese, and Italian gardens. The wall of the building is approximately eight
meters wide and ten meters high, thus its scale required a scissor lift to gain access to the higher
sections of the mural. Supported by a painting assistant, Flox used several large-scale pre-cut
stencils created in her studio. Because of their size, each stencil needed two people to position,
hold, and spray paint. Each stencil required precise positioning to ensure that the registration of
layering was accurate. In addition, a digitally rendered concept was printed out and used as a
reference at all times. The mural took two days to complete with the finished result being well
received by library staff and others passing by.

Figure 28. The large-scale mural, ‘cultural diversity in the community’, made by Flox and her assistant

During my second observation, Flox painted a commissioned mural at the front entrance to a
high-profile hotel in central Auckland. The aim was to transform the frontage of this corporatelooking building into a featured artwork to draw the attention of passers-by, including tourists. This
artwork is aesthetically similar to the previous mural. Although her art is used in a commercial
context, Flox retains creative license to paint how and what she wants. Her artistic aesthetic
combines vibrant combinations of color with subject matter that feature New Zealand’s native
flowers and birds. Her spray painting and stenciling techniques allowed her to scale down, rather
than up, compared with the previous commission. Arriving with small-scale pre-cut stencils, and
working from her printed mockup, Flox completed the mural in one day. Painted on a tall pillar
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on the corner of the hotel building, the placement of this artwork is patently strategic. Numerous
tour buses arrive throughout the day; thus, tourists can see her artwork at first glance.

Figure 29. Flox with her completed hotel mural

My third observation of Flox was in her studio. As a base for operations, the studio is also a
gallery, showroom, with a living space upstairs. Located by a busy intersection in the city centre,
Flox opens her studio to the public by appointment. The effect of walking into the studio reminded
me of entering a tropical forest, such was the impressive visual impact from the artworks covering
the walls. On this occasion, Flox worked alongside two staff members. An art assistant helps Flox
to cut stencils for the next project, while the other person attends to day-to-day operations on the
computer. This observation revealed the significant amount of background and preparatory
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processes involved in Flox’s artworks. I concluded that her art is not only a manifestation of visual
cultural influences from New Zealand, but also a commercial business operation that applies
techniques from street art to build her brand. A key characteristic of her practice is also the
adaptability of her artworks into multiple community and commercial contexts.

Figure 30. Snippets of Flox’s showroom and studio space

Observing Andrew J Steel: A playful and visible individual
I discovered when observing Andrew that he is a playful individual and artist whose work crosses
several disciplinary boundaries. Having researched online, I found that Andrew describes his
body of work as fine arts, exterior, interior, and digital. From observing him in two different settings
– creating a public mural and producing artworks in the studio - I gained insights into his artistic
processes, contexts of art making, and approach to the art world.
The first observation was at a city wall which Andrew has permission to paint. He chose
this site for its close proximity to his studio and high visibility to the public. Located in the alleyway
of a busy street, several passers-by offered positive comments and took photographs of Andrew
in action. The wall is approximately fifteen metres wide and three metres high, thus required a
ladder. I noticed that Andrew’s aesthetic is uniquely different from the other three artists. Using a
minimal color palette, his paintings are simplistic and consist of effortless line drawings of objects,
characters, and patterns. The images are easily recognisable. Andrew explained that these are
inspired by the environment but are not a direct response to the space itself. I noticed that he
adopts a freestyle approach with no pre-planned drawings or reference material. Within the day,
Andrew completed a minimalist, yet eye-catching, artwork.
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Figure 31. Andrew painting a large-scale mural in an inner-city alley way

My second observation was at Andrew’s studio, on the second floor of a large warehouse. He
shares this space with three other visual artists and a tattoo business. My first impression was of
a studio over-flowing with visual stimuli, art supplies, and artworks. It was evident that he created
artworks on paper, wooden panels, and found objects such as a vase. During my observation,
Andrew created a specific art piece using mostly acrylic paint, paintbrushes, and marker pens.

Figure 32. Examples of Andrew in the studio painting

Andrew explained that his approach to creating art in the studio is twofold. Part of his time is spent
doing research about other artists, and the rest on developing ideas. Andrew says that
researching traditional and contemporary artists, such as Picasso and Keith Haring, contributes
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to developing his visual aesthetic. He explained that reading about the ideas of other artists
challenges him to think about the possibilities of meaning within his own art. It was also evident
that the studio is a place for Andrew to experiment with ideas for his creativity outdoors.
Andrew spoke about his experience of living as a full-time artist and navigating the art
world. He follows a similar business model to art galleries in which there is a scarcity of limited
artworks in the market. Andrew believes that the more exclusive an art piece is the more demand
there is for people to want it. He showed me his website where he had recently released a oneoff artwork. His strategy is to release only one work per month using a sales approach similar to
a commercial auction house. The highest bidder acquires the artwork and creates the potential
to drive up the monetary value as each month passes. As a principal philosophy, Andrew enjoys
finding new contexts for his art. This is evident in his approach to promoting and selling his art on
the internet.

Figure 33. Examples of Andrew’s limited-edition art pieces

Observing Charles: An artist giving back to the community
It was evident from observing Charles that his art focuses on the community, collaboration, and
cultural identity. I observed him on three occasions, two of which I highlight here. The first was a
commissioned mural and the second a workshop with primary school children.
My first observation coincided with a commission Charles received to paint a large-scale mural
for his local community centre. Initiated by the centre, he was selected because the community
likes his existing work in the neighbourhood and believes his art brightens up their environment.
In this instance, there was no brief. Charles had creative license to paint what he wanted. During
our informal conversation, he spoke about the significant amount of preparatory work involved in
designing, researching, and consulting with the community centre. A distinctive feature of the
working process involves an on-going dialogue with his wife, Janine. Together, they coconstructed and conceptualised an idea for the wall and its visual meanings. Their mural includes
11

12

a hawk , a contemporary Māori poutama pattern , and a Māori poem. Having become familiar
with some of his earlier works from online searches, I knew that Charles has a strong interest in
painting birds. On this occasion, he explained that depicting birds is a way for him to connect with

11

The Kāhu (Hawk) was seen as noble, like a Chief (http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/nga-manu-birds)
This ‘Poutama’ pattern is based on the stepped pattern of woven tukutuku panels; it symbolises genealogy, learning
and achievement (https://maoridictionary.co.nz/word/5969).
12
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the community and explore his cultural identity as Māori. From our conversations, I discovered
how critical his cultural identity as Māori is to him. The notion of cultural dislocation is a common
thread Charles shared with me when reflecting on his upbringing. During the three days I
observed them painting, I was in awe watching Charles paint the hawk in incredible detail, while
Janine created the Māori motifs in the background. Charles uses a gridding system to accurately
map out the scale and proportion of the bird. He alternates between using spray paint,
paintbrushes, and roller paint, which enables him to work at a large scale while simultaneously
focusing on finer details. During the painting process, Charles and Janine were frequently
interrupted by people passing by. I listened into their conversations, during which Charles
provided explanations of the symbolism and visual meanings behind the work. Almost everyone
who walked past stopped, observed them painting, and offered positive comments about the
mural and how it made the community look better. It was clear that the mural was well received
by the community, which used imagery that resonated with the people. Charles’ approach to
street art align with one of many collectivistic approaches of public space described by Visconti
et al. (2010) (see 2.4).

Figure 34. Charles and his wife Janine collaborating on a community centre

My second observation was in an educational context. Charles and Janine invited me to observe
them holding a stencil workshop with children at a primary school. About twenty children
participated in this after-school activity. Situated on the school’s basketball court, the workshop
was arranged like a self-service checkout. Children queued at the table to spray paint various
pre-cut stencilled images of birds on small A4 sized canvases. They were shown how to build up
layers of abstract colour, given technical direction about how to use the spray paint and how to
apply the final silhouette stencil on the top layer. The children were fully engaged in the art making
process and learning about new techniques. On completion, they took their artworks home.
Following the painting workshop Janine presented a 30-minute slideshow to the children about
her and Charles’ art, creative process, and cultural backgrounds.
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Figure 35. Charles and Janine’s workshop with primary school children

Observing Askew: An explorer of the diasporic identity of the South Pacific
During my observations of Askew I discovered that he explores ideas about cultural identity in the
South Pacific. I observed him in three differing contexts and noted that at each one he employed
a variety of approaches and applications to art making. These observations included a graffiti
piece at a local school, a commissioned tribute mural, and working in his studio.
My first observation coincided with an invitation Askew received to paint a graffiti piece
on a secondary school’s water tank. This request was organised through the school’s behavioural
support staff who identified Askew as a suitable artist with a specialised graffiti background (refer
to 2.2 for graffiti terminologies). Organised as a co-curricular mural activity for ‘at-risk students’,
Askew collaborated alongside seven other graffiti artists and ten students aged 14 to 16 years.
With the exception of priming the wall first, Askew used spray paint to inscribe the word ‘empathy’
as the focus of this graffiti piece. Having been given creative license to paint anything he wanted,
I was curious about Askew’s choice of that word. He said he liked the meaning and thought it
would be a positive message for the school. The students assisted by colouring in the foundational
shapes of the mural while Askew explained the techniques of using spray paint. The result is an
explosion of vibrant colours. The final touch is the word ‘talanoa’, which means ‘talk’ or
‘discussion’ in Samoan, Fijian and Tongan culture. I met with the school principal who was
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immensely pleased with the positive responses from staff and students about this visual
transformation at the school.

Figure 36. Askew’s graffiti piece titled ‘empathy’ at a local secondary school

My second observation focused on a tribute mural commissioned by the local business
association. To be located on a side street of a busy road in the city centre, Askew was invited to
collaborate with another local artist to paint a portrait of a community member who had recently
passed away. As a previous resident of that suburb Askew felt privileged to acknowledge this
person through his art. A photographic reference was chosen by the two artists and used as the
basis to collaboratively paint the portrait. While Askew painted the top half, the other artist painted
the lower section. Using only spray paint and a limited colour palette of black, white and grey, the
overall aesthetic of the mural conveyed the feeling of a moment from the past. The mural took
two days to complete, but due to the wall being less visible in the side street there were fewer
people who observed the painting process.
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Figure 37. Askew painting a commemorative mural for a local resident who passed away

My final observation was of Askew in his studio, a setting that offered unique insights because it
differed markedly from his mural works outdoors. Askew’s studio space is a large factory, home
and gallery. Shared with other creative practitioners the space is filled with his paintings, personal
items, and art supplies. In the studio Askew’s use of materials is much more experimental than
for his murals, with the addition of mixed media. The scale of his studio works is also dramatically
smaller than the large-scale pieces outdoors.
Askew employs a tracing process to create portraits that are meticulously hand painted
in reverse on Plexiglas, compared with the free-hand approach on the wall. These observations
offered opportunity to see a diversity of contexts that are useful for considering graffiti as a valid
art form, the place of murals in public spaces, and the interrelationships between Askew’s artistic
approaches in the studio and outdoors.
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Figure 38. Askew in his studio space working on a new series of portraits on Plexiglas

Reflecting on my art making process: Words and images
For my creative art practice, I focus on two key aspects of visual communication, words and
images. When using text, I reference a graffiti aesthetic and images from illustration and comic
books, which are similar approaches adopted by American graffiti writers during the 1970s (see
2.2). When I paint graffiti my focus is to create an abstract painting using layered letter forms and
shapes. I use ‘Berst’ as my graffiti name and as a basis for most of the graffiti pieces. Writing my
name is usually the starting point, but I also inscribe other random words and names of my peers.
The paintings are usually improvisations, and I seldom use pre-drawn sketches. My process
involves reflecting on the previous painting I created, making improvements, and incorporating
new visual elements that I find inspirational. I use the internet frequently and follow a large online
community of international graffiti artists whose paintings influence me. Spray paint is my primary
medium for graffiti outdoors because it enables me to manage my time efficiently. The use of
brushes is ideal for fine details on canvas but is too slow for painting large-scale pieces outdoors.
My colour palette is selected randomly and determined by what I have available. During the
painting process, I begin by sketching a grid-like format on the wall to ensure that the piece is
scaled proportionately and fits within the space. While the basic outline begins with my name, the
layering of coloured shapes transforms the piece into an abstract artwork. My aim is to distort the
letters so that they are difficult to decipher and almost illegible. This approach is less about
obscuring my name, and more about exploring the possibilities of abstraction as a form of visual
language understood by other graffiti artists.
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Figure 39. Berst piece I painted at a legal graffiti wall in Auckland

Alongside graffiti practice, I create figurative paintings. For these, my style and processes are
planned, rather than improvised. I ‘remix’ visual culture from fine arts, graphic design, comic
books, and illustration. I tend to adopt two differing approaches. First, if I am creating art that
explores a message, it becomes a vehicle to critique or examine a social, cultural, or political
issue such as anti-whaling. This art is a visual response to what I see on the internet, newspapers,
media, and discussions with my peers. For me, art provides a form of social commentary about
society and how I understand the world around me. My second approach has greater focus on
fictional storytelling through such concepts as Māori mythology and Pacific art. A motivation
behind this approach is to learn about other cultures to help me become more culturally
responsive to others. Each artwork contains varying themes and visual narratives that teach me
about a culture’s values, beliefs, and principles.

Figure 40. Commissioned mural featuring Māori and Pacific themes.

Parallel to my personal practice, I receive commissions from commercial clients to create
customised artworks. In contrast to my graffiti and figurative paintings, creating a commercial
artwork follows a different process of realising an artwork and for a different purpose. Such
commissions require a co-constructed process with the client and, as a consequence, the creation
of new meanings and contexts for my art.
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Figure 41. A commercial mural for a rugby stadium

5.4

A summary: The educational journey and observing the artists in action

In Part 1 of Chapter 5, my focus was on the educational journey of the artists and observations
of their art making. A key finding is that three of the five artists developed art practices outside of
formal education. By choice, Andrew, Askew and Charles did not pursue formal art training at
tertiary level, preferring a self-taught approach to art and creativity. On a continuum, Andrew and
Askew do not view formal art education as the only means of becoming an artist, while on the
other end Flox and I have gained qualifications at tertiary art schools. Despite our formal training,
our interests in art reflect the influences of visual culture that are traditionally excluded as curricula
in class. Somewhere in between this continuum, Charles values education although the structure
of the education system at the time did not support his interests or needs. As an outcome, his art
making has developed in an informal setting. For these four artists, street art was not legitimated
as a type of knowledge during their secondary school education. These perspectives caused me
to reflect on the benefits and disadvantages that could transpire by formalising street art.
Two main findings emerged from my observations: the production of street art itself, and
its social contexts. Each artist applied a diversity of techniques, subject matter, mediums, and
processes with each context requiring differing methods of production. Their artworks are
positioned as either community centred or commercial, with a further subset of concepts relating
to identity, culture, and collaboration. I discovered that the varying social contexts in which the
artworks are produced, viewed, and disseminated have strong implications for how the viewer
responds to the art.
The findings from these observations informed the questions I framed for the interviews.
They enabled me to speculate about possible concepts of street art as academic knowledge in
secondary schools and tertiary institutions. Next, in Part 2 of this chapter I focus on the artists’
perspectives of street art through the lens of Green’s (2005) theory of ‘inherent meanings’ which
were explicated in Chapter 4: Part 1.
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CHAPTER 5
Part 2 - THE ARTISTS’ PERSPECTIVES OF STREET ART:
EXAMINING THE INHERENT MEANINGS

The artists’ perspectives provide key findings into their understandings about street art. These
were identified from the individual face-to-face interviews and by viewing their creative processes
and artworks. I use Green’s (2005) theory of ‘inherent meanings’ as an organising framework to
understand and explain the technical production of street art and how the meanings associated
with its aesthetic are communicated to the viewer.

5.5

Introduction

In Part 2 of this chapter I focus on the voices of the street artists, whose understandings of street
art were expressed during the interviews. Underpinned by Green’s (2005) theory of inherent
meanings, I apply her concepts as an organising framework to examine the technical production
of street art. A key aim is to understand what the meaning of the art is, how is it brought into
being, and ways in which it communicates with the viewer. While in Part 2 of this chapter the
inherent meanings of street art are identified through the voices of each artist, Green’s theory
proposes a dialectic relationship, or tension, between inherent and delineated meanings. From
this theoretical perspective, the non-artistic aspects and social contexts of street art are
understood through its description as delineated meanings which are explored in Part 3.
The findings highlight the artists’ creative processes and explain how meaning is
produced for, and conveyed through, their artworks. These processes include: the artists’
relationship with their studio setting, the influences of local and global visual culture on their
aesthetic styles, how visual meaning is conveyed through the juxtaposition of various subject
matter and visual elements and, finally, the application of practical techniques and media used to
create street art. The artists’ perspectives provide insights into their individual ways of art making
and to collectively shared approaches adopted by others.

5.6

The significance of the studio setting

Each artist spoke about the strong correlation between using their studio setting and generating
meaning in their art. In terms of the processes that are involved in creating street art, most referred
to the studio as a critical space. While studio settings are used in a multiplicity of ways, it is a
critical dimension for generating ideas. This includes preliminary research of thematic ideas, selfeducation of practical techniques used by other artists, developing ideas, and practical
preparation of artworks. In the studio settings, I witnessed a diversity of creative processes
involved in conceptualising an idea and how the artists manifest their ideas as street art through
visual and technical outcomes. For example, Charles and I begin our creative processes by
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adopting a research-centred approach. We both investigate existing ideas from a variety of
sources. As Charles said:
I'll find as many historic stories as I can until I feel comfortable that it's a continuous story across
all these different websites that become one… All of a sudden, we've transferred the story into an
artwork but without the story we almost struggle to just do art. (Charles)

Like Charles, I use a thematic approach that explores social or cultural issues that I find
interesting, such as Māori mythology and anti-whaling (see Figure 47). My process begins with
research of multiple sources online and from books, documentaries, and discussions with peers.
My art then becomes a response to what I have seen, read, and understood. Once I have
generated an idea for the artwork, I consider where it will be placed.
In his approach to research, Andrew embraces a process of self-education to discover
the technical approaches and ideas of other artists:
I try to put away time every week and draw to get my ideas out. I
research and I’ve just got backlogs of books, and books, and
books… I didn’t really learn much about other artists when I started
making art so the more I learn about other artists, the more my
style grows. Obviously getting into the arts more professionally it’s
like oh… it’s that guy, and that guy, and then I kind of learn more
from them. (Andrew).

For Askew and Flox, the connection between studio and street art is underpinned by its technical
possibilities. Askew, for example, believes that “Street artists tend to prepare a lot of their stuff
away from the street and apply it quickly to get maximum impact in little time, with little risk.” His
comment suggests that production of street art in the studio removes the limitations of time, and
decreases the chances of being arrested if the art is created illegally. Although acknowledging
that this approach is used by other street artists’, Askew adopts a different approach to paint his
street art in situ. In contrast to the others, Flox explicitly uses a pre-planned process of art making
in the studio before installing her art outdoors. For her, the studio is a space used primarily to
produce pre-cut stencils for her large-scale paintings. With this process, she is able to achieve
greater detail in her artwork and minimise the time outside.
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Figure 42. Examples of Flox’s pre-cut stencils from the studio
I can spend hours cutting stencils. I spent about three weeks cutting those stencils and then it took
me four days with an amazing helper to paint it. There's a lot of pre-planning that goes on before I
get to my place of painting. (Flox)

While each artist uses the studio setting in varying ways to create street art, there is a clear
correlation between two key approaches. The first encapsulates the significance of research and
its relationship to how artists interpret existing social and cultural ideas to form creative ideas.
Research is used as a means of self-education, exemplified by how Andrew studies an array of
established artists. Andrew’s approach reflects Nguyen’s and Mackenzie’s (2010) view that street
artists are people who typically blur the boundaries between high and low art through their
appropriation of aesthetics, imagery, and creative practices. The second approach is the
correlation between preparatory artworks created in the studio, which can enable a higher calibre
of output. In the case of Flox’s procedural approach, it aligns with the views of Lewisohn (2008)
who claims that pre-planned artworks in the studio can maximise the level of technical detail while
minimising the time spent creating art in situ of public space.

5.7

The influence of visual culture

Each artist identified local and global forms of ‘visual culture’ as potential influences on their
creative processes for making street art. Hellman (2016) posits that the term visual culture makes
reference to images ranging from fine arts to those in everyday contemporary culture. Shin (2016)
elaborates that images from everyday culture include ‘popular culture’, such as television, the
internet, movies, and computer games. According to Congdon, Hicks, Bolin, and Blandy (2008),
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society is driven by an image economy whereby visual culture is embedded in our surroundings
and influence the conditions of how we see the world. The intersection and influences between
art and non-art forms of visual culture were evident in the artists’ visual aesthetic. These
influences vary between more global forms of popular culture, such as comic books and cartoons,
and the visual culture reflective of New Zealand’s identity. Cultural background, personality and
geographical locality were evident in each artist’s distinctive style of art making. From this
perspective, the artworks are a manifestation of their cultural milieu, and the approaches adopted
in producing the visual aesthetic of street art reflect a hybrid remixing between accepted art forms
of high art and less recognised art commonly categorised as ‘lowbrow’ (Duncum, 2015; Nguyen
& Mackenzie, 2010). Askew, Andrew, and I each noted the influence of popular culture on our art:
I pretty much learnt how to draw from copying my favourite comics. I was particularly into Batman
but a few others too and Ninja Turtles and all the same things that kids are into today basically.
When I was 10 or 11, I got more into British comic books like Judge Dredd, ABC Warriors, and
Slane from 2000 A.D. (Askew)
I grew up watching a lot of television and cartoons, which is reflected in my style. I love the
Simpsons, Family Guy, and 80’s cartoons on Saturday morning. It was me every week, and video
games too. I was a part of that culture growing up on a lot of cartoon stimulus. I guess that’s why I
paint what I paint and not something realistic. (Andrew)

Sharing similar influences of popular culture with Askew and Andrew, I am drawn to tattoos,
illustration, comic books, cartoons, movies, graffiti art, and fashion design.

Figure 43. A graffiti piece I painted that integrates type and cartoons

In understanding the influences of visual culture on each artist, I turn to Freedman, Heijnen, Kallio,
Kárpáti and Papp (2013) who position visual culture learning communities as a means of informal
learning. The aesthetic of my art closely correlates with ‘interest communities’, which have
influenced me since an early age. In contrast, Flox, Askew, and Charles’s art derives from
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‘heritage communities’ (see 3.5). These influences relate to the artists’ relationships with
established cultures within the South Pacific region which have subsequently shaped their visual
aesthetic and ideas for subject matter:
We have a love affair with the birds and we are an island
nation… the coast is so close and we’re really lucky we can
just head over to the beach kind of whenever we like. My
work is very much about the natural world and… I like to
look at that location and be inspired and let that trickle
down into the work as well. When I go to new places I think
that really broadens the scope of what can happen with the
artwork because it is an extension of your mind. (Flox)
We're painting subject matter about this unique region that
we live in being the South Pacific and a few of us have
found different niche kind of subjects within that, it's a pretty
broad. Every day I see someone or something that’s
interesting to me. It's very Pacific around where I live and
work. There’s a big Tongan population and quite a lot of
other Pacific cultures here too. (Askew)

In addition, Charles’ art making is informed by the natural landscape of New Zealand, and
influenced by a Māori perspective:
This harbour and mountain means something to that iwi
and this land means something to those people… I just get
connected heaps more to the mountain because I have sat
down with someone who's schooled me and I've made
sure that it is the correct information. We want the layers to
be something local so we can honour and identify the local
iwi, and then add something from us. (Charles)

As well as popular culture and visual culture of New Zealand being influential on art making,
Andrew believes that the boundaries within visual culture, such as street art, have become less
defined and are continually evolving, especially when artists adapt ideas from differing cultures:

We learn and we evolve and we have our own take and we
process that so that’s how cultures are built… I believe
where we’re learning, processing, changing, and remixing.
The remix keeps coming and eventually new things are
produced. I think having more culture creates more culture
and more appreciation of that. (Andrew)
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These conversations with the artists provided insights into examples of visual culture that
influence the visual aesthetic of street art. Each offered a variety of reasons why certain types of
visual culture are more prevalent than others. For some, visual culture influenced their upbringing,
while for others it is embedded in their visual surroundings. Although there are some intersections
of influence between each artist there was no shared consensus of a definitive form of visual
culture that underpins the production of street art. Instead, it seems that street art relies on how
street artists’ use, appropriate, and recontextualise globalised forms of visual culture to produce
localised and personal meaning in their work. This process of remixing from multiple sources
contributes to an evolving field of aesthetics and techniques. In this context, street art has
localised visual languages of communication unique to each artist and is likely to vary from others’
in their aesthetic influences. The diversity of practices adopted by each artist align with
Bengsten’s (2016) view that street art is difficult to define. As such, its continual developments as
a genre of art have resulted in various sub-movements including muralism (Kuittinen, 2015) and
post-graffiti (Manco, 2004), with which Charles, Askew, and I all identify.

5.8

Communication of meanings

One aim of my conversations with the artists is to understand how they generate meaning in their
art, thus we re-visited examples of artworks made prior to the interviews. This approach was
useful for gaining a preliminary understanding about the inherent meanings within their art and
what visual elements or processes are used to realise these ideas (Green, 2005). For Charles
and Askew, meaning is generated as an implicit interpretation of their association with various
ethnic cultures, including Māori and Pacific peoples. From this cultural perspective, these artists
convey meaning through contextual connections to culture, people, and identity. How they see
others informs how they see themselves. Askew, for example, adopts an ethnographic approach
to generating meaning in his art by exploring and understanding the melting pot of cultural
diversity and diaspora of Pacific peoples in New Zealand. As Askew says:

Figure 44. Askew’s paintings of Pacific women on Plexiglas [See Figure 43]
The Pacific is a big melting pot of colonialism and in the last two hundred years it’s mixed everything
up. All of the social and economic and environmental factors that drive that mix is my inspiration.
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I’m exploring the mix of cultures here, the sense of identity, and belonging but through other people.
My work is part documentary too. (Askew)

While Askew begins with ethnic cultures as a starting point to generate meaning about various
phenomena, he also uses meanings from the art of others as a vehicle for self-education and
self-discovery:
My work reflects me in a sense that it probably speaks a little about the disengagement I have with
my own culture and my fascination with everybody else’s. That’s a big part of who I am. I learn a
little more about myself through others and use art as my tool for learning and education. (Askew)

It is significant that Askew does not appropriate other people’s cultures but, instead, searches for
“deeper meanings or linkages between things that people don't see as being linked.” In a related
strategy for interpreting culture, Charles generates meaning in his art through his ethnic
background as Māori. During my observations of Charles, he explained how he and his wife
Janine applied this strategy to a large-scale painting using the Māori concept of guardianship:
We want to go beyond the aesthetic of what a bird looks like and add depth and meaning to every
single bird as much as we can because we know the birds have many purposes. (Charles)

Figure 45. Bird paintings by Charles and Janine that represent Māori identity
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In contrast to Askew and Charles, Andrew and I do not subscribe to dominant discourses of ethnic
culture. Instead, our art conveys meaning through the interpretation of multiple visual cultures
and adopts characteristics of Duncum’s (2013) ‘remix culture’ (see 3.5) and personal experiences
in life. We believe that our art represents how we see the world and the construction of it. For
Andrew, meaning is generated using storytelling. Narratives about his personal experiences in
life, memories, and encounters with others are a starting point:
You are your environment... In some ways, society is a game of mirrors where you reflect things
back and sometimes you reflect your output as art and differently because otherwise it would just
all look the same. (Andrew)

Figure 46. Andrew’s painting which symbolises a personal matter in his life

During our conversations, Andrew discussed an artwork that was inspired by a true event in his
life: “This example is based in Kingsland. That’s two dogs having a knife fight and that’s symbolic
of Damon and me breaking up.” (Figure 46). In other instances, the meanings of Andrew’s
artworks begin through the stories of others:
If it is for a commission it might be about that person, their family, travel, pets, highs and lows in
life, or they might have had a loss or something, and so those works can be interpreted in my style
about their life. (Andrew)

In comparison with Andrew, generating meaning in my art is a response to society. It is a form of
social commentary and response to what I see and hear on the internet and in the media. This
approach of social commentary is similar to well-known street artist, Banksy, who uses his art as
a form of social critique (Malt, 2013). I believe that the interpretation of art and its potential
meanings is powerful in offering different ways of seeing an issue or presenting an idea in an
alternative way than previously.
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Figure 47. A series of paintings that I created exploring the issue of anti-whaling

Each artist adopts a differing approach to generating meaning. Each art work encapsulates a
story, narrative or an associated cultural context. These approaches align with Duncum’s (2015)
concept of ‘prosumers’, whereby meaning is negotiated between the relationship of a consumer,
producer, and user. In this case, art making involves each artist situating their cultural contexts in
relation to others. As an inherent meaning attributed to street art, most of us either reproduce the
existing cultural ideas of dominant cultural groups or remix ideas from multiple social and cultural
contexts to form unique individual identities. Within this continuum, Flox lies somewhere between
the two. She is less concerned with generating a definitive meaning for every single artwork or “a
grand ideology.” She prefers to create paintings that celebrate the cultural milieu of New Zealand
and are conceptualised in such a way that New Zealanders can relate to them. Flox is the only
artist who aims to create art that appeals to a specific audience. She believes that the
community’s comprehension of the meanings (inherent meanings) creates a positive response,
which leads to her art being celebrated and valued.

5.9

The visual aesthetic

In this section, I apply Green’s (2005) concept of inherent meanings as an analytic framework to
identify the artists’ use of visual elements and aesthetic in their street art. Identifying these
characteristics of street art are critical in elucidating what the community likes or dislikes when
they look at art and connecting the possible relationships with its delineated meanings (social
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contexts) and the resulting interpretations by its audience. Each artist uses a broad variety of
aesthetic styles and juxtaposes various subject matter. According to Hoppe (2009) street art did
not develop from the discourse of ‘art’ but instead, adopts the visual aesthetics of illustration and
graphic design. In my research, the artists’ differing styles ranged from graphic illustration to
photorealism. Flox, Andrew, Askew, and I adopt a strong graphic aesthetic to art by using vibrant
colours, simple forms and shapes, and images:
The stencils give a graphic look to my images. My
aesthetic is not dark and gloomy. It’s uplifting and its stuff
that people would potentially like to have in their home that
they don’t mind looking at it every day of their lives. Kiwis
can generally relate to what I create because New
Zealand’s kind of shaped me and my art. (Flox)

I’ve got a few different types of graphic styles but it’s
usually refined simplicity. The fewer lines you have to tell
the story or create the image the better… I like to have fun,
and some of my stuff is offensive. I’m not afraid to have
some really ridiculous stuff in my work… it might be my
story, somebody else’s story, a social issue, or a
design aesthetic. (Andrew)
It’s mostly painting that draws heavily on my background in
graphic design… still, and moving image to create
meticulously detailed and graphic portraits using multiple
layers of bold mark making. It’s also a mixture of text and
portrait based work concerned with themes of the human
diaspora and its driving factors. (Askew)

Our artwork (his and Janine’s) is best described as Urban
Contemporary Māori murals made up of birds, flora, fauna,
and Māori designs. It’s a combination of photorealistic
images in the foreground and graphic patterns in the
background. The themes and ideas of our art are a
manifestation of where we are in our journey in who we are
as Māori… and from there I started learning more about
being Māori. (Charles)
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Figure 48. A close-up image of my mural titled ‘sustainability’

Like Flox, Andrew, and Askew, my aesthetic references comic book styles that are usually painted
with bold black outlines and use bright vibrant colours throughout the design. The subject matter
is usually stylised cartoon characters or figures. On the other hand, when I am painting graffiti, I
follow a similar aesthetic but the subject matter is primarily lettering and more abstracted.
While utilising two primary streams of aesthetic styles – graphic and photorealist – a
mixture of influences and motivations were evident. I concluded that the aesthetic choices reflect
the effects of globalisation, which Visconti et al. (2010) contends has created crossovers between
multiple forms of art, languages, and ideologies. For Flox, Charles, and Askew, the choice of
aesthetic used to communicate the subject matter is intentional and reflects the cultural identities
of New Zealand. The aesthetics used by Andrew and me, on the other hand, are less intentional
and reflect the effects of being influenced by visual culture. In analysing these chosen aesthetics
(inherent meanings) of each artist, possible explanations can be theorised for how the artworks
are interpreted and received by the viewer. On one end of a continuum, Charles’ reference to
Māori culture usually results in a positive response and sense of appreciation from the community.
On the other end, the unfamiliarity of subject matter and aesthetics used by Andrew and me
occasionally creates a negative response which results in an ambiguous and even alienating
experience for the viewer.

5.10

Techniques and mediums

Green’s (2005) theory of inherent meanings is relevant to understanding the technical properties
of producing street art. My aim is to use her theory to understand the practical techniques and
mediums used to construct the visual images that communicate meaning to the viewer and how
these techniques influence the community’s reception of the artworks. A variety of techniques
and mediums are used by all five artists. Each uses spray paint, although it is not the only medium.
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While creating art in distinctive ways, the artists share a similar view that early adopters of street
art in New Zealand used the same techniques and media to create their work. These approaches
centre primarily on stencilling, wheat pasting, and stickers, all of which are influenced by practices
overseas. As the artists said:
Street art from a technical point of view is all sorts of stuff... Spray paint is probably a very big part
of that culture and I would say it’s the centre of street art as a medium… but has progressed so
profoundly that it has covered all sorts of mediums now… when it first started it was maybe more
just cans, and stencil, two colours, and posters. (Flox)
I think it’s heavily related to aerosols even though a lot of people still use acrylics and non-spray
paint… I really thought street art was a bunch of different stencils on a door, and tags that were
dripping over the top… When I think of street art, I think Banksy and that sort of stuff. When you’re
using stencils and spray paint you can achieve things like drips, dots, flares, outlines, and auras.
Those traditional techniques would be the early types of street art and public work. (Andrew)
Stencils and wheat pasting. Street art to me was always people who would do things like play on
the irony of something and turn something like a power box into a giant cat drawing or painting and
write something like ‘meow’… I started seeing people in America like Shepard Fairey rising to kind
of prominence with things he did like the Obey stickers, stickers of Andre the Giant, and wheat
pasted posers of his art. (Askew)
Stencils and wheat pasting… and maybe some other kind of markings with a brush and a bit of ink.
Stencils involve spraying over some sort of cardboard or film, pulling it away then it produces an
image. Some stencil artists have evolved and do freehand lettering / font based art forms using
spray paint. (Charles)

The artists’ views align with the early literature on street art techniques identified by Lewisohn
(2008) and Waclawek (2011) (see 2.3). I concur with Andrew, Askew, and Charles that early
street art in New Zealand used mediums such as spray paint and wheat pasting, although Catz
(2013) claims that these techniques were used primarily for addressing political, social, and
historical issues. In a New Zealand context, I do not recall seeing street art created for these
purposes but, instead, as a means to simply showcase art in public spaces. According to
MacPhee (2004), a typical technique associated with street art is stencilling. In this research, only
Flox uses the stencilling technique to create her art:
Spray paint and stencil is my main medium… the stencil itself has become the artwork in its own
right and it’s become larger and more intricate over the years… I’m far more confident with the
scalpel in my hand than I am with the pencil. (Flox)

While a common view exists about the use of techniques and media in creating street art, Askew
and I use techniques influenced by our background in graffiti:
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I use a lot of bold colours. I layer the way I learned from painting graffiti and working across a whole
piece in one colour, and working across in the next colour, and the next colour… With the works
on glass, I paint the entire white area that makes that face as one layer and then I start layering in
other colours and in reverse… I take things like shoe polish bottles with slightly watered-down ink
so I can do a really messy stroke that it looks just like it was done with a marker pen of a tag… on
a large scale I have to use acrylic paint and rollers, spray guns. (Askew)

Figure 49. A photographic process of Askew and his Plexiglas portraits

As with Askew, my art comprises a layering process which I learned by painting graffiti. My
technique involves layering multiple colours one after another, and some pieces can look visually
chaotic, messy, and partially abstract. This technique of painting requires a lot of experimentation
and improvisation rather than creating a piece of art that is completely planned. I primarily use
spray paint as a medium because it is versatile for creating large-scale art, results in good
coverage, and enables me to paint fast.
In examining the techniques and mediums (inherent meanings) used by each artist, I
established that spray paint is the most common medium within street art. While the artists claim
that the techniques and mediums have diversified, I concluded that the community’s connotations
with spray paint have remained unchanged. The community’s understandings of spray paint are
historically connected to graffiti, thus result in a trend of negative responses. On the other hand,
the use of a paintbrush is more conventional and socially accepted as a technique for creating
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art, and is likely to generate a more positive response. A key challenge for street artists is how
and whether or not the community’s perception towards spray paint can change and shift to a
more positive and accepting attitude.

5.11

A summary: Understanding the artistic production of street art

In Part 2 of Chapter 5, I focused on the inherent meanings (artistic production) of street art which
are expressed through the artists’ perspectives and experiences. I determined that the inherent
meanings associated with street art are not easily generalisable and can change over time. The
application of a technique, aesthetic, visual meaning, and context can vary from each artist. Any
combination of inherent meanings can lead to a continuum of positive or negative responses, and
result in a celebratory, ambiguous, and or alienating effect in how street art is understood, valued,
and ultimately legitimated. In instances where positive experiences from the viewer were spoken
of, the artists used familiar subject matter with relatable meanings that could be easily understood.
This positive response led to a celebration of street art. In scenarios where the visual aesthetic is
less appealing or the visual meanings are confusing, a negative response is created. The
negative response can result in an ambiguous or alienating experience for the viewer. I concluded
that some artists in this research embrace inherent meanings that are more socially accepted or
familiar which create positive responses. For those who choose foreign combinations of inherent
meanings, a negative effect is more prevalent.
Examining the inherent meanings has provided possible explanations of why different
viewers experience a continuum of responses when viewing street art. In Part 3 of Chapter 5 I
frame Green’s (2005) theory of delineated meanings through the artists’ perspectives to examine
the social contexts of street art.
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CHAPTER 5
Part 3 - THE ARTISTS’ PERSPECTIVES OF STREET ART: EXAMINING
THE DELINEATED MEANINGS
The artists’ perspectives provide insights into the social contexts associated with producing street
art. Key findings illuminate the complex circumstances that influence community perceptions and
attitudes. Here, I use Green’s (2005) theory of delineated meanings as an organising framework
to understand and analyse the non-artistic experiences which influence the reception of street art.

5.12

Introduction

In this part of Chapter 5, I frame the delineated meanings of street art. These are conceptualised
as the social contexts, or non-artistic experiences, which inform the production and reception of
street art. These delineations provide insights into people’s identities, cultures, and how these are
perceived and understood. In adapting Green’s (2005) theory, which was positioned in the context
of music, I suggest that conceptualising street art involves understanding the interactions between
the inherent meanings (the technical production of images themselves and the visual meanings
associated to its aesthetic which were the focus of Part 2), and the non-artistic aspects of the
everyday world - the delineations. Green posits that the connection between inherent and
delineated meanings is a dialectic relationship that can result in celebration, alienation, or
ambiguity. This part of Chapter 5 focuses on understanding the social contexts and implications
of the community’s perceived associations with, and attitudes towards, street art. My analysis of
interview data identifies findings that include: the significance of graffiti in New Zealand, changes
in mediums for its production, community attitudes towards its aesthetic, the artists’ motivations
for using public spaces, how and where the art is viewed and discussed, shifts in understandings
over time, and the potential of street art as a community tool. The voice of each artist is central
for providing thematic ideas about the non-artistic properties of street art.

5.13

The significance of graffiti in New Zealand

Askew, Charles, Flox and I believe that the global visual culture of graffiti is a significant influence
on the cultural milieu in Auckland, New Zealand. We were aware of graffiti as a dominant
discourse of art in public spaces during our younger days in the 1990s and early 2000s. We spoke
of how prevalent and visible graffiti was during those years and the influence it had on a specific
demographic of people in the community. Askew for example, believes that those who were
influenced by graffiti in Auckland at that time were predominantly Māori and Pasifika youth:
Everybody I went to school with had a tag name and there were thousands of kids in Auckland that
were into graffiti so it was an expansive community. We found friends in West Auckland, East,
South, and you'd meet them all on train tracks just walking around. (Askew)
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When Charles reflected on his educational experiences, he spoke of how graffiti dominated his
life and was all he ever thought about. Similarly, when I first began painting outdoors in the early
2000s, graffiti was a dominant presence on fences of houses and around buildings on the street.
It was common for many of my school friends to have a tag name that gave us a sense of cultural
identity under the guise of an alias. At that time, most graffiti were ‘tags’ but some elaborate
‘pieces’ existed under bridges and on the train tracks. The graffiti described by Charles runs
parallel with the typical forms of New York graffiti described by Stewart (2009) (see 2.2).
According to Askew, an increase of graffiti in Auckland was a consequence of direct influences
from American visual culture with links to the hip-hop movement:
Auckland was a small-scale city which had the ingredients of places like Los Angeles and poor
inner-city neighbourhoods. It’s an eclectic mix of cultures. Polynesian and Māori kids saw role
models from America who they really identified with… Graffiti is an indigenous American style which
was changed by the social factors of where it was. (Askew)

Flox regards graffiti “as a subculture of the overall hip-hop culture.” For her, “It came directly came
out of that hip hop culture whereas street art may have had several origins including graffiti art.
Graffiti has been around for a lot longer and so street art has had to compete with that and to
become its own thing over time.” Flox’s perspective of graffiti supports McDonald’s (2013)
reference to the four elements of the hip-hop movement.
The social phenomenon of American graffiti has undoubtedly contributed to the cultural
identity of my participants in varying degrees, with the exception of Andrew. Graffiti provides a
distinctive starting point from which to develop into other art forms. As Charles and Askew said:
When I started painting graffiti it taught me all these different skills and it’s helped me evolve as an
artist. Once you actually start to draw, you actually start to do other things apart from lettering. You
draw buildings, characters, spray cans, and all sorts of different art forms. (Charles)
In my studio practice, I’ve been trying to find a middle ground for a mixture of the lessons that I had
learnt painting graffiti in the street, and painting with spray paint while maintaining some value or
energy in the studio context. (Askew)

In my case, painting graffiti has taught me various techniques using spray painting, the process
of layering, and creating artworks outdoors. It began with lettering but now I paint images of
characters and explore all manner of art forms. For Askew, Charles and me, graffiti has been
particularly important for leading us into alternative art forms through the practical skills we
learned. While awareness of each artist’s connection with graffiti is essential, it highlights the
social circumstances that frame how street art is understood by the community. While each of us
affirmed that graffiti was the dominant art form in public spaces during the early 2000s, street art
was not discussed as an ‘art form’ or fully understood by the community. What the community
saw were various types of graffiti and minimal forms of ‘other’ art in public spaces. This rise of
street art in New Zealand correlates with similar international timeframes identified by Waclawek
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(2011), although many street artists adopted counter-cultural practices that were not prevalent in
this country (see 2.4). The ‘newness’ of street art at the time and associations with graffiti led to
both art forms being grouped into the same category of ‘lowbrow’ art. This categorisation
corresponds with Drucker’s (1999) concern that the distinctions between fine art (high art) and
low art can lead to the privileging of dominant forms of art while others are not legitimated.
Within this grouping of street art and graffiti, a key finding that emerged is the community’s
preference for images rather than text. According to the artists, text-based work is less acceptable
because of its association with graffiti and, in turn, with vandalism. My participants affirm Manco’s
(2004) distinction that street art primarily uses pictorial references. This raises questions about
what the community tolerates, relates to, or understands, and what is viewed as legitimate art.
Askew believes that a double standard exists between graffiti and street art:
People think positively about street art and negatively about graffiti… If it’s something that is
instantly identifiable, recognisable, or funny, people identify with pictures more than they do with
words. Words are more intimidating, have a harder edge, and maybe they’re about someone’s ego.
(Askew)
Public perception of street art is good even though it started off illegal. Street artists like Banksy
don’t come across as negative or like vandalism. People love him because they can relate to what
he is trying to do. Images stimulate people and our minds, which is why it’s become a lot more
acceptable. (Charles)
The public likes what I do and there’s always been a drive for me to create work that people
appreciate and can relate to. 99.9% of the time, the reactions out there are positive because they
can relate to the images that I use. (Flox)

In my experience of painting graffiti, the community generally likes what I create as long as it is
colourful. Ten years ago, the community was less open to the aesthetic of graffiti but I believe
that these attitudes have changed to some extent because of an increased appreciation of street
art. However, I agree with the other artists that the community generally favours seeing images
that are relatable and conservative. In reflecting on the participant’s perspectives, I concluded
that the delineated meanings that have emerged relate to how the community’s values and
appreciation of street art have been shaped. The association of graffiti with vandalism and textbased aesthetics has invoked a negative reception, and subsequently created an ambiguous and
alienating experience for the community. These early experiences have been difficult to change,
although a shift away from text-based subject matter in more recent forms of street art has led to
a more positive response, and greater appreciation of it as art.
In highlighting the expansion of mediums used to create street art (inherent meanings),
a reoccurring theme that emerged was the community’s attitude towards the use of spray paint.
While Catz (2013) asserts that the graffiti movement was an early adopter of spray paint since
the 1940s the artists claim that this medium is now commonly used in multiple art genres. The
image of spray paint and its association with graffiti, however, has been tarnished and has created
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a social stereotype for many street artists (delineated meaning). As a result, this association
between medium (how) and art form (what) has caused a certain negative ‘attitude’ towards street
art, which has led to an alienating experience for the community. The artists recalled their
particular experiences:
There’s a strong association and stigma of spray paint with low quality art, vandalism, and graffiti.
I’ve done illegal works where I use acrylic mediums and no one cares but as soon as I do an outline
with spray paint it’s like the police are called, and you’ve gone from an art kid to a graffiti vandal.
(Andrew)
We’ve driven that stigma around spray paint to a certain degree. It’s seen as kind of bad arse to
have a spray can. It’s not just being driven by public perception but also propagated by people
doing the art. A lot of people who paint subways and passenger trains have promoted that almost
terrorist kind of image. (Askew)
The public will call me a graffiti artist because I use spray cans and I get pigeon-holed which I don’t
like. I’m just naturally put into that category. Graffiti art is mostly created with a can and that’s how
I see it but street art is actually all sorts of stuff. (Flox)

While spray paint is currently used by a range of artists in varying art forms, its previous and
continued application in graffiti contexts has remained unchanged. Andrew, Askew, Flox and I
believe that shifting the community’s negative attitude towards spray paint remains a key
challenge due to the graffiti artists’ use of spray paint in illegal contexts. This is likely to perpetuate
the current negative reception within the community and lead to an alienating experience.

5.14

Street art and public spaces

During the interviews, I was keen to discover why these artists select public spaces as a site for
their art. Each offered a variety of reasons, among them the advantages of using public spaces
to communicate with broad audiences. I found that each artist adopted varying motivations for
‘public good’ and ‘private good’, reflecting Visconti et al.’s (2010) model of consumption ideologies
of public space (Table 1, see 2.4). For Askew and Andrew, producing art for an outdoor context
is an individualistic endeavour and creates the potential to contest visual ownership. Askew
offered a pragmatic comparison between advertising and art making:
In advertising dollars, you would have to pay a lot of money to advertise a movie or business in
public space. A hand painted mural ten stories high would cost someone hundreds or thousands
of dollars to do. The work might only stay one year, or it might stay a decade. Either way, we get
to bypass that whole thing of paying for the space. (Askew)

In adopting a similar position to Askew, Andrew’s approach to public spaces is also individualistic.
His actions are primarily self-affirming and for the benefit of himself. Andrew’s approach reflects
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aspects of Visconti et al.’s (2010) concept of private appropriation of public space and artists’
claim for street democracy:
I see the world differently. You see space and you see people’s reaction to it, what it could be, and
the opportunity that’s there. I have a similar mentality as an advertiser. I’m looking for bigger walls
to differentiate my work from others… I think about who’s going to see it, what it’s trying to say, and
what the space is. (Andrew)

Unlike Askew and Andrew, I believe that many street artists are now leveraging off the possibilities
of its scale to make a visual impact in the environment. It has become common for artists, such
as Charles, to partner with their communities to create a meaningful artwork that either reflects
the area or beautifies it. In a New Zealand context, I have observed a collectivistic approach to
street art that reflects the concept of striving for common place (Visconti et al., 2010). Within this
ideology, street art is perceived as a legitimate art form that visually rejuvenates the community
and contributes to building its cultural capital. In expanding the characteristics of this ideology,
Andrew explains his distinction between murals and street art:
Murals are equivalent to a commissioned process where you’re allowed to go there and you’ll get
paid… Others determine what you can and can’t paint, where you’re painting, and who the paintings
are for. Street art is a little questionable regarding legality and consent and is in between the two
spaces. Street art is a bit freer. (Andrew)

On the other hand, Charles believes that while street art can be created in illegal contexts, it is
not a commonly adopted approach in his view of street artists in New Zealand:
When it comes to vandalism all street artists do is put up stickers. That’s as gangster as it would
get. If they’re trying to get famous or get their name out there they should just leave it to the graffiti
artists. (Charles)

From my perspective, street art is legal most of the time, and murals are almost always legal.
Within a New Zealand context, the ideology of striving for a common place is the ideology most
accepted by community groups and local councils as it offers them a level of power in curating
what art is produced. Dweller’s resistance to the alienation of public space (Visconti et al., 2010)
is also evident as an ideology, particularly when artists in this research are commissioned by the
local community to produce art that responds to the cultural identity of the place.
As an outcome of public art, artists can adopt varying ideologies of visual ownership.
Creating site-specific art in public spaces is not always a key motivation for each artist, although
this approach is used particularly in contexts where the art is created with permission or
commissioned. Artists who pursue individualistic, rather than collectivistic ideologies of public
space, are more likely to face greater challenges of legitimation. At the same time, for artists who
choose to produce street art for private good, particularly in illegal contexts, it is possible that its
social perceptions (delineated meanings) can contribute to a negative response. If the community
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has not approved the art, or been consulted about it, a sense of alienation or ambiguity is likely
to be experienced as a result of their exclusion from the process.

5.15

Places where street art is viewed

The artists spoke about various places where street art is viewed and how this has changed over
time. Early street art in New Zealand was located primarily in public spaces and was situated
alongside graffiti. The artists acknowledge that over the past ten years street art has gained
increased visibility in the community through a variety of platforms. As an outcome, this has
fostered a more positive reception from the community and recognition as a legitimate art form.
Contexts in which street art is viewed include festivals, galleries and films, while maintaining a
presence in situ in public spaces. Most felt that a shift towards the community’s positive response
is a result of the reduction of graffiti in the environment:
I unsure why street art was not welcomed in the past but maybe it’s because of the focus around
graffiti at the time. Murals are really popular and are everywhere now. There’s less graffiti and all I
see is murals… The alleyways used to have graffiti but now there’s murals and people don’t feel
threatened so they want more… You’ve also got street art festivals and everybody’s embracing it.
(Charles)
There are varied outputs that I’m seeing from artists these days who are working alongside big
companies and big brands. They’re working residentially, publically, council stuff, festivals, and all
of that work is bringing street art or that whole culture up. It’s opening doors, making it more
accessible to the general public, and less closed off now… it’s become a more credible art form.
(Flox)
It’s a good time to be in this line of work because it’s a space that’s emerged. People who used to
chase us away are now welcoming us into their lives to make art so there’s become a demand for
it. (Andrew)
Popularity for street art came here [New Zealand] after the ‘Exit Through The Gift Shop’ movie by
Banksy came out… It was a mainstream movie about an art movement on the street… Banksy
rose to international prominence because it was satirical, political, intelligent, and often ironic so
people really understood it. (Askew)

In my view, street art festivals have become a significant vehicle for producing art in public spaces.
In New Zealand alone, there have been at least ten festivals over the past five years that focused
on beautification of suburban communities by both local and international artists. This way of
promoting street art has the potential to become more acceptable to the community, as well as
providing opportunities for artists to share their art. From another perspective, Abarca (2016)
claims that the rise of street art festivals has disrupted the subversive discourses of street art,
which he finds problematic. Despite this view, I have noticed that expanding the opportunities
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through festivals has contributed to a greater acceptance of it as art form. I have witnessed a shift
in community perspectives from their negative perceptions of street art to positive. To this effect,
seeing street art in the context of a festival has created a celebratory experience, which previously
did not exist. Flox and Andrew agree that the perceived value of street art has improved, and
approaches have diversified. In effect, there are opportunities for artists to cross between
disciplinary boundaries and blur the distinctions between high and low art:
Banksy has put street art into a very commercially understood context. He’s fetching millions of
dollars for his pieces in galleries and they’ve become highly sought after works of art. It’s blurring
high and low art boundaries and re-contextualising what it means to have something on the street…
There’s such high levels of skill and that’s when people start to see it for what it is. (Flox)
Street art’s process has evolved and there’s a new landscape where people who are doing public
works are also doing interior works… people are jumping and changing so there’s no rules. The
wider you spread your net the better you will be at infiltrating different spaces. (Andrew)

Comments by Flox and Andrew about the diversification of practice and widening of contexts
within street art is consistent with the literature. The expansion of inherent meanings (the artistic
production) and delineations (social contexts) associated with street art reflects the emergence
of alternative terminologies such as urban art (Daichendt, 2012), muralism (Kuittinen, 2015), and
post-graffiti (Manco, 2004) (see 2.6). Some of artists referred to these terms. It was evident to me
that the placement of street art in socially recognised places has increased its visibility in the
community as a legitimate art form. For all these artists, their artworks are seen in multiple
contexts, which include a duality of practices between the street and gallery. This enables them
to diversify between commercial settings of the art world and within the community. The
broadening of contexts has also enabled the community to see the possible cultural, social, and
economic value of street art. To this effect, it is possible that where street art is being seen now
is comparable to where more prevalent forms of accepted art is being seen, therefore creating a
familiar and positive experience for the viewer.

5.16

Discussion and dissemination

I also sought the artists’ perceptions of the forums in which street art is discussed and circulated.
A key finding that emerged is how extensively these artists use the internet and social media as
a platform for promoting themselves and disseminating their artworks. Each artist believes that
the internet provides increased levels of accessibility for street art and its potential to reach global
audiences. The internet also offers alternative ways for artists of all genres to navigate the art
world and challenge the traditional approach of curated gallery settings. Another finding is the
potential benefits of the internet as a space to discuss and view street art. This perspective
corresponds with the views of Schiller (2010) who believes that online platforms have enabled a
faster cycle of peer-to-peer feedback, thus developing the art movement more rapidly. It is also
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clear that the artists’ comments reflect Glaser’s (2015) claim that the influence of social media
has shaped the participatory culture where artists and people in the community have become
online curators involved in sharing and promoting street art.
Anything can go everywhere. There’s many ways for people to view or engage with art that isn’t
through a space that is curated for you… Hobbyist photographers who are taking pictures of street
art and sharing the images online… Most of these street art accounts won’t differentiate between
graffiti and street art, and they see everything as the same. (Askew)
From an international perspective, street art is so much more advanced overseas compared to
what it is here in New Zealand. We are geographically far away, and we are behind, although the
gap is closing with the internet which is increasing the accessibility. (Flox)

I have noticed the increased abundance of street art accounts on the internet, particularly on
Instagram. People are taking their own images of street art, sharing artists’ artworks, and
promoting street art culture. In this scenario, one does not have to be a street art specialist to
take a picture or share it online. Yet another finding is how the internet opens up possibilities for
the community to engage with street artists and their artworks. While previous street art may have
been created primarily in situ in public spaces, Kuittinen (2015) claims that digital documentation
of this ephemeral art often lasts longer than the actual art itself when created outdoors. The level
of online connectivity is breaking down barriers between artists and fostering the community’s
understanding of this artistic discourse:
Artists have a voice online so the community can learn about them and their art. It’s an opportunity
to build relationships with people which was previously not possible. It’s given a lot of advantages
to artists in how they promote themselves. (Andrew)

Askew concurs that the internet is about accessibility. He said, “If you’re not immediately
accessible you actually don’t exist in this current world. The internet is like the new subway system
for the world as far as a platform for people to put their art. It almost doesn’t matter where
somebody makes it or what with anymore… So now you have a lot of artists at the moment trying
to navigate this huge shift and a lot of galleries are dying.” I agree that the internet gives me
opportunity to open up about my creative process as well as show-casing my artwork. This means
that the community does not only see finished results but, instead, a broader discourse of my
artistic journey. Platforms like Facebook enable me to network with other artists, which helps me
develop new approaches in my art.
Askew holds the view that the increased accessibility of art through the internet has
created a cultural shift for the art world. Traditional approaches used by galleries that legitimate
art forms are being challenged. The ways in which artists promote themselves are altering the
traditional contexts in which others engage with their art. As Andrew said, “With the internet, you
can have an online store where you talk about your work and sell it. There’s different ways of
doing it, and I think the gallery model is dated so it needs to change itself if it wants to survive”:
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In art, you create value by creating a perception of scarcity and that’s what dealer galleries do.
They create the illusion of exclusivity. Previously, you have to go to a gallery to see art and there
was only a certain amount of stuff that was of significant cultural importance that would be published
in books and things for people to study, but now everything is online. (Askew)

It is apparent that many street artists make a living from what they do and the internet is
challenging the traditional gallery model of how art is viewed and experienced. Artists curate their
own art in ways they want to, and are able to reach out to broader audiences. The sense of voice
and visibility has created greater accessibility within a participatory culture. The internet is
redefining the social contexts of how street art is disseminated, discussed, viewed, and has
created a greater opportunity to develop understandings about street art within the community.
The relationship between street artists and the internet has formed new delineations, which are
mostly positive. As expressed by several artists, closing the gap between the art and viewer has
altered how street art is experienced, and has promoted a celebratory response and appreciation
of the artworks.
5.17

Identity and labelling

The four artists and I share a view that while street art has gained international recognition as a
genre of art, the term is not universally accepted by artists. This raises questions of what it means
to be labelled as a street artist and the implications of being stereotyped. Iglesia (2015) posits
that while street art can be simplified to ideal types, a focus of promoting street art should be on
examining its contexts, production, and how it is visually consumed. A key finding that emerged
is the artists’ negative outlook of being labelled as a street artist. For example, Askew has evolved
as an artist and is involved with multiple art movements:
I have different chapters in my journey. I was painting graffiti for twenty years, and now, doing mural
work, which relates to my studio practice. That is informed by my graffiti but I don’t call it graffiti.
Nothing I do sits under the umbrella of street art and I just refute the term but people still perceive
me as a street artist. (Askew)

Flox’s response is similar. She said, “Ten years ago, people probably thought street art was a
bunch of hooded teenagers tagging, but there’s so much more going on now… I always cringe
when I hear the term street artist in the media especially with reference to me and my art.” Andrew
spoke of how he has highly skilled friends who are contemporary artists and they use spray paint
as a medium, but “they do not love the term or use it to refer to themselves.” While the
community’s understandings of street art, and who produces it, are promoted by the mainstream
media, the artists were adamant that the terminology is now outdated. Alternative approaches to
the production of street art, and shifts in the social contexts, are influencing the possibility of new
delineated meanings. As a result, the artists’ associations with new cultural identities are being
formed and go beyond the nomenclature of ‘street artist’:
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People love street art but I think maybe it’s the title that isn’t right… We’ve gone beyond street art
and it almost undermines what we do because it’s so much more than that. It has branched out into
so many different areas... If people say 'oh, are you a street artist', I always try to stay away from
that title if I can. I'm an artist above everything else. (Flox)
I don’t define my work as street art. I’ve come from that background but I’m post-street art. I’d
describe my work now as a creative and public artist. I spend a lot of my time making work in the
public, in the studio, and a range of public experiences through art. (Andrew)

I’m responding to my environment and the cultures that exist in the South Pacific. It's our response
to being a product of that and the various phenomena that have occurred out here. The term PostGraffiti Pacific is for people who have come out of a traditional graffiti background and bring those
lessons back in the studio. (Askew)

The descriptions by these three artists reflect new directions emerging from the developments of
street art (see 2.6). Charles and I offer differing perspectives. As Charles said, “As soon as I do
something I become something or I come under this definition so I don’t really care what I’m called
but I don't define myself as a graffiti artist, or a street artist, or a mural artist, until I do it.” For my
part, although I am associated with the graffiti movement, I also paint images influenced by
illustration in a studio context. When I paint on the street, people call me a street artist and I don’t
mind being labelled in this way although I have personally never promoted myself as a ‘street
artist’. I am an artist, first and foremost, with multiple discourses of art.
From the interviews, I ascertained that the artistic discourse of each artist has become
increasingly broad. Boundaries between fine arts and visual culture are blurred, and distinctions
between high and low art are being challenged. Askew and Andrew provide useful examples of
artists who are not labelled as street artists, but cross hierarchical boundaries of art:
Max Gimblett is a New Zealand painter who now lives in New York… and is responding to all the
drippy marker tags of graffiti. He's responding to what he sees in his environment and this is
reflected in his paintings. (Askew)
Billy Apple is doing murals now and he’s a really white guy, élitist artist, and the ‘most of the most’
in New Zealand but he’s gone into a public space. You’ve got public and street artists coming into
the gallery. (Andrew)

From my perspective, street art was perceived as a lowbrow art form, but is now intersecting with
commonly accepted forms of visual culture. Practices, contexts, and a mix of artistic backgrounds
of people who are becoming involved in street art are increasingly diverse. This situation aligns
with Blanche’s (2015) argument that a definitive definition is not possible and a working definition
is necessary. Nonetheless, the label ‘street artist’ is commonly used despite there being no
explicit criteria. The community tends to generalise about artists who create art in public spaces,
or use media such as spray paint. Askew offered an example:
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I met an artist called Steven Bliss who painted a couple of murals. It’s was his first time painting a
mural but that doesn’t instantly make him a street artist. He is a commercial illustrator who worked
outside and used the most appropriate tools to create it. Spray paint is just a practical tool and
shouldn’t define who he is or what he does. (Askew)

When I make art in public spaces using spray paint the community automatically assumes that I
am a street artist. However, the term becomes unclear when mixed messages and interpretations
about street art are promoted in the mainstream media, on the internet, and by artists themselves.
This representation of our identities has contributed to, and largely influenced, how the community
understands us and the discourse of our artistic practice. A misrepresentation in the media can
affect how we are portrayed. In instances where we are presented as ‘vandals’, it is possible that
the community will perceive us from a negative perspective and continue to reinforce the existing
stereotype of our identity. On the other hand, it is evident that the development of artistic
discourses (inherent meanings) and contexts of dissemination such as the internet (delineations)
have contributed to a positive shift in how the community labels street artists, and subsequently
influences the kinds of possible attitudes that arise from their understanding.

5.18

Street art as a community tool

When discussing the potential of street art in the community, each artist identified varying
contributions it can make. A common thread is the possibility of improving community
understanding about street art and how this could lead to a shift in its perceived cultural and social
value as a legitimate art form. For most artists in this research, their ideas align with aspects of
Visconti et al.’s (2010) consumption of ideologies of public space. This rise in awareness offers
greater understanding for the community, and how street art can contribute to the transformation
of the visual environment. Askew believes, however, that further discussions about street art are
needed in order to promote the value of public art more broadly:
We need more in-depth discussion about the various forms of art in public spaces. Street art, graffiti
art, muralism, are just some of the aspects of stuff that’s happening in the street. Cities like Berlin
and Melbourne are really cool because it’s like having a healthy diet and having a little bit of
everything for the eyes. (Askew)

Similarly, Flox wants to see more people making art in public spaces. She is also aware of the
educational potential of street art:
It enriches that community and its good competition for other artists. When you’re painting on the
street you get to connect with people and open up your process… it helps to break down the
barriers about their understanding. All they need to do is walk past it to see it, relate to it, and start
a conversation. (Flox, Interview 1)
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Andrew believes that “If you can get interest in the school sector with the younger ages, and
promote public art as a positive thing… and if the community believes they are active members
of public art, and can contribute to it, then those are the values that are going to be important later
on in life in how they value art.” Charles holds a similar view:
With education, be it university, secondary school, or the community, it would be positive that
people learn about street art, muralism, of graffiti art. There is a history there where something has
happened with these art movements that they should know about. (Charles)

I agree that having street art in public spaces can help promote it as a legitimate art form. I have
observed, first hand, how street art is transforming many communities across New Zealand, and
internationally, and having a positive impact. One characteristic of Visconti et al.’s (2010)
consumption ideologies of public space is the concept of striving for common place. An outcome
of this ideology is developing a sense of place and feeling the community, a primary function of
which is building cultural capital. While the community is mostly accepting of this ideology, their
understanding of street art is still limited, thus it is up to individual artists to explain this form of
art. The artists also believe that participation by those from differing cultural backgrounds can
assist in making street art become more inclusive. Charles is convinced that street art festivals
provide a powerful platform for any artist who wishes to produce art outdoors and communicate
directly with the community:
There’s lots of street art festivals where you could just be an art student but you’ll be invited. They
don’t care about what you’ve done, if you’re new or old, or where you’ve come from. It’s nonexclusive, you’re given a platform immediately, and it could be your first wall you’ve ever done.
(Charles)
Anything that makes the world a nicer place to be and is non-exclusive and accessible to anybody
is a positive. The public domain is accessible to anybody as a canvas. Street art as is a bit eclectic
and anyone can do it. There aren’t any gatekeepers that are stopping people from doing what they
want to do outside. (Askew)

While a career in street art may not have been possible in the past, the broadened social contexts
of its production suggest that street art has the potential to generate monetary value. Andrew and
Charles expressed clear points of view about the importance of culture:
Cities like Berlin, Paris, and Melbourne have a lot of street art and graffiti have gone, ‘oh well it’s
happening’… we can spend lots of money to remove it and crush that culture or we can embrace
it and become a creative economy. (Andrew)
There are avenues and career paths where people are making a living through street art, muralism,
and graffiti art. Artists have systems where they know how to generate an income through things
like clothing, prints, and commercial work. (Charles)
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From an educational perspective, the artists believe that passing down their knowledge to the
next generation is an important social responsibility. These perspectives are important to this
research as there is no literature that draws on the relationships between street art and education.
These artists believe that being role models for younger people can provide positive guidance
and help build the value of public art in New Zealand. Charles spoke of how he received mentoring
in graffiti at an early age:
I got inspired by a group of artists who mentored me when I was thirteen. All I was doing was
helping them fill in their pieces but I got the hunger and from that point on they exposed me to
something that was positive. (Charles)

Andrew, on the other hand, laments that if he had been able to study spray paint, muralism, public
art, how to approach property owners, consent processes, and Photoshop at university, “I’d be
light years ahead now. Nobody’s ever taught me any of this stuff so I’ve had to learn that by doing
it myself.” Flox believes she has an educational role to play:
It’s important to give back and to pass on knowledge that I’ve accumulated. I had no role models
to ask what to do and how to do it. My plan is to be that person and give young people guidance…
If guided properly and given the opportunity to use some of those tools then that is surely the
fundamentals for continuing our legacy into the future. (Flox)

Likewise, I have a commitment to supporting educational opportunities for young people. When I
work with secondary school students or tertiary art students, it involves teaching them technical
skills and considerations about the context of their art.
Each artist expressed firm beliefs about the possibilities of how street art can make a
significant cultural, social, and economic contribution to visual arts education and society. It is
evident that increasing familiarity and understanding of street art in the community is reliant upon
expanding the social contexts in which street art is shared, discussed and viewed. A key challenge
for street art is how a positive reception can be maintained in the community, and what barriers
might prevent it from becoming legitimated within visual arts education.

5.19

A summary: Examining the social understandings of street art

In Part 3 of Chapter Five, I focused on the social contexts of street art through the voices of five
artists and myself as a participant researcher. The findings reveal multiple delineations which
influence how street art is received and experienced in varying contexts with two key findings that
emerged.
The first is that the community’s understanding of graffiti has intersected with the
interpretations of street art. Negative attitudes have spawned from viewing street art in public
spaces where graffiti is found. A critical question for street artists is how they will overcome the
social attitudes of the community, and shift towards more positive perspectives? In addressing
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this tension, street art has become increasingly positioned within festivals, commercial galleries,
films, and social media. As a result, new delineations have improved the familiarity, accessibility,
and engagement with the community.
The second finding is that the identity of street artists has broadened. Several artists align
with multiple public art movements that extend beyond the label of street art. The blurring of
artistic boundaries has become increasingly common and is contributing to more positive
responses in the community. As a result, street art has become more accepted as a legitimate
art form although the label, ‘street artist’ will require some rethinking if it is included as curricula
in education. How art educators position the variety of discourses in public art will be an important
point to avoid stereotyping artists who position their art making beyond the realms of street art.
Next, in Chapter 6, I focus on the perspectives of secondary school art teachers and art
students, and tertiary lecturers and tertiary art students. Their viewpoints offer insights into the
structuring of knowledge, pedagogic dispositions, curriculum structures, and understandings of
street art.
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CHAPTER 6
VISUAL ARTS EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND TERTIARY
INSTITUTIONS

6.1

Introduction

Having examined the perspectives of street artists in the previous chapter, Chapter 6 now focuses
on the voices of secondary school visual arts teachers, senior secondary school students studying
visual arts, tertiary art lecturers, and tertiary art students in Auckland, New Zealand. In this fourpart chapter, each participant is identified by a self-selected pseudonym.
In Part 1, I focus on the findings from interviews with two secondary school teachers, one
at School A and the other at School B. My aim is to discover the types of knowledge present in
their visual arts classes, their pedagogic dispositions, and influence of educational structures,
such as the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA). Above all, I am interested
in their perceptions of street art, implications of this in their secondary school settings and
curricula decisions, and whether any forms of ‘visual culture’ are present in students’ art making.
In Part 2, I examine the responses of nine senior secondary school students, five from
School A and four from School B, who shared perspectives about influences on their artwork,
approaches to art making, understandings of street art, and experiences in visual arts classes.
In Part 3, I evaluate the perspectives of two tertiary art lecturers from each of two
institutions, Art Schools 1 and 2. My narrative is included in the findings from the point of view of
being a tertiary art lecturer and participant-researcher. My aim is to understand our collective
perspectives on knowledge, pedagogy, teaching programmes and attitudes towards street art.
In Part 4, I examine the perspectives of seven tertiary art students, four at Art School 1
and three at Art School 2, to understand the presence of visual culture in art making, their
perceptions of street art, and experiences in class. My aim is to identify the potential opportunities,
implications, and challenges of including street art as knowledge in tertiary art education settings.
Throughout Chapter 6, I use three theoretical ideas to conceptualise the findings. The
first theoretical idea is Bernstein’s (1999) concept of horizontal (every day knowledge) and vertical
discourse (academic knowledge) as a tool to differentiate between knowledge types. The second
concept is Maton’s (2009) Legitimation Code Theory (LCT), in which educational discourse is
characterised through specialisation codes. Finally, I use Green’s (2005) theory of inherent
meanings (technical production and aesthetics) and delineations (social contexts) to understand
varying aspects of street art.
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CHAPTER 6
Part 1 - SECONDARY SCHOOL VISUAL ARTS TEACHERS’
PERSPECTIVES: KNOWLEDGE, PEDAGOGY, AND STRUCTURES
My starting point for understanding the implications of street art in education was to seek the
perspectives of two female secondary school art teachers, Sarah-Jane at School A and Gemma
at School B. Both schools are co-educational. School A has a roll of 619, with a student population
that comprises 62% Māori, 28% Pacific, 4% Asian, and 6% other. School B’s roll is 1,442. The
students at this school comprise 49% Asian, 27% Pacific, 16% Māori, and 8% other. These
demographic statistics confirm Smith’s (2017b, 2019) findings that student populations in
secondary schools in Auckland are becoming increasingly ethnically diverse. Sarah Jane, of
European ethnicity, has taught for 13 years, and Gemma, a New Zealand-born Chinese woman,
for four years. Visual arts education plays an important role at each school, with students of all
ethnicities supported to develop a range of technical and conceptual skills.

6.2

Perspectives of the secondary school visual arts teachers

The findings from one, ninety-minute interview with each of the teachers, provide examples of
their perceptions of knowledge, pedagogy, and structures that shape visual arts education. These
perceptions reveal the educational discourses and decision making of the teachers and their
philosophical dispositions towards education (why), relevance of knowledge for students (what),
and significance of student-centred pedagogies (how). In this chapter, I use Maton’s (2013)
Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) (Tables 3 and 4) as the theoretical framework to analyse,
understand, and characterise the practices of the teachers and discern the educational
discourses of secondary school visual arts education. Maton’s theory adapts the concepts of
Bourdieu and Bernstein with the aim of making visible “competing claims to legitimacy” (p. 17).
Bourdieu’s concept of ‘field theory’ investigates the ‘actors’ who contend for control in the
classroom, while Bernstein’s (1999) ideas pertain to distinctions between horizontal discourse
(everyday knowledge) and vertical discourse (academic knowledge). An important theme
emerging from the findings is examining how the teachers’ pedagogical dispositions of knowledge
influence their response to students’ interests. Pedagogic decisions are influenced, also, by the
structure of the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA), the assessment tool
used in New Zealand to legitimate the achievement of students studying visual arts education at
Levels 1-3 [Table 2, NCEA Visual Arts Matrix]. My analysis of the two teachers’ perspectives
begins with identifying the presence of visual culture in their teaching programmes.

6.3

Knowledge

The presence of visual culture in secondary schools
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The study of visual culture is evident at both secondary schools. The art teachers, Sarah-Jane
(School A) and Gemma (School B), have a clear understanding of ‘visual culture’ and recognise
its impact on students’ cultural identity. They describe ‘culture’ as having a particular influence on
how society is characterised visually. Gemma believes that culture is “a way of doing things and a
way of seeing life through a particular viewpoint. It is stuff that you can see that’s been done a
certain way that adopts a particular aesthetic.” She describes her students as a “melting pot of
aesthetics which is exciting because the possibilities of art are endless.” Likewise, Sarah-Jane
believes that “Visual culture comprises images affecting our values and beliefs. With billboards,
you don’t get a choice about what you see, and they can change your perception, or coerce you
into thinking a particular way.” Her view echoes that of Sturken and Cartwright (2009) who claim
that images have the possibility to shape our identity and understanding of the world in which we
live. Gemma, noted the significance of popular culture that influences her students’ art:
I see different visual cultures emerging in student’s art… I have the Korean pop group, basketball
players or rugby group who like painting muscly men and put tattoos on them… others who put
Samoan tattoos on turtles, images of fales and coconut trees, hip-hop, anime, Asian art, Western
art, and Goth, but not so much Māori. (Gemma, School B)

The effects of visual culture on students, that Gemma describes, are unmistakeable. They reflect
Miller’s (2014) view that popular culture is only one of many forms of globalised visual culture that
is being remixed and, consequently, altering the complex relationships between image, viewer
and producer. The students’ references to visual culture mirror Anden-Papadopoulos’ (2014)
assertion that images function as the cultural structures of every day life. For the students at
School B their visual expressions are one means of expressing their sociocultural points of view.
A critical question for teachers is how they can leverage visual culture as a type of knowledge in
the classroom, and transform their students’ understanding of the world. In comparison with
Gemma’s students, Sarah-Jane observes a narrower set of influences at School A:
Students at my school identify more specifically with Los Angeles gang culture, graffiti, and Pacific
art. I encourage students to look at whoever they want, but the only thing that I don’t tolerate is
anything gang related. So, no bulldogs, black power and gang insignia. (Sarah-Jane, School A)

Sarah-Jane believes that her students’ interests are limited because there is a lack of connection
with New Zealand visual culture. She said, “In our country, we’ve got that tall poppy syndrome.
Students don’t think New Zealand artists are cool, or doing things about New Zealand is cool. It’s
cooler to be from somewhere else.” Despite the variation of student interest, both teacher’s
references to visual culture reflect Kárpáti et al’s (2017) Visual Culture Learning Communities
(VCLCs), interest communities and global youth cultures (see 3.5). These authors believe there is
a myriad of opportunities for art educators to bridge the gap between formal and informal learning.
It is evident that the canon of visual arts is broadening.
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Expanding the canon
Visual culture art education (VCAE) blurs boundaries between fine arts and images from everyday
contemporary culture (Duncum, 2014; Hellman, 2016). In present times, the separation between
fine arts and visual culture is becoming difficult to distinguish. In applying Maton’s (2013) concept
of specialisation codes (Table 4), I determined that both Sarah-Jane and Gemma prioritise the
social relations of students while the epistemic relations of the disciplinary field in visual arts are
downplayed. The ways in which these teachers support students’ visual culture touches on
approaches that Duncum (2014) advocates in Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE) to expand the
canon, develop skills in visual literacy, and study relationships between producers, users and
consumers of visual culture. However, what is identified as knowledge in their classes is primarily
steered by students’ interests, which indicates the pedagogical discourse of a knower code.
The art teacher’s understandings of street art
One aim of my conversations with the art teachers is to learn about their understandings of street
art. In ascertaining these understandings, I applied Green’s (2005) theoretical framework (Table
5, see 4.5) to draw categorical distinctions between how street art is technically produced
(inherent meanings) and its social contexts (delineations). The descriptions of street art by both
visual arts teachers align, for the most part, with the definitions I discovered in the literature (see
2.3). For Gemma and Sarah-Jane, the inherent meanings of street art begin with the
communication of a message:
Street art has a bit more of a purpose with an idea or message in mind. It’s an intentionally planned
out artwork, or maybe not planned it all… Banksy’s artwork is street art but he’s obviously just one
of many artists. (Gemma)
They might have a message, something to say about society, or simply make art about themselves
or for the people… When people see murals in public it can create discussion, make the community
brighter, and might involve the community in the process too. (Sarah-Jane)

Gemma also believes that messages in street art “celebrate a particular community, just have
fun, or can be quite political… The message could be very subtle or something really bold.” Her
view of street art points to a combination of individualistic and collectivistic approaches described
in Visconti et al.’s (2010) consumption ideologies of public space (Table 1, see 2.4). In
understanding their interpretation of street art, a key idea that emerged is its multiplicity in relation
to both techniques and contexts. Gemma refers to this as a “diverse mish-mash of stuff.” SarahJane agrees with a broadness of definition:
The first thing that comes to mind are big murals on the side of a building. Something like that for
me would obviously be street art but also graffiti, posters, stickers, or chalk art. That’s sort of really
obvious street art. (Gemma)
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It includes graffiti lettering, murals, stencils, stickers, posters, and does not necessarily have to be
created using spray paint… I think anything that’s creative and any art made for people in the street
is street art but I know that people don’t like to be pigeon-holed or labelled. (Sarah-Jane)

The teachers believe that definitions of street art overlap with other forms of public art. Gemma’s
view is that not all street art is the same. Depending on the context and aesthetic, the differences
between street art, graffiti, and murals is diverse:
Some have permission to use a space or maybe not. It’s usually more sophisticated if it’s legal.
Graffiti looks more unrefined, like it’s been done in a rush because they can’t be seen or caught
doing it… It’s a bit rebellious and pushes the boundaries… Murals are what we have around our
school. They are used to welcome people and set the tone of what we represent. (Gemma)

The teachers perceive street art as a dominant terminology for describing public art, although
they acknowledge that several other artistic discourses exist. While Gemma and Sarah-Jane have
a basic and conventional understanding of street art, exploring terms such as ‘urban art’
(Daichendt, 2012), ‘muralism’ (Kuittinen, 2015), and ‘post-graffiti’ (Manco, 2004) could be useful
for providing students with greater insights into the differences between varying discourses of
practice and of the individual artistic lineages of diverse street artists.
Educational potential of street art in secondary schools
The teachers agreed that street art is a legitimate art form in their secondary schools. In adopting
Bernstein’s (1999) view of horizontal discourse (every day knowledge) and vertical discourse
(academic knowledge), it seems to me that street art has developed outside of formal education
without an epistemic structure. Despite this assumption, both Sarah-Jane and Gemma teach
street art in their classes and have formalised both technical (procedural knowledge) and
conceptual (propositional knowledge) for students. The starting point for both teachers is
conveying to students the benefits of engaging audiences in public spaces:
It’s really a way to connect a whole lot of people that is more than yourself and more than your
immediate community. You don’t know who’s going to see your work. It’s the public and you don’t
know how people will respond to art. It’s a way of putting yourself and your art out there and making
a statement. (Gemma)
Street arts real because the students can see it, and they don’t have to go to a gallery to understand
art. It can be everywhere and for everyone… Street art can make people think about their
community, what to give back, and how art can affect communities in positive ways. (Sarah-Jane)

The teachers’ perspectives correspond with Schalk’s (2007) claim that street art can be a means
of building a stronger connectedness with the community through the transformation of visual
environments.
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As part of developing an epistemic structure, the teachers turn to artist models. This method of
learning correlates with the NCEA Achievement Standards at Levels 2-3 which require students
to study the ‘established practice’ of artists (AS 2.1). Alongside the achievement standards is the
teachers’ application of the four ‘strands’ in The New Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a). Each
strand provides a critical framework for students and correlates with the curriculum levels in relation
to year levels at secondary schools. For Sarah-Jane, studying street artists with year 9-10 students
(13-14 year olds) involves a combination of UC (Understanding the arts in context), PK
(Developing practical knowledge), and CI (Communicating and interpreting):
My students can study whoever they’re interested in and I use street artists in New Zealand and
Australia. They learn about different techniques, subject matter, and what street art can
communicate… There are good galleries that exhibit street artists and we talk about how you can
make money with this kind of art. We talk about how they could use street artists’ techniques to sell
their art in a gallery context. (Sarah-Jane)

In comparison, Gemma focuses on DI (Developing ideas) and PK (Developing practical
knowledge) which lead to opportunities for students to produce their own work:
In my art programmes with junior students at years 9 and 10 they look at some graffiti text, learn
how it’s done, and apply the style to a word. They choose a place where they want to put their
word… Students weren’t doing street art as such but thought about the word being in the context
of that space, and the walls in relation to the public, and in a community. There’s consideration
about architecture, planning, and thinking about the ‘bigger picture’. (Gemma)

Gemma spoke of the significance of space and place in a recent project with her year 10 students
(mostly 14 year olds). They were commissioned to create a mural inside a prison cell. A critical
question Gemma asked of the students was “Why did the cell have to be the way that it was?”
It’s powerful being inside a prison and doing that with the students. When I visited the cell I thought
to myself, ‘this isn’t just a space that we’re painting. There’s someone who’s going to stay in here
and look at this work’. There were four hands weaving and we had a Māori tattoo, Samoan tattoo,
Indian henna, and nothing on the top one… the idea was our community coming together. (Gemma)

Gemma’s approach to street art mirrors Visconti et al.’s (2010) ideology of ‘striving for a common
place’ (Table 1, see. 2.4). In this context, street art is used as a form of collectivistic social action
and community engagement. Street art is created in consultation with the people who use or live
in the space rather than an act of rebellion.
The frequency in which street art is legitimated in these school settings varies each term.
In terms of Bernstein’s (1999) distinctions between knowledge types, I discovered that neither
teacher differentiates between horizontal discourse (everyday knowledge) and vertical discourse
(academic knowledge). What is legitimate as curricula in these schools is not influenced by
teacher preference, but by the students. Gemma admits that street art is not taught explicitly to
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all students each year. Likewise, Sarah-Jane said, “I do surveys with students and find out what
they’re interested in. This year with year 9’s (mostly 13 year olds), I’ve looked at graffiti but not
street art because they didn’t want to.” The absence of subject-specific content in The New
Zealand Curriculum and NCEA Achievement Standards enables teachers to maintain autonomy
in curricula selection, which can empower new forms of horizontal discourse to enter into the
classroom as legitimate knowledge. However, an essential question for all teachers to reflect
upon is the risk of losing epistemic quality if all forms of knowledge are valued the same in class.
Challenges for street art in visual arts education
I discovered from my conversations with Gemma and Sarah-Jane that ideological tensions restrict the
legitimation of street art as academic knowledge (vertical discourse). Each spoke about the reality that
legitimating street art in their secondary school lies not with themselves, as visual arts teachers, but
with the social attitudes and understandings of their schools and communities. On a continuum,
Sarah-Jane faces greater opposition from her school and students than Gemma:
We used to have a lot of graffiti styled murals that students painted and some staff were, like, “Oh
it makes the school feel like a ghetto.” They felt scared and unsafe so there’s politics between
teachers and school management… We studied Banksy but students weren’t engaged in the
political messages and some of them thought that stencilling wasn’t real art, like its cheating. It’s
hard for students to empathise with Banksy because that’s not their world. (Sarah-Jane)

The second challenge for legitimation is magnified by the association of street art with graffiti. The
social stigma of using spray paint, and fear of promoting the wrong messages in school, are seen
as inhibitors for including street art as curricula. Sarah-Jane describes School A as having an
‘insular’ and ‘conservative’ attitude towards street art:
People freak out if you use spray paint because they think it’s tagging and the community find it a
bit scary if they don’t understand it… They think we’re encouraging gangs or thug culture. There
are perceptions that students will become gangsters and go tagging... It’s quite difficult getting
those opportunities because they’re against us using spray-paint and think students would steal it
and do tags. (Sarah-Jane)

At the other end of the spectrum, Gemma described her school and community as more liberal and
accepting of street art:
Generally, there’s a positive attitude and street art is respected… I believe that street artists are
serious about what they do and are not teenagers mucking around or perceived as people who are
low lifes, or adults who don’t have a real career. (Gemma)

The struggle for power and control of knowledge in the classroom is visible at these two schools.
The power relations that I found at School A can be theorised through Maton’s (2013) epistemic
pedagogic device (EPD) (Table 3, see 4.4), which was originally conceived by Bernstein (1999)
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as the pedagogic device (PD) (see 4.3). The EPD outlines possible rules, criteria, and structures
that influence how knowledge is selected, transmitted, evaluated, and distributed. Sarah-Jane
has not been formally approached by her school and community to stop teaching street art,
although their social attitudes have affected her choice to not retain it in visual arts classes. A
worthwhile consideration for teachers in relation to the EPD is expressed through Rata’s (2012)
claim that whoever holds the device can potentially regulate the field of knowledge, and
subsequently influence decision-making in curriculum and pedagogy.

6.4

Pedagogy

The art teacher’s pedagogic discourses
In our discussion about pedagogy, both Sarah-Jane and Gemma emphasise their responsibility
towards students. Their focus includes supporting students’ interests, assisting them to develop
a visual identity, and providing an overall positive experience in class. Both teachers promote a
student-centred style of teaching which celebrates their individuality. This pedagogical approach
parallels one of the theoretical perspectives that underpins ‘romantic-expressionist’ discourse
Seigusmund (1998) (see 3.2). To characterise the idealised disposition of each teacher, I turned
to Maton’s (2013) specialisation codes as an analytic framework to examine their perspectives
(Table 4). In the context of education, specialisation codes represent languages of legitimation
which reveal dominant discourses that legitimate and structure knowledge. For instance, SarahJane explains how her pedagogical approach developed in response to changes in education
overall. She believes that “Education is more student directed now. They’re on their own inquiry
and the teacher’s role is less dominant.” This view affirms a possible knower code in that her
pedagogy is influenced by the knowledge claims of students. Under the characterisation of a
knower code, Sarah-Jane recognises the importance of having an openness towards who
constructs knowledge in class:
As an art teacher, you are more beside them to help figure things out. Whatever I show them, they’re
either going to take it on board or not… I encourage students to find their own ways of making art,
give them a positive experience, or they may have to go to art school. I say to them, just be creative
and be interested in the world you live in. (Sarah-Jane)

As a result of Sarah-Jane’s disposition towards pedagogy, the epistemic relations (what) is
downplayed while the social relations (who) are legitimated. Students’ knowledge is valued
irrespective of what they learn. This experiential approach places students at the centre of
pedagogical decision making and requires teachers to adopt what Sarah-Jane calls an “open
programme approach” that enables flexibility in finding relevant knowledge for students. She said,
“You shouldn’t teach something for the sake of it. It’s got to be relevant to students and what
they’re interested in, and so you have to work with your students.” She elaborated on this idea:
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I let students be influenced by whatever… My interest is what they’re into. If they’re into graffiti or
something I’ll try enabling them to do that or pursue it in their way. Even if I’m not into what they’re
doing I’m still learning with them. (Sarah-Jane)

The idea of an open programme, however, differs markedly between years 9 and 10 art (with 1314 year olds) and year 11-13 art (with 15-18 year olds). As both teachers said:
I set certain artists for juniors to look at but with seniors I tailor it and find out what they’re interested
in. They’re shown New Zealand art, Māori, and Pacific because that’s important. It’s important to
look at ourselves, and then look abroad and looking at contemporary art and looking at the past,
and looking for art in everything. (Sarah-Jane)

I love junior units because we can do whatever we want and there’s more freedom. I’m like, “what
do you want to learn this year?” Some students wanted to learn how to draw hands so we learnt
formally about proportions and looked at some artists, and they did inked hands filled with things
that represented them. They found that really fun and it showed their personality. (Gemma)

While Gemma and Sarah-Jane espouse some differences between their pedagogies with junior
and senior levels of art, their accounts of teaching sustain a knower code across all year levels.
It is apparent that the prevailing discourse of a knower code affects their pedagogy (how) and the
organisation of knowledge (what). A possible dilemma for teachers who consistently adopt a
knower code is that it can lead to positive and negative effects for knowledge, and consequently
how students experience knowledge. One positive outcome is that the voices and gazes of
students at Schools A and B are legitimated. Conversely, enabling “whatever they’re into” and
teaching “whatever we want” could lead to Maton’s (2009) relativist code of education (see 4.4).
As an outcome of learning anything, students could end up learning many things but nothing that
is essentially important.

6.5

Structures

Educational structures used to assess visual arts education
Another aim of my conversations with the art teachers is to understand the effects of educational
structures for visual arts education and its influence on the epistemic relations of knowledge (what)
and social relations (who). Gemma and Sarah-Jane share similar approaches to teaching junior
art at years 9-10, informed by the four curriculum ‘strands’. They also provided insights into how
they use NCEA (National Certificate of Educational Achievement) as the assessment tool to
measure student achievement in visual arts at years 11-13 (see 3.10). Each teacher is particularly
positive about NCEA, but acknowledge some challenges in the overall structure.
A prominent approach to NCEA is the teachers’ use of ‘artist models’ as a mode of inquiry
for students. In the NCEA Achievement Standards, this dimension is framed as ‘established
practice’ [Table 2. NCEA Visual Arts Matrix]. For Gemma, artist models are used to study
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procedural ideas about how artists use materials and techniques. She said, “When studying New
Zealand art, we look at European-New Zealand artists. We study the use of oil paint and acrylic
paint, and do print making with a Western view of it.” For Sarah-Jane forms of horizontal
discourse are equally legitimated as possible types of established practice:
In the Achievement Standards students are asked to look at the established practice of artists. That
could be anything and it doesn’t have to be really famous artists. It could be an artist they found on
Instagram or in magazines. They’re looking for inspiration from everything and everywhere. (SarahJane)

While examples of Western fine arts are present in programmes at Schools A and B, they are not
privileged by Sarah-Jane and Gemma. Neither is Western art privileged in the New Zealand
Ministry of Education’s website, Te Kete Ipurangi (TKI), a portal designed to support teachers.
Here there is reference to the significance of visual culture in students’ lives. This formal
acknowledgement of visual culture denotes a more inclusive, diverse, and democratic canon of
visual arts with a possible place for street art should students be interested. Paris (2012) asserts
that recognising the student’s individualised identities is one way of building greater equity and
cultural inclusion in education.
The NCEA assessment approach for students to refer to the established practices of artist
models is a primary means for framing an area of inquiry for students. In response to the NCEA
Achievement Standards at Levels 1-3 (Table 2), students produce art within the definitions of the
visual arts ‘fields’ or disciplines of painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography, and design.
While this appears to perpetuate ‘disciplinarity’, crossing disciplinary boundaries is possible in
Sarah-Jane’s classes: “In Level 1, you produce a body of work and you are required to use
at least two different disciplines. You could mix photography with painting and cross
boundaries or disciplines.” Gemma, similarly, believes that NCEA has a flexible structure:
Nowadays in the visual arts field of painting [at Levels 2 and 3] this can be ‘whatever’ as well. I tell
my kids, hey, you can make a sculptural work and we’ll take a photo of it and put it on your board…
This could also be painting, printmaking, photography, sculpture, and digital work. (Gemma)

The implication of this ‘blurring’ of the boundaries between the five specified fields of painting,
printmaking, sculpture, photography and design at NCEA Levels 2 and 3, or what Bernstein
(2000) refers to as weakening the classification, is that students (guided or prescribed by their
teachers) can elect to focus on one or more of the five fields or merge some of them. While
Gemma encourages students to cross disciplinary boundaries in their art, there is, however, an
expectation within NCEA that requires certain procedural skills to be demonstrated and followed.
In this scenario, the NCEA structure can be characterised as aligning with a dominant discourse
of a knowledge code with stronger epistemic relations (what) and weaker social relations (who).
Gemma spoke of how external assessment of portfolio requirements at NCEA Levels 1-3, for
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which the ‘credits’ are greater than for internally assessed achievement standards, are particularly
bound to specific types of procedures and methods of art making:
The senior level [external portfolio requirements] are more rigid because you have to fit all the art
on folio boards. There’s all these unsaid rules that have to work. Students couldn’t just do two
boards limited to crayon. They need to have wet media and if it’s just ink they’d have to be
sophisticated about it. If it’s mixed media [for AS 1.2], I make sure there’s some paint in there. It is
limited in a lot of ways, but that’s also good too. (Gemma)

In the context of Maton’s (2009) specialisation codes, the structure of NCEA at senior levels of art
reflects an élite code. Under this code, knowledge and knower codes are regarded as equally
important in shaping knowledge, pedagogy, and curriculum. Students are required to produce art
that demonstrates a specific level of technical and conceptual proficiency, albeit with the freedom
to express themselves within the context of their own choice of theme or subject matter. It is
important to note that no subject matter or content is specified for students at Levels 2 and 3 in the
Achievement Standards. The only specified content, required to be taught in Level 1, pertains to
understanding artworks from a Māori cultural context (see AS 1.1, Table 2), which is pertinent to
meeting the bicultural obligations of The Treaty of Waitangi.
Multiple codes can be present at the same time and interact in the field of visual arts
education. Sarah-Jane said that her 13 years of teaching experience has taught her how to
navigate the NCEA structure. While this structure could be perceived as inhibiting student
learning, she believes that a knower code is equally important. For her, “students learning to think
for themselves is more important… not all students are the same”. Sarah-Jane reflected on her
pedagogy in the early years:
I remember the old folio boards that used to get left behind at school, and the younger students
would come through and be like, “Oh that’s my brother’s board” … and I’d say, “No, that’s probably
not your brother’s board, because once upon a time teachers selected the subject matter or themes
for the whole class so the folios all looked the same every year...” These days when I work within
NCEA they may not get ‘excellence’, but at least they think on their own, and find their own ways
of art making. (Sarah-Jane)

An outcome of being a responsive teacher is that students can share their cultural stories. Gemma
refers to her school as a “melting pot of cultures” comprising 49% Asian, 27% Pacific, 16% Māori,
and 8% other students. At Sarah-Jane’s school the student population comprises 62% Māori,
28% Pacific, 4% Asian, and 6% other. Both teachers consider themselves to be culturally
responsive.
In drawing conclusions from my conversations with the teachers, I assert that both reflect
a knower code while the curriculum manifests a knowledge code. This duality between codes
aligns with Giroux’s (1992) concept of teachers as ‘cultural workers’, whereby schools should not
merely reproduce societal norms but, instead, provide students with opportunities to push against
the borders of dominant ideologies by expressing their points of view. At Schools A and B there is
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sufficient autonomy and flexibility for the visual arts teachers about how knowledge is produced,
evaluated, recontextualised, and distributed for students (Bernstein, 1999). A pertinent question
for teachers is how they recontextualise knowledge and maintain a balance of epistemic relations
(what) and social relations (who) amidst competing ideologies within the field of education.

6.6

A summary: Dispositions of secondary school visual arts teachers

In Part 1 of this chapter my focus was on the perspectives of two secondary school art teachers.
The findings that emerged relate to knowledge, pedagogic discourses, and the effects of the
NCEA structure. The application of Maton’s (2009) LCT and theoretical concepts of Bernstein
(2000) were useful for providing insights into the teachers’ interpretations of street art and the
effects of various specialisation codes in education.
The first finding is that Gemma and Sarah-Jane legitimate visual culture and street art as
academic knowledge (vertical discourse). Street art, however, is included as curricula only in
instances when students are interested in learning about it. This pedagogic approach to curricula
can empower new forms of horizontal discourse (every day knowledge) to enter into formal
education but at the same time, obscure other forms of knowledge that may be equally important.
I concluded that the dispositions of both teachers reflect a knower code, which reveals what is
legitimated as knowledge in class and by whom. Open programmes are used to respond to
student needs and enable a flexibility of recontextualisation of various knowledge types. Both
teachers are also guided by their interpretations of the national curriculum and NCEA structure,
both of which exhibit the epistemic qualities of a knowledge code. A question for visual arts
teachers is how legitimating horizontal discourses could affect their students’ exposure to other
kinds of academic knowledge that they are yet to discover.
Next, in Part 2 of Chapter 6, I examine the perspectives of senior secondary school art
students taught by Sarah-Jane and Gemma. At my focus-group interviews with these students, I
explored their approaches to making art, perceptions of street art, and their experiences in art.
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CHAPTER 6
Part 2 - SECONDARY SCHOOL VISUAL ARTS STUDENTS’
PERSPECTIVES: STREET ART AND EXPERIENCES IN VISUAL ARTS
EDUCATION
In Part 2 of Chapter 6, I focus on the perspectives of nine senior secondary school students
studying visual arts. Participants Michael, Tommy, George, Thomas, and Evelyn are students
with Sarah-Jane at School A, while Breezy, Mike, Chachi, and Riana are taught by Gemma at
School B. Aged between 16 and 17 years, each student is studying visual arts for NCEA at Levels
2 or 3. The students met with me at their respective schools and participated in a 60-minute focus
group interview. Each student expressed a variety of reasons for why they chose to study visual
arts. These included having art as an outlet for expressing their creativity, wanting to develop
understanding of their cultural background, and advancing their technical skills in drawing.

6.7

Introduction

The data from the two 60-minute focus group interviews with secondary school students from
Schools A and B provide insights into their approaches to art, understandings of street art,
experiences with NCEA, and relationships with their art teachers. The students’ points of view
highlight key ideas that include the types of visual culture influencing their art, perceptions of
street art in the community, and how teachers and the NCEA structure impact on their knowledge.
From our conversations, I became aware of how knowledge is legitimated in class and the
implications of this for students. Their viewpoints provide data through which I could compare or
align with their teachers’ perspectives. I adopt Maton’s (2009) concept of specialisation codes as
an analytic framework to theorise the interplay between students (who), legitimation of knowledge
(what), and the structuring of the disciplinary field (how). I use Bernstein’s (1999) concepts of
vertical and horizontal discourse to differentiate between the various formal and informal
knowledge types the students describe.

6.8

Students’ art making

Students’ understandings of visual culture
During my conversations with these nine senior visual arts students, I found that half had never
heard of the term ‘visual culture’. For example, Riana (16-year old girl, Cook Island-Māori, Year
12, School B) described it as “expressions of ethnic culture” while Breezy (17-year old boy,
Indian, Year 13, School B) referred to its aesthetic: “Visual culture could be something painted
in words but you might not understand it because it’s from someone else’s culture. The visual
part could also be pictures, sculpture, carvings, marae, and even performance.”
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Although many students had not heard of visual culture, it is evident in their art making via the
influences of ethnic culture and references to popular culture. Mike (16-year old girl, American
Indian-Tongan, Year 12, School B), for example, uses associations with her ethnicity as a
starting point for art making. She said, “I like to pursue my dreams and also express the way I
feel because it’s a form of expression of who I am.” Likewise, art is an outlet for Riana to “express
emotions to other people so my art is how I let it out and deal with my feelings.” In contrast,
Michael (16-year old boy, Māori-Fijian-Chinese, Year 12, School A) was influenced by popular
culture from an early age:
Since I was little I’ve been watching anime. There’s a lot of cartoon characters and some of my
Māori heritage is influential. Around this age I also started seeing street art and graffiti and wanted
to make artwork like that too… My art represents what I enjoy and my preferences. If you look at
my art you could see what I’m into and things about me. (Michael, School A)

Similar to Michael, Evelyn (16-year old boy, Māori-Tongan, Year 12, School A) appropriates
aesthetics from drag culture and TV shows to create alternative representations of visual culture:
I’m influenced by drag culture and people that paint their faces and bodies to transform
themselves. I think that’s cool just changing your image and how you’re represented. There are
some popular queens on TV shows that I idolise like Naomi Small from Club Kids in the nineties.
(Evelyn, School A)

These comments suggest that students experience a knower code in class. An emphasis on
social relations is important as they reference their cultural orientations as a basis of knowledge
and legitimacy (Maton, 2009). At the same time, some of the students’ references to visual
culture act as informal knowledge outside of formal education. According to Kárpáti et al. (2017),
the presence of visual culture learning communities has become prevalent for students in the
st

21 century. These authors describe students who adopt ethnic cultures in their art as heritage
communities where ideas, knowledge, practices, beliefs, and behaviors of a particular culture
are expressed. Kárpáti et al. maintain that students who reference popular culture are reflecting
an interest community. Michael’s interest in anime, a style of Japanese film and television
animation, began at an early age and continues to influence his teenage years. This raises
questions for teachers about how they engage students with informal knowledge that resides
outside of school.
Secondary school student’s’ approaches to visual arts
When asked about approaches they use to create art the majority of students said they explore
themes. This involves using a variety of ideas that portray their perceptions of society, cultural
identity, and expressions of their emotions. Evelyn, for example, uses themes about gender roles
to challenge existing social stereotypes. He said:
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My art mocks gender and challenges gender roles. I like mixing a woman with a beard, creating
an image of a real feminine man, or use decorative adornments on the body… Sometimes I
incorporate global ideas to show how greedy humans are. I believe that money is evil and I want
to reflect my feelings of how I feel about that. (Evelyn, School A)

Other students spoke of how their motivation comes from themselves, other people, family
members, different places, or their cultural orientation:
Growing up, I’ve moved around a lot and my artwork revolves around the different places that I’ve
been and the different people that I’ve met. It’s about the loss of connection I’ve had with my
culture. This year I’ve learned a lot about my roots as a Cook Islander and Māori, and my family
history. My mum is really into her Māori culture and just seeing her every six months, she’s been
telling me about our background, and where we’re from. It’s really interesting and I want to learn
more about myself through my art. (Riana, School B)
Last year I explored ideas about my family and relationship with my mum. It’s based on my cultural
identity. This year I’m exploring wolves and animals because I want to challenge myself to use a
different theme compared to last year. (Chachi, 17-year old girl, Vietnamese, Year 13, School B)
This year I chose my own theme. I wanted to challenge myself because I’ve never drawn people
before. I can draw figures but just not faces so this year is a challenge for myself to draw faces
that look realistic. (Breezy, School B)

Mike compared her year 12 NCEA Level 2 experiences with year 11 Level 1:
Last year I focused on my family history and cultural identity. My work was so neat and tidy. I felt
like I was limited and isolated and couldn’t go wild. So, this time I’m doing something new,
challenging myself, and going all out. I want to become more passionate about my culture because
I’m half Tongan and half American Indian. This year, I chose to create abstract art because so it’s
much more expressive, and it’s based on my emotional journey in how I feel. My emotion is
expressed through the movements and gestures of paint. (Mike, School B)

Michael and Tommy expressed gratitude to their brothers:
The person who encouraged me most to create graffiti is my brother. Ever since I was young I
saw him drawing a type of artwork that I was into and it caught my eye. It made me want to draw
like that and to create artwork similar and even better. (Michael, School A)
What inspired me was my brother. He got into graffiti and he used to just show me all the stuff he
used to do and missions he used to go on. He started showing me famous graffiti artists from
overseas and I want to do stuff like them because it looks crazy. (Tommy, 16-year old boy, Māori,
Year 12, School A)
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I discovered that, for these students, a thematic approach is critical for informing their art making.
It is used as a motivational starting point by most of them, and is supported by their art teachers
as a legitimate way of working. The themes themselves are broad and pertinent to each student’s
cultural milieu, social dispositions, and interests in visual culture. What I observed was that this
thematic approach reflects a strong epistemic discourse and student focus. This aligns with
Maton’s (2009) characteristics of a knowledge code and knower code. Specialised principles
and procedures regarding the objects of study are emphasized as the basis of legitimacy. Thus,
the attributes of knowers (students) are recognised equally as sources of knowledge. Forms of
horizontal knowledge are brought into the class by students and the learning experience is
formalised by teachers. However, none of the students said that their teachers are the reason
why they adopt this thematic approach.

6.9

Understandings about street art

Secondary school students’ understandings of street art
During our conversations students initially offered aesthetic descriptions of what they classified
as street art, but there were mixed understandings. Some students suggested that “all of them
are the same and come under the same category.” Mike, on the other hand, differentiated
between street art, murals, and graffiti:
If you do a mural, it’s more planned and you know what it’s going to look like at the end. With
street art, you don’t know and you just go with it. Graffiti is more just like tagging. People see
graffiti as something bad but I don’t think it’s something bad. I think it’s actually really expressive.
(Mike, School B)

While most students believe that the community has a negative outlook on street art because of
its delineations, particularly its illegality, the students at School B expressed a variety of views:
For street art, you still have to ask for permission but I think people still do it anyway. It depends,
I don’t even know what the laws are here. We think street art is illegal because we weren’t taught
about it when we were younger. (Mike, School B)
Even if street art was illegal, people would still do it because they don’t really care about other
people’s opinions or the law. They just do it because they want to express how they feel and show
off their work. (Chachi, School B)
The community thinks street art is just like tagging, graffiti, and created by people who are just
being stupid kids or hood rats but there’s more to it than that… People also think that it’s like
disrespectful and its related to gangs or something like that. (Breezy, School B)
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I think a lot of the older generation will see street art as a negative because it wasn’t out back
then. Around our age group, we’re more accepting of things… The community don’t really
understand it but it depends on the location. (Riana, School B)

Although the students believe that the community has a largely negative response towards street
art they, themselves, affirmed a positive attitude. They expressed clear ideas about why street
art is created and described it as an expression of visual communication. For George (16-year
old boy, Māori-French, Year 12, School A), “Street art could be a little story to motivate the
community or inspire young people to do something better with their life.” Likewise, Riana,
Chachi, and Michael feel that street art provides a platform for people who don’t have the power
to speak for themselves in areas where they’re not heard, express the way they feel, and show
their creativity to others. Mike’s view is that street art is about creating political messages:
I think there’s a specific time where they do it like if there’s a political issue that’s happening. This
issue is going on and they do street art in that area to reference that context. It’s like the voice of
that community of their place. (Mike, School B)

Other students offered insights into where street art is viewed. There was a shared
understanding that street art is found in public spaces, such as on walls, at train stations, and in
alleyways, although Mike believes it is not limited to walls. She said, “It could also be objects of
any form that cover buildings or areas of space.” In contrast to the others, Riana emphasises
the relationship of street art with the cultural milieu of the environment:
There’s a lot of street art particularly in the city, poor places where there is violence, and
where you’d find a lot of troubled youth. You can tell a lot about the community by looking at the
street art that’s there… The different cultures and what you reckon is going on in that area. (Riana,
School B)

Only Breezy identified street art as being visually present in his community:
Out here there’s a lot more street art on the buildings. There’s not too much in this newer
area now but when it was a bit older… I feel like street art adds feeling to the place it’s in. It
brings it up more and looks nicer. (Breezy, School B)

The students’ views reflect the literature about graffiti and street art in Part 2 of Chapter 2,
although not all differentiated between the varying types of public art. Overall, each student’s
understanding of street art and appreciation for its aesthetic appeal has created a positive
response to how they viewed it. A finding that emerged is the community’s lack of understanding
about street art and how this has created negative responses. The descriptions offered by the
students can be viewed through the logic of Green’s (2005) concept of inherent meanings
(technical production and aesthetics) and delineations (social understandings and associations).
The students’ comments about how they interpret street art, including its association with graffiti,
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tagging, and illegal activity, are factors that contribute to and perpetuate negative social
attitudes (delineations) in the community. These delineations work against legitimising street
art as a valid and valued art form.
The educational potential of street art in secondary schools
When we discussed the potential of street art being a dimension of visual arts education at
secondary schools, every student supported this idea. They believe that street art could provide
greater freedom of expression in art making. In Riana’s opinion, “street art has no limits” and,
for Breezy, “It doesn’t seem restrictive so you can just do it, paint what you want, and what
you’re feeling.” Likewise, Thomas thinks that learning about street art could develop a deeper
understanding of how other artists make art. He said, “It would be good to learn more about
street art. You could learn the reasons why people do it. Some people do it for fun and some
people do it seriously to communicate a meaning.” Learning about street art at an earlier age
was emphasised by Mike. She said, “It’s so sad that street art is not included. They should have
taught us about it in year 9 or even at intermediate school. We would have learnt to like it,
understand it, appreciate it, and even do it.”
In contrast, other students questioned the validity of the material outcomes and
consequences of learning about street art. George said, “If you teach street art in schools, some
people might learn how to do it then ruin or draw on people’s houses and stuff.” Chachi’s
concerns are similar. She said, “There are a lot of people in this school who are good at street
art but I just don’t think this school allows people to do it. Maybe because people think that it’s
like a really bad influence.” For his part, Evelyn questioned whether producing street art in the
classroom could warrant being authentic. He said, “I don’t think what we would create in the
classroom could be considered as real street art because it’s not created for the streets. Unless
we can get access outside of school I’m not sure it’s considered as street art.” Evelyn’s
perspective corresponds with Bengsten’s (2016) view that a number of socio-cultural shifts within
the art world has created a sense of decontextualisation for street art as an art form (see 2.5).
Each student felt that adopting alternative ways of creating art in general could broaden
discipline boundaries of their experiences in visual arts education. The addition of street art as
formal knowledge, however, has implications for knowledge structures. In turning to Maton’s
(2009) concept of knowledge structures, if multiple voices of knowers (students) are legitimated,
it is likely that knowledge itself will become more fragmented, and develop as a horizontal
knowledge structure rather than a hierarchical one. Identified earlier in Part 1 of this chapter is
the presence of a knower code in teachers’ discourse. Knower codes can enable a stronger
sense of social relations, while epistemic relations of specialised knowledge and objects of study
are downplayed. Despite the opportunities for street art to be legitimated as knowledge, visual
arts teachers remain at the heart of decision making, recontextualisation, and experience with
knowledge for students in class.
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6.10

Visual arts education for senior students

The students’ experiences in visual arts classes
One of my aims is to situate the students’ visual arts experiences in class alongside their
teachers’ perspectives. Gaining awareness of these experiences is important for providing
insights into the types of educational discourse present in classrooms. It was also important to
understand how NCEA programmes, at Levels 2-3, reflect the power relations between student
art making and the pedagogic approaches of teachers. While specialisation codes are used to
characterise discourse, I apply Maton’s (2009) concept of an epistemic pedagogic device (EPD)
as an explanatory framework to analyse how epistemic ideas are selected, transmitted,
evaluated, and distributed for students.
A theme that emerged is that the students were very knowledgeable about NCEA. This
is most likely due to the way in which the visual arts teachers inform their students about the
requirements. The students clearly understood the notion of studying the ‘established practice’
of artists, albeit guided by their teachers through studying ‘artist models’. However, teacher
selection and student self-selection of artist models reveal differing roles:
My teacher helped me find my own style in drawing but I prefer to select artists myself. Sometimes
I go the complete opposite way of what my teacher tells me. Sometimes I don’t really like the
artists she chooses so I just go in a completely opposite direction even though I do try to
incorporate what she suggests. (George, School A)
Sometimes we pick our own artists but a majority of the time the teachers pick them for us. It’s
good for us because you’re learning about different pieces of artwork, and being exposed to new
artists. It’s a challenge to incorporate it into your line of work sometimes. (Michael, School A)
Our teacher gives us different artist models and at the same time she just tells us to choose which
one we like. I’m into graffiti and that’s the type of artwork that I like to do. She does let us do that
kind of artwork if we want to. (Tommy, School A)
In Year 11 you’re given specific criteria. You have to meet it and teachers go through it with you on how
to use different media and artists models. That’s the sort of a tool that teachers give to you then they
say go express something or do whatever you want to do in your own way. (Mike, School B)

While students are positive about using artist models, they were cognizant that the objective was
not to replicate other artists. For Mike and Breezy, artist models are useful for identifying thematic
ideas but generating their own meaning unique to themselves is far more important:
When referencing artists, I don’t copy their work. I base it on an idea behind the work so sometimes
I’ll pick an artist and I might not like its aesthetic but I might use their idea… I like to be original
and I don’t like to copy. (Mike, School B)
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The process involves us picking an artist model who is somebody that we like. It might be their
painting or how they sketch and we try to use their conventions and media in our own work…
We’re not trying to copy their work but we’re trying to make it similar with our own depth of field,
and put our own meaning to it. (Breezy, School B)

All nine students expressed familiarity with the NCEA criteria. They understood that they are
required to use various media in their art, apply and develop thematic ideas, and submit their
artworks for the Level 2 or Level 3 external Achievement Standards 2.4 or 3.4 on folio boards
(Table 2, Visual Arts Matrix). Each student offered an opinion about the NCEA submission
requirements:
You have two boards in Year 11 and usually the top row will start with a series and it will have to
all connect together in some way… It slowly develops into your second board which is where you
really dig deeper to bring out your ideas… Year 13 has three boards which is more work. If our
teacher doesn’t like the work she might suggest that we switch them around. (Chachi, School B)

You are required to use different mediums and show different techniques. You can’t just do like
all pattern based drawings because it’s not really enough. You have to show the people assessing
your work that you can do a lot of stuff. (Evelyn, School A)
Artworks on the boards usually start off with like pen or ink and then it slowly progresses into other
media like acrylic paint, watercolour, charcoal, crayons, oil paint, shellac, and even leaves from
outside… When using artist models, there has to be some sort of connection between your work
and the artists’ work… You begin with a theme so when teachers look at it they just know what
it’s about and that first piece introduces the idea. (Riana, School B)
From what my teachers told me, we have to incorporate and draw artwork with things from other artists
into our own work. Depending on the level of how you draw it has to meet the standard and be submitted
on time and everything. (Michael, School A)

Chachi believes that looking at the ‘established practice’ of artist models is a necessary way
of making art, otherwise students might not successfully achieve their credits. Even being a
‘great artist’ is not enough:
Even if you can paint really well but didn’t use artist models then you could fail. It does challenge
you to try out new things that your artist model does. You have to use the techniques that they are
using so that you can pass. For example, how they use the brush to spread thick paint or the
colours they use. (Chachi, School B)

Breezy concurs that having artist models is good:
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You don’t want the same artist models as everybody else otherwise your work is just going to look
repetitive. Artist models can be quite restricting but you have to use them to pass and it restricts
you from doing your own art. (Breezy, School B)

Breezy explained that NCEA art at Year 13 is a lot more demanding than at year 12:
In Year 12 there’s two or three artist models but in year 13 you need like five or six. We have to
do 50 drawings in a week for internal assessments [selected from the Level 3 Achievement
Standards 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5] and our teacher swapped it to twenty-five because it was too much.
That was just to get an achieved. (Breezy, School B)

It is evident from their comments that students studying Year 12 and Year 13 art experience a
shift in educational discourse. The requirements of NCEA expect more from them, and there is
a notable emphasis in their comments about ‘passing’ and ‘failing’, especially if artist models are
not used.

13

The increased workload refers specifically to AS 3.4, where students gain 14 credits

for an external portfolio board assessment. Despite this pressure, I noticed that students are
positive about the system of assessment and that there was no significant tension in how they
perceived NCEA or their experiences with their teachers. These comments align with Maton’s
(2009) characterisation of a knower code that emphasises the social relations of students and
downplays the epistemic relations of the disciplinary field. The requirements of NCEA, however,
represent an élite code. As the most demanding specialisation code, students are required to be
the right kind of knower and possess specific specialised knowledge. I concluded that these two
teachers navigate a path between knower and élite codes which provides students with a strong
sense of voice while, at the same time, meeting NCEA assessment requirements.

6.11

A summary: Positive experiences for secondary school visual arts
students

In this part of Chapter 6, I examined the views, expressed during two focus group conversations
with nine senior secondary school art students from Secondary Schools A and B. The findings
encapsulate the students’ art making, perceptions of street art, and experiences in class. These
views affirm the significance of visual culture in their lives, cultural identities, and their art.
Most students were positive about street art. They find it an ‘interesting’ and ‘relevant’ art
form, and are enthusiastic about its legitimation as formal curricula in class. However, their
exposure to street art as knowledge is irregular. Some students were ‘not interested’ while others
were captivated and wished that street art was taught as early as intermediate levels of schooling.
The use of artist models in NCEA is considered useful for learning about artworks and existing
practitioners. With the option for students to self-select their own practitioners, ‘street artists’ can
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In NCEA students do not ‘pass’ or ‘fail’, or receive marks. At each level (1, 2 or 3) they must achieve a certain number
of credits to gain an NCEA Certificate which they can achieve with Excellence or Merit or Achieved (with some students
Not Achieving).
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be among those selected. While the requirements of NCEA visual arts increase from Levels 1-3,
the Achievement Standards (and their associated assessment criteria) remain flexible enough for
street art to be legitimated.
Next, in Part 3 of Chapter 6, I investigate the viewpoints of two tertiary visual arts lecturers
from differing institutions and their perspectives about knowledge, pedagogy, teaching
programmes, and understandings of street art.
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CHAPTER 6
Part 3 - TERTIARY VISUAL ARTS LECTURERS’ PERSPECTIVES:
KNOWLEDGE, PEDAGOGY, AND STRUCTURES

My starting point for understanding the implications of street art in tertiary education was to seek
the perspectives of two tertiary art school lecturers, Anna at Art School 1 and Marco at Art School
2. Both tertiary art schools are co-educational. Anna has taught for 22 years, and Marco for eight
years. In addition, I have added my perspectives as a participant-researcher working in a tertiary
art school for eight years. I did not conduct research at my institution, thus the references to this
art school are based on documents available in the public domain.

6.12

Introduction

In this part of Chapter 6, I examine the perspectives of two tertiary art lecturers from differing
tertiary institutions. The findings from a 90-minute interview with each lecturer provide insight into
the legitimation of varying knowledge types, pedagogic dispositions, understandings of street art,
and structures that shape their teaching programmes. My voice is included as a participantresearcher and art school lecturer. Anna’s and Marco’s perspectives are based on teaching at
undergraduate levels, while my views reflect experiences teaching in a Certificate programme. I
use three theoretical concepts to analyse educational discourse. Bernstein’s (1999) distinctions
between vertical discourse (academic knowledge) and horizontal discourse (every day
knowledge) are used to differentiate types of knowledge. Maton’s (2009) specialisation codes to
characterise the structuring of knowledge and its effects on pedagogy. Green’s (2005) theory of
inherent meanings (technical production) and delineations (social contexts) to identify the
characteristics of street art and provide explanations in how it is experienced and responded to
in tertiary art settings.

6.13

Knowledge

The presence of visual culture in classrooms
My questions to the lecturers about their understanding of visual culture elicited similar narratives.
Anna describes it as “more popular culture compared to fine arts”, while Marco perceives visual
culture as “incorporating everything visual… It’s a broad term and visual culture incorporates all
visual media… digital, analogue, books, and anything within that realm.” Their definitions align
with Bolin’s and Blandy’s (2011) claim that visual culture is continually expanding.
Both lecturers believe that visual culture forms a critical component for how students see
themselves. Anna said, “A lot of my students are really interested in graffiti. They come here and
are already self-taught graffiti artists and tattoo artists. We have a lot of students who are really
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interested in murals.” Likewise, for Marco, knowing his students requires an understanding of
their cultural identities and interests:
In year one, you see a lot of student’s influences in what they perceive themselves to be, and where
they come from. That’s the cultural capital they grew up on and it comes through artwork… Anything
from cultural identity, images on social media, fashion, films, advertising, and popular culture.
(Marco, Art School 2)

In Bernstein’s (1999) terms, visual culture is legitimated as a type of horizontal discourse by both
lecturers. However, I noticed that the students’ interests in visual culture does not entirely match
with the expertise and knowledge of the lecturers. In Anna’s case, this disconnect with her
students could be a result of her formal training in fine arts over ten years ago:
Who I’m teaching or what I’m teaching, there is a quite a big gap because I’m trained as a fine
artist. Students here at this institution aren’t interested in making paintings and that’s what I do. I
teach painting, they can do oils and acrylics, and make canvases but there’s not much interest.
(Anna, Art School 1)

Marco and Anna also have differing views about the types of academic knowledge (vertical
discourse) in their respective teaching programmes. Marco emphasises a procedural approach to
academic knowledge. He said, “Students learn about the materials of painting and drawing
which support them to locate and place themselves as a contemporary visual artist.” In
contrast, Anna saw the study of art history as an essential form of propositional academic
knowledge for her students:
The thing that’s missing is that students have no, or very little knowledge, of art history. I’ll ask
about the great masters and they won’t know who I’m talking about. That kind of knowledge is really
important and you need to know some of that stuff to move forward with art so we teach a little bit.
It’s a great way to bring things from history, re-work them, and talk about that. (Anna)

In the context of Maton’s (2009) specialisation codes, a knowledge clash is present in Art School
1. While Anna views art history as an important type of academic knowledge (vertical discourse),
her students have not been given experiences or opportunities to appreciate it in the same way as
she does. In this scenario, the responsibility rests with Anna to provide students with exposure to
certain types of knowledge.
At my art school, the study of art history is not compulsory as course content. I find that
at Certificate level students have little knowledge about art history. Instead, the emphasis in the
one semester foundation course is on development of technical skills. The learning outcomes in
each of these courses require students to demonstrate what they can technically do rather than
what theoretical knowledge they know. The current rationale of my programme supports the view
of Wright and Shore (2017) who claim that the tertiary sector has been affected by neoliberalism.
Anna spoke of how a theoretical component at Art School 1 includes the study of visual culture:
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Visual culture is usually taught in a theory paper and so there’s a lot of talk about what it is and
current thinking around contemporary art, popular culture, and influences on art. Visual culture
tends to be something that you think about contextually in the studio. I don’t really address visual
culture specifically in studio but teach about artists and look at thematic ideas. (Anna)

In a second course, Anna uses practical experiences to teach students drawing methodologies,
which leads to exploring aspects of visual culture:
I’m teaching this paper called Drawing Methodologies. We go through lots of different processes and
alternative drawing approaches, which is quite experimental… The first five weeks it’s all about
materials, processes, and techniques. They design a tattoo, photocopy their arm, and put images
of plants on, and get them to do a drawing from that. After that I let them do their own design or
whatever they want. We also include T-shirt design, illustration, photography, moving image, and
we encourage students to look in their community. (Anna)

Vertical discourse and horizontal discourse are legitimated in both schools. With reference to
Bernstein (1999), it is evident that Anna, Marco, and I teach a combination of vertical discourses
(academic knowledge – including both propositional and procedural knowledge) and horizontal
discourses (every day knowledge and practices) in our programmes. While students bring broad
forms of visual culture to the class, it is the lecturers who play an active role in recontextualising
knowledge for them.
The lecturers’ understandings of street art
In my conversations with the visual arts lecturers, what emerged is their shared understandings
about the possibilities of street art in public spaces:
Street art encompasses so many different forms of art. It’s not one thing because it’s so many.
Graffiti artists are doing a particular type of work, street artists are doing public interventions, and
you have muralists… It’s always reinventing itself with new things. Just when you think it’s
something, it changes. It also encompasses a range of different media. (Marco)
It’s artwork on walls, murals, and graffiti art. Our faculty has performing arts and creative writing
too so I know that street art can be so much more in public. It could be performance and anything
from clowning to stand up poetry so that kind of thing can be very wide and varied. (Anna)

While the lecturers’ definitions of street art align with those of Bengsten (2016), he emphasises
that the art form itself is continually evolving. In essence, the lecturers believe that street art is
produced for multiple reasons, purposes, and in varying contexts. Marco describes street art as
a unique form of visual communication that challenges broad audiences to reconsider their
environment:
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It’s a natural art form for people wanting to say something visually, and whether it’s through colours,
words, whatever, it’s out in a public sphere. It’s the most immediate way of reaching people… it
might not bring about radical change or anything but it might get one or two people to think about
stuff when they walk around the city or wherever. (Marco)

Anna concurs that there are multiple reasons for producing street art:
I think about muralists and graffiti art and there are a lot of reasons why they might do it. They might
be commissioned or do it for themselves. People might want to work as a collective or do
collaborative work so that’s a very wide and varied reason why street art exists. (Anna)

In terms of the social understandings of street art, both Anna and Marco emphasise the
community’s connotations with graffiti. While Anna said street art and graffiti has “good and bad
connotations”, Marco believes that negative responses have changed over time and become
more positive:
The community perceive street art as tagging and vandalism. In the last ten years that perception
has changed a bit because of the range of art that’s out there about street artists and also because
we’re becoming more educated. A lot of communities are now valuing the role of art and seeing
that there is a valid art form rather than something that’s just related to vandalism. (Marco)

The impression I gained from the lecturers is that street art in New Zealand is not completely
legitimated as an art form compared with the attitudes of other countries. Anna stressed the
importance of increasing the visual presence of street art in public spaces:
In terms of New Zealand, our street art is very underdeveloped. I don’t think we have huge urban
areas that would promote that and fuel it. I’m definitely aware of the various street art and murals
that’s established here where I work. It’s got a long way to go to have more of a physical and visible
presence compared to somewhere like downtown Los Angeles. (Anna)

For Marco, improved digital accessibility of street art has increased its validation as an art form:
You can go to blogs and websites where the artists are communicating their ideas to an audience.
There are also galleries and lots of people writing about street art. The internet has helped talented
street artists, graffiti writers, and muralists, to become recognised internationally which gives them
a kind of validation. It’s happening more overseas but not particularly here in New Zealand. (Marco)

In my view, street art is not fully accepted in New Zealand because it is a relatively young art form
compared with more well-established movements in art history. In recent years, however, the
increase in street art festivals across the country has contributed to showcasing the diversity of
practices and the high quality of art within this genre. In addition, street artists often create art in
a range of diverse social contexts such as private galleries as well as creating art outdoors. As a
result, the interpretation of how street art is perceived, valued, and legitimated is broadening.
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What I gained from the lecturers’ comments is a combination of definitions and
perceptions about street art. Applying Green’s (2005) concept of inherent meanings (technical
production and aesthetics) and delineations (social understandings and interpretations), each of
us share similar views about how authentic street art is produced. What emerged is the
community’s negative response (delineation) towards street art that has arisen from its perceived
connotations with graffiti. Anna, Marco and I all believe, however, that the broadening of social
contexts in which street art is viewed is changing community attitudes and generating more positive
responses. We agree that the idea of more street art, greater accessibility, and diversity of artistic
practices is contributing to a better understanding by the community.
Educational potential of street art in tertiary art schools
Anna, Marco, and I legitimate street art as a type of vertical discourse at our tertiary institutions,
but how frequently street art is explicitly legitimated depends on a range of circumstances. At Art
School 1 street art is legitimated as an explicit dimension of a special topic course. Driven by
student interest, a street artist is employed to deliver a one semester course:
We’ve employed a street artist and he’s taking that course. It’s been really interesting and the
students love it. He’s exposing them to a wide range of mural artists both nationally and
internationally and he’s taken them on a field trip to look at local murals. (Anna)

For Marco, on the other hand, references to street art are more implicitly legitimated:
Street art is not officially part of the teaching programme but I do refer to it in my own teaching. It
also informs my own practice because I reference it and it is current and relevant in terms of the
cultural milieu of today. (Marco)

While each lecturer legitimates street art as vertical knowledge in different ways, I was interested
in understanding what the students learn about street art. Both Anna and Marco believe that
studying street art provides students with a variety of procedural skills, understanding of how
public spaces are used, and the potential to create new contexts for art that, in turn, may produce
new interpretations. Anna’s special topic course begins with examining the local and global
contexts of street art’s production:
They get to learn about the history and contemporary projects for example in Berlin, France, and
New Zealand. They’re expanding their thinking about what murals are, reasons about why they’re
made, and who funds them. Within eight weeks, they collaboratively design their own mural and
paint it on the whole side of our building. (Anna)

Marco believes that learning about street art can support students to develop a critical
understanding of art in public spaces. In exposing students to this concept, they are given an
opportunity to examine the social contexts of production, which align with various ideological
contestations of public space proposed by Visconti et al. (2010):
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Students learn to deal with politics that govern public and private spaces. They develop strategies
and approaches to art using this thinking. There are ideas about accessibility of public spaces,
cultural hierarchies, and freedom of speech for marginalised people. As part of a mixed media
course, students translate part of their project into a public space. Understanding that shift in
context and the ramifications of it are important. They think about the relationship of space and
their work differently. That shift in context completely changes the reading of their work. There’s a
shift in value systems of the audience especially when it’s taken back into a gallery context. (Marco)

Another idea expressed by Marco is how street art is a gateway into learning about other art
forms. As a subset of visual culture, he believes that learning about street art can broaden
students’ understandings of art:
Learning about street art could raise their awareness and understanding of the politics of their
cultural milieu, which allows them to participate and contribute to the conversation of public spaces.
Validation of it as a legitimate art form to research would help to broaden their visual vocabulary
and psychologically free them to reference other visual culture. (Marco)

Marco’s disposition towards visual culture as knowledge creates opportunities for horizontal
discourse to become legitimated in class. As such, the hierarchical distinctions between visual
culture and fine arts become less visible. For Anna, legitimating street art as a type of formal
knowledge or vertical discourse is equally important:
The fact that street art is included in our programme and that students are getting credits for a
degree in doing a mural gives their learning a sense of authenticity, kudos, credibility, and validity.
It makes it more real for them and a feasible thing to do which acknowledges the culture. (Anna)

In my programme, street art is explicitly present in a collaborative project course. Students begin
by learning a range of practical techniques and the application of these skills is presented in a
collaborative mural. Because the course is only one semester long, it is difficult to explore all the
possible social contexts and concepts of street art, thus greater emphasis is placed on the
technical aspects (know-how). My motivation for legitimating street art in the studio is similar to
Marco’s and Anna’s. My aim is to expose students to a genre of art that I believe is relatively new
and marginalised compared with other dominant ideas from art history.
Legitimating horizontal discourse as vertical discourse can contribute to the cumulative
knowledge building in visual arts education. It was evident from the lecturer’s perspectives that
street art is viewed as a legitimate art form with epistemic value in education. For each of us,
learning about street art as a vertical discourse involves a combination of procedural knowledge
and propositional knowledge. Maton (2009) posits that the process of cumulative knowledge
building can shape the hierarchical structures of knowledge, whereby canons of disciplines can
develop, change, expand their boundaries, and create “new beginnings” (p. 39). However, the
legitimation of street art is not consistently included as core curricula in our tertiary teaching
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programmes because its inclusion relies on student interest. This raises questions for me, as a
participant-researcher and lecturer, of how street art can maintain its legitimacy in the canon
compared with other dominant art forms that remain prevalent in class.

6.14

Pedagogy

The lecturers’ pedagogic discourses
A key aim of my conversations with Anna and Marco was to ascertain their pedagogical
discourses. What emerged was how their pedagogic dispositions are highly student-centred,
thereby representing the characteristics of a knower code. Although Anna and Marco have taught
for differing lengths of time, 22 and eight years respectively, I observed that their personal
preferences for art did not negatively influence their approach to curriculum inclusion and
pedagogy. For Anna, responding to her students’ visual culture influences her pedagogy,
irrespective of what she describes as the “disconnect from what I’m interested in.” Her approach
to teaching begins with understanding the students’ needs:
I’m always adjusting my teaching to what’s happening in visual culture and in their world. We adjust
courses to what students are interested in… we are adapting to change and aware of what’s going
on in the community… Students let us know in evaluations so we see what they’re interested in,
and try to teach in a way that is relevant for them. That’s the point of them being here. (Anna)

Marco expressed a similar view:
It ’s a 50/50 reciprocal relationship that requires the student to have some understanding of
what they are interested in. I use a traditional formal approach and teach about visual
culture. I allow the students to bring their visual cultural influences, so from there I help them
to deepen their research inquiry, conceptual ideas, and formal skills. (Marco)

Both Anna and Marco spoke of their responsiveness to students as an underlying pedagogical
priority. This receptiveness correlates with how they support students to discover a visual identity
through their individual art making:
I’ll teach using traditional discipline briefs such as painting and drawing which has a specific
focus but it still allows the student to approach it in their own visual language and interests
into the work. It can be both intrinsic and stimulated from their cultural milieu. (Marco)
We really encourage our students to make their work about themselves more so than to make work
like other artists. We’re always sort of saying what are you doing, what’s your history, what are your
hobbies and that kind of thing? We really get students to make work that they are passionate about
and says who they are. (Anna)
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While both lecturers promoted strong student-centred approaches to teaching, I discovered that
they face challenges in how their students perceive art. Marco, for example, is concerned with
how students might use artist models to ‘replicate art’ which does not meet his objectives in visual
arts education:
Students use artist models but it takes a while for them to understand that it’s not just a skill-based
exercise. Like, ‘I’m good at drawing and I’ve taken a Shane Cotton painting and I’ve done ten
translations of it’… many students get caught up as stylists and copyists. In New Zealand, we
always look for validation overseas or maybe it’s our schooling system. (Marco)

Likewise, for Anna, her students have strong technical skills but tend to lack individual creativity:
I’ve got a few students who have had very rigorous training in China. Their drawings are astounding
but they struggle when they are given freedom in the studio and they don’t know what to make their
art about when they have the freedom of choice. We give them quite a lot of structure but in other
places they might be thrown in the deep end. (Anna)

In my approach to teaching at Certificate level I also adopt a student-centred slant, although a
degree of lecturer control is important. My decision-making begins with understanding the
learning outcomes for tertiary courses that are prescribed by the New Zealand Qualifications
Authority (NZQA). From there, I design courses with other lecturers so that learning aligns with
preparing students for study in undergraduate programmes. At Certificate level, instruction is
much more prescribed than at undergraduate levels, thus students are expected to follow certain
procedures and processes in order to meet assessment criteria. Within the prescribed ways of
art making, students have flexibility to experiment and select their own subject matter and content.
A key challenge I face is their varying levels of understanding about the creative process.
What I discovered from the conversations with Anna and Marco, in combination with my
reflections, is that students’ interests and lecturers’ dispositions are equally important. This basis
of legitimacy reflects what Maton (2009) classifies as a knower code and a knowledge code.
Where a knower code predominates, the attributes of students are legitimated by lecturers while
the epistemic relations are downplayed. On the other hand, a knowledge code has stronger
epistemic relations, focusing more on the object of study and the social relations are downplayed.
I concluded that the discourses adopted by both lecturers, and myself, straddle between both
codes at differing stages and at different academic levels of learning.

6.15

Structures

Tertiary structures and teaching programmes
My analysis of the teaching programmes affirms the presence of neoliberal ideologies. Students
are required to study a combination of compulsory and self-selected elective courses at
undergraduate levels. This structure requires inclusion of a specific range of discipline areas
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within visual arts. One finding that emerged is how the structural change at Art School 1 has
affected both knowledge and pedagogy. For Anna, this recent restructuring of the teaching
programme has shifted the philosophical position of the school from traditional fine arts to an
emphasis on vocational outcomes:
The focus of our school has really changed over several years and moved away from fine art to
more community based work. Our catch phrase is getting students into great jobs. It’s all about
vocational outcomes so every course that we write has to have that in the background. That’s a
government directive so that’s really changed our approach to teaching and delivery. (Anna)

The restructuring at Art School 1 reflects the residual effects of neoliberal ideologies influenced
by government visions. The emphasis on employment as an outcome of success aligns with
Wright’s and Shore’s (2017) claim that universities are increasingly repositioned as
entrepreneurial knowledge organisations. Amidst the transformation at Anna’s Art School, the
construction of knowledge has been affected, as evident in the shift from discipline-specific art to
interdisciplinary approaches in visual arts education:
Major disciplines such as painting and sculpture were disestablished and we moved towards
interdisciplinarity. All those discipline barriers got broken down and things changed… In
Year One, I have students from jewellery, moving image, and all sorts. It really pushes me
to look at concepts, and research in areas that I haven’t done before. I have had to make
links and connections across disciplines. (Anna)

While the notion of interdisciplinarity is explicit only at Art School 1, Marco shared his insights
about maintaining traditional visual arts training:
I am in two minds about traditional disciplinary training. It depends on value systems. There
is something to be said about focused core skill training in one area. A mastery of a
traditional fine arts skills will always raise questions of relevancy now, in regards to the
explosion of visual culture and technology available to all visual artists and the exclusion of
other forms of art. (Marco)

Ideas about assessment criteria for interdisciplinary art making were also raised. Marco and Anna
question how expanding the ways of art making beyond traditional disciplines could have
implications for students in gaining the necessary depth of disciplinary knowledge:
When students have freedom to explore their own ideas and approaches it can be a
challenge to assess. What is included or excluded in this broad term of Visual Arts? Who decides
what is valid? Visual culture is continually changing and shifting so it makes sense that the
education system shifts with it… You can get an exciting range of visual outcomes but they
might lack the level of mastery in specific discipline knowledge. (Marco)
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Students come out skilled in lots of different disciplines. Our student’s come out at the end
very skilled digitally and with two or three other different skills. They could be amazing
jewellery makers photographers, and drawers, so I think it’s good. However, students don’t
get the depth of technical skill if they are in just one discipline so that’s a shame. (Anna)

Although Anna and Marco view the shift to an interdisciplinary structure as potentially challenging
for students and visual arts education, they are optimistic about teaching and engaging students
in new ways:
I’m teaching Year Three and those students are a combination of performing artists, moving image,
printmaking, and jewellery. Students are working with conceptually driven ideas first then they find
their discipline or consider how they want to execute their work. The whole idea of mash-up and
remix it is very popular. (Anna)
I encourage students to go beyond traditional disciplines. A new model of teaching will be helpful
and make art more relevant for teachers and students instead of a skills-based copying exercise
which validates technical skill over experimentation. Students can research a wider range of visual
artists, which will be helpful if they decide to pursue a career as a visual artist. (Marco)

Both lecturers reiterated their support for interdisciplinarity, which they believe helps to break
down the hierarchies between disciplines:
Students who come from secondary school, they often have quite narrow and conservative views
on what they perceive to be valid art… When I am teaching I reference a wide range of street
artists, designers, illustrators who move across genres and disciplines… This breaks down the
hierarchies and distinctions of high and low art, which echoes the hierarchies, stereotypes, and
discrimination within society. (Marco)
There are no hierarchies anymore. Before, if you’re doing this, you can’t do that. That would
never happen these days. You are just an artist and the word artist means it gives you
freedom to be a variety of different things… We also encourage collaborative learning and lots
of cross-pollination between disciplines. (Anna)

In my Certificate programme, a disciplinary approach remains the primary method of visual arts
education. While students do not specialise at foundation level, there is an emphasis on training
students for ‘career preparation’ with some courses emphasising ‘soft skills’ and ‘collaboration’.
Ideological contestations for power and control are present at all three tertiary institutions.
According to Maton’s (2009) epistemic pedagogic device (EPD), whoever holds the EPD holds the
power to structure knowledge. While lecturers maintain autonomy in determining knowledge in
class, the Tertiary Education Strategy has influenced the structure of various teaching
programmes. These visions place a much greater emphasis on procedural knowledge and a shift
towards interdisciplinary learning. The consequences are that pedagogic approaches are altered
and, with that, the types of knowledge students are exposed to changes. An on-going challenge
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for lecturers is finding a balance between types of knowledge for students, while maintaining
epistemic quality and meeting the neoliberal imperatives required by the government.

6.16

A summary: Affirmation of student-centred pedagogies

In Part 3 I examined the perspectives of two tertiary visual arts lecturers from differing art schools,
and provided my perspectives as a lecturer at a third tertiary institution. The insights reveal the
types of knowledge legitimated in class, pedagogical discourses, and educational structures that
influence teaching programmes.
A key discovery is that Anna, Marco, and I exhibit the qualities of a knower code. Our
pedagogic discourse revolves around a student-centred approach, which requires us to adapt
teaching to meet the needs and interests of students. While Anna and Marco did not distinguish
between Bernstein’s (1999) types as vertical and horizontal discourses, they legitimated street
art as formal knowledge. Referring to Green’s (2005) theory of inherent meanings and
declinations, both lecturers provided insights into street art’s artistic production and social
contexts. These types of academic knowledge legitimated by the lecturers align with the theory
of propositional knowledge (know-that) and procedural knowledge (know-how) (Winch, 2017).
As well as a knower code, the structure of our three teaching programmes reflects a
knowledge code. Under a knowledge code, the epistemic relations of the object of study are more
tightly framed, while the social relations are downplayed. A question for tertiary art lecturers is
how they will find a balance between know-that and know-how for students, and how the
legitimation of street art into the vertical hierarchical structure of the canon could contribute to
recontextualising new ideas and challenge old ones.
Next, in Part 4 of this chapter, I investigate the perspectives of seven tertiary art students
taught by Anna at Art School 1 and Marco at Art School 2. During my two 90-minute focus group
interviews with these students, I focused on finding out about their art making, perceptions of
street art, and experiences in class.
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CHAPTER 6
Part 4 - TERTIARY VISUAL ARTS STUDENTS’ PERSPECTIVES: ART
MAKING, KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCES
In the final part of Chapter 6 I focus on the perspectives of seven tertiary visual arts art students
from two art schools. Participants Jennifer, Frida, Jason and Josiah are students with Anna at Art
School 1, and Sabrina, Mark, and Hannah are taught by Marco at Art School 2. The students,
aged from 18 to 46, are studying visual arts in their second year of an undergraduate degree.
They met with me at their respective art schools and participated in a focus group interview of
approximately 90-minutes. Each student expressed a variety of reasons for choosing to study
visual arts. These included their positive experiences at secondary school, love of art making,
and further development of their artistic skills.

6.17

Introduction

In this chapter, I present my discoveries from two focus group interviews with seven tertiary art
students at Art Schools 1 and 2. The findings are connected to the students’ ideas about their art
making, perceptions of street art, and experiences in class. A combination of micro, meso, and
macro factors emerged that influence their educational experiences in the studio, and how their
knowledge is legitimated in class. First, the student’s offered perspectives on visual culture and
its relationship with approaches they use in their art making. Second, their insights exemplify an
understanding of street art. Third, the students reflected on experiences in their respective art
schools, and how the structure of teaching programmes influences their encounters with
knowledge. In this chapter, I use Green’s (2005) concepts of inherent meanings (technical
production and aesthetics) and delineations (social understandings and interpretations) to
theorise and bring understanding to the data and Maton’s (2009) Legitimation Code Theory (LCT)
as the theoretical framework to characterise the educational discourse experienced by students.
Here, I examine how the students and their work are legitimated by lecturers and teaching
programmes. Bernstein’s (2000) theories of knowledge differentiation are used, also, to
distinguish between varying types of horizontal discourse (everyday knowledge) and vertical
discourse (academic knowledge) experienced by these tertiary visual arts students. I begin with
their perspectives on visual culture and art making.

6.18

Visual culture and art making

Students’ understanding of visual culture
A key aim was to ascertain the tertiary students’ general understandings of the term visual culture
in relation to their artworks. A shared view was held by all, but one, student about what visual
culture means to them. For six students, visual culture begins with the idea of visual
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communication. Most see visual culture as cultural expressions, artworks, or trending cultures
on social media. Mark (18-year old boy, New Zealand European, Year 2, Art School 2) describes
visual culture as “The aesthetic qualities of a group or groups of people.” Likewise, Josiah (38year old man, Māori-Samoan-New Zealand European, Year 2, Art School 1) believes that visual
culture can take the form of art and represent various cultures. He spoke about visual culture
pertinent to New Zealand:
Owen Dippie is a street artist who has a public mural in Auckland. He painted a portrait of an old
Māori lady with the moko and this is a strong thing because New Zealand is founded on Māori
culture. The painting is an acknowledgement for them as people here in this country. (Josiah, Art
School 1)

For Frida (46-year old woman, Māori, Year 2, Art School 1) and Sabrina (19-year old girl, Māori,
Year 2, Art School 2), visual culture is not understood as an isolated phenomenon but, instead,
is viewed as visual references that influence and reflect the identity of people. Sabrina thinks it
is anything visual that people can relate to in society. She describes these as “encounters with
everything such as art, which will inspire more art, but it’s also everything you see in life.” Frida
added that:
Visual culture is your influences and what makes up your own culture. It could represent an era
that you were brought up in or where you are located. It makes you who you are today and when
you visually communicate that, you put that out there. (Frida, Art School 1)

Likewise, Jason (20-year old boy, Samoan-New Zealand European-German, Year 2, Art School
1), believes that encounters with visual culture can occur through digital environments. In his
view, “Visual culture can be trends on social media. Everyone is on social media and visually
showing everybody what they’re interested in and that can influence you.” Hannah (18-year old
girl, Australian-New Zealand European, Year 2, Art School 2), is the only student who expressed
no interest in visual culture, and is against the idea of including ‘culture’ per se.
Visual culture in the students’ art
It is evident from the comments of six of the seven students that visual culture is present in their
art making. Many are influenced by more than one type of visual culture, the most common being
popular culture:
There’s graffiti art, tattoos, street art, airbrushing, whatever I consider as art. I love drawing
everything and I can’t concentrate on just one thing. I give everything a go. If I get bored with one
thing, I’ll move onto the next thing and learn something else. (Josiah, Art School 1)
Photography, music, and people around me influence my art. I like seeing the community come
together so as a photographer I like things that catch my eye, and street art is an example of what
I see that has a lot of colour. (Jennifer, Art School 1)
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The art that I produce outside of university is purely for Instagram, which is in the form of
portraiture. It caters to a fan base where I draw cliché cartoon characters like Ironman and Darth
Vader… It’s always just pen on paper. (Mark, Art School 2)

On the other hand, Frida, Sabrina, and Josiah cite particular connections to Māori and New
Zealand visual culture:
I’m influenced by music, cooking, and painting. When I’m creating my art, I’m trying to make a
connection to the people who are in New Zealand, and people from Māori ethnicity which is quite
important to my culture and practice too. (Frida, Art School 1)
For me it’s based on my experiences in life and music which is very emotive. Listening to music
creates a mood, which could influence the colour I use… I’m also Māori so I try to consider
everything from the ‘other’. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
I’ve always been influenced by street art so before looking internationally for ideas I’ll look at local
artists that are from New Zealand. I reference people like Askew, Phat1, and Owen Dippie. I like
to back up our own culture and what we do here. (Josiah, Art School 1)

Only Hannah believes that her art is not influenced by visual culture:
I don’t think culture influences my art. I’m an artist who avoids ethnic culture and when I moved to
New Zealand from Australia I was like ‘no’, I’m not going to get involved in culture here. I remember
in secondary school we had to incorporate Māori or New Zealand themes because you get better
marks and examiners like it. I used to hate it. (Hannah, Art School 2)

Hannah’s approach to art making is quite different from the others. While they are noticeably
influenced by expressions of visual culture, she rejects this notion. It also became obvious that
visual culture is generally more apparent at Art School 1, where Anna teaches, than in students’
art making at Art School 2 where Marco is the lecturer.
Students’ approaches to art making
All four students from Art School 1 adopt thematic approaches to their art making. The idea of
ethnic representations of culture is a predominant theme, used in a variety of ways. For example,
Jennifer (19-year old girl, Samoan, Year 2, Art School 1) uses photography to explore ideas
about movement from Samoan Siva dancing:
I’m Samoan but I don’t know anything about my cultural identity. I’m looking at Samoan Siva’s and
I’m doing a series of photographs of dancers. I’m just looking at it because it’s the only thing that
hasn’t had a western influence on it. I’m studying dance movements and breaking it into a
sequence of movements through photographs. (Jennifer, Art School 1)

Similarly, Frida and Jason focus on their particular passions:
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I don’t know if it’s being Māori or not but I like to give, share knowledge, and create artwork that
shows my love for cooking, painting, jewellery making, and photography. I feel I’ve taken some
really good photos and I appreciate what I’m capturing now. I’ve been looking into public share
and social practices. (Frida, Art School 1)
I create illustrations and tattoo designs. My images feature portraits in realistic styles and I also
draw cartoons that reference Mexican culture such as ‘day of the dead’, which is a celebration to
remember the people that have passed away. (Jason, Art School 1)

Students at Art School 2 differed from those at Art School 1 in that they used alternative
approaches to learning about visual arts. Three key ideas that emerged were their use of theory,
experimental processes, and aesthetics. Mark, at Art School 2, believes that art making begins
with theoretical ideas from fine arts:
I try not to touch on cliché topics. I create art that’s inspired by theory-based ideas which offer
different perspectives that people have touched on like objectivism and it’s all very philosophical.
My art is very factual and I really don’t paint something about problems in society or anything. I’m
quite structured, it has to have a border, and it’s more conceptual. (Mark, Art School 2)

In Sabrina’s case, experimenting with materials provides a symbolic reference for her ideas:
If I’m not creating emotive art its more scientific. Last term I was using coconut oil to make my
own paint to reference my mum’s history of massaging us growing up and how she nurtured us.
I’m referencing my Māori background, experiences as a wahine, sexism, sexuality, and misogyny.
(Sabrina, Art School 2)

In contrast, Hannah says that she adopts a therapeutic approach to explore aesthetics:
My art is about aesthetics such as going out on the street and seeing colours of a tree against
bricks or on the floor. The idea of emotions also drives my work. I’m a hands-on person and it’s
usually therapeutic rather than conceptual. It’s quite expressive and created very quickly.
(Hannah, Art School 2)

While each student uses differing approaches to making art, it is evident that they are not limited
to a singular way of achieving this. For example, Sabrina and Hannah apply mixed media
methods to their experimentation with materials as part of learning about their creative process:
I’ve been working a lot more with coconut oil and pigments making my own paint. Egg tempera,
sugar paper, and ink. A lot of canvas and sometimes wood. I like working with wood or sculpture.
I always try to avoid paper. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
I use paint, cement, and then clay. It’s mixed media because it’s just a lot of materials. It’s anything
I can get my hands on like hot glue and wire. I use a lot of wire and right now I’m using a lot of ink
and oil paints so I’m very much a mixed media artist. (Hannah, Art School 2)
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In comparison, Mark at Art School uses materials that are associated with more traditional
notions of painting. His preference is for coloured inks, high flow acrylic, and oil paint on canvas.
When I asked the students why they select specific themes there were mixed responses and a
variety of views, including internal and external factors:
My friends inspire me to create art because they’re pretty good at illustrations and a few of them
are tattooists. When they’re doing tattoos, I’ll be there watching and just spectate. It inspires me
to want to become a tattooist myself one day. (Jason, Art School 1)
Tutors influence what I do. I was never really good at research so it’s nice having their input about
it. They’ll ask what I like about photography and they give us some people to look at like Fiona
Pardington, and we do research about them. (Frida, Art School 1)
My recent exploration of ideas is because of our brief. You have to do your own topic and mine
has been dealing with my experiences with mental illness. My art is really influenced by my mood,
emotion, and feelings and it’s never really conceptual. (Hannah, Art School 2)

Despite their differences, two types of knowledge are evident at both art schools. Bernstein
(1999) describes these types as vertical discourse (academic knowledge) and horizontal
discourse (every day knowledge). The participants from Art School 1 align with what Bernstein
(1999) espouses about horizontal discourse (social and cultural everyday knowledge) as “a
crucial resource for pedagogic populism in the name of empowering or unsilencing voices to
combat the élitism and alleged authoritarianism of Vertical discourse” (p. 170). What I observed
in Art School 2, however, is that some students saw value in the presence of a knowledge code
as a way of supporting their learning. While retaining a strong level of creative autonomy, none
of them raised any concerns about restrictions on how they are required to make art, or what
their art is about. While each student explored a diversity of themes, subject matter, and
approaches to art making, I concluded that the two art schools exhibit differing types of vertical
discourse. This is described by Winch (2017) as know-how and know-that. At Art School 1 there
is a stronger focus on procedural knowledge (know-how), while at Art School 2 the emphasis is
on propositional knowledge (know-that).

6.19

Understandings about street art

Students’ understandings of street art
Another aim was to discover how these tertiary art students define street art. What surprised me
was the breadth of descriptions about how they perceive the production of street art, as well as
its social contexts. Sabrina, for example, likens the production of street art to methods employed
in fine arts:
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There’s an element of screen-printing, stencils, and stickers which requires lots of preparation in
the background. It isn’t considered as formal fine arts, but it should be because the techniques
that street artists use are really difficult to produce and quite hard to do. (Sabrina, Art School 2)

In comparison, Hannah and Jason spoke about the use of materials:
Street art is created using spray paint and marker pens and it’s done quickly. I’m thinking Banksy.
Sometimes you see proper images and someone has actually gone out and cut a stencil. It’s pretty
incredible… It’s like music posters where, over time, the more and more you put up there’s bits
that wash off and you’ve got a new painting within itself. (Hannah, Art School 2)
Street art could be a wide range of things. It doesn’t have to be a traditional painting. It can be 3D
installations, yarn bombing, stencil work, and wheat-paste. Similar stuff to what Banksy does.
Tagging, stickers, and drawings with chalk. An example of street art could be that artist ‘Space
Invader’ who creates art with the tiles… It involves more images, words, and colours. You can
even project art through video on to walls or do performances. (Jason, Art School 1)

The meaning of street art was described by several students as being political, cultural, and
social. Sabrina believes that it provides a “voice in society for people who don’t feel like they
have one and who want to put it out there.” Hannah’s view is that street art is seen as more
political. She said, “Banksy’s art is all political. He gets a kick from the fact that he wants no one
to put anything on the walls.” Mark and Jason share this notion of political ideology:
Street art represents a statement like the Berlin wall. Everyone writes a statement and their name.
Some people would think that’s graffiti but in this case, it means more because there’s a message
behind it. People are reacting to society and they have something to say. (Mark, Art School 2)
It could be like someone trying to deliver a message to the community, be political, or talk about
global issues such as the price of gas. Street art might represent something that the community
is going through, such as a hard time, and it could encourage people to strive to be better. (Jason,
Art School 1)

Another significant finding that emerged is the students’ perspectives on street art in relation to
public spaces, audiences and galleries. Hannah believes that generating a reaction from art is
more easily achieved if it is situated in public spaces. She said, “Artists want a reaction from the
public and they know they’re going to get it. In the gallery, they have to wait for that reaction to
come to them.” Likewise, Sabrina and Josiah believe that a key characteristic of street art is its
accessibility to the general public:
Street arts got direct access to the public and a lot of people don’t feel comfortable in galleries or
all these sterile places. It’s scary for them if they can’t relate to it or feel like its inaccessible. If it’s
public you deal direct with everyday people whether they’re interested in art or not. There’s multiple
ways of interpretation through their encounter with street art. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
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Street art gets a wider audience by doing it on the street so it’s about free space and that’s
something they do not need to pay for… Its art that’s open for everyone whereas if you have it in
galleries its more for the upper class. I’ve always grown up and thought of art galleries as a scary
place to go because I felt like I wasn’t a part of their circle. (Josiah, Art School 1)

A further idea reinforced by most students is the stereotyping of people who create street art,
mostly as negative delineations. Mark maintains that street artists are individuals or groups of
people who are “underprivileged” and Josiah describes them as “artists that are coming from a
low socio-economic background, less fortunate, or less well-off.” Hannah and Sabrina also
believe that stereotyping of street art is connected to ethnic identities:
The community probably thinks that street art is created by anyone that’s not middle class and
most likely anybody who isn’t white. Maybe a rebellious teen or some kid with anxiety… Street
artists are seen like this so it just becomes a social thing where you’re told it’s like this, and you
grow up to think in a certain way and accept that. (Hannah, Art School 2)

There’s a social stigma or stereotyping that’s connected with street art. Some would say that the
people who create street artists are stoners, Māori, or just some young rat bags who are running
around in the street with nothing to do. (Sabrina, Art School 2)

Despite their comments, these students were adamant that they do not hold the same
perspectives as their community. While identifying the community’s assumptions as a challenge
for legitimating street art, the majority noted how the aesthetic of street art is preferable
compared with graffiti. Some offered opinions about these two types of aesthetics:
People like street art to be visually appealing and sometimes graffiti just isn’t. It’s not for everyone
but I feel like they’re more accepting of street art because they can understand it more and I
just feel like it’s more uplifting for the community. (Jennifer, Art School 1)
I feel like some street art even goes deliberately away from a graffiti aesthetic and they go into an
illustrative style. It becomes a sort of aesthetic that’s really cool and trendy that’s not associated
with vandalism so that’s interesting. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
Graffiti is illegal but when you use street art it’s got a lesser illegal connotation to it. People are
more lenient to street art. My parents would probably say it’s vandalism and wouldn’t even
value it as art. (Hannah, Art School 2)
Graffiti and tagging is not art because that’s them making a mark but street art draws a picture or
puts a conceptual meaning on it so that’s where the line is drawn. New Zealander’s are more
lenient depending on its location, and as long as it’s artistic. People who don’t know much
about art, if it was a drawing they would probably be okay with it. (Mark, Art School 2)
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The students did agree, however, that in recent years the community’s response towards street
art is becoming more positive. Sabrina and Mark believe that this shift is a result of more
community-focused initiatives within the realm of public art:
There are now a lot of community initiatives that involve street art but in more of a deliberate
and planned way. Places like bus stops and underpasses have been totally decked out with
certain artists. Places that are usually dangerous have been made a lot more comfortable for
people to be around because it’s a mural rather than graffiti, and something that the
community is involved in. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
People think murals look really good because they’re pre-planned and they are created with
the community. The community gives a seal of approval and say it’s okay to put up artwork
because it’s planned so they’re more open to it. (Mark, Art School 2)

Josiah believes that the positive responses to street art in the community are not only due to the
increase in public murals but as a result of less graffiti:
There’s been a big clean up with graffiti. You only see young ones tagging because councils are
pretty quick to clean it up now and they’re doing more murals. Murals drop the crime rate in some
places, and people have respect for the artist so it doesn’t get ruined. (Josiah, Art School 1)

My conversations with students from both art schools uncovered a range of understandings
about street art that relate to Green’s (2005) inherent (technical production and aesthetics) and
delineated meanings (social contexts and interpretations). These students hold a more balanced
view about the negative delineations than those in the wider community. Their ‘insider
knowledge’ of street art techniques and social meanings allows them to see the merits of it as
an art form. They also identified two key social contexts (delineations) which have greater
implications for street art. The first is the community’s stereotyping of street artists and, second,
the places where street art is created and viewed. Increased initiatives are seen as having a
positive effect on the community’s understanding and attitudes, compared with in the past.
Educational potential of street art at tertiary art schools
During our discussion about the potential of street art to find a place in visual arts education,
each student expressed a positive response. They agreed that street art is already legitimated
by their lecturers as a valid art form. I discovered, however, that learning about street art occurs
differently at the two schools. Art School 1 offers a stand-alone special topic course, while at
Art School 2 reference to street art is integrated through lectures and workshops. A variety of
key ideas emerged from the students’ learning. These include awareness of the duality between
traditional galleries and outdoor settings, acquisition of new technical approaches, and
understandings of where street art is produced and why. Sabrina, Frida, and Jennifer said that
learning about street art challenges their view of art galleries:
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There’s a really interesting relationship between street art and the art galleries. Owen Dippie’s a
good example. By inserting street art into an institution, it would break down a lot of stereotypes
about it, and it would have some awesome outcomes. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
Before studying here, I had never set foot into an art gallery other than my sixth form year. I found
it to be very sterile whereas, now, learning about street art I know that art galleries can be outside
and even if you don’t have money or can’t get in there. (Frida, Art School 1)
Learning about street art opened my eyes and showed me that art can go outdoors as well as
galleries. It showed me that there is more out there in the community and lots of opportunities to
do things with art. (Jennifer, Art School 1)

Other ideas included learning about techniques used in street art which are integrated with other
disciplinary approaches in art making. Sabrina said:
There are some elements of street art in our programme. We studied screen-printing last year
with our lecturer who is a very well-known street artist. We learned techniques from stencils,
layering, and how to process them. When you combine aspects of screen-printing, mixed media,
and carving, you could make it from your own collective knowledge. (Sabrina, Art School 2)

Another important aspect of learning about street art is how it could support students in their
understanding of its social meanings. Mark and Frida said they learnt about the reasons why
street artists make their artwork, although Mark felt that it could be taken further:
We’re educated about street art and we know what it is. It’s mentioned in lectures and we’re
learning about Banksy… We’d be even more educated about it if the lecturers talked more about
it and we had discussions that expanded our understandings. (Mark, Art School 2)
We discussed our understandings of graffiti and street art. We’ve been out in the community
studying murals, and shown videos of where it came from, and how it’s made. We learn how artists
are thinking, what they’re doing, where and why. (Frida, Art School 1)

Jason and Josiah think that exposure to street art at an earlier age, for example during
secondary school, is important. Neither of them had experienced learning about street art
prior to studying at their tertiary art school:
Street art should be introduced at secondary school. Begin there and take it all the way through
to tertiary. You’ll get way more aspiring street artists. The street art community was always a bit
closed off because of its location for the art but it’s not like that anymore. (Josiah, Art School 1)
Secondary schools are being biased or one-sided. Maybe it’s the schools or curriculum, rather
than teachers who wouldn’t accept street art. I was not taught about it at secondary school
and we basically interpreted what we saw on the streets. (Jason, Art School 1)
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All seven of these tertiary students affirmed that street art is recognised as a legitimate form of
knowledge at their art school through their programmes and the lecturers. I concluded that this
legitimation of street art as a type of formal knowledge in education aligns with what Bernstein
(1999) identifies as the recontextualisation of knowledge: elements of everyday knowledge, in
this case the practices and meanings associated with street art, become legitimated as they
move into more formal education settings. In Chapter 7, I consider in more detail and theorise
the reasons behind this move towards artistic relativism and the implications this has for
education. As a subset of visual culture, which has developed socially and culturally outside of
the institution, ideas about street art are recontextualised by these lecturers and conveyed to
students in a formal educational setting. Students identified two key outcomes of learning about
street art. First, it provides an opportunity to examine the relationships of where street art is
viewed and how this influences the social contexts in which its meaning is communicated (a
delineation). Second, they learnt about the integration of practical techniques with existing
conventions from fine arts (part of its mode of production and inherent meaning).

6.20

Educational experiences in visual arts

Students’ experience in class
The programmes at both art schools are structured so that students enrol in discipline majors
which include painting, photography, performance art, creative writing, and fine arts. A key theme
that emerged from Art School 2 is the experience that students are given to develop a creative
process. Hannah, Sabrina and Mark believe that developing their own art practice entails
learning about multiple ideas of art:
In Year 1, we study paint, drawing, ink painting, sculpture. You name it, we do it. In Year 2 we
learn to write responses to articles and learn a lot more theory. Now we’re learning how to
photograph our artwork. (Hannah, Art School 2)
In Year 2, I feel like it is more about how to set up an idea and how to extend that into art. What
they are teaching us to do is understand the discipline, theory, artistic context, and understand
where you stand in a social context. (Sabrina, Art School 2)
In Year 2, we learn the financial aspects of art like business, marketing, and art history. In Year 1
you could try what you wanted without majors and see what you liked. If you want to study fine
arts the programme already has pre-determined electives for you to do that. (Mark, Art School 2)

Mark added that a self-directed approach to learning is emphasised. At his art school students
are responsible for developing their own technical skills and aesthetic:
My institution is not skill based. They’re not going to show you how to do an abstract painting.
Lecturers say this is mark making, now explore this. You’re asked to do your own style of portrait
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and they don’t get you to do specific styles of painting so you have to explore it yourself. (Mark,
Art School 2)

A further idea that Mark and Hannah highlight about Art School 2 is their response to the process
of critical feedback from lecturers. Mark is positive about interactions with his lecturers, whereas
Hannah is less optimistic:
I’m very good with lecturers because I already know what they going to say. I look at my work and
know how they’re going to critique what I’ve done wrong, so they’ll say you should look at this
artist as he does work that’s similar to yours. That’s what I’ve found. (Mark, Art School 2)
I don’t like being told what I’m doing isn’t what they like. Some lecturers can critique from a
negative point which doesn’t help you, and a lot of the time some people can just tear you down
because they don’t like your work. (Hannah, Art School 2)

In contrast to Art School 2, Jennifer considers that her learning at Art School 1 is about
experiencing a broad range of disciplines and practices. She said, “We’ve been learning about
drawing, illustration, creative writing, jewellery, performing arts, film making, photography,
activation, performance, and screen-printing. There is a wide range and it is quite broad.” The
idea of learning ‘lots of things’ is shared by Josiah, Jason, and Frida.
During my conversations with these students, there was general affirmation of positive
experiences within each art school, teaching programmes, and experiences with lecturers. I
concluded that students from Art School 1 experience what their lecturer Anna describes as an
interdisciplinary approach. There is less emphasis on developing an art practice and more on
acquiring skills. It was particularly evident that students and the art school regard the development
of a creative process as an important outcome of learning. From the students’ comments about
Art School 2, I concluded that its programme is more discipline-specific and taught using more
specialised and prescribed methods of art making.

6.21

A summary: Disciplinarity and directions towards interdisciplinarity

In this final part of Chapter 6 I examined the perspectives of seven tertiary art students from Art
Schools 1 and 2. Key findings emphasise the significance of visual culture in students’ lives and
their art, perceptions of street art, and their experiences of visual arts at tertiary level.
First, students are influenced by a broad range of visual cultures and there is no singular
way of making art. Some of these approaches are determined by students, while others result
from the guidance of their lecturers and teaching programmes. The level of autonomy in how
students create their art provided positive experiences with knowledge. How lecturers find a
balance of knowledge for students will be important for avoiding a ‘relativist’ paradigm of
education where any and all forms of horizontal discourse are viewed as legitimate knowledge.
For students at Art School 1, the legitimation of street art as curricula is explicit and has cultivated
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a greater understanding, appreciation, and interest for students. It is inclusion as curricula began
with students’ interests but it is the lecturers who play a critical role in making the selection of
knowledge available to students. A third finding is the effects of neoliberal ideologies on
knowledge, pedagogy, and the teaching programmes. Despite the underlying messaging of
vocational outcomes and a shift towards interdisciplinary knowledge, students appeared to
maintain positive learning experiences with their lecturers. A question for lecturers to reflect on is
how the knowledge offered through street art can converge with the rationales of the tertiary
sector and contribute to the cumulative knowledge building within visual arts education.
Next, in Chapter 7, I provide a critical cross-case analysis of my conclusions from the
research and future possibilities for teaching street art in visual arts education.
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Chapter 7
Part 1 - DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
In Part 1 of Chapter 7 I present my conclusions drawn from the data, examine understandings of
‘street art’ that I encountered on this journey, and critically analyse the implications of street art
as a knowledge form in visual arts education in New Zealand and beyond. I use a number of
theoretical concepts to explore and explain how street art has been legitimated in the art world
and can be seen as an emerging ‘new language’, where there is potential for its formal legitimation
within the field of visual arts education. This legitimation process, which is still underway, is what
Bernstein (1999) would term a shift from horizontal discourse, to vertical.

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the conclusions I draw from the research are unfolded through three theoretical
frameworks. First, I use Green’s (2005) theory of inherent meanings and delineations to
understand the dimensions of street art as comprising these two interrelated dimensions, and to
theorise how street art has become legitimated in the art world and the subsequent effects on
how the community experiences it. Second, I explore the educational contexts of street art
through Bernstein’s (1999) concepts of horizontal and vertical discourse. Using these concepts
provides insights into the ways in which visual arts educators differentiate knowledge in
secondary schools and tertiary institutions. Drawing on these concepts I theorise how the
transition of street art from a horizontal to a vertical discourse in formal education is underway. I
put forward an argument about what street art can offer as a knowledge form and its possible
st

contribution to a dynamic 21 century canon of visual arts. To add nuance to the argument I also
distinguish two critical dimensions of vertical discourse; procedural knowledge (know-that) and
propositional knowledge (know-how) (Winch, 2017). Third, I use Maton’s (2009) dimension of
specialisation codes from his Legitimation Code Theory to highlight the underlying power relations
and ideological contestations in the field of education and its effects on pedagogy, curriculum,
and knowledge. My theorisation of specialisation codes characterises the pedagogical
dispositions of visual arts teachers and lecturers. This theory identifies the significant role of the
art educator in recontextualising knowledge in educational settings.

7.2

The legitimation of street art in the art world

At the outset of my research, it was essential to apply a theoretical framework that could allow
me to analyse street art as a socio-cultural practice. In using Green’s (2005) theory of inherent
meanings and delineations (see Chapter 4), I was able to identify several recurring themes which
emerged from the research participants who are both producers and viewers of street art. Their
stories highlight how street art has become legitimated in more recent times, and provide possible
explanations of why it was not accepted in the past. One focus of this research is on investigating
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the understandings of street art in the context of the art world. I consider this as the first step in
considering how it might be understood in education.
A number of changes to social contexts (delineations) have played a critical role in
altering the community’s values, attitudes, and perspectives in relation to street art. These
changes in delineation have created multiple opportunities for street art to establish itself as a
legitimate art form within the art world. I identify two changes in delineation which have had a
significant effect on how street art is perceived and understood. The first change is that the identity
of a street artist has diversified from earlier conceptions. Current artists in New Zealand adopt a
wide variety of approaches to aesthetics, techniques, and mediums, and are motivated by a wide
range of factors. They produce varied, visual meanings in a variety of contexts of production that
street art did not previously utilise when it originated in this country in the early 2000s. The current
interpretation of a street artist disrupts the former assumed stereotypes held by the community;
one of young teenagers who vandalise property illegally. Street artists are recognised today for
producing artworks worth substantial artistic worth and monetary value in community and
commercial settings. The current identity of a street artist is closer now to the community’s
idealised image of what an artist should be. However, the medium of spray paint (inherent
meanings) remains an on-going challenge for street artists in general, particularly in altering how
others perceive them.
The second change in delineation is concerned with where street art is produced, viewed,
and shared. The initial inception of street art in New Zealand was limited to production on the
st

street. Additional contexts during the 21 century have reshaped its cultural, social, and economic
capital. The first context is a growing engagement in the community sector through council-funded
festivals, which arguably improve access and familiarity for art and non-art audiences. The
second change is the way in which artists who operate in public spaces, studio environments,
and gallery settings continue to blur the distinctions between fine art (often referred to as ‘high
art’) and ‘low art’, and how this has enabled them to infiltrate commercial contexts. A third change
is the impact of the internet. This has shifted the global paradigm of street art in terms of how it is
produced and consumed. The digital influence of social media platforms has increased the
accessibility of street art, promoted a participatory community of image sharing, and expanded
the arena in which this art form can be viewed beyond its original cultural contexts of production.
Each of these three changes of delineations has positioned street art as more socially acceptable
to the community. Street art is now viewed and consumed in contexts in which other legitimate
art forms are situated, thus creating more positive delineations for the community. This shift has
impacted on how street art is experienced, valued, and subsequently legitimated. Instead of being
perceived primarily as anti-authoritarian, the positioning of street art within dominant ideological
systems in the art world has created a greater level of social acceptance. Although various
discourses of street art have become more socially accepted, many street artists such as Banksy
continue to maintain a dimension of provocative social, political, and anti-establishment art.
The counterpart to delineations of street art are its inherent meanings derived from its
techniques, aesthetics, and expressive dimensions. I maintain that the changes to street art’s
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inherent meanings (the artistic production and meaning) are the prime causes that have prompted
the transformation of delineations. The shift in inherent meanings includes, firstly, the way in
which the overall quality of artwork has improved for the better since the inception of street art in
New Zealand. Artists who produce art in public spaces have dual contexts – the public space and
the studio - which has enabled them to develop and refine a stronger artistic practice. The second
shift in inherent meanings is the use, by street artists, of subject matter relatable to New Zealand,
and how this has created visual meanings within the artworks that are readily understood,
interpreted, and appreciated. The third shift is the way in which the general aesthetics of street
art reflect influences from broad forms of contemporary visual culture, and align with the
community’s perception of socially accepted art. The fourth shift in inherent meanings relates to
how the techniques associated with the production of street art have broadened and now overlap
with various methods of more ‘conventional’ fine arts. In light of these changes, the delineations
have had an effect on the inherent meanings and have not only expanded how street art is
defined, but how it is interpreted. These changes point to the legitimation of street art within the
art world and to the possibility that it could transition from a type of everyday knowledge, which
has developed in the social world, to a formal academic setting within visual arts education.

7.3

From horizontal to vertical discourse

A key focus of the research was to investigate street art and to ascertain whether it was
transitioning from a form of every day knowledge to a specialised academic knowledge in visual
arts education. Maton and Muller (2007) refer to this as pedagogic transformation. To examine,
analyse, and bring understanding of street art to the educational discourses at secondary schools
and tertiary institutions, I use two critical theoretical frameworks. The first is Bernstein’s (1999)
distinction between horizontal discourse and vertical discourse, which provides a theoretical
language to distinguish the different types of knowledge present in the classroom.
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I therefore

explored how the teachers and lecturers’ pedagogic discourse creates, or not, the possibilities for
street art to be legitimated in their classes. The second theory is Maton’s (2009) concept of
Legitimation Code Theory (LCT). Through the dimension of specialisation codes, I characterise
the possible pedagogical discourses of teachers and lecturers – what they believe ‘counts’ as
knowledge - and theorise their effects on curriculum and pedagogy in relation to street art. This
process provides a means to examine the hidden discourses and power relations that vie for
dominance in the field of visual arts education.
During my critique of the perspectives of teachers, lecturers, and their students, I
discovered that street art is perceived as a legitimate art form. This legitimation in formal
education is identified as a recent development, as it was not previously identified in the
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Horizontal discourse comprises the every day or common-sense knowledge produced by humans, such as street art.
Vertical discourse is knowledge produced in more formalised contexts which is systematised and integrated in some way
by some co-ordinating or relational principle(s) to create a ‘system of meaning’ or epistemic structure. As street art moves
into educational contexts it begins to be systematised and its delineations and inherent meanings are brought into
relationship with the existing discourse of art education.
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curriculum. While street art can be initially labelled as a type of every day knowledge, I assert that
the shift from horizontal discourse to a vertical one is not only possible but already evident at each
of the secondary schools and tertiary art schools that participated in my research. I theorise that
three factors account for this change. These include art educators and their understanding of
street art, students and their changing attitudes, and the formal structures of visual arts education
that have changed and become more inclusive of differing knowledge types.
The first factor, the legitimation of street art as a vertical discourse in education initially
involves the desire of teachers and lecturers for this to happen. Each art educator held an
overarching view that visual arts education should be student-centred and involve an experience
with experimentation and self-discovery of cultural identity and interests. As a consequence, this
disposition affects curriculum content and knowledge. Maton (2009) theorises this disposition of
acknowledging student interests as a ‘knower code’ which prioritises social relations over
epistemic or knowledge relations. I found that the teachers and lecturers value and prioritise the
social relations of students, while the epistemic relations of the disciplinary field in visual arts are
downplayed. The effects of a knower code on their pedagogic dispositions illustrate a strong level
of responsiveness and adaptability to perceived student needs. In adopting these ideals, the
teachers’ and lecturers’ approaches to knowledge is to some degree co-constructed with
students, thereby cultivating a knower code with individualised artistic insights that are collectively
shared. In this context, a visual arts canon is continuously changing rather than remaining static
or fixed. Dominant ideologies from art history are not prioritized by these teachers. Instead, a
sense of inclusivity towards marginalised art forms, such as street art and visual culture, allow
these to be legitimated as forms of vertical discourse. Western fine arts remain prevalent as
subject domains such as painting, photography, and printmaking but not in a manner that restricts
students’ interests to those areas of practice. While some art educators value specific types of
vertical discourse more than others, such as art history and skills in drawing, hierarchical
distinctions between high and low art are less pronounced as stylistic borders become more
permeable. Both forms are recognised as holding value. Both teachers and lecturers revealed an
innate focus on legitimating knowledge that is relevant for students rather than knowledge ‘for the
sake of it.’ This led me to question what is meant by ‘relevant knowledge’. While the discourse of
a knower code can enable students to access what they desire to learn, this raises the question
of who is responsible for determining what they need to learn. There remains, however, a
necessary relationship between the knower’s individualised art production and a much wider
context of the art world, and what is considered expressive in a dynamic canon. In other words,
artists do not exist in a cultural vacuum and their work is ultimately legitimated in some way or
other. There will also be epistemic, inherent or artistic values at play as well because the context
is educational not only social.
The inclusion of street art in visual arts education, and its pedagogic transformation, is
achieved by building its ‘verticality’ in the field through making the sets of specialised procedures
of art making in this genre an object of study. Although a knower code reflects the ideological
dispositions of knowledge from the teachers and lecturers, a personal appreciation of street art
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has also led to a strong belief that it has substantial social, cultural, and artistic value in society
in general, and this should be reflected in education. These findings point to how teachers and
lecturers play a central role as active instigators in the legitimation of knowledge in education.
A second factor significant in street art’s legitimation as vertical discourse relates to
students and their changing attitudes, including their demand for street art to be recognised.
During my triangulation of the data that focused on the perspectives of students I found there is
strong evidence that a knower code is present in the classroom. The effects of a knower code for
students is that their knowledge claims are valued through the opportunities given them to explore
individual interests which, in some cases, include street art. While there is a strong level of
autonomy in what and how students create their art, there is also an acute awareness of the
requirements and limitations within visual arts education particularly the influence of qualifications
and assessment systems and structures. For example, in the New Zealand context, the National
Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) at Levels 2-3 (see NCEA Matrix, Table 2) requires
secondary school students, supported by their art teachers, to select one or more visual arts
domains from design, painting, photography, printmaking, and sculpture. For secondary school
students, the structures of NCEA reflect a knowledge code in that their processes and products
are informed by the Achievement Standards used for assessment. However, most of the
secondary school students I spoke with believe there is sufficient flexibility in the vertical structure
of visual arts for their interests to be legitimated.
In comparison, visual arts programmes at tertiary institutions are more loosely prescribed.
At tertiary Art School 2, an élite code is prevalent, in that creative practice is guided by theoretical
conceptions in visual arts - both knower and knowledge dispositions. In contrast, Art School 1
exhibits a relativist code. This code is evidenced in how the students are encouraged by their
lecturer to ‘experience lots of stuff.’ Dominant codes in class can affect the legitimation of
knowledge and the inclusion of street art is dependent on individual student’s interests. If there
are a greater number of students who are not interested in street art then it is likely to be excluded.
By understanding which code is the most prevalent, it is possible to discover what types of
knowledge students experience, how that knowledge is recontextualised for them by their
teachers and lecturers, and the possible implications of legitimation. In my research, many
students expressed an interest in learning about street art. As a result, street art is explicitly
legitimated as either a one-off curricula unit or as an official course for a full semester. At Art
School 1, students can gain certified credits for learning about street art, whereas ten years ago
it was not deemed as legitimate knowledge in education. While I perceived that students
experience a knower code in class, the findings point to a variety of codes that vie for dominance.
It is also evident that the interaction between a knower code and a knowledge code is necessary
for students to successfully meet specific requirements of the field in visual arts.
The third component that contributes to the legitimation of street art in education is the
horizontal knowledge structure of visual arts education. According to Bernstein’s (1999) theory of
vertical discourses, subjects like science have a hierarchical knowledge structure. He theorises
that a vertical knowledge structure develops “a coherent, explicit and systematically principled
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structure… which attempts to create very general propositions and theories” through knowledge
integration (p. 161). Arts disciplines, on the other hand, exhibit horizontal knowledge structures.
Knowledge in a horizontal structure comprises what Bernstein describes as a series of specialised
languages. Rather than a drive towards integration and a single theoretical explanation, that is
prevalent in science, in the arts and humanities there is an accumulation of often competing
‘languages’ within the field. This type of structure in a field allows for new ideas, approaches, or
languages to more readily emerge and find a legitimated place within the academy. Street art can
be seen as an emerging ‘new language’ within the field of visual arts education, pushing its way
in from the domain of the ‘profane’, everyday world, into the ‘sacred’ domain of education.
For the most part, I discovered that the art teachers and lecturers legitimated a wide
range of knowledge in visual arts education. Within the secondary school context, The New
Zealand Curriculum (MoE, 2007a) provides a national framework and a general epistemic
structure for the field of visual arts. A vital characteristic of this document is that there are no
content-specific curricula, which gives art teachers a high level of autonomy and flexibility in how
they interpret and realise the curriculum for their students. NCEA plays a similar role in that it is
a powerful agent for legitimating valid art making by students. While some teachers and students
see aspects of NCEA as inhibitors of art making, I determined that there was overall support for
its framework, requirements, and expectations. The Achievement Standards underpin the
framework of NCEA, and in AS 1.5 and AS 2.5 ‘street art’ is explicitly referenced as a cultural
convention. Written in the Explanatory Notes for these two Achievement Standards, this official
recognition provides acknowledgement that street art and other forms of visual culture are
legitimate forms of knowledge in the formal secondary school education system. The combination
of the national curriculum and NCEA assessment procedures reveals that the visual arts exhibit
weaker or more flexible forms of knowledge hierarchy. This enables new knowledge types such
as street art to enter into its canon.
In the tertiary setting, there are no content-specific curricula, which has enabled street art
to be implicitly and explicitly legitimated by lecturers at both tertiary art schools. It is evident to me
that instrumentalist forces, including the Tertiary Education Strategies (TES), which reflect
neoliberal ideologies, have influenced the field of education and structuring of knowledge. Tertiary
programmes are designed with prescribed learning outcomes with an emphasis on students
demonstrating what they can do with their technical skills, rather than what they know. The most
notable effects of neoliberalism are at Art School 1 where there is a recurring undertone of
vocational outcomes, employability, and interdisciplinarity. These factors have influenced how
and why the visual arts is taught, although flexibility in curricula choice remains in the hands of
the lecturers and students. At Art School 1, street art is legitimated explicitly as a stand-alone
course. It features a combination of technical and conceptual skills, which are dependent upon
student interests and demand. In this scenario, a knowledge code and knower code are present
in that students are required to learn a wide range of technical skills within predetermined courses
while their interests are also affirmed. In contrast to Art School 1, the legitimation of street art at
Art School 2 is woven through existing courses at an implicit level. Street art is taught as
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conceptual knowledge rather than technical knowledge. However, within the broader context of
their programme, the pedagogic orientations of the lecturer and curriculum reflect an élite code.
The characteristics of an élite code, which requires students to follow prescribed methods of art
making, requires the legitimation of individual interests and learning about a combination of
technical and theoretical concepts. In this case, street art is present as curricula but less visible
compared with other forms of knowledge. Despite the lecturer and students’ appreciating street
art, other art forms take precedence and the exposure of street art for students is more ad hoc.
In my analysis of the teachers’, lecturers’, and students’ perspectives, street art is
legitimated and has become part of the vertical discourse of education. I discovered that the field
of visual arts education is dynamic, but that the construction and selection of knowledge is often
segmented. The findings highlight that multiple codes are continuously vying for power and
dominance. In some circumstances, codes are complementary in that knowledge and knower
codes provide students with access to both the conventions and conceptual approaches of the
art world, as well as encouraging the development of a personal ‘voice’ and ‘gaze’. While gaining
insights into their pedagogic discourses is useful, critical questions arise for visual arts educators
in the secondary and tertiary sectors. If street art continues to be legitimated as a vertical
discourse, what epistemic ideas can be taught, and why should it be legitimated over other types
of knowledge in an already over-crowded curriculum? There is also the question of what street
art might lose as it takes its place in the work of vertical discourse.

7.4

A Summary: Understanding the role of visual arts educators

In this research, I made many discoveries about street art and the role that visual arts educators
play in legitimating knowledge. I conclude that while ideological contestations of power transpire
through the already existing discourse in curricula, schools, teaching programmes, and student
needs, the choices that art educators make at the local level is at the heart of recontextualising
knowledge for students.
Support for street art as formal knowledge is clear and the visual arts educators have
enabled its transition into education. With no content-specific requirements in secondary schools
or tertiary levels, where and when street art fits in an over-crowded curriculum is an on-going
question. Dimensions of specialisation codes have enabled me to theorise and identify that
multiple codes are continuously interacting with each other. Finding a balance between codes
can push students beyond the limitations of their context-dependent knowledge and provide entry
points for new knowledge within a horizontal knowledge structure. The legitimation of street art
as a vertical discourse is one possible means of building a more democratic and culturally
st

inclusive canon of visual arts education in the 21 century. A critical question for visual arts
educators to consider is what happens when one type of knowledge is legitimated over another,
and what types of knowledge could become marginalised in this process. In Part 2 of this chapter
I offer future possibilities and achievable strategies for teaching street art in visual arts education.
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Chapter 7
Part 2 - HITTING THE STREET – FUTURE POSSIBILITIES AND
ACHIEVABLE STRATEGIES
In this final part of Chapter 7, I outline the effects of legitimating street art as a type of vertical
discourse in visual arts education. I provide future possibilities and achievable strategies for
teaching street art that transpire from my encounters with the artists, teachers, lecturers, and their
students. In conclusion, I utilise Winch’s (2017) concept of procedural knowledge (know-how) and
propositional knowledge (know-that) as a means to establish an epistemic structure for visual arts
educators.

7.5

The effects of legitimating street art in visual arts education

In identifying street art as a possible type of formal knowledge in visual arts education, I return
first to Bernstein’s (1999) explanation of vertical discourse. Bernstein claims that vertical
discourse or disciplinary knowledge involves recontextualising principles that exhibit varying
levels of integration, and a cumulative context-independent development of concepts. My
investigation of street art reveals how visual arts teachers and lecturers legitimate both horizontal
and vertical discourses as curricula. Each educational setting offers implicit and explicit
legitimation of street art, which influences the depth of learning for students. For example, it is
evident that the tertiary students at Art School 2 felt highly knowledgeable about street art due to
a dedicated course and a street artist as their lecturer. These students had developed an
appreciation and understanding of the possibilities of street art in their community. To this effect,
Josiah, a student at Art School 2, has now taken on the mantle of street artist in his community
since graduating. On the other end of the continuum, students at Art School 1 experience street
art implicitly, in passing, with different curricula, resulting in fewer conversations and discussions.
In this context, the students’ perspectives about the social and cultural value of street art are not
transformed to the same extent. Also on this continuum are the secondary school visual arts
teachers who have taught street art as units in the past, but frequency of inclusion varies. I found
at the secondary schools and tertiary art schools that some students are highly engaged with
street art, but others see no connection with this type of art form in their cultural milieu. On the
one hand the absence of content-specific curricula at secondary schools and tertiary institutions
can be argued as a positive step for the autonomy of visual arts teachers and lecturers in their
curricula selection. On the other hand, this can render certain types of knowledge less visible.
One way to find a balance in the recontextualisation of knowledge is to draw on Winch’s
(2017) idea that true expertise is a combination of procedural (know-how) and propositional
knowledge (know-that) and the knowledgeable awareness of both. A strong level of autonomy
exists for secondary school art teachers in their balance of recontextualisation while at tertiary
level, neoliberalist regimes place a greater emphasis on vocational outcomes (know-how) and in
some instances insufficient know-that. It is therefore critical for art educators to reflect on how
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hidden power relations and recontextualising principles affect knowledge and pedagogy. With the
teachers’ awareness of these forces, students are more likely to be led towards the varied types
of knowledge that enable them to develop a balance of technical skills and critical and artistic
thinking. Understanding these distinctions can create better ‘visibility’ for art educators so that
they cultivate a balance of knowledge for students. From my encounters with the artists, art
educators and their students, I identify some future possibilities for finding a balance of know-that
and know-how in teaching street art as it transitions into a form of vertical discourse.

7.6

Future possibilities for teaching street art

In exploring a potential epistemic structure for street art, I propose that there is an abundance of
concepts that could be used to create a ‘system of meaning’ for teaching and learning about this
art form with visual arts students at secondary schools and tertiary institutions. A ‘system of
meaning’ comprises key concepts in an interrelated structure and emerges in collective practices
over lengthy periods of time. However, I indicate some possibilities for content that have emerged
from my review of literature, encounters with the artists, art educators, and their students. Some
dimensions of an emerging system of meaning are reflected in the artist’s individual practices,
while other ideas are tied to the teachers’ and lecturers’ curricula approaches in class. When
constructing these possibilities, I acknowledge that street art draws on several branches of
knowledge, including fine arts, as no new forms of art develop in total isolation from what has
come before no matter how counter-cultural the motivations might be.
The possible conceptualisation for teaching street art in education is described in two
essential ways. The first identifies procedural knowledge (know-how) and the second is
propositional knowledge (know-that) (Winch, 2017). Winch argues that acquiring expertise or
deep learning requires the integration of know-how and know-that. I assert that these two types
of knowledge can provide an epistemic structure that contributes to building the verticality of
knowledge in visual arts, can make the types of knowledge that street art encapsulates more
visible, and could enable art educators to find a possible balance in teaching it as curricula.
Possible knowledge relating to know-how include:
•

Developing techniques, media, materials, and approaches beyond fine arts. These could
include wheat-pasting, stencilling, stickers, screen-printing, and spray paint;

•

Developing skills and expertise that enable the production of large-scale artworks; preparing
art in the studio setting as a useful means for visualising its application in public spaces;
producing digital mock-ups of concepts, and understanding site-specific artworks;

•

Understanding the processes involved in collaboration and co-constructed meanings with
other artists, students, the school, and community;

•

Understanding the protocols involved in gaining consent to produce artworks on public and
private property.
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My reflection on this first set of possibilities is that art educators need not focus solely on the
production of street art but, instead, question how these concepts can provide a springboard for
discussion that other discourses of visual arts may not explore. How art educators recontextualise
these ideas as knowledge is one means of supporting students to develop a critical understanding
of their art making and the methods adopted by other artists.
Alongside procedural knowledge (know-how), I identify propositional knowledge (knowthat) as a possible approach for learning about street art. A recurring theme that emerged from
my research findings is the relationship between street art, its various contexts, and its association
with cultural, social, and ‘economic capital’. These various contexts align with Bourdieu’s (1983)
concept of ‘capital’ which is outlined in Chapter 3 (see 3.2). This is part of the know-that, or
theoretical and propositional knowledge, that underpins a knowledgeable understanding of street
art beyond its immediate context-dependent production. Possibilities for exploring know-that,
which correlate with ‘cultural capital’, include:
•

Understanding the different terminologies of public art, including street art, graffiti, postgraffiti, urban art, and muralism to raise awareness of the various discourses of practice
associated with street art and to reduce the social stereotypes associated with street artists;

•

Analysing how street art can be a means of representing individual and collective identities
such as ethnic associations, cultural interests, and geographical characteristics of the
community;

•

Investigating the historical and contemporary contexts of street art to gain insights into local,
national, and international trends, aesthetics, and concepts. Interrogating how street art is
positioned as a subset of visual culture can also raise questions about the practices of
appropriation, remix, and prosumer culture;

•

Discovering how street artists alter the meanings and interpretations of their artwork in
changing contexts of time, place, and space. An aspect of this learning can involve
discussing the possibilities of what is gained and lost by legitimating street art in education,
and whether the art form will retain its original meaning in a formal setting;

•

Reflecting on and questioning how hierarchies in the art world can lead to discrimination,
marginalisation, and exclusion of art forms in art, to create a greater appreciation and
understanding of less well-known types of art or artists.

Possibilities for exploring know-that, which concern ‘social capital’, include:
•

Questioning how street art can be a vehicle for free speech in which to communicate
messages of positivity, inspiration, beliefs, emotions; to raise awareness of social issues
such as bullying; and provide a voice for marginalised or disenfranchised people or
communities;
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•

Understanding how street art reflects social ideologies underpinned by political viewpoints;
how consumerism can raise questions about the political relationships between art and
advertising in public spaces; and its influence on identity and value systems;

•

Discussing the issue of visual ownership of public and private spaces, and the implications
of producing artworks with and without permission; enabling students to question why a place
or space has to be the way it is, and how street art could transform how the space is
understood;

•

Reflecting on how street art as a type of place making can contribute to the positive activation
of a community; and how artists can foster conversations and discussions with art and nonart audiences and shape the cultural milieu of the visual environment by incorporating new
forms of visual culture.

Possibilities for exploring know-that, which link to ‘economic capital’ include:
•

Discussing the differences in context between gallery settings and public places for art, and
considering the ramifications of shifting street art’s contexts of viewing from outdoors to
indoors, and vice versa;

•

Examining the possible career paths as a street artist and its relation to how other artists
monetise their artworks in the community or commercial setting to make a sustainable living;

•

Analysing the influence, impact, and effects of the internet on street art; and questioning how
technological developments and changes in society affect artists’ ability to self-promote their
art, increase the accessibility of art with audiences, and challenge the notion of exclusivity.

7.7

Achievable strategies for students

In an ideal scenario, students would produce street art in the context of public space. I
acknowledge, however, that this approach is not entirely feasible due to the limitations of scale,
health and safety, availability of time, availability of space, and financial costs for materials.
•

An achievable strategy for closing the gap between the street and the students is to organise
a ‘street art festival’ in the school or institution. In adopting this approach, street artists can
work alongside visual arts educators to develop a balanced teaching programme that
includes an understanding of techniques and context. Whether the artworks are designed by
the artists or developed by the students themselves, the students can experience and be
exposed to a duality of indoor and outdoor contexts of art making. In reflecting on street art’s
political developments, students could explore issues that are relevant to them such as
finding a voice for disadvantaged youth, youth suicide, mental illness, anti-bullying
messages, and cultural dislocation. In addition to the street artists, local authorities, council
members, and shop owners could be invited into the schools to offer their perspectives on
street art which could lead to new perspectives about the issues at hand. These actions have
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the potential to transform the visual environment, while simultaneously creating an
opportunity for the school to become more informed about street art.
•

In a scenario where large-scale art works are not possible, an achievable strategy is for
students to contribute to the digitally globalised world of street art on the internet. Building
on the existing participatory communities of social media, students could produce smallscale artworks indoors and digitally impose them on to images of public spaces. This process
could enable students to visualise and imagine the possibilities of their artwork in situ in
differing social and cultural contexts of production. They could explore various themes such
as being culturally inclusive, honouring tangata whenua, or promoting the visual culture of
New Zealand. Sharing their artworks online can be one means of opening the conversation
beyond the classroom. However, imposing artworks digitally could have the potential to avoid
its cultural contexts, therefore off-site field trips to experience street art in situ is equally
necessary. Discovering street art in its context of production can raise questions about its
relationship with the artists’ cultural identity, with public places and spaces, and whether the
artwork is legal or illegal in nature.

7.8

A summary: Looking forward

At the end of this journey, I asked myself several questions. As a genre of art that originated from
illegal contexts, there has been substantial change in how street art is become increasingly
accepted. With a paucity of scholarly literature that supports art educators in teaching street art,
what could students learn in class? While there is an abundance of street artists who promote
their art online, there are no widely used resources or text books. For secondary school teachers,
the four strands in the visual arts curriculum implicitly combine procedural knowledge (know-how)
and propositional knowledge (know-that). The study of ‘artist models’ and the approach of
‘established practice’ is an effective means to direct students learning, and to maintain a
broadness of curricula that accommodates the wide interests of students in current times. On the
other hand, while the tertiary sector is influenced by neoliberalism, I conclude that a career as a
street artist is as possible as any other vocational outcome of employment. Whether spreading
positive messages in the community, operating in a commercial context, or providing a voice for
disenfranchised people, street art has a place in the community. The responsibility rests with
visual arts educators to cultivate an interest in students and expose them to existing street artists
in New Zealand, and beyond. As an outcome of my research, I hope that these potential
possibilities and achievable strategies can enable art educators to find a balance, and contribute
to formalising an epistemic structure that fosters the growth of the social, cultural, and economic
value of street art in the community and in educational contexts.

******************************************************************************************
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My final gesture, to acknowledge the challenging and provocative journey that this research has
taken me on, is a newly created artwork (Figure 50)
that symbolises my learning.

Figure 50. My artwork that symbolises the learning from this research
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Appendix A1: Recruitment flyer for students
Research Participants Wanted
Title: Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand
My name is Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung and I am a student researcher from The University of
Auckland, Faculty of Education and Social Work. I am seeking senior secondary school visual
arts students in year 12 or year 13, and tertiary visual arts students, to participate in a study
aimed at understanding street art in New Zealand and the implications for visual arts in
secondary and tertiary settings.

The project involves taking part in a group interview:
•
•

Two focus group interviews of up to 60 minutes with 8-10 senior secondary school visual
arts students from two schools
Two focus group interviews of up to 60 minutes with 6-8 visual arts students from two
tertiary art schools

Students will be invited to bring their artwork to the focus group but are not required.
To be involved in this project you must be studying visual arts in Year 12 or Year 13 and
be over the age of 16 / studying visual arts at a tertiary institution in 2016 to be a part of
the focus group interview. If you are interested in participating, or would like further
information, please contact your visual arts teacher if you are at secondary school or my
Supervisor, Associate Professor Jill Smith, Faculty of Education and Social Work, The
University of Auckland if you are studying at a tertiary institution.
j.smith@auckland.ac.nz
For any enquiries regarding ethical concerns please contact: The Chair, University of
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, and
Research Office – Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, and Auckland.
Tel (09) 373 7599 ro-ethics@auckland.ac.nz

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Appendix A2: Participant information sheet and consent forms for Street
Artists
Participant information sheet for Street Artists
Street artist name: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai Hung (Bobby Hung)
Supervisors: Associate Professor Jill Smith and Dr Graham McPhail
Title of Research: Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand.
Date:
Dear Street artist (name to be inserted)
My name is Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung. I am a 33-year-old postgraduate student at the Faculty
of Education and Social Work, The University of Auckland. I am studying for a P h D i n
E d u c a t i o n , and am about to embark on research for my thesis. This research aims to
investigate understandings of ‘street art’ in New Zealand, and explore its potential in visual arts
education in secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. Perspectives will be sought from street
artists, including myself, secondary school visual arts students and teachers, and tertiary visual
arts students and lecturers. The research is motivated by my interest in street art and how this is
understood as part of ‘visual culture’ in an image-saturated and globalised world. As a researcherparticipant, artist and teacher, my role will be central in this research as a conduit aimed at
connecting the worlds of street art and visual arts education.
I am contacting you because I have found your name on your website. I am seeking to recruit
a total of four street artists who will be available from 1 March – 1 October 2016, to volunteer
to participate in my research. This letter is to provide information about the research, and
to request your participation.
To collect my data, I will be using a range of inter-connected methods. Each method
will include visual documentation because of the power of the image. The methods for
gathering data from you are:
•

Interview – One video-recorded interview of up to 60 minutes, to gain insights into your
understanding of street art, visual culture, art making processes and outcomes. The
interview would take place at a time and venue decided by you.

•

Observations - At least two video-recorded observations to document your art making and
processes in your studio and / or in situ in the street. The aim is to observe your process from
its inception to its completion. The observation periods, and frequency, will depend on your
way of working and availability.

All data collection will be digitally recorded through video recording, for which I will require
your permission. You may request that the video-recorder be turned off at any time during
the interview or observations. Once I have transcribed the interview script you will have the
opportunity to edit this. Because your work exists in the public domain, your artistic identity
will be k n o w n . Once m y re s e a rc h is c o m p le te d y o u will be given a copy. You will
be asked to give consent for the research outcomes, including the digital material, to be
presented at conferences and other presentations, and in research publications. Once the
thesis is examined and the outcomes are known, you will be informed of the electronic URL
from The University of Auckland’s ResearchSpace to view/download the thesis.
You will have the right to withdraw your permission from participating in this research at any
time up until data collection ceases on 1 October 2016, without giving a reason. Consent
Forms will be securely stored separately from the research data for six years at the Faculty
of Education, after which both will be destroyed.
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If you have any further queries please contact my m a in Supervisor, Dr Jill Smith. I hope
you will agree to participate in this research. If so, I would appreciate you signing the
Consent Form and returning it to me by email.
I look forward to meeting you during my research.
Yours sincerely

My contact details are:
Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
University email: whun024@aucklanduni.ac.nz
My supervisors are:
Associate Professor Jill Smith
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland j.smith@auckland.ac.nz
Dr Graham McPhail
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland g.mcphail@auckland.ac.nz
For ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair
The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
The University of Auckland
Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Consent Form for Street Artists
This form will be held for a period of six years
Street artist: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
I have read the Participant Information Sheet and understand the nature of the research. I have
had the opportunity to ask the researcher’s Supervisor questions and have them answered to my
satisfaction.
• I understand that my participation in this research is entirely voluntary.
• I agree to participate in the data collection methods outlined between 1 March–1 October
2016.
• I understand that I may withdraw my participation up until data collection ceases on 1 October
2016, without giving a reason
• I understand that I will be interviewed for up to 60 minutes and that the interview will be videorecorded.
• I understand that the researcher will observe me at least twice in my studio or in situ, in the
street and that the observations will be video-recorded.
• I understand that I may request that the video recorder be turned off at any stage during the
data collection, without giving a reason.
• I understand that I will receive a transcript from my interview and that I have the opportunity
to edit this.
• I understand that I will not be able to edit the raw footage from the video recorded observations.
• I understand that this Consent Form will be stored securely and separately from the research
data for six years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be
destroyed.
• I understand that my identity will be known because my street art is in the public domain and
that my name will be used in the research findings.
• I understand that the thesis will be available to view/download, and that the research, including
the digital material, may be presented at conferences and other presentations, and in research
publications.
I agree to participate in this research

YES

NO

Please indicate your decision

If you volunteer to participate in this please email this consent form to me at my email address,
whun024@auckland.ac.nz

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Appendix A3: Participant information sheet and consent forms for
Principals and Head of Department
Participant information sheet for Principal / Head of Department
Principal / Head of Department Name: (Name to be inserted)
Secondary School / Tertiary Institution: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
Supervisors: Associate Professor Jill Smith and Dr Graham McPhail
Title of Research: Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand.
Date:
Dear Principal / Head of Department (name to be inserted)
My name is Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung. I am a postgraduate student at the Faculty of Education and
Social Work, The University of Auckland. I am studying for a PhD in Education, and am about to
embark on research for my thesis. This research aims to investigate understandings of ‘street art’ in
New Zealand, and the implications for its community of street artists and visual arts education in
secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. I will be seeking perspectives about street art from street
artists, secondary school visual arts teachers and students, and tertiary visual arts lecturers and
students. The research is motivated by my interest in street art and how this is understood as part of
‘visual culture’ in our image-saturated, globalized world. My role, as a researcher-participant,
street artist and teacher, will be central in this research, acting as a conduit aimed at connecting the
worlds of street art and visual arts education through exploring street art’s educational potential in New
Zealand secondary schools and tertiary art institutions.
I am seeking your permission for my research to be conducted in your school. I wish to approach the
staff in the Visual Arts Department to invite one teacher to voluntarily participate in the research
through an individual interview. I am also seeking your permission to recruit 3-4 Year 12 and/or Year 13
visual arts students to volunteer to participate in one focus group interview. I have prepared a
recruitment flyer (attached) to attract student volunteers and would appreciate it if the Visual
Arts Department administrator could post it on notice boards or on the department’s student
intranet. Students are asked to contact their visual arts teacher if they express interest in
participating, following which I will send them a Student Participant Information Sheet and
Consent Form. If more than four students volunteer my main supervisor will randomly select four
names. The research will be conducted sometime between 1st May and 1st October, 2016. I will
also require your assurance that the visual arts teacher’s, and the students’, decisions to
participate or not in the research will not affect their employment or relationship with the school.
The data I wish to collect is as follows:
• Interview: One audio-recorded interview with the visual arts teacher / tertiary lecturer of up
to 60 minutes, to gain insights into their understanding of street art, visual culture, and their
teaching programmes. The interview would take place at the school at a time and venue
convenient to them.
•

Focus group interview: One audio-recorded interview of 45-50 minutes with a group of 3-4 Year
12 and/or Year 13 visual arts students / tertiary art students, to gain insights into their
understanding of street art and visual culture, and their place in visual arts education. The
focus group interview would take place at the school at a time and venue organised by the
visual arts teacher.

The teacher / lecturer will be able to request that the audio-recording device be turned off at any
time during their interview without giving a reason or they may decline to answer any questions.
The teacher / lecturer will be sent a transcript of their interview which they may edit within two
weeks following their interview. At the focus group interview it will not be possible for any students
to request that the recording device be turned off, but they may choose not to answer any
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questions. The students will not be given the opportunity to edit the focus group transcript. All
participants will be invited to nominate a first name pseudonym.
I will be asking them to give consent for the research outcomes to be presented in my thesis, at
conferences and other presentations, and in research publications. After the thesis is examined you
and the visual arts teacher and students will be informed of the electronic URL from The
University of Auckland’s Research Space to view/download it in its entirety.
You will have the right to withdraw the participation of the visual arts teacher / lecturers and the
students in this research at any time up until data collection ceases on 1 October 2016, without
giving a reason. Consent Forms will be securely stored separately from the research data for six
years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be destroyed. Every
attempt will be made to protect the identity of the school and the participants, but anonymity
cannot be guaranteed. If you have any further queries please contact my main Supervisor. I hope
you will agree to the participation of a visual arts teacher / lecturer and 3-4 Year 12 and/or Year
13 visual arts students / tertiary students in this research. If so, I would appreciate you signing
the Consent Form and returning it to me in the stamped/addressed envelope provided.
Yours sincerely

Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
University email: whun024@aucklanduni.ac.nz
My supervisors are:
Associate Professor Jill Smith
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland j.smith@auckland.ac.nz
Dr Graham McPhail
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland g.mcphail@auckland.ac.nz
For ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair
The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
The University of Auckland
Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Consent Form for Principals / Head of Department
This form will be held for a period of six years
Principal / Head of Department: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
I have read the Participant Information Sheet and understand the nature of the research. I have
had the opportunity to ask the researcher’s Supervisor questions and have them answered to my
satisfaction.
• I understand that the participation of a visual arts teacher / lecturer, and a group of 3-4 Year
12 and / Year 13 visual arts students / tertiary students in this research is entirely voluntary.
• I agree to their participation in the data collection methods outlined between 1 March–1
October 2016.
• I understand that I may withdraw the school / institutions participation up until data collection
ceases on 1 October 2016, without giving a reason
• I understand that the visual arts teacher / lecturer will be interviewed for up to 60 minutes and
that the interview will be video-recorded.
• I understand that the visual arts teacher / lecturer and students may request that the video
recorder be turned off at any stage during the data collection, without giving a reason.
• I understand that the teachers, lecturers, and students will receive a transcript from my
interview and that I will not have the opportunity to edit this.
• I understand that I will not be able to edit the raw footage from the video recorded observations.
• I understand that this Consent Form will be stored securely and separately from the research
data for six years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be
destroyed.
• I understand that the school’s / tertiary institution and participants will not be identified.
• I understand that the thesis will be available to view/download, and that the research, including
the digital material, may be presented at conferences and other presentations, and in research
publications.
I agree to participate in this research

YES

NO

Please indicate your decision

If you volunteer to participate in this please email this consent form to me at my email address,
whun024@auckland.ac.nz

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Appendix A4: Participant information sheet and consent forms for
Secondary School Teachers and Tertiary Institution Lecturers
Participant information sheet for Secondary School Teachers and Tertiary
Institution Lecturers
Secondary School Teacher / Tertiary Lecturer Name: (Name to be inserted)
Secondary School / Tertiary Institution: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
Supervisors: Associate Professor Jill Smith and Dr Graham McPhail
Title of Research: Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand.
Date:
Dear Principal / Head of Department (name to be inserted)
My name is Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung. I am a postgraduate student at the Faculty of Education and
Social Work, The University of Auckland. I am studying for a PhD in Education, and am about to
embark on research for my thesis. This research aims to investigate understandings of ‘street art’ in
New Zealand, and the implications for its community of street artists and visual arts education in
secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. I will be seeking perspectives about street art from street
artists, secondary school visual arts teachers and students, and tertiary visual arts lecturers and
students. The research is motivated by my interest in street art and how this is understood as part of
‘visual culture’ in our image-saturated, globalized world. My role, as a researcher-participant,
street artist and teacher, will be central in this research, acting as a conduit aimed at connecting the
worlds of street art and visual arts education through exploring street art’s educational potential in New
Zealand secondary schools and tertiary art institutions.
Permission has been granted by the Principal / Head of Department for my research to be conducted
in the school / institution. I now wish to approach the staff in the Visual Arts Department. I am seeking
one teacher / lecturer to voluntarily participate in the research through an individual interview. The
Principal / Head of Department has agreed that I may also recruit 3-4 Year 12 and / or Year 13 visual
arts students / tertiary students to volunteer to participate in one focus group interview. I have prepared
a recruitment flyer (attached) to attract student volunteers and would appreciate it if the Visual Arts
Department administrator could post it on notice boards or on the department’s student intranet.
Students are asked to inform their visual arts teacher / lecturer if they express interest in participating.
If more than four students volunteer my main supervisor will randomly select four names. The
research will be conducted sometime between 1st May and 1st October, 2016. The Principal / Head of
Department has given their assurance that the decision of the visual arts teacher / lecturer and
students to participate or not in the research will not affect their employment or relationship with
the school.
The data I wish to collect is as follows:
• Interview: One audio-recorded interview with the visual arts teacher / tertiary lecturer of up
to 60 minutes, to gain insights into their understanding of street art, visual culture, and their
teaching programmes. The interview would take place at the school at a time and venue
convenient to them.
•

Focus group interview: One audio-recorded interview of 45-50 minutes with a group of 3-4 Year
12 and/or Year 13 visual arts students / tertiary art students, to gain insights into their
understanding of street art and visual culture, and their place in visual arts education. The
focus group interview would take place at the school at a time and venue organised by the
visual arts teacher.

The teacher / lecturer will be able to request that the audio-recording device be turned off at any
time during their interview without giving a reason or they may decline to answer any questions.
The teacher / lecturer will be sent a transcript of their interview which they may edit within two
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weeks following their interview. At the focus group interview it will not be possible for any students
to request that the recording device be turned off, but they may choose not to answer any
questions. The students will not be given the opportunity to edit the focus group transcript. All
participants will be invited to nominate a first name pseudonym.
I will be asking them to give consent for the research outcomes to be presented in my thesis, at
conferences and other presentations, and in research publications. After the thesis is examined you
and the visual arts teacher and students will be informed of the electronic URL from The
University of Auckland’s Research Space to view/download it in its entirety.
You will have the right to withdraw the participation of the visual arts teacher / lecturers and the
students in this research at any time up until data collection ceases on 1 October 2016, without
giving a reason. Consent Forms will be securely stored separately from the research data for six
years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be destroyed. Every
attempt will be made to protect the identity of the school and the participants, but anonymity
cannot be guaranteed. If you have any further queries please contact my main Supervisor. I hope
you will agree to the participation of a visual arts teacher / lecturer and 3-4 Year 12 and/or Year
13 visual arts students / tertiary students in this research. If so, I would appreciate you signing
the Consent Form and returning it to me in the stamped/addressed envelope provided.
Yours sincerely

Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
University email: whun024@aucklanduni.ac.nz
My supervisors are:
Associate Professor Jill Smith
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland j.smith@auckland.ac.nz
Dr Graham McPhail
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland g.mcphail@auckland.ac.nz
For ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair
The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
The University of Auckland
Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Consent Form for Secondary School Teachers and Tertiary Institution
Lecturers
This form will be held for a period of six years
Secondary School Teacher / Tertiary Institution Lecturer: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
I have read the Participant Information Sheet and understand the nature of the research. I have
had the opportunity to ask the researcher’s Supervisor questions and have them answered to my
satisfaction.
• I understand that my participation in this research is entirely voluntary.
• I agree to participate in the data collection methods outlined between 1 March–1 October
2016.
• I understand that I may withdraw my participation up until data collection ceases on 1 October
2016, without giving a reason
• I understand that I will be interviewed for up to 60 minutes and that the interview will be videorecorded.
• I understand that I may request that the video recorder be turned off at any stage during the
data collection, without giving a reason.
• I understand that I will receive a transcript from my interview and that I have the opportunity
to edit this.
• I understand that I will not be able to edit the raw footage from the video recorded observations.
• I understand that this Consent Form will be stored securely and separately from the research
data for six years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be
destroyed.
• I understand that my identity will be known because my street art is in the public domain and
that my name will be used in the research findings.
• I understand that the thesis will be available to view/download, and that the research, including
the digital material, may be presented at conferences and other presentations, and in research
publications.
I agree to participate in this research

YES

NO

Please indicate your decision

If you volunteer to participate in this please email this consent form to me at my email address,
whun024@auckland.ac.nz

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Appendix A5: Participant information sheet and consent forms for
Secondary School Students and Tertiary Institution Students
Participant information sheet for Secondary School Students and Tertiary
Institution Students
Secondary School Student / Tertiary Student Name: (Name to be inserted)
Secondary School / Tertiary Institution: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
Supervisors: Associate Professor Jill Smith and Dr Graham McPhail
Title of Research: Hitting the street: The Legitimation of ‘street art’ in visual arts education in
New Zealand.
Date:
Dear Principal / Head of Department (name to be inserted)
My name is Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung. I am a postgraduate student at the Faculty of Education and
Social Work, The University of Auckland. I am studying for a PhD in Education, and am about to
embark on research for my thesis. This research aims to investigate understandings of ‘street art’ in
New Zealand, and the implications for its community of street artists and visual arts education in
secondary schools and tertiary art institutions. I will be seeking perspectives about street art from street
artists, secondary school visual arts teachers and students, and tertiary visual arts lecturers and
students. The research is motivated by my interest in street art and how this is understood as part of
‘visual culture’ in our image-saturated, globalized world. My role, as a researcher-participant,
street artist and teacher, will be central in this research, acting as a conduit aimed at connecting the
worlds of street art and visual arts education through exploring street art’s educational potential in New
Zealand secondary schools and tertiary art institutions.
Thank you for responding to the recruitment flyer seeking 3-4 secondary school / tertiary visual
arts students to participate. The secondary school teacher / visual arts lecturer, who will be
participating in the research, will be given the names of the student volunteers. If more than four
students volunteer my main supervisor will randomly select four names. The Principal / HOD has
given their assurance that your decision to participate or not in the research will not affect your
relationship with the school / institution. The research will be conducted sometime between 1st
May and 1st October, 2016.
The data I wish to collect from you will be through a focus group interview of 45-50 minutes
duration. The secondary school teacher / visual arts lecturer will arrange the time and place, most
likely in an art studio during lunchtime. I will be seeking your ideas on street art and visual culture,
and their place in visual arts education. I will audio-record the interview to ensure that your
comments are captured accurately. In a focus group interview it is not possible to ask for the
recording device to be turned off, but you may decide not to answer some questions. Before we
begin the interview, I will ask you to nominate a first name pseudonym so that what you say can’t
be identifiable. I will also ask you to respect the confidentiality of what other students say at the
interview. I will need your permission to include your comments in my PhD thesis, and in
conference presentations and publications about the research.
The data I wish to collect is as follows:
• Focus group interview: One audio-recorded interview of 45-50 minutes with a group of 3-4 Year
12 and/or Year 13 visual arts students / tertiary art students, to gain insights into their
understanding of street art and visual culture, and their place in visual arts education. The
focus group interview would take place at the school at a time and venue organised by the
visual arts teacher.
Although you have volunteered to participate you may withdraw from the research at any time
without giving a reason. You also have the right to withdraw information you provided up until 1
October, 2016, when the data collection ceases. Your Student Consent Form will be stored in a
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secure place, separate from the research data, at the Faculty of Education and Social Work for
six years after which both will be destroyed. If you would like to have more information, please
contact my main supervisor, Dr Jill Smith, by email.
Please put your Consent Form in the envelope provided and give it to your visual arts lecturer
who will pass it on to me.
Yours sincerely

Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
University email: whun024@aucklanduni.ac.nz
My supervisors are:
Associate Professor Jill Smith
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland j.smith@auckland.ac.nz
Dr Graham McPhail
School of Curriculum and Pedagogy
Faculty of Education and Social Work
The University of Auckland g.mcphail@auckland.ac.nz
For ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair
The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
The University of Auckland
Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Consent Form for Secondary School Students and Tertiary Institution
Students
This form will be held for a period of six years
Secondary School Student / Tertiary Institution Student: (Name to be inserted)
Researcher: Wing-Tai (Bobby) Hung
I have read the Participant Information Sheet and understand the nature of the research. I have
had the opportunity to ask the researcher’s Supervisor questions and have them answered to my
satisfaction.
• I understand that my participation in this research is entirely voluntary.
• I agree to participate in the data collection methods outlined between 1 March–1 October
2016.
• I understand that I may withdraw my participation up until data collection ceases on 1 October
2016, without giving a reason
• I understand that I will be interviewed in the focus-group for up to 45-50 minutes and that the
interview will be video-recorded.
• I understand that I may request that the video recorder be turned off at any stage during the
data collection, without giving a reason.
• I understand that I will receive a transcript from my interview and that I have the opportunity
to edit this.
• I understand that I will not be able to edit the raw footage from the video recorded observations.
• I understand that this Consent Form will be stored securely and separately from the research
data for six years at the Faculty of Education and Social Work, after which both will be
destroyed.
• I understand that my identity will be known because my street art is in the public domain and
that my name will be used in the research findings.
• I understand that the thesis will be available to view/download, and that the research, including
the digital material, may be presented at conferences and other presentations, and in research
publications.
I agree to participate in this research

YES

NO

Please indicate your decision

If you volunteer to participate in this please email this consent form to me at my email address,
whun024@auckland.ac.nz

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 03Dec-2015 for (6) years, Reference Number 016517.
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Appendix A6: Indicative Interview questions for Street Artists
Indicative Interview questions for Street Artists
Personal/professional warm-up questions
1. Please introduce yourself. Do you have a street artist name or pseudonym?
2. What is your ethnicity or cultural origin?
3. When and why did you decide to start making street art?
4. How long have you been making street art?
5. Do you belong to a community or network of street artists?
6. How do you decide where to make your street art?
Questions about street art
7. How would you define the term ‘street art’?
8. How do you think street art is understood in the New Zealand context?
9. How do you think street art is understood from an international perspective?
10. How do you think street art could gain more visibility in New Zealand communities?
Questions about their art making processes and outcomes
11. Do you define your work as street art? If not, how would you describe your artwork?
12. What are some of the themes and ideas that you are exploring in your art making?
13. What, or who, has influenced your choice of these themes and ideas?
14. What is your working process, and what you think has influenced the ways you work?
15. How do you think the New Zealand community responds to your artwork?
16. How does your art reflect who you are as a person and artist?
Questions about ‘visual culture’
17. How would you define the term ‘visual culture’?
18. In what ways, if any, has visual culture influenced your art making?
19. If so, what types of visual culture in particular have influenced your art making?
20. What are some other influences on your art making?
Questions about cultural ‘milieu’
21. What do you understand by the term ‘cultural milieu’?
22. How would you describe your own cultural milieu?
23. In what ways do you think your cultural milieu could have had any influence on your art
making, if so, in what ways?
Questions about visual arts education
24. Did experiences in visual arts at secondary school influence you to become a street
artist?
25. If you attended a tertiary art institution did experiences in visual arts there influence you
to become a street artist?
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Appendix A7: Indicative Interview questions for Teachers and Lecturers
Indicative Interview questions for Teachers and Lecturers
Personal/professional warm-up questions
1. Please introduce yourself with a first name pseudonym
2. How long have you been teaching visual arts?
3. What are some reasons that encouraged you to start teaching visual arts?
4. Are you a practicing / exhibiting artist as well as a visual arts teacher?
Questions about street art
5. How would you define the term ‘street art’?
6. Why do you think artists create street art?
7. How do you think street art is understood in New Zealand?
8. Why do you think street art is understood in New Zealand in the way it is?
Questions about ‘visual culture’
9. How would you define the term ‘visual culture’?
10. Do you think visual culture is reflected in your students’ art making?
11. If so, what types of visual culture are evident, in particular?
Questions about cultural ‘milieu’
12. What do you understand by the term ‘cultural milieu’?
13. How would you describe your own cultural milieu?
Questions about approaches to visual arts education
14. What do you know about a pedagogical approach to visual arts education called
Discipline-Based Art Education (DBAE)?
15. What do you know about a pedagogical approach to visual arts education approach
called Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE)?
Questions about the teaching programme at the secondary school or tertiary institution
16. What types of teaching programmes are you involved in?
17. In your curriculum / teaching programmes are students encouraged to create art work
that reflects themselves as a person and artist within the context of their cultural milieu?
18. Are students taught about street art in any of the programmes at your school /
institution? If not, why do you think this might be?
19. If street art was a part of your curricula / programme, in what ways do you think it could
have the potential to help students gain a broadened definition of the visual arts? And of
visual arts education?
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Appendix A8: Indicative Interview questions for Students

Indicative Interview questions for Students
Personal/professional warm-up questions
1. Please introduce yourselves with a first name pseudonym.
2. How long have each of you been studying visual arts?
3. What are some reasons that encouraged you to start studying visual arts?
Questions about street art
4. How would you define the term ‘street art’?
5. Do you think there are differences between graffiti and street art?
6. Why do you think artists create street art?
7. How do you think street art is understood in New Zealand?
8. Why do you think street art is understood in New Zealand the way it is?
Questions about ‘visual culture’
9. How would you define the term ‘visual culture’?
10. In what ways, if any, has visual culture influenced your art making?
11. If so, what types of visual culture in particular have influenced your art making?
Questions about cultural ‘milieu’
12. What do you understand by the term ‘cultural milieu’?
13. How would you describe your own cultural milieu?
14. Do you think your cultural milieu has had any influence on your art making?
Questions about their art making processes and outcomes
15. What are some of the themes and ideas that you are exploring in your art making?
16. What, or who, has influenced your choice of these themes and ideas?
17. What are your working processes and what do you think has influenced these methods?
18. How does your art reflect who you are as a person and artist?
Questions about the teaching programme at their school or institution
19. What type of curriculum is taught at your secondary school / tertiary art institution?
20. Are you taught about street art in any of the programmes? If not, why do you think that
might be?
21. If street art was taught in your class / programme, in what ways do you think it could have
the potential to help you gain a broadened definition of the visual arts?
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Appendix A9: Observation schedule for Street Artists
Observation schedule for Street Artists
Observations of the street artists will be guided by the follow:
1. How does the street artist begin and finish his artwork?
2. How does the street artist develop their ideas and what influences them?
3. What are the street artists’ processes of research?
4. Why has the street artist selected the particular space?
5. How does the street artist select his materials?
6. Examples of the street artist conceptualising the art work in the studio / outdoor.
7. Examples of the working process from its inception to its completion.
8. How does the street artist engage with the environment of his artwork?
9. What does the surroundings of the street artist’s studio / location look like?
10. What does the completed work look like compared to the original concept?
11. What is the context of the work when placed in the environment?
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